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[87] BUYING AND SELLING IS LAWFUL

. OTyilj

[87] The author ?  said: Know that selling and buying is lawful if the 
transaction is done in the market of the Muslims based on the ruling of the 

Qur’an and Sunnah without involvingdeceit or injustice or deception or 
(something) contrary to the Qur’an or contrary to the knowledge.

COMMENTARY

We believe that buying and selling is lawful. Allah the Most High says:

“...Allah has permitted trading and forbidden Riba (U sury)...” 

[Qur'an 2: 275]

“O you who believe! Eat not up your property among yourselves 
unjustly except it be a trade amongst you, by mutual consent...” 

[Qur'an 4: 29]

C
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“O you who believe (Muslims)! When the call is proclaimed for the 
Salah (prayer) on Friday (Jumu’ah prayer); come to the remembrance 

of Allah [Jumu’ah religious talk (Khutbah) and Salah (prayer)] and 
leave off business (and every other thing). That is better for you if  you 

did but know. Then when the (Jumu’ah Salah (prayer) is ended, you 

may disperse through the land, and seek bounty of Allah (by working 
etc.)... ” [Qur'an 62: 9-10]

Allah saysregarding the mosques:

“...Therein Glorify Him (Allah) in the mornings and in the afternoons 
or in the evenings. Men whom neither trade nor sale (business) divert 
from the Remembrance of Allah (with heart and tongue) . . . ” [Qur'an 

24: 36-37]

Buying and selling do not divert them. He (Allah) did not say, ‘they do not buy 
and sell.’ Rather, He says, their trade does not divert them from the 
remembrance of Allah. So they attend the mosque, perform the Salah in 
congregation, and then leave for their buying and selling.

Business transaction is one of the purest ways of earning if it is free 
from deception and fraud; and also free from unlawful materials, forbidden
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transaction and usury. If buying and selling is free from these ills, it is one of 
the purest ways of earning.

“If it is sold in the Muslims’ markets”: W hatever is found in the M uslims’ 

markets, do not ask about it because the basis is permissibility except when 
you know that it is unlawful.

“Based upon the ruling of the Book and S u n n a h It should fulfill the well 
known condition of trading. If it fulfills the seven well known conditions of 

trading1, then the trading is right and what is being sold is lawful. The basic 

thing is that the markets of the Muslims are based on these.

His saying: “Without involving deceit or injustice or deception”: But if

deception, fraud and hazard are included in the transaction, it is unlawful 
because it has become gambling or dupery whereby something that is not real 

is displayed. A semblance form of goods that is not real is displayed; such is 
called deception: displaying the semblance form of goods that will impress the 

onlooker, whereas the interior is contrary to it.

His saying: “Or injustice”: That is, for goods to be sold by compelling its 
owner, by forcing him to sell or buy (goods). Transaction is only done by 

m utual consent (of the buyer and the seller). The Prophet H  said:

If

1 These are: Satisfaction, conscious awareness, that the commodity is something beneficial, 
that the seller owns the commodity or is permitted by its owner or the government to sell it at 
the time of the transaction, ability to make it available (to the buyer), knowing the price and 
the priced, that (the transaction) could be executed immediately and not left in suspension. 
See al-Mubdi' by Ibn Muflih (7/4 and what comes after it), ar-Rawd al-Murabba'i(2/26-43), 
Manar as-Sabll (1/28-290).
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“Transaction is only done by mutual consent.”2

Allah the Most High says:

“O you who believe! Eat not up your property among yourselves 

unjustly except it be a trade amongst you, by mutual consent.” 

[Qur'an 4: 29]

The agreement of the seller is a condition for the validity of a transaction; it 

should be after he agrees. He should not be compelled to it. This is because 
compulsion is injustice, except if compelling him is for a just cause. For 

instance, if there is a debt upon him and he refuses to repay, the judge can 

come in and sell out of his property, what is sufficient to offset his debt even if 
he is not pleased with it. This is because it is a just compulsion. Consequently, 

(the scholars) say that a forced transaction is not valid except for a just cause.

2Reported by Ibn Majah (2/737 no 2185), Ibn Hibban in his Sahih (11/340 no 496) from Abu 

Sa'id al-Khudri (&>). Al-Busayri said in Misbah az-Zujajah (3/1), It’s Isnad (chain) is 
authentic, its narrators are reliable".
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[88] THE BELIEVER FLUCTUATES BETWEEN 
FEAR AND HOPE

[88] The author 7* said: And you should know - may Allah have mercy on 

you- that it is good for a slave to always have compassion so long as he is in 
this world; this is because he does not know upon what he will die, what will 

seal up his action and upon what he will meet Allah even if he does good 

deeds.

It is good for someone who has transgressed against himself not to severe his 
hope from Allah, the Exalted at the tim e of death. He should have good 
thought about Allah and fear the consequence of his sins. If Allah bestows 

mercy on him, it is from  favourand if He punishes him, it is due to sin.

COMMENTARY

This is an im portant issue: the believer should combine between fear (of Allah) 
and hope (in Him). He should progress in his deeds between fear and hope. 
He should not have fear alone and despair of Allah’s Mercy. Allah the Most 

High says:

“...Certainly no one despairs o f A llah ’s Mercy, except the people who 

disbelieve. ” [Qur'an 12: 87]
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The Most High says:

“...And who despairs of the Mercy of his Lord except those who are 

astray?” [Qur'an 15: 56]

“Say: O ‘Ibadi! (My slaves) who have transgressed against themselves 
(by committing evil deeds and sins)! Despair not of the Mercy of  

Allah. ” [Qur'an 39: 53]

He should not have excessive fear that will make him  despair of Allah’s Mercy 

for such is a dispraised fear. Similarly, he should have hope in Allah; but the 

hope should not make him feel safe from the scheme of Allah. Rather, he 
should be afraid of the schemeof Allah. The scheme of Allah - the Mighty and 

the Majestic - befits Him and it is part of His perfection. It is not like the 
scheme of the creature.

Al-Makr (scheme) literary means letting harm  afflict someone secretly 
in a way he cannot perceive it. If this is done deservedly, it is justice; and this is 
the scheme of Allah. As He plots against the wrong-doers and sinners and 
extends punishm ent to them from where they cannot perceive; this is justice 
from Him; Glory be to Him and He will be praised for it.

But if afflicting others with harm  is without a just cause, it is injustice, 
which is not permissible. This is the creatures’ plot. As for the plot of the 
Creator, it is praiseworthy because it is justice and equity from Him. This is 
the difference between the two matters: between the plot of Allah and the plot 
of creatures.
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“A nd they (disbelievers) plotted (to kill ‘Isa (Jesus), and Allah plotted  

too. A nd Allah is the Best o f  those who plot. ” [Qur'an 3: 54]

This is as a form of retribution for them; it is not injustice from Him -  may He 
be exalted and glorified. It was a result of their plot. They plotted and Allah 

plotted punishm ent for them. This is justice from Him. The Prophet H  said in 
a Hadith:

aIIp gpi 0]

“Verily, one of you would act upon the deeds of the people of Paradise 

until what is between him and it is an arm ’s length and the decree will 
overtake him and he begins to act upon the deeds of the people of Hell 

and thus enters it.”

He entered the Fire because he acted upon the deeds of people of the Fire. The 

recompense originated from the deed. And since his end was that he did the 

deed of the people of the Fire, he entered it; and vice versa:

L>\£]\

“Verily, one of you would act upon the deeds of the people of the Fire 

until what is between him and it is an arm ’s length and the decree will 
overtake him and he begins to act upon the deeds of the people of 

Paradise and thus enters i t”.3

3Reported by al-Bukhari in his Sahth (3/1212 no 3154) and Muslim in his Sahih (4/2036 no 

2643) from ‘Abdullah bin Mas’ud (<i»).
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He will enter it because he carried out the deeds of people of Paradise and died 
upon it. One will not enter Hell except due to deeds and one will not enter 

Paradise except as a result of deed; and actions are based on their ends.

Therefore a person should not be deceived by his righteousness and 
steadfastness and feel safe from aberration or deviation. How m any a believer; 

Muslim and scholar have deviated ? Allah H  caused them to deviate because 

deviation occurred from them. So a person should not feel safe for himself and 

consider himself to be pure. He should not feel safe from deviation and start 
mixing with evil people, listening to them and gazing at temptation. He should 

not feel safe for himself:

“The hearts of the slaves are in between two Fingers among the 

Fingers of the Most Merciful.”4

He should not feel safe for himself. Prophet Ibrahim said:

“...And keep me and my sons away from worshipping idols. ‘O my 
Lord! They have indeed led astray many among m ankind...” ’ 
[Qur'an 14: 35-36]

A person should not feel safe from trials and an evil end for himself even if he 
is the most righteous of people. On the other hand, he should not despair of 
Allah's mercy even if he is the worst of people. Allah may favour him with 

repentance such that he dies upon Islam and enters Paradise because as long as

4Reported by Muslim in his Sahih (4/2045 no 2654) from 'Abdullah bin ' Amr (4&).
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he is living, he is exposed to this or that; and actions are consideredaccording 

to the last ones.

His saying: “He should have good thought about Allah and fear the 
consequence of his sins”: He should have good thought about Allah and 

should not despair of Allah’s mercy.

“And fear the consequence of his sins”: Meaning he should not have hope 

that is devoid of fear. Rather, he should fluctuate between fear and hope.

“Verily, they used to hasten on to do good deeds, and they used to call 
on Us with hope and fear. ” [Qur'an 21: 90]

These Prophets used to hasten to do good deeds and invoke Allah, hoping for 

His reward and fearing His punishment. So the Prophets would fluctuate 
between fear and hope; they do not take one side and leave the other. They do 
not take the side of hope and leave the side of fear nor take the side of fear and 

leave the side of hope.

A slave should think positively about Allah especially at death. 
Scholars say that at the time of well-being, the side of fear should over shadow 

(the side of hope) as a precaution and at the time of death, the side of hope 
should over shadow (the side of fear) because during the worldly life, he has 
the ability to act, repent and ask for forgiveness. But at the time of death, he is 
incapable of doing anything, so the side of hope should over shadow. 

Accordingly, it is reported in the Hadith:
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“None of you should die excepthe is thinking positively about Allah.”5

His saying: “If Allah bestows mercy on him, it is from favour and if He 

punishes him, it is due to sin”: This is like what had preceded that Allah M  
does not bless or punish people except due to their actions.

“...A nd  your Lord treats no one with injustice.” [Qur'an 18: 49]

Reported by Muslim in his Sahih (4/2205 no 2877) from ' Abdullah bin ' Amr (<#).
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[89] BELIEF THAT ALLAH INFORMED HIS 
PROPHET OF WHAT WILLOCCUR IN HIS UMMAH 

TILL THE DAY OF RESURRECTION

ij U sj!g JUi ^  51 OU Îj uiSJiJt Jls — Â

X*>Ql)l (J]

[89] The author ?  said: And to believe that Allah the Exalted has revealed to 

His Prophet % what will occur to his Ummah till the Day of Resurrection.

COMMENTARY

Neither the Prophet M nor anyone among the creatures knows the Unseen.

“Say: None in the heavens and the earth knows the Ghayb (unseen) 
except A llah ... ” [Qur'an 27 :65]

Al-Ghayb (the Unseen) is what is hidden from us with regard to the past and 

the future; we do not know it. But Allah may inform the Prophets -  ‘alayhim- 
us-salatu was-salam- something of the Unseen for the benefit of d a ’wah to 

Allah, and one of them is our Prophet, M uhammad M- Allah informed him 
something of the Unseen and he informed about them  for the benefit of the 
Ummah. Allah the Most High says:
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“(He alone is) the All-Knower of the Ghayb (unseen) and He reveals to 

none His Ghayb (unseen). Except to a Messenger (from mankind) 
whom He has chosen (He informed him of unseen as much as He 

likes)...” [Qur'an 72: 26-27] - except to a messenger whom He has 

chosen means Allah informs him as He wishes. For example, once the 

Messenger M was walking with his Companions, and they passed by 

two graves; then he said:

“Both of them are indeed being punished.”6

The Companions did not perceive that the occupants of the two graves were 

being punished. Allah informed His Messenger H  regarding the punishm ent 
of the two dead ones. He said, “Both of them are indeed being punished.” This 

is among what Allah informed him; and it is among the peculiarities of the 

messengers (‘alayhimus-salatu was-salam).

Allah informed him of what will occur in the future and he informed 

us of the portents of the Hour, and thefitan (trials and tribulations) so that we 
would be cautious (of them) and fear that these matters should catch up with 
us; so that we would be upon clear proof.

He informed us for our own benefit from the perspective of warning 

so that we would take precaution. The Prophet M said:

“This Ummah will be divided into seventy three sects; all of them  will 
go to Hell except one.”7

6 Reported by al-Bukhari in his Sahih (1/88 no 215) and Muslim in his Sahih (1/240 no 292) 
from Ibn ‘Abbas (4»).
7 Its reference has preceded
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This is information from him that division will take place in this Ummah; and 

it has taken place just as he had informed so that we would be firm upon the 
truth and we would not be with the deferrers.
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[90] THE DIVISION OF THIS UMMAH

[90] The author, may Allah have mercy on him, said: Know that the 

Messenger of Allah M said: “My Ummah will be divided into seventy three 

sects; all of them will go to Hell except one, and it is the Jama'ah”. It was 

asked: ‘Who are they O Messenger of Allah If? ’ He replied “What I and my 
Companions are upon today”.

COMMENTARY

His saying: “Know that the Messenger of Allah H said: “My Ummah will be 
divided into seventy three sects; all of them will go to Hell except one, and it 

is the Jama’ah”: Allah H  has commanded us to be united upon the truth.

“A nd hold fast, all o f you together, to the people o f Allah (i.e. the 
Q ur’an), and be not divided among yourselves...” [Qur'an 3: 103]

“Verily, those who divide their religion and break up into sects (all 
kinds o f religious sect), you (O M uhammad) have no concern in them
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in the least. Their affair is only with Allah who then will tell them 
what they used to do. ” [Qur'an 6:159]

“And be not as those who divided and differed among themselves after 

the clear proof have come to them. It is they for whom there is awful 
torment. ” [Qur'an 3:105]

So, He forbade us from differing and commanded us to be united and hold fast 

to the Q ur’an and Sunnah of His Messenger He said:

“And verily, this (i.e. Allah’s Commandments mentioned in the above 

two Verses, 151 and 152) is my Straight Path, so follow it, and follow  
not (other) paths, for they will separate you away from His Path.” 

[Qur'an 3: 153]

Division and differences based on desires or blind following of forefathers and 
grandparents, or blind following the Jews and Christians is not permissible. 
Differing in matters of creed and fundamentals of the religion is not 
permissible. Rather, it is obligatory to be unanim ous and united upon it.

Regarding differences in Fiqh issues, this occurs; but it is obligatory to 
followthat which is supported by proof. Allah the Most High says:
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“(And) i f  you differ in anything amongst yourselves, refer it to Allah 
and His Messenger i f  you believe in Allah and in the Last Day. That is 

better and more suitable fo r  fina l determination. ” [Qur'an 4: 59]

Hence, differing in ‘Aqidah  (creed) is not permissible because (the issues of) 
‘Aqidah  are Tawqifiyah (divinely restricted); it is not a place for Ijtihad 
(individual Jurisprudential deduction). As for issues of Fiqh and its deduction 

(of rulings), those who perform Ijtihad and deduction among the people of 
knowledge may differ in the way they view the proof. But they should not 

remain upon the disagreement.

Rather, they should return to the Book of Allah and the Sunnah of His 

Messenger fg. So whoever possesses the proof; they should follow him, take his 
saying and abandon their opinion. This is the methodology of Ahl-us- 

Sunnahwa al-Jamaah-, and this was what the Messenger of Allah H  guided us 
to. But for us to say, leave the people, everyone should take to his opinion as 

differences of opinion in the Ummah is mercy, as they claim,we say this is 
falsehood. Allah the Exalted says:

. .But they will not cease to disagree. Except him  on whom your Lord 
has bestowed His M ercy...” [Qur'an 11: 118-119]

The saying of Allah: “Except him on whom your Lord has bestowed His Mercy" 
shows that those upon whom Allah bestowed His Mercy do not differ; and 
that difference of opinion is a punishment, not mercy. Mercy is for those who 
do not differ; and if they differ, they return to the Book and Sunnah, hold on to
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the correct opinion and abandon the error. This is the way of the People of the 

Sunnah and the Jama’ah.

But for everyone to remain on his opinion and say what so - and - so 

said; this is not the way of the Muslims. Rather, this is the way of the people of 
desires and lusts who seek after what agrees with their desires from sayings; 

and whatdisagrees with their desires, they abandon it even if it was stated by 
the /mamwhose sayings they (claim to) follow. Meaning they do not take from 

the sayings of the Imams and scholars except what conformsto their desires. 

But whatever disagrees with their desires, they abandon. This is proof that they 
follow their desires: whatever agrees with their desires they follow and 

whatever disagrees with their desires, they abandon -there is no Might or 
Power except with Allah.

This is what is being proclaimed nowadays in newspapers, magazines, 
seminars, conferences and satellite television channels. Most often, they 

publicize and advertise differences of opinion saying, "We are broadening 
(freedom of speech) for people." By what are we broadening for the people ? 

By abandoning the Book and the Sunnah and following the sayings of those 

who are not infallible; they make mistakes and they (sometimes) get it right?

They forbid us from taking their sayings except what agrees with the 
proof and forbid us from taking such if it opposes the proof. This is a matter 

that is duty-bound (for all) to know because today m ankind is tempted by 
these people who mixup the truth with falsehood for the people.

His saying: “Know that the Messenger of Allah said: ‘My Ummah will be 
divided into seventy three sects; all of them will be in the Fire except one’”8: 
This Hadith is Sahih (authentic) witha combination of its chains (of 
transmission) and its routes and wordings are many. The Imams have 

recorded it, praised it and the present condition proves it as the Prophet M 
informed that the Ummah of M uhamm ad will be divided into seventy-three

8 Its reference preceded.
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sects; and these are the foundation of the sects. However, there are more than 

these sects. But these (seventy-three sects) are the foundations.

All of them will be in the Fire; meaning all the seventy-two will enter 

the Fire except one, which is the seventy-third; and they are those upon what 

the Messenger of Allah M and his Companions were upon. These people are 
saved from the Fire. That is why they are called the Firqatun-Najiyah (Saved 
Sect) and The Ahlus-Sunnah wal-Jama'ah (People of the Sunnah and

Those other than them are those who oppose (the truth) and are 
threatened with the Fire. Some of them will enter the Fire due to their 

disbelief; some will enter it due to their Fisq (evil deed) while some will enter it 
due to their disobedience. They are not equal in their entrance into the Fire. It 

should not be deduced from this Hadlth that all these (seventy-three) sects are 
disbelievers.

His saying: “And it is the Jam a’ah”: Al-Jama’ah is whoever is upon the truth 
even if it is a single person. This is what is referred to as the Jama ’ah. But large 
num ber alone does not indicate the truth. Allah the Most High says:

“And i f  you obey most o f those on the earth, they will mislead you fa r  
away from  A llah’s path  ... ” [Qur'an 6: 116]

The Most High says:

“And most o f mankind will not believe even i f  you desire it eagerly. ” 
[Qur'an 12: 103]

Jama’ah).
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“And most o f them We found not true to their covenant, but most of 
them We found indeed Fasiqun (rebellious, disobedient to Allah).” 
[Qur'an 7:102]

Consideration should not be given to multitude.Rather, consideration should 

be given to those upon the truth even if they are few; and even if he is a single 
person, he is the Jama ’ah.

His saying: “It was asked: ‘Who are they O Messenger of Allah He replied 
‘What I and my Companions are upon today’”: This is the correct path; 

whoever is upon what the Messenger of Allah M and his Companions were 
upon is the Jama ’ah.
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[...] THE FITNAH BROKE OUT AFTER THE 
ASSASSINATION OF ‘UTHMAN
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This was how the religion was till the Khilafah (caliphate) of ‘Umar bin al- 
Khattab. So also was it during the period of ‘Uthman. But when ‘Uthman 

was killed, division and innovations started. And people became divided into 

factions and sects. Among the people were those who were firm upon the 
truth during the first alteration; they spoke it, acted upon it and invited 
people to it.

COMMENTARY

His saying: “This was how the religion was till the Khilafah (caliphate) of 
‘Umar bin al-Khaffab. So also was it during the period of ‘Uthman.” During 

the life time of the Companionsand Students of the Companions, those who 
opposed (the correct Islam) like the Qadariyyah and others used to hide and 
sneak within the people due to the power of Islam and Muslims till the Jews 
plotted a Jew man from Yemen called Ibn as-Sawda’ ‘Abdullah bin Saba’ - the 
Jew. He came to Madinah, displayed Islam during the caliphate of Uthman 
and began insulting ‘Uthman in public gatherings; he faked Islam as a ploy.

Later on he started releasing his poisons in public gatherings and the 
fools, riffraff and the ignorant people would be present. And some people or 
most people were engaging in abuse and gossiping. So, they gathered around 
him.
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W hen he was noticed and expelled from Madlnah, he went to Egypt 
and found a town in Egypt well known for dissension. He plunged therein and 

spread his poisons (of hatred) therein and abused ‘Uthman. Then at the end, a 

group with weapon and power was formed from them. So they came to 
‘Uthm an protesting against him  and accusing him  of mistakes. Then Uthman 

replied them and disproved their doubt. Then they receded.

Later on, they blamed one another on the road and said: ‘We did not 

do anything’. Thereafter they returned to ‘U thm an (4&) and besieged him  in 

his house. Meanwhile, the Companionswanted to defend the Khaltfah, but 
‘Uthm an forbade it for fear of Fitnah and bloodshed. He forbade them  of it 
hoping that the issue had to do with dialogue and consultation. He wanted to 

convince them. But when they saw that they do not have anything of proof 

they attacked him in the night while the people were asleep and killed him.

Since they saw that their doubts had been disproved and were not 

accepted; they took the opportunity ofoversight while most people were in 
Hajj and the people in Madinah were sleeping and peaceful, based on the fact 

that the issue had to do with dialogue and consultation. So they attacked him 

during the night -  may Allah disfigure them - in his house and killed him  as a 
martyr while he was reciting the Q ur’an and the copy of the Q ur’an was with 

him till the blood dropped on the copy of the Q ur’an. Thereafter Fitnah 

occurred.9

This evil man claimed that the Khilafah was meant for ‘All and was 

neither m eant for Abu Bakr nor ‘Umar nor ‘Uthm an (^ ) .  He claimed that, it 
was meant for ‘All and that ‘All was the testamentary regent recommended by 

Allah’s Messenger I t  and that these people unjustly took the Khilafah from 
him. W hat is amazing is that ‘All never claimed this nor sought for the 
Khilafah nor said,'I am the most deserving of if; rather, he pledged allegiance, 

and was listening and obedient to his rightly guided Khulafa ’ brothers (4fe>)•

9See: Itihaf al-Jama ah of Shaykh Hamud at-Tuwayjirl (1/146), and the book, Fitnat Maqtal 

' Uthman («&>) of Dr. Muhammad al-Gaban (1/115 -133).
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Subsequently, Fitnah occurred within the Muslims. Fighting among 

the Muslims took place as a result of this evil m an who infiltrated the 
Muslims’ rows. However, Allah aborted his idea. Yes, he brought some trials 
and affliction to the Muslims thereby; those who were killed among them  were 

killed, but he did not do anything against Islam -  to Allah is all praise due; as 

Islam remained strong and upright.

He (‘Abdullah Ibn Saba’) and the Jews did not obtain anything from 

this religion -  to Allah is all praise due. Yes, some calamities, Fitnah and 

killing occurred to the Companions $>; however, this was in the way of Allah. 
This evil man did not attain any benefit - so to Allah is all praise due.

This is a summary on the issue of the fitnah  that led to the 

assassination of ‘Uthm an (4&). And this is from what indicates that it is not 

permissible to revolt against the leader and that revolting against him causes 
evil and shedding of blood in the Ummah. And people have not ceased to be in 

trialssince that era; and you know the advocates of fitnah  who invite (others) 
to fitnah  and revolt against the leaders under the pretence of forbidding evil. 

The M u ’tazilah and the Khawarij emerged from this group; and it has not 
ceased till today.

His saying: “But when ‘Uthman was killed, division and innovations started”:
It is obligatory to be cautious against the callers of misguidance. One should 
not be lenient concerning their issue; and it is not permissible to speak against 

the leaders. That is why the Prophet ^enjo ined  listening, obeying and not 
revolting against the leaders even if they are tyrants, oppressive and commit 
sins as long as it does not attain the level of clear disbelief. This was what 

Allah’s Messenger M enjoined on us.

His saying: “And people became divided into factions and sects. Among 
people were those who were firm on the truth during the first alteration.They 
spoke it, acted upon it and invited people to it”: W hen division and 
disagreementoccured, Allah made the people of truth steadfast upon the truth
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and Sunnah and they followed what the Messenger M and his Companions 

were upon; and the other sects opposed what the Messenger of Allah H  and 
his Companions were upon and became deserving of the threat of the Fire, in 
proportion to what occurred from them.
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[...] WARNING AGAINST THE GROUPS AND 
CALLERS TO MISGUIDANCE

The author ?  said: “The affair was on the right course till the fourth 

(Muslim) generation during the Khilafah of the children of so and so. The 
period transformed and people degenerated greatly. Innovation became 
widespread, and there were so many callers to other than the right path and 

the Jama'ah. Trials and tribulations occurred in everything that neither the 

Messenger of Allah H nor his Companions spoke about.”

COMMENTARY

His saying: “The affair was on the right course till the fourth (Muslim) 
generation during the Khilafah of the children of so and so. The period 
transformed and people degenerated greatly. Innovation became 

widespread”: Disagreement and tribulations escalated after the passing of the 
best generations until the coming of the era of the Abbasiyln when al-M a’m un 
al-Abbasi emerged among them; he was followed by al-M u’tasim and al- 
Wathiq; they held the view of the Jahmiyyah and wanted to compel the Ahl 
asSunnah to hold the view that the Q ur’an was created. They killed some 

Imams and beat others. However, the truth was firmly established - to Allah is 
all praise due; it cannot be removed.

His saying: “And there were so many callers to other than the right path and 
the Jama’ah”: There are so many people nowadays who claim to be callers;
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groups and sects under this umbrella while they actually intend to invite 
people to misguidance; except one whom Allah bestows mercy on among 

those who are firm upon the call to the Q ur’an, Sunnah and the methodology 

of the Messenger of Allah ^  in his Da ’wah.

Such a person is upon the truth; and this is the true D a’wah. It is not 
everything called Da ’wah that is correct. Until the methodology followed by 

such a person is considered; so, if he follows what the Messenger of Allah H  
and his Companions were upon, then he is indeed a caller to the Truth. But if 

it is in opposition to what the Messenger of Allah and his Companions were 
upon regarding methodology of Da ’wah, then he is upon falsehood.

One should not be deceived by his claim of being one of the callers. 

There are callers by the gate of Hell; whoever obeys them will be thrown into it 

as stated by the Prophet Sg10. Consequently, the author said, “And there were 
so many callers to other than the right path and the Jama ’ah, ” as is the reality 
nowadays. So many people claim to be inviting to Islam under this umbrella, 
but if you look at their methodology and conducts, you find them in complete 

opposition to Islam.

His saying: “Trials and tribulations occurred in everything that neither the 

Messenger of Allah M nor his Companions spoke about.” Discussions, 
disagreement, gossiping and the claim to knowledge became much. However, 
all of these will vanish, and what is based upon the Q ur’an and Sunnah shall 

remain.lt is the sound methodology and the straight path. However, this 

requires two things:

10A part of the Hadlth of Hudhayfah (4®), and in it, "I said, will there be any evil after that 
good? He said, 'Yes, callers by the gate of Hell, whoever heeds their call will be thrown into it.'
I said, 'O messenger of Allah, describe them to us. He said, they are from our kind and they 
speak our language". Then what do you command me if we encounter that? He said, 'stick to 
the Muslim community and their leader'. Reported by al-Bukhari in his Sahlh (3/1319 no 
3411) and Muslim in his Sahih (3/1475 no 1847).
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Firstly; Beneficial knowledge by which you know what the Messenger 

of Allah H, his Companions and those who followed them  in 
righteousness were upon.

Secondly: Patience and steadfastness. Do not be carried away by Fitan 
or callers of misguidance; rather, be steadfast and patient with 
whatever befalls you of blame and twit or intimidation. As long as you 
are upon the truth, be patient.

“...And bear with patience whatever befalls you. Verily! These are 

some of the important commandments ordered by Allah with no 
exemption. ” [Qur'an 31:17]
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[...] WARNING AGAINST DIVISION
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And they called to division while Allah and His Messenger M had prohibited 
us from division. Each group declared the other disbelievers. Everyone called 

to his own opinion and declaring as disbeliever whoever opposes him. The 

ignorant ones, the fools and those without knowledge deviated. They made 
the people greedily interested in things of worldly matters; and made them 
fear worldly punishments. So people followed them based on fear for their 

worldly life as well as desire for their worldly gains.

COMMENTARY

His saying: “And they called to division while Allah and His Messenger §s 

had prohibited us from division”: Allah has forbidden division. He M  says:

“A nd be not as those who divided and differed among themselves after 

the clear proofs had come to th e m ...” [Qur'an 3: 105]

“A nd the people o f the Scripture (Jews and Christians) differed not 
until after there came to them clear evidence. ” [Qur'an 98: 4]
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So they differed, not out of ignorance, but based on knowledge.

His saying: “Each group declared the other disbelievers”: So the sects began 

declaring one another as disbelievers. This is an apparent mark in them. And it 
is a proof that they are all upon falsehood. As for the people of truth and Ahl 
as-Sunnah, they do not declare one another as disbelievers. Rather, they make 

allies of one another, love one another, support one another and advise one 
another. Likewise, they do not declare other sects as disbelievers except those 

that the Q ur’an and the Sunnah have established their disbelief. Otherwise, 

they are moderate regarding the issue of declaring others as disbelievers. They 
do not declare as disbelievers except what the proof has established of its 
disbelief, and they are not hasty regarding this issue.

His saying: “Everyone called to his own opinion and declaring as disbeliever 

whoever opposes him ”: This is the sign of the people of misguidance. Allah 
the Exalted says:

“But they (men) have broken their religion among them into sects, 
each group rejoicing in what is with it (as its beliefs). ” [Qur'an 23: 53]

The word Zuburan (in the above verse) means books.That is, they author 
books and this is the reality. They author books supporting their school of 
thought and sect, rejoicing with what they are upon. Had they been upon 
ignorance, one would have hoped that they would return. However, they 
rejoice with what they are upon of falsehood, believing it to be the truth. This 
is a punishment from Allah for them.
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His saying: “The ignorant ones, the fools and those without knowledge 

deviated”: They misguided the ignorant, riffraff and those without knowledge. 
As for the people of truth and knowledge, they are not influenced by these 

sects and these forms of misguidance because they know that they are 

falsehood.

His saying: “They made the people greedily interested in things of worldly 
matters; and made them fear worldly punishments”: In addition, among the 

means of their Fitnah was that they would afflict their followers with 

something of covetousness.

His saying: “So people followed them based on fear for their worldly life as 
well as desire for their worldly gains”: So, many among the people love the 
world, they as a result, follow whoever distributes anything of wealth even if he 

is upon falsehood out of covetousness (greed) for the wealth.
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[...] AHL AS-SUNNAH ARE TESTED

The Sunnah and its followers became concealed and innovations became 
manifest and widespread. They declared people disbelievers out of ignorance 
from various directions. They applied analogical reasoningand interpreted 

the ability of the Lord, His verses, rulings, command and prohibition based 
on their intellect and opinions. Whatever agreed with their intellect, they 

accepted, and whatever opposed their intellect they rejected.

So, Islam and the Sunnah became strange and the followers of Sunnah 
became strange inside their hom es!

COMMENTARY

His saying: “The Sunnah and its followers became concealed and innovations 
became manifest and widespread”: After the people of Sunnah were manifest 
during the best generations, and the people of evil hidden; the condition 
changed, and the people of Sunnah became hidden while the people of 
falsehood became manifest. However, this will not persist. If the people of evil 
manifest in an era, they fall and crash in the future. The good end is always 

and forever for the pious. Imam  Ibn Qayyim ?  said, “The truth is victorious 

and (sometimes) tested; so do not be surprised for this is the way of (Allah) the 
Most Merciful.”11

nAl-Kafiyat ash-Shafiyah (1/124 -  with the commentary of Ibn 'Isa).
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His saying: “They applied analogy”: That is, analogy in ‘Aqidah (creed). This 
is because there is no room for Qiyas in the matters o f  Aqidah because it is 

divinely restricted. Nothing should be done except what is established by 

proof. So there is no Qiyas in the matters o f  Aqidah. It is only (applicable) in 
jurisprudence.

His saying: “And they interpreted the ability of the Lord, His verses, rulings, 
command and prohibition based on their intellect and opinions”: This is 

baseless analogy: analogy in respect of Allah whom their intellects and 
views cannot conceive. They rejected through the analogy of their intellect the 

words of Allah and His Messenger M-

His saying: “Whatever agreed with their intellect, they accepted, and 
whatever opposed their intellect they rejected”: They judge with their 
intellects and views; whatever opposes them, they reject it either through false 

interpretation or outright rejection.

His saying: “So, Islam and the Sunnah became strange and the followers of 
Sunnah became strange in the interior of their homes !”As stated by the 

Prophet |f :

.fLyilJ clui cl‘jjz-

“Islam began as something strange and it will return to being strange 
as it began. So Tuba (gladtidings) is for the strangers.”12

It was asked, “W ho are the strangers, O Messenger of Allah?” He replied:

12 Reported by Muslim in his Sahih (1/130 no 145) from Abu Hurayrah (4fe) without a 
mention of the question and answer regarding the strangers. Muslim also reported it (no 146) 

from Ibn 'U m ar from the Prophet $g who said, “Certainly, Islam began as something strange 
and will return to being strange as it began it will consolidate between the two mosques as the 

serpent folds into its hole.”
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“Those who rectify when the people have become corrupt.” 13

In another version,

1 L« jJl

“Those who rectify what the people have corrupted.”14

They rectify themselves and rectify what people have corrupted. These are the 
strangers. W hy were they named the strangers? This is because those who 
oppose and challenge them are many; so they are strangers in their home 

towns and among their contemporaries.

13 Reported by at-Tabarani in al-Mu jam  al-Kablr (6/164 no 5867, al-Awsat (3/250 no 3056), 

as-Saglr (1/183 no 290) from Sahl bin Sa'd as-Sa'idi. Al-Haythami said in M ajm a' az-Zawa'id 
(7/278), its narrators are those of as-Sahlh except Bakr bin Salim and he is reliable'.

14 Reported by at-Tirmidhi (5/18 no 2630), at-Tabarani in al-Kablr (18/ 16) from 'Am r bin 

'Awf that the Messenger of Allah H  said, “Certainly, the religion began as something strange 
and it will return to being strange. So Tuba is for the strangers; those who rectify what the 
people have corrupted after me, of my Sunnah.” At-Tirmidhi said, Hadlth Hasan Sahih (a 
sound and authentic Hadlth). Reported also by Ibn Abi Shaybah in al-Musannaf (7/83 no 
34366), al-Imam Ahmad in al-Musnad (1/398), ad-Darimi (2/402 no 2755), Ibn Majah 

(2/1320 no 3988) and others from Ibn Mas‘ud (4?) and in it was said, “who are the 
strangers?” He said, “those who withdraw themselves from their clans.” Imam  al-Bukhari 
said: Hadlth Hasan (a sound narration). At-Tirmidhi reported it from him in al-'Ilal al-Kablr 
(page 338 no 628). Al-Baghawl said in Shar as-Sunnah (1/ 118), Hadlth Sahih Garib (authentic 
and lone).
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[91] THE PROHIBITION OF MUTlAH MARRIAGE
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[9l] The author ?  said: And you should know that M ut’ah and Istihlal15 are 
unlawful till the Day of Resurrection.

COMMENTARY

This is a Fiqh issue. However, the author has m entioned it because it is related 

to ‘Aqidah. This is because M u t’ah involves permitting what Allah has 
forbidden. The meaning of M u t’ah is to m arry a woman for a fixed period 
regardless of whether it is long or short; and after the fixed period, the 

marriage automatically comes to an end without a need for divorce.

M u t’ah was allowed during the early days of Islam. Later on, the 

Prophet M forbade it during the Battle of Khaybar16. Then he perm itted it 
again on the day of the Conquest of Makkah. Helater gave it an everlasting 

prohibition17. Initially it was allowed; then it was forbidden. It was later 

permitted,and then it became eternally forbidden.

The Muslims are unanimous upon its prohibition and that it is a void 

marriage. None disagrees with them  except the Shi’ah al-Ja’fariyah and ar-

15 M u t’ah is temporary marriage common today amongst the Shi'a. Istihlal is marring a 
woman who has been given three divorces (irrevocably divorced) so that she could become 
lawful for her previous husband.
16 Reported by al-Bukhari in his Sahih (5/1966 no 4825) and Muslim in his Sahih (2/1027 no 

1407) from ‘Ali (4fe). He said, "The Messenger of Allah St forbade M u t’ah to women on the 
day of Khaybar, and the comsumption of the meat of domestic donkeys".
17 Reported by Muslim in his Sahih (2/1025 no 1406) from Sabrah al-Juhanl, that he was with 
the Messenger of Allah. So, hesaid, O people, I had certainly permitted you to derive pleasure 
from women, and Allah has (now) forbidden that till the Day of Resurrection ".
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Rafidah. They are those who disagree concerning it. However, their 

disagreement has no value or worth.There is therefore consensus and texts for 
the prohibition of M u t’ah. It is a void marriage whose ruling is that of Zina 
(Fornication).

His saying: “M u t’ah - the m u t’ah of women” W ith this, he excluded the 

M u t’ah of Hajj. That is, to do Tam attu’ after ‘Umrah to(the commencement 

of) Hajj. This is not what he intended. The majority of scholars accept this 
form of Tam attu’-, only few disagree with it. As for the M u t’ah of women, it is 

unlawful by unanimous agreement (of the scholars). No one, whose 
disagreement is considerable, disagrees regarding it. But the M u t’ah in Hajj is 
a Fiqh issue. As for M u t’ah in marriage, it is an issue entirely related to 
‘Aqidah since it involves permitting what Allah has forbidden.
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[92] THE MERITS OF BANU HASHIM
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[92] The author ?  said:“ And you should recognize the Merit of Bani Hashim  

due to their relationship with the Messenger of Allah %. Recognize the Merit 
of the Quraysh, the Arabs and all the Arab tribes. Know their worth and 

rights in Islam. And the freed slave of a people is a part of them. And know 

the rights of the rest of people in Islam.”

COMMENTARY

His saying: “Of Batti H a s h i m The children of Hashim bin ‘Abd Manaf. This 

is because ‘Abd M anaf had children. They were: Hashim, the Messenger’s 
great grandfather; ‘Abd-Shams, the great grandfather of ‘Uthm an bin Affan 

(4«); Nawfal bin ‘Abd Manaf; the great grandfather of Hakim bin Hizam (4Q 
and al-Muttalib bin ‘Abd Manaf, the great grandfather of the children of al- 

Muttalib. These were the children o f ‘Abd Manaf; and the Messenger of Allah 

i l  was raised among Bani Hashim bin ‘Abd Manaf; so he is Hashimi and 

Qurayshi. The Prophet M said:

y .  <_r4r* Zy lyt aJj Zy
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“Indeed, Allah chose Kinanah from the descendants of Ism a’Il, the 
Quraysh from Kinanah, Banu Hashim from Quraysh and He chose me 

from Bani Hashim .”18

18 Reported by Muslim in his Sahih (4/1782 no 2276) from Wathilah bin al-Asqa1 (4a).
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These are the kindred of the Messenger of Allah M - the believers among Bani 
Hashim. These are the relatives who have rights upon the Muslims; sadaqah is 

unlawful while gifts are permissible for them. As for other than the believers, 
they have no worth even if they are among Bani Hashim. Undoubtedly, when 

kinship and Imdn  coexist, they have advantage over others; they have the right 

of honour, high regard, respect and preference because this is part of 

honouring the Messenger of Allah M- But if they are disbelievers even if they 
are among Bani Hashim while they are disbelievers; there is no honour for 
them. So also is every person who belongs to Bani Hashim while he is not 

upon the way of Ahl-us-Sunnah wa al-Jamaah  and steadfastness; he has no 
worth. Kinship only is not what necessitates the right. Rather, it is kinship 
along with Imdn. Allah the Exalted says:

“...Say (O Muhammad): "No reward do I ask of you for this except to 
he kind to me for my kinship with you ... ” [Qur'an 42: 23]

That is, the kindred of the Messenger of Allah according to an opinion. 

Allah gave them a share from the one-fifth (of war-booty). Allah the Exalted 
says:

4  a j i l t  ̂  &  %  .- J . j .  i 2 t

“And know that whatever of war-booty that you may gain, verily one- 
fifth (l/5th) of it is assigned to Allah, and to the Messenger, and to the 
near relatives [of the Messenger (Muhammad)) . . . ” [Qur'an 8: 41] -
That is, the Messenger’s relatives.

His saying: “Recognize the Merit of the Quraysh and the Arabs”: Then after 
Bani Hashim, the merit of the Muslims is from Quraysh. They have merit 
above the rest Arabs; then the Arabs have merit over the non Arabs. Why?
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This is because Allah revealed the Q ur’an in their language, sent the 

Messenger M among them  and chose them  for the conveyance of His Message. 

Accordingly, Allah ife states in the Q ur’an:

“So hold you (O Muhammad) fast to that which is revealed in you. 
Verily, you are on a Straight Path. And verily, this (the Qur’an) is 
indeed a Reminder for you (That is, The Qur'an is an honour for you) 
and your people (The Arabs), and you will be questioned (about it). ” 

[Qur'an 43:43-44]

Meaning; you will be questioned about discharging (the dictates of) this 

Q ur’an, invitation to it and its conveyance because Allah has given it to you to 
convey it to the rest of the world. This is the reason for the merit of the Arabs 
over others. They have not been preferred because they are Arabs alone; 

rather, they have been preferred because of what Allah distinguished them 

with of the Q ur’an, the Sunnah and sending the Messenger M and that they 

should convey this religion. Allah the Exalted says:

“You [true believers in Islamic Monotheism, and real followers of 
Prophet Muhammad and his Sunnah (legal ways, etc.)] are the best of 
peoples ever raised up for mankind; you enjoin al-M a’ruf (i.e. Islamic 

Monotheism and all that Islam has ordained) and forbid al-Munkar 
(polytheism, disbelief and all that Islam has forbidden), and you 

believe in Allah. ” [Qur'an 3:110]
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“Let there arise out o f you a group o f people inviting to all that is good 

(Islam), enjoining al-M a’ru f (i.e. Islamic Monotheism and all that 
Islam orders one to do) and forbidding a-M unkar (polytheism and  
disbelief and all that Islam has forbidden). A nd it is they who are the 

successful. ” [Qur'an 3: 104]

This is the reason for the merit of the Arabs. If they adhere to this religion and 

convey it, they will have merit over others. But whoever does not adhere to 

this religion has no merit because Allah iSI says:

“O m ankind! We have created you from  a male and a female, and 
made you into nations and tribes, that you may know one another. 
Verily, the most honourable o f you with Allah is that (believer) who 

has at-Taqwa [i.e. one o f  the M uttaqun (pious)] . . . ” [Qur'an 49:13]

The Prophet M also said:

“Neither does an Arab have merit above the non-Arab nor the white 
above the black; except by piety. All of you are children of Adam and 
Adam is (created) from dust.”
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This is the point for the merit of the Arabs. If they discharge what Allah gave 
them such as spreading this religion, inviting (others) to it and explaining it to 

the people, they have merit above others.

His saying: “And all the Arab tribes”: Al-Afkhadh is an offshoot of tribes. The 
first is a tribe, then al-Afkhadh, which means part of a tribe.

His saying: “Recognizetheir worth and rights in Islam”: Each of them is in 

proportion to his merit and right.

His saying: “And the freed slave of a people is part of them”: This is a Hadlth 

from the Messenger M 19- That is, al-‘A tlq  (the liberated slave). If the freed 
slave belongs to the Hashimites, his ruling will be the ruling of the Hashimites; 
or if he is for other than them, his ruling will be the same with theirs.

' ’Reported by Al-Bukhari in his Sahih (6/2484 no 6380) from Anas bin Malik (4®) from the 

Prophet who said, “The Mawla (freed slave) of a people is from them ”.
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[93] MERITS OF THE ANSAR

Rbnrh n c S u n n n h

[93] The author, may Allah have mercy on him, said: “And you should 

recognize the merit of the Ansar and the advice of the Messenger of Allah #| 

regarding them, and the household of the Messenger of Allah M- Do not 
abuse them, but recognizetheir merit and honour. And his neighbours 

among the people of Madinah, you should (likewise), know their merit. ”

COMMENTARY

His saying: “You should recognize the merit of the Ansar”: Among the al- 

Aws and al-Khazraj. The Companions of Allah’s Messenger M are the best 
generations based on his saying:

■ <$*

“The best among you is my generation.”20

This is because Allah chose them to accompany His Prophet, M uhammad H, 

and they also pledged allegiance to the Messenger of Allah i t ,  fought Jihad 
along with him, received knowledge from him and conveyed it to the people. 

So the Companions are the best generations. No one can surpass them in their 

excellence. The Prophet M said:

20 Reported by al-Bukhari in his Sahih (no 3450) and Muslim in his Sahih (no 2535) from the
Hadith of'Im ran bin al-Husayn (-is).
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“Do not revile my Companions. By Him in whose Hand is my life, if 

one of you would have spent (in charity) a pile of gold as big as m ount 

Uhud, it will not amount to as much as one m udd of one of them nor 
even half a m udd (spent in charity).”21

Meaning: if any one of you spends in charity a pile of gold like m ount Uhud, it 

would not equal one M udd  of barley a Companion gave out in charity. So, in 

this is merit for the Companions (4&). This is a great merit to them that is 

obligatory to recognize. Allah H  says:

“And the first to embrace Islam of the Muhajirun (those who 

migrated from Makkah to Al-Madinah) and the Ansar (the citizens of 

Al-Madinah who helped and gave aid to the Muhajirun) and also 
those who followed them exactly (in Faith). Allah is well-pleased with 
them as they are well-pleased with Him. He has prepared for them 

Gardens under which rivers flow  (Paradise)...” [Qur'an 9: 100]

21 Reported by al-Bukhari in his Sahih (3/1343 no 3470) and Muslim in his Sahih (4/1967 no

2541) from Abu Sa' id al-Khudri (&).
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“Indeed, Allah was pleased with the believers when they gave their 

B ay’ah (pledge) to you (O M uham m ad) under the tree, He knew what 
was in their hearts, and He sent down as-Sakinah (calmness and 
tranquillity) upon them, and He rewarded them with a near victory. ” 

[Qur'an 48: 18]

Allah the Exalted also says:

“M uhammad is the Messenger o f Allah, and those who are with him  

are severe against disbelievers, and merciful among themselves. You 
see them bowing and falling down prostrate (in prayer), seeking 

Bounty from  Allah and (His) Good Pleasure. The mark o f them (i.e. o f  
their Faith) is on their faces (foreheads) from  the traces o f (their) 
prostration (during prayers). This is their description in the Tawrah 

(Torah). But their description in the Injil (Gospel) is like a (sown) seed 
which sends forth  its shoot, then makes it strong, it then becomes thick, 
and it stands straight on its stem, delighting the sowers that He may 
enrage the disbelievers with them ... ” [Qur'an 48: 29]

These verses are with regard to the Companions (4fe>); they indicate their 

excellence and status before Allah and His Messenger H; though some of them 
are greater in merit than others.

The four rightly guided Khulafa ’ are the best among the Companions; 
then the remaining ten who were given the glad tidings of Paradise; then the
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M uhajirun  because Allah gave them precedence in m entioning above the 
Ansar and that is because they abandoned their homes, properties and land for 

the sake of Allah and migrated in Allah’s way. So they are better than the 

Ansar. Then the Ansar, because they accommodated the Messenger H  and the 
Muslims, supported them and aided them  with their property, united with 

them and loved them.

The Companions of Badr who witnessed the Battle of Badr also have 

excellence and merit as well as the Companions who took the pledge of 
Ridwan. Allah the Exalted says:

“Indeed, Allah was pleased with the believers when they gave their 

B ay’ah (pledge) to you (O M uham m ad ) under the tree ...” [Qur'an 

48 : 18]

Then those who embraced Islam before the Conquest of Makkah are better 

than those who embraced after the Conquest. So they vary in merit among 

themselves. However, as a whole, they are better than others among the entire 

people till the Hour is established. No one will equal them.

His saying: “And the advice of the Messenger of Allah M regarding them”: 

That is, the advice of the Messenger of Allah M, regarding the Ansar. He said:

4 ^3 jCajSlI h!

“None loves the Ansar except a believer; and none hates them except a 

hypocrite.”22

22 Reported by al-Bukhari in his Sahih (3/1379 no 3572) and Muslim in his Sahih (l/85 no 75)

from al-Bara (4A
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His saying “And his neighbours among the people of Madinah, you should 

(likewise), know their excellence”: That is, he who resides in Madinah, who is 

patient with it, hoping for reward and is also patient with its harm, hopes for 
reward and sticks to the Saldh in the Messenger’s mosque; such a person has a 

reward for it without doubt. As for he who resides therein, corrupts it, 
associates partners with Allah in worship and spreads innovations, such a 

person’s punishm ent is worst. His punishm ent is in multiples: The Prophet M 
said:

“W hoever invents an innovation therein, or shelters an innovator, 

upon him is the curse of Allah, the angels and the entire m ankind.”23

23Reported by al-Bukhari in his Sahih (2/661 no 1771) and Muslim in his Sahih (2/994 - 998 

no 1370) from ‘All (*fe).
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[94] THE SCHOLAR'S REFUTATION OF THE PEOPLE
OF INNOVATION
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[94] The author ?  said: Know that the scholars continued to refute the view 
of the Jahmiyyah till the Caliphacy of Banl al-Abbas when the Ruwaybidah 

(lowly and despicable) commented on an issue of general interest. They 

defamed the narrations of the Messenger of Allah r , took to Qiyas (analogy) 
and opinion and declared whoever opposes them as a disbeliever.

COMMENTARY

His saying; “Know that the scholars continued to refute the view of the 

J a h m iy y a h The Jahmiyyah had been described to be the followers of Jahm 
bin Safwan who spread the repulsive doctrine that the Q ur’an was created. He 

openly rejected Allah’s Names and Attributes, advocating the doctrine of Irja ’. 

He had a repulsive creed.

His followers are called Jahmiyyah in ascription to Jahm. And from 

the most horrible of their views is the claims that the Q ur’an was created, 
negating Allah’s Names and Attributes and falsely distorting the words of 
Allah and His Messenger.They are the m ost dangerous and repulsive sect.

As a result of this, the Ahl-us-Sunnah and the scholars did not leave 
them; they rather refuted their doubts, disproved and invalidated their views. 
This is available in the books of the scholars, like Im am  Ahmad Ibn Hanbal’s 
refutation (may Allah have mercy on him) of the Jahmiyyah. This is available 

and published. Also included is the refutation of 'U thm an bin Sa'id ad-Darimi 

against the obstinate Bishr al-MarisI. It is also published.
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Also, Bayan Talbls al-Jahmiyyah of Shaykh-ul-lslam Ibn Taymiyyah 

and Ijtim aul Juyush Islamiyyah ‘aid Ghazwal-M uattilati wal-Jahmiyyah of 
Ibn Qayyim.

His saying: “Till the Caliphacy of Bani al-‘Abbas”: During the caliphacy of al- 
M a’m un among Bani al-‘Abbas, evil occurred. Those who were not entitled to 

speak did; ignoramuses spoke about issues of knowledge and the 
fundamentals (of Islam). W hen a person speaks on other than his area of 

speciality, matters are confused. It is therefore essential that no one comments 

regarding religious matters and issues of knowledge except the specialists and 
scholars.

Chaos cannot fix the affairs right; a situation where every person 
speaks and claims to possess knowledge, as it is nowadays among pseudo

scholars who raise the issues of ‘Aqidah Iman and its essence. They discuss 

many things while neither being scholars nor seekers of knowledge. They 
neither possess knowledge nor do they acquire it from the scholars. Rather, 
they learnt and rely upon their own understanding, and formulating principles 
as they deem fit, based on their own understanding. It is indeed very 
dangerous.

His saying; “when the Ruwaybidah (lowly and despicable) commented an 
issue of general interest;” This is contained in the Hadith,

4-h. j i  Sc: iil 

"When the Ruwaybidah (lowly and despicable) speaks."
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That is, from the signs of the Hour is that one who is not known with 
knowledge will comment on issues of general interest.24 This is the 

Ruwaybidah. The talking of such persons is among the signs of the Hour. It is 

only proper for the people of knowledge and those firmly grounded in 
knowledge to speak about general issues. Not everyone should delve into them 
as stated by Allah the Exalted:

“When there comes to them some matter touching (public) safety or 

fear, they make it known (among the people), if  only they had referred 
it to the Messenger or to those charged with authority among them, the 
proper investigators would have understood it from them (directly)...” 

[Qur'an 4: 83]

Only those who are competent should comment on general issues concerning 
the Ummah.

His saying: “They defamed the narrations of the Messenger of Allah H ”:
They delved into condeming Ahadlth, authoring books, grading Hadlth 
authentic and weak. They were not known with knowledge or learning, 

neither are they reporters of Hadlth nor from its Imams. They are the

24 Reported by Imam  Ahmad in al-Musnad (3/220), al-Bazar in his Musnad (7/174 no 2740), 

at-TahawI in SharhMushkil al-Athar (1/405 no 464, 465), from Anas (4t) who reported that 
the Messenger of Allah H  said: “Before the Hour there will be years full of deceit, the Liars will 
be considered truthfull while the truthfull will be considered a liar, the deceptive will be 
considered trustworthy while the trustworthy will be considered deceptive. The Ruwaybidah 
will speak.” He was asked, “Who is the Ruwaybidah. ” He replied, “The lowly and despicable 
speaking on matters of general interest.” Al-Hafidh ibn Kathir said in an-Nihayah f i  al-Fitan 
wa al-Malahim (pg 33): “A good chain.”
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Ruwaybidah. They got up and started talking about the most dangerous of 

things, the science of Hadith and its transmission.

His saying: “They took to Qiyas (analogy), opinion and declared whoever 

opposes them as disbeliever”: W hat is intended by Qiyas (analogy) here is al- 
Qiyas al-Bdtil (Baseless analogy). As for the al-Qiyas as-Sahih (sound 
analogy), it is from the fundamentals of evidencing according to the scholars.

However, baseless analogy such as comparing the Creator with the 

creatures, or deducing a ruling for an issue from another when they lack 
common cause. This is because (sound) Qiyas is referring the subsidiary 

juristic issue (that has no specific evidence) to the fundamental one (that has 
proof) in ruling due to the cause that they both share in common. So if there is 

no cause that both issues share in common then such is a baseless analogy.
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[...] THUS, THE UMMAH WAS MISLED
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So, the ignorant, the negligent and the one w ithout knowledge were carried 

away by their saying till they disbelieved without knowing. The Ummah 
became destroyed and fell into disbelief in a num ber of ways. It became 

heretic, went astray and also fell into divisions and innovations in a num ber 
of ways. Except for the one who was steadfast upon the saying of the 

Messenger of Allah M> his ways and the ways of his companions without 
overstepping anyone of them, nor exceeding their way. He was sufficed with 

what sufficed them  and did not seek after other than their ways. He knew 

that they were upon the correct Islam and sound faith. So, he emulated them  
in his religion and got tranquility. He knew that the religion is only but 

emulation, emulating the companions of M uham m ad M-

COMMENTARY

His saying: “ So, the ignorant, the negligent and the one w ithout knowledge 
were carried away by their saying”: That is, the door was opened to everyone 
and they began to talk about issues of knowledge. Even nowadays - just as you 
know - because of these satellite television channels, speech and intellectual 
chaos, even the common people comment on knowledge based issues, causing
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doubt therein and causing doubt in the rulings of the Shari 'ah, They cause the 
rulings of the Imams to be doubted.

And as it had preceded that they declared those who opposed them  as 
unbelievers, so much so that they declared the past Imams as disbelievers and 

disregarded them. In fact, one of them would say, “I am a hum an being and 
Imam  Ahmad bin Hambal is (also) a hum an being. We are m en and they are 

(also) men. Malik is a man and I am also a m a n ! ” The situation took them  to 

this; that there is no merit in the saying of the Imams.

His saying: “Till they disbelieved without knowing”: They disbelieved without 

knowing. A person could utter a statement of disbelief because of his 
ignorance, not knowing that it is disbelief. He utters and circulates words of 

disbelief while not knowing it due to his having delved into something about 
which he is incompetent. The danger upon him  and the Ummah is g reat! Had 

the danger been limited to him, it would have been lighter.The problem 
however is that this will spread in the Ummah.

His saying: “The Ummah became destroyed and fell into disbelief in a 
number of ways”: Meaning, they confused the Ummah and introduced defects 

into it so that some of them would take statements of disbelief and say, “These 
are the sayings of the scholars” as they would say regarding the saying of Jahm 

and the M u 'tazilah: “These are the sayings of the scholars.” They would even 
write in the papers attacking the scholars, “Verily you are ascribing the truth 
to yourselves, while proscribing the sayings of such Imams as, Ibn Slna, Ibn 
‘ Arabi and Jahm bn Safwan. These scholars have their w orth” !

His saying: “It became heretic, went astray and also fell into divisions and 
innovations in a number of ways”: These evils were as a result of the ignorants 

delving into issues of knowledge and due to paucity in the fear of Allah H . 

W hen their fear of Allah diminished, they delved into these matters.
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Consequently, One of the righteous predecessors said: “They only had little 

piety; so they talked”. As for one who fears Allah iSd, he does not delve into 
something except that he attains proficiency (in such). He does not delve into 
what he is not good at or when he is not from its people, especially matters of 

the religion.

His saying: “Except for the one who was steadfast upon the saying of the 

Messenger of AllahSt, his ways and the ways of his companions without 
overstepping anyone of them.” None can be saved from these evils: disbelief, 
deviation, misguidance, aberration, mutual hostility and break in relationships 

except one who adheres to what the Messenger of Allah and his companions 

were upon as stated by the Prophet M'-

■ Afip bI U 01t j A  :JU  ?iil

“My Ummah will split into seventy-three sects, all of them will be in 
the Fire except one.” They asked, “W hat is that sect, O Messenger of 
Allah?" ‘He replied: “W hoever is upon what I and my companions are

»25upon.

His saying: “He was sufficed with what sufficed them ”: That is the Q ur’an and 
Sunnah and what the righteous predecessors were upon: the companions, 
their students, the best generations and the Imams. However, the problem is 
the one who says: “They are men and we are (also) men. Their statement has 

no merit above ours.”

His saying: “And he knew that they were upon the correct Islam and sound 

faith;” as stated by Allah the Exalted:

25 Its reference had preceeded.
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“And the first to embrace Islam o f the M uhajirun (those who migrated 

from  M akkah to al-Madinah) and the Ansar (the citizens o f Al- 
Madinah who helped and gave aid to the M uhajirun) and also those 

who followed them exactly (in Faith) ... ” [Qur'an 9:100]

The Prophet M said:

fcULLA-!

“Adhere to my Sunnah and the examples of the rightly guided caliphs 
who will come after m e.”

This is the way for he who desires salvation. As for he who does not desire 
salvation, he will get whatever he has chosen for himself and harm  will not be 

limited to him (alone); rather he will bear the sins of the people along with his. 
Allah the Exalted says:

“They will bear their own burdens in fu ll on the Day o f Resurrection, 
and also o f the burdens o f those whom they misled without knowledge. 
Evil indeed is that which they shall bear!” [Qur'an 16: 25]

Undoubtedly, the Companions and the best generations are those upon the 
correct Islam and religion. So how do you abandon them for one unassured of 
either being upon the correct religion or upon the truth.
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His saying: “So he emulated them in his religion and got tranquility”: The
word Qalladahum means to follow them:

“...A nd  also those who followed them exactly (in fa ith )...” [Qur'an 9: 

100]

The intended meaning of Taqlid here is Ittiba (following).

His saying: “He knew that the religion is only but emulation and (this entails) 

emulating the companions of Muhammad H ”: Just as we stated, the intended 

meaning of Taqlid is the correct Taqlid which means to follow as stated by 

Yusuf (3£$):

“Verily, I  have abandoned the religion o f a people that believe not in 

Allah and are disbelievers in the Hereafter. A nd I  have followed the 
religion o f my fathers, - Ibrahim (Abraham), Ishaq (Isaac) and 

Ya fqub (Jacob) . . . ” [Qur'an 12: 37-38]

So following the righteous predecessors is the truth, there is no blame in 
following them. W hat is rather blameworthy is when you follow the one who 

is not suitable of being followed and emulate one who is unsuitable of 

emulation.
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[95] AFFIRMING THE ATTRIBUTE OF SPEECH
FOR ALLAH
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[95] Whoever says: ‘My recital of the Q ur’an is created’ is a Jahmi. And he 
who remains silent without saying: it is created or not is also a Jahmi. This 

was what Ahmad bin Hanbal said. The Messenger of Allah M said: “ Indeed 
whoever lives amongst you after me will see much disagreement. So beware 
of newly invented m atters (into the religion) for they are misguidance. 

Adhere to my Sunnah and the Sunnah of the rightly-guided caliphs. Cling 
unto them  with the m olar teeth”.

COMMENTARY

Allah has affirmed speech for Himself in many verses which include:

“Say (O M uham m ad to m ankind)."If the sea were ink fo r  (writing) the 
Words o f my Lord, surely, the sea would be exhausted before the 
Words o f my Lord would be fin ish ed ...” [Qur'an 18: 109]

That is, Allah’s W ords with which He commands, forbids and regulates the 
universe. The words of Allah cannot be enumerated, the oceans and the entire
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pens cannot write them. Allah’s words -  as Ahlus Sunnah wal Jama ah say -is  
pre-existent.

The W ord of Allah is established by the Book of Allah and the Sunnah 

of His Messenger |g. There is no doubt that sound intellects affirm Allah's 

speech because it is an attribute of perfection and denying it is an attribute of 
defect.

However, the Jahmiyyah, followers of Jahm bin Safwan, an evil person 

who appeared to the people making them doubt Allah's religion and enjoining 
on them atheism and disbelief. And from that is his creating doubt in them 

regarding the fact that Allah speaks, saying: “The word of Allah in existence is 
created. He created it in the Preserved Tablet or He created it in Jibril or He 

created it in Muhammad. It is connecting the creation to its Creator, such as, 

the House of Allah, and the she camel of Allah”.

This was what he said -  may Allah disfigure him. He says: "Allah does 
not speak and attaching speech to Him is like attaching a creature to its 
Creator". This is part of his creed. He (also) has the belief of Jahr (that a man 

has no free-will in all his actions) regarding Qadar. He also denies Allah’s 

Names and Attributes. Likewise, He rejects the Sunnah of the Prophet fg and 
the Q ur’an. So, he is an atheist and an evil person; he originated these ideas!

This creed came down from the Jews as stated by Shaykh-ul-Islam  Ibn 

Taymiyyah in the foreword of al-Hamawiyyah. However, it was not Jahm who 
started this creed. Before him  was al-Ja‘d bin Dirham who started these 
repulsive creeds. He also obtained them  from Talut the Jew who acquired 

them from Lubayd bin al-‘ A ’asam the Jew who bewitched the Prophet §g.

So these doctrines descended from the Jews who altered Allah’s word 

from its rightful place, so one would not be surprised with this evil creed if it is 
known that it originated from the Jews. They introduced it to the Muslims 

through this evil man called al-Ja'd bin Dirham who was killed by Khalid al- 

Qasri on the Day of the Festival of Sacrifice as stated by Ibn Qayyim.

A nd as a result o f that, Khalid al-Qasri slaughtered

Ja'd on the day o f slaughtering o f nearness
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For he said that Ibrahim was not his Khalil (Friend)

Nay, and that Musa was not spoken to in close proximity  

Every upholder o f the Sunnah was thankful for the slaughter 

W hat a generous man you are my brother for the slaughter

Jahm bin Safwan took these doctrines from him and it was ascribed to him 

because he spread them, even though he did not innovate them. Indeed Ahl- 
us-Sunnah have severely repudiated them. The condemnations were very 
strong Allah willing - this will follow in the next section. However, now (we 

have) with us, a part of this evil creed which is the negation of speech from 
Allah.

But Ahl-us-Sunnah were confronted with a paradox, and that is: 
should it be said, “My recital of the Q ur’an is created or no t?” They also 

introduced this to the Muslims. Should you say: “My recital of the Q ur’an is 
created or not, or should you abstain (from commenting) ? If what is intended 
is what is uttered, then it is the word of Allah and is not created. But if the 

pronunciation of the Q ur’an is intended, then the pronunciation is created 
and the voice is created. It is essential to elaborate.

This was the elaboration made by Imam  Ahmad bin Hanbal, al- 

Bukharl and some of the verifying scholars. So do not absolutely say that: my 
recital of the Q ur’an is created or not, nor halt (without saying this or that); 
you should rather elaborate regarding it.
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[96] THE DESTRUCTION OF THE JAHMIYYAH
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[96] The author ?  said: Know that the destruction of the Jahmiyyah 

happened because: they contem plated about Allah 'M and asked (questions 
like), ‘W hy?’ and ‘How?’ They abandoned the narrations, applied (baseless) 
analogy. They analyzed the religion according to their opinions and emerged 

with plain, well-known disbelief. They disbelieved and declared the creatures 
disbelievers. The condition constrained them  to view Ta'til (distortion of 

Allah’s names and a ttribu tes)!

COMMENTARY

His saying: “Know that the destruction of the Jahmiyyah happened because 

they contem plated about Allah iSI”: The reason for the great stray of the 
Jahmiyyah was that they delved into the affairs of Allah and began researching 
into it. It is not permissible for a Muslim to seek to examine the affair of Allah. 

He should rather believe in Him, His Names and Attributes, and not delve into 

the affairs of Allah M. This is because none knows His Essence and the 
m anner of His Names and Attributes except He, may He be Glorified. Allah 

the Most High says:

“He (Allah) knows what happens to them (His creatures) in this world 
and what will happen to them (in the Hereafter), and they will never 
compass anything o f His Knowledge.” [Qur'an 20:110]
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No one can encompass Allah H ; He knows best about Himself and others. So 
we will not discuss His affair except according to proof from the Q ur’an and 
Sunnah. And we stop in respect of what lacks proof.

The Jahmiyyah denied the Q ur’an and Sunnah and delved into Allah’s 
affairs with their intellect to the extent that they said: 'He is neither in nor out 

of the universe, nor is He above nor below nor in the right (direction) nor left, 
He would therefore be non existent -  exalted is Allah above what they are 

saying. They say: 'He has neither hearing nor sight nor knowledge nor will. 

Therefore He would be an inanimate body because it is an inanimate that is 
described with these. So He would be like idols -  Exalted is Allah above that.

His saying: “They analyzed the religion according to their opinions”: They 
followed baseless analogy, compared Allah with His creature, and so, negated 

His Names and Attributes because to them, that (i.e affirming His Attributes) 
implies likening Allah to His creature. They do not know that Allah’s Names 

and Attributes are exclusive to Him; and that the creature’s names and 
attributes are specific to them. There is no resemblance between this and that. 

Just as Allah has essence that does not resemble other essences, so also does 
He have Names and Attributes that do not resemble the names and attributes 
of the creatures. W hoever adheres to this will relax and would be following the 
correct path.

His saying: “And emerged with plain, well-known disbelief”: They 

disbelieved in Allah as a result of these repulsive doctrines in respect of Allah

M.

His saying: “They disbelieved and declared the creatures disbelievers”: They 
declared as disbelievers those who describe Allah with His Names and 
Attributes because they say: "This draws similarities between Allah and His
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creation and such is disbelief, we say: 'No', this is not drawing similarities 

between Allah and His creation (Tashbih). Allah M  says:

“...There is nothing like unto Him, and He is the All-Hearer, the All- 
Seer. .. ” [Qur'an 42: 11]

He negated Tashbih from Himself and affirmed to Himself (the attributes) of 
hearing and seeing in spite of the fact that hearing and seeing are obtainable in 

the creatures. So this shows that this is not similar to that.

His saying: “The condition constrained them to view Ta'til (distortion of 

Allah’s names and attributes)”: At-Ta 'til is the denial of the Creator - may He 

be Glorified and Exalted. This leads to Ta 'til: the one who neither hears nor 

sees nor speaks, having neither will nor wish; and is neither in the universe nor 

out of it, neither above nor below. Then there would be no God who is 

worshipped. So this eventually led them to apostacy and Ta 'til (distortion).
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[97] DECLARING THE JAHMIYYAH 
AS DISBELIEVERS
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[97] The author ?  said: Some scholars - including Im am  Ahmad bin Hanbal 
said: ‘A Jahmi is a disbeliever, he is not from the people of the Qiblah, his 

blood is lawful, he should not inherit nor should he be inherited from. This is 
because he views that, “There should be no Friday prayer nor the 

congregational prayer, nor the two ‘Id  nor charity.” And that, “W hoever 
does not beleive that the Q ur’an is created is a Kafir.”

COMMENTARY

The scholars’ saying: “A Jahmi is a disbeliever, he is not among the people of 

the Qiblah ”: That is, he is a disbeliever based on the totality of his doctrines 

because he denied Allah M. And there is no doubt that this is the worst of 
disbelief. Their atheist doctrines lead to Ta'til, which is the denial of the 

existence of Allah $g, as stated by the Shaykh. Imam  Ahmad ?  has indeed 

refuted them in his book, ar-Radd 'alal-Jahmiyyah, and it is published and 
verified -  all praise is due to Allah. Many have refuted them. Shaykhul-Islam 
refuted them in his voluminous book titled, Bayan Talbis al-Jahmiyyah.

His saying: “His blood is lawful, he should not inherit nor should he be 
inherited from ”: Because he is an apostate, so his blood is lawful (to be shed)
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since it is Islam that protects the blood, and a disbeliever’s blood is lawful to be 

shed (in the Shan ah).

His saying: “This is because he views that there should be no Friday Prayer 
nor the congregational prayer”: This is because Jahm denied the Friday prayer 
and the congregational prayers. According to him, knowing Allah is sufficient. 

In his view, Iman  is knowledge, so if a person knows his Lord with his heart he 

becomes a believer who is perfect in Iman  even if he neither prays nor fast nor 

performs any act of worship.

His saying: “Nor the two ‘Id  prayers nor charity”: This is because he 
considers actions not to be part of Iman. The profession with the tongue and 

belief (of the heart). Rather, Iman , according to him, is knowledge alone.

His saying: “They said: “W hoever does not believe that the Q ur’an is created

is a Kafir”: The Jahmiyyah said: W hoever does not believe the Q ur’an is 
created but believes that the Q ur’an is Allah’s word is a disbeliever because he 

has compared Allah with His creation and Tashbih (comparing Allah to the 

creator) is disbelief.
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[...] THE INNOVATORS LEGALIZED TAKING UP 
ARMS AGAINST MUHAMMAD'S UMMAH

They legalized taking up arms against the Ummah of M uhamm ad P ! They 
contradicted their predecessors, and tried the people with something that 

neither the Messenger of Allah P nor anyone among his companions spoke 

about. They intended cancelling the mosques and the congregations...

COMMENTARY

His saying: “They legalized taking up arm s against the Ummah of 

M uhamm ad #g”: They legalized killing the Muslims who opposed their 
doctrine. Consequently, when they became firmly established during the era of 

al-Ma’mun, what did they do with the Muslims? They killed some scholars 
and torm ented others in order to compel them to uphold the Jahmiyyah creed.

His saying: “They contradicted their predecessors;” - among the Muslims. 
These doctrines did not emerge except from them.

His saying: “and tried the people with what the Messenger of Allah M d idn ’t 
speak about”: They wanted to compel people to uphold their doctrine as in 
the era of al-Ma’m un and those who came after him when they compelled the 
people to believe that the Q ur’an was created.
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His saying: “They intended cancelling the mosques and the congregations”:

This is because their doctrine regarding Iman  is that it is knowledge alone, 
even if one does not observe anything or utter anything with his tongue or 

believe with his heart. Hence, there is no need for mosques and Jumu'ah 

mosques because the Salah is not obligatory in their view !
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[...] SOME OF WHAT THE INNOVATORS DID
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They weakened Islam, suspended the Jihad, supported disunity, contradicted 
the narrations, gave evidence with the abrogated, gave proofs with the 
unclear verses and so made people doubt their religion. They disputed about 

their Lord and said: ‘There is no punishm ent in the grave, no Hawd (Pool), 

no Intercession; and that the Paradise and the Fire have not been created’. 

They rejected many of what the Messenger of Allah r said. So, some 

legalized their being declared disbelievers and their blood from  this angle. 

This is because whoever rejects a verse from  the Book of Allah has certainly 
rejected the entire Book and whoever rejects a Hadith  from the Messenger of 

Allah r has (equally) rejected all the narrations. Such is a disbeliever in Allah 
- the Great.

COMMENTARY

His saying: “They weakened Islam;” that is, the Jahmiyyah weakened Islam.

His saying: “suspended the Jihad”: They suspended Jihad in Allah’s way 
because they do not consider the disbelievers to be disbelievers since they
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know Allah. And the implication is that Fir'aw n is a Muslim because he knew 

Allah with his heart. Allah the Most High says:

“[Musa (Moses)] said: “Verily, you know that these signs have been 

sent down by none but the Lord o f the heavens and the earth ...” 

[Qur'an 17: 102]

So he knows Allah with his heart. Likewise, the polytheists during the time of 

the Prophet r ; they knew Allah with their heart. In fact they used to worship 

Him in various forms and they believed that Allah -  Glory be to Him -  is the 
Lord W ho deserves to be worshipped. They associated others in worship with 

Him based on their claim that such partner will bring them closer to Allah M.

His saying: “They opposed the narrations”: Meaning they opposed the proofs 

and the Sunnah.

His saying: “Gave evidence with the abrogated”: They would take the 

abrogated evidence and not act on the abrogating one in order to mislead 

people as stated by Allah H :

... o y iS - j  g j  J + j j i  <4 o y i ' $ » ... ^

“...So as fo r  those in whose hearts there is a deviation (from the truth) 
they follow  that which is not entirely clear thereof... ” [Qur'an 3: 7]

And from the unclear ones are the abrogated. So, it is essential for a person to 
know the abrogating (Nasikh) and the abrogated (Mansukh); the absolute 
(Mutlaq) and the qualified (Muqayyad) and the specific (Khas) and the general 
(‘Am). He should also possess the knowledge of deduction. One should not
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deduce with any text he finds without considering whether it is abrogated, 

specific or absolute. They (i.e. the Jahmiyyah) do not consider this because of 

their deviation, and to mislead the people. But they would say: “We are giving 
evidence with the Q ur’an”. However, they are not deducing based on it. The 

one who deduces with the Q ur’an is he who accepts all of it. But the one who 
accepts some part and abandons others is a disbeliever in it. Allah the Most 

High says:

“...Then do you believe in a part o f the Scripture and reject the 
rest?... ” [Qur'an 2: 85]

Therefore, the person who does not combine the clear and unclear verses 

accepts part of the Book and abandons others. That is why Allah says:

“...A nd those who are firm ly  grounded in knowledge say: ‘We believe 
in it; the whole o f it (clear and unclear Verses) are from  our Lord... ’” 

[Qur'an 3: 7]

“They say: ‘All of it’”: that is, the clear and unclear verses:

“...The whole o f it (clear and unclear Verses) are from  our Lord ...” 
[Qur'an 3: 7]

So they refer the unclear one to the clear one and it interprets and explains it. 
However, this requires a scholar. It is not permissible for one who feigns 
learning or a deviant who intends to mislead people to delve into it. So, no one
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takes the unclear verses except one of these: a deviant, intending to mislead 
people such as the Jahmiyyah. Consequently, Imam  Ahmad said regarding 

them: “They deduce with the unclear verses from the Q ur’an.”26 Or the one 
who feigns knowledge without knowing anything and speaks about Allah 

without knowledge.

His saying: “gave proof with the unclear verses”: Consequently, Imam  Ahmad 

refuted them in his book, ar-Radd 'alal-Jahmiyyah. He brought the texts 
which they based their deduction upon, debunked their opinions therein, 
explained the correct perspective regarding them and reconciled between 

verses and Ahadith.

His saying: “Made people doubt their religion”: There is no doubt that this 

confuses the thoughts. So it is not permissible to talk with regard to issues of 
knowledge particularly issues of creed except one who is well grounded in 
knowledge. It is not permissible for those who are learning or those who feign 

learning to comment about it, not to talk of the people of deviation and 

misguidance.

His saying: “They disputed concerning their Lord”: They invented disputes. 

Allah the Most High says:

“None disputes in the A ydt (proofs, evidences, verses, lessons, signs, 
revelations, etc.) o f Allah but those who disbelieve. So let not their 
ability o f going about here and there through the land (for their 
purposes) deceive you [O M uhammad, their ultimate end will be the 

Fire o f Hell]!” [Qur'an 40: 4]

26 Ar-Rad‘ala azzanadiqah wa al-Jahmiyyah (page 6).
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The believer does not dispute about the Ayat of Allah. He will rather accept 
them and believe them as Allah’s word and as good and guidance. As for the 

person who halts regarding them and doubts, such is a disputer regarding the 

W ord of Allah |g .

His saying: “They said: ‘There is no punishm ent in the grave”: This is in 

conformity with their doctrine because according to them, whoever knows 

Allah is a believer and does not need to perform the Salah, observe the fast, 

perform pilgrimage and the lesser pilgrimage or perform any (righteous) 
deeds. On that basis, there will be no punishm ent in the grave because the 
entire people know Allah, and there is nothing like disobedience and 

obedience; the entire people in the graves know Allah. Therefore, they will not 
be punished.

His saying: “Nor Hawd, (Pool), nor intercession”: They deny all the matters 
of the unseen because they rely on their intellect alone.

His saying: “and the Paradise and the Fire have not been created”: That is, the 
Jahmiyyah say: the Paradise and Hell as of now have not been created, in spite 
of the fact that Allah said that both of them are already created. Allah the Most 
High said concerning the Paradise:

Prepared fo r  al-M uttaqun (the pious). ” [Qur'an 3: 133]

The phrase, “Prepared” indicates that it is ready and in existence. He (Allah) 
said regarding the Fire:
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“...Preparedfor the disbelievers. ” [Qur'an 3:131]

The Messenger of Allah r  also said that, the intensity of heat is from the 

exhalation of Hell, which indicates that it is in existence.

Similarly, the Hell has two breaths: a breath during winter; and it is the 

coolest you can find and a breath during summer and it is the hottest you can 

find. The Prophet r  said:

£r {4* ^

“The intensity of heat is from the exhalation of Hell.”27

His saying: “They rejected many of what the Messenger of Allah M said”: 

They rejected so many things from what has been stated in the Q ur’an and 
Sunnah because they contradict their view and belief.

His saying: “ So, some legalized their being declared disbelievers and their 

blood from  this angle”: Those who declared them  as disbelievers among the 
Ahl-us Sunnah wa al-Jamaah did that based on the totality of these repulsive 

doctrines because they eventually end at (the belief) that there is no religion.

His saying: “This is because whoever rejects a verse from  the Book of Allah 
has certainly rejected the entire Book”: Just as it has preceded that the one 
who gives evidence with a part of the Q ur’an but abandons the other part 
which is related to it has indeed believed in part of the Book and abandoned

27 Reported by al-Bukhari in his Sahih (1/198 no 510) from Abu Hurayrah and Ibn ‘Umar, and 
Muslim in his Sahih (1/430, no.615) from Abu Hurayrah, and in (4/1732, no.2209) from Ibn 

‘Umar^fe.
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the other. So, the one who evidences with the unclear verses and abandons the 

clear ones is of those who believe in a part of the Book and disbelieves in the 
other.

His saying: “And whoever rejects a Hadith  from the Messenger of Allah H 
has rejected the whole Hadith;” likewise, the Sunnah contains the clear and 

the unclear ones, whoever takes the unclear ones from the Sunnah and 
abandons the clear ones, has indeed rejected the entire Sunnah.

His saying: “And he is a disbeliever in Allah - the Great”: This is the outcome 

- and Allah’s refuge is sought. This is because the one who believes in Allah 
says:

“...W e believe in it; the whole o f it (clear and unclear Verses) are from  

our Lord... ” [Qur'an 3: 7]

As for a person of deviation, he only takes the unclear verses because it is 
suitable for him. As for the clear ones, it is not suitable to him, so he abandons 
it. This is always the way of the people of desires, it is not specific to the 
Jahmiyyah. However, its origin is from the Jahmiyyah. This is the way of all 
the people of desires in every time; they would take from the proofs what 
agrees with their desires and abandon what disagrees with i t !
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[...] THE AGGRESSIONS OF THE INNOVATORS 
DURING THE REIGN OF MA'MUN
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As time went on, they got assistance from  some rulers upon that (their evil 
doctrine). They killed and punished other than  those, and suppressed the 

knowledge of the Sunnah  and the Jama fah and weakened them  both. So, they 

became concealed due to the m anifestion of innovation and (widespread) 
discussion about it, and as a result of their great num ber, they organized 

sittings, circulated their opinions, authored books on it; enticed the people 
and sought offices for them . Thus the tribulation was great; none was safe 
from  it except the one Allah protected. The least of what would afflict the 
person in their sittings was to doubt his religion, to follow them  or claim that 
they were upon the tru th  while not knowing whether he is upon the tru th  or 
falsehood. He would [as a result], become doubtful. The creatures were 

destroyed till the tim e of Ja 'far who was referred to as al-M utawakkil when 
Allah through him  extinguished innovations and manifested the tru th  and 
the followers of the Sunnah. Their voices became strong in spite of their 
fewness and the largeness of the followers of innovations till this day of ours.
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COMMENTARY

His saying: “As time went on, they got assistance from rulers upon that (i.e. 
their doctrines)”: He is referring to the era of al-M a’m un and his offspring, 
may Allah forgive us and him - in the sense that they deceived and misled him.

His saying: “They used sword and stick on other than those;” meaning: they 

dominated the Ahl-us-Sunnah wa al-Jamaah  during the era of al-Ma’mun, 
and this is the consequence of evil advisors. It is therefore obligatory upon a 

Muslim, whether he is among the leaders or not to take only righteous 
advisors. Allah the Most High says:

“O you who believe! Take not as (your) Bitanah (advisors, 
consultants, protectors, helpers, friends, etc.) those outside your 
religion (pagans, Jews, Christians, and hypocrites) since they will not 
fa il to do their best to corrupt you. ” [Qur'an 3: 118]

The Muslim should take righteous advisors and be wary of evil ones, 

particularly the leaders. Look at what evil advisors caused al-Ma’m un in spite 
of his intelligence and decent nobility, being from Banu Hashim. Yet, they 
misled him. Look at what evil advisors and consultants did towards the end of 
Bani al-Abbas, Ibn al-‘Alqami and at-Tusi; what did they do to the al-Abbasi 
caliph? They agitated the Tatar against him from the east, came with them, 
opened the road for them and facilitated the paths for them until they 
destroyed Baghdad - the Muslim lands, killed a great num ber of fighters, burnt 

books and placed them in river Dijlah and Euphrates until the water changed, 
consequently thinking they had annihilated Islam. However, Islam is 
supported from Allah, it cannot be annihilated.
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His saying: “They suppressed the knowledge of the Sunnah  and the 

Jama'ah;” meaning: it became wiped out because ad-Durus means al- 
Indithar.

His saying: “And weakened them  both;” meaning: they weakened the 

knowledge of the Q ur’an and Sunnah, and knowledge to them became that of 

debate, rhetoric and logic.

His saying: “and they both became suppressed due to the manifestion of 
innovation and discussion regarding i t”: They abandoned the Sunnah and 

became preoccupied with innovations, dissemination of innovations and 

inviting (others) to them. The Ahl-us-Sunnah  became hidden.

His saying: " ... (due to) their great num ber. They organized sittings, 
circulated their opinions”: They took advantage of gatherings, schools and 

assemblies and began to show and spread their views. That is how the people 

of evil are when they become established, they do not spare any effort in the 

destruction of Islam.

His saying: “Authored books on i t”: Meaning they authored books - books of 

Jahmiyyah and M u 'tazilah.

His saying: “They enticed the people and sought offices for them ”: They 
pacified many of the people who were not versed in knowledge; they were 
satisfied with their views, so they followed them. This is because when trials 
and tribulations come, only few are saved from it. But there are some, who 
would be very much affected by it and some who would be less affected, while 

some would be saved from it.
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However, after the trial and test, they assuaged the people of their 

thought and seduced them with wealth. They would sometimes come with 
threat, killing, beating and imprisonment and sometimes they adopted 

enticement with wealth, employment and bright future. So the ignorant and 

greedy would sell his religion for his world - and Allah’s refuge is sought.

His saying: “Thus the tribulation was great; none was safe from  it except the 
one Allah protected”: None was saved from it except one who adhered to the 

Q ur’an and Sunnah and persevered (remained patient) over his affliction, 
such as Imam  Ahmad. Some were killed among those who adhered to the 

Qur'an and Sunnah. As for the person who consented to them  and followed 
them, such was destroyed with them.

His saying: “The least of what would afflict the person in their sittings was to 

doubt his religion”: That is, some people deviated from their religion and 
some did not but began to doubt some matters because their gathering does 
not bring any good.

His saying: “Or follow them ”: W hoever sits with them  will either be greatly 

afflicted and deviate completely or have some deviations or would at least be 
doubtful about some matters.

His saying: “Or claim that they were upon the tru th  while not knowing 
whether he is upon the tru th  or falsehood. He would [as a result], become 
doubtful”: Especially, since they have false proofs, eloquence, oratory and 
strength in speech. So they need a well versed scholar who will oppose and 
refute them like Imam  Ahmad, Shaykh-ul-Islam Ibn Taymiyah and the Imams 
who confronted and defeated them.
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His saying: “The creatures were destroyed till the tim e of Ja 'far who was 
referred to as al-M utawakkil”: That is, this calamity persisted in the era of al- 

M a’mun, the era of his brother, al-M u’tasim, and that of al-W athiq bin al- 
M u’tasim. W hen al-W athiq died, his brother al-Mutawakkil took control and 

he helped the Sunnah, removed the trial from the people of knowledge and 
relief came from Allah the Mighty and Sublime. May Allah reward him  with 

good on behalf of Islam and the Muslims. He strengthened Imam  Ahmad and 
honoured him. He is called al-Mutawakkil meaning the one who puts his trust 

on Allah. This was his nickname. As for his name, he is Ja'far bin al-Wathiq.

His saying: “their voices became strong”: That is, Ahl-us-Sunnah. Meaning, 
they became strong to speak, and they spoke strongly against the people of 

innovations. The matter reversed.

His saying: “in spite of their fewness and the largeness of the followers of 

innovations till this day of ours”: However, falsehood can never resist the 
truth even if those upon falsehood are many they cannot resist the truth and 

its followers even if they are few. Allah the Most High says:

“...H ow often a small group overcame a mighty host by Allah's 

Leave?” [Qur'an 2: 249]

Imam  Ahmad was a single individual; look at what he did in the face of the 
atheist; he was steadfast till Allah honoured the Sunnah through him. 
Accordingly, he was named Imam Ahl-us-Sunnah (the Leader of the People of 

Sunnah).
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[...] MISGUIDANCE REMAINS
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Traces and signs of misguidance still remained. Among them  are those who 
act on it and invite to it. Nothing will prevent them  nor will anyone stop 

them  from what they say and do.

COMMENTARY

His saying: “Traces and signs of misguidance still remained. Among them  are 
those who act on i t”: Evil will not end. Rather, both good and evil will remain 

as test and trial. However, at times, the truth prevails and manifests and 

sometimes falsehood would raise its head; but the manifestation of falsehood 
does not persist. As for the truth, no m atter what befalls it, it will certainly 

return by Allah’s permission. Allah M  says:

{  UPfe>
“...A nd  the good end is fo r  the M uttaqun (pious). ” [Qur'an 28: 83]

/  S 9** ^ /  S**S \_

“...A nd  the good end is fo r  the M uttaqun (pious). ” [Qur'an 20:132]

Imam  Ibn Qayyim ?  said:

“The truth is victorious and (sometimes) tested. So do not be surprised 
for this is the way o f the Most Merciful. ”
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[98] ZANDAQAH
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[98] The author ?  said: Know that heresy never emerged except from the 

riffraff, the barbarous followers of every useless caller who incline towards 

every wind. And whoever is like this has no religion. Allah iStl says: “A nd they 
differed not until after the knowledge came to them, through envy among 

themselves. ” [Qur'an 45: 19] They are the evil scholars, people of greed and 

innovations.

COMMENTARY

His saying: “Know that heresy never em erged”: Zandaqah is Nifaq 
(hypocrisy). It refers to showing Iman  and concealing disbelief. So Zanadiqah 

are those who used to be called the hypocrites in the early days of Islam. They 
reside among the people. If opportuned, their evil shows their canines against 

the truth and its people just as it is in our times now.

His saying: “Except from the riffraff, the barbarous, followers of every useless 
caller who incline towards every w ind;” meaning: the common people follow 
every caller without knowing where they are heading to. As for the people of 
knowledge who are firmly grounded in knowledge and steadfast, they only 
follow the truth. So do not be beguiled by the large numbers and the 

magnitude of the people of evil. Allah the Most High says:
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“And i f  you obey most o f those on earth, they will mislead you fa r  

away from  Allah's Path... ” [Qur'an 6: 116]

Those who matter are those upon the truth even if they are few. Allah the Most 

High says:

‘“...How often a small group overcame a mighty host by Allah's 
Leave?’ A nd Allah is with as-Sabirin (the patient ones, etc.).” [Qur'an 

2:249]

His saying: “And whoever is like this has no religion”: The one who sways 

here and there has no religion; he is a hypocrite. Allah the Most High says:

“(They are) swaying between this and that, belonging neither to these 
nor to those, and he whom Allah sends astray, you will not fin d  fo r  

him a way (to the truth - Islam). ” [Qur'an 4:143]

Therefore, the person who sways here and there has no religion.

>

His saying: “Allah iSti says: ‘A nd  they differed not until after the knowledge 
came to them, through envy among themselves.” [Qur'an 45: 17] If they had
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differed out of ignorance, it would have lightened the calamity. But they 
differed while knowing because they followed their desires; so they differed. If 

they had followed the truth, they would have agreed and be united. Allah the 

Most High says:

; L -I'.'.',' , s   ̂ r >
. . .  ^  ^

“A nd ho ld fast, all o f you together, to the Rope o f Allah (i.e. this 

Q ur’an), and be not divided among yourselves... ” [Qur'an 3:103]

If opposition to the truth is out of ignorance, it is hoped that this would 

disappear. But if it is out of knowledge, its cessation is difficult. This is because 

Allah M  says:

“...A nd  who is more astray than one who follows his own lusts, 
without guidance from  Allah ? . . .” [Qur'an 28: 50]

No one is more astray than him. And His saying -  the Exalted:

<.. .  J 4 S u s ' j j  jUifc £ u  &  >

“...A nd  they differed not until after the knowledge came to them, 
through envy among themselves... ” [Qur'an 45: 17]

Meaning the children of Israel; they did not differ out of ignorance. Rather, 
they differed out of desires. Likewise those who are like them in this Ummah.
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[99] THE TRUTH SHALL REMAIN
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[99] The author ?  said: Know that people will continue to be in the group of 
the followers of the truth and the Sunnah. Allah will guide them and guide 

others through them. He will revive the Sunan through them. They are the 
ones Allah the Most High described at times of differences despite their 
fewness when He said: “A nd only those to whom (the Scripture) was given 
differed concerning it after clear proofs had come unto them through hatred, 
one to another.” [Qur'an 2 : 2 1 3 ] So Allah exempted them by saying: “A nd  
Allah guided those who believed to the truth concerning that over which they 
had differed, by His permission. A nd Allah guides whom He wills to a straight 
p a th .” [Qur'an 2: 213] And the Messenger of Allah r  said: “A group o f  
(people) from  among my Ummah will always be victorious upon the truth and 

will not be harmed by those who oppose them. They will remain victorious till 
the command o f Allah comes. ”

COMMENTARY

The author ?  said: “Know”; that is, know O you Muslim and O student of 
knowledge, take note that the truth will remain and whoever Allah aids to
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follow it will remain upon it. No matter the abundance of the trials and 

affliction, and no matter the attempt of the enemies to annihilate the truth and 

its people, they will never be able to do so. This is because Allah -  blessed be 

He - will safeguard it as He the Most High said:

“Verily We: I t is We Who have sent down the Dhikr (i.e. the Q ur’an) 

and surely, We will guard it (from corruption). ” [Qur'an 15: 9]

And as He the Most High stated:

J

“Verily, We will indeed make victorious Our Messengers and those 
who believe (in the Oneness o f Allah - Islamic M onotheism) in this 
world’s life and on the Day when the witnesses will stand forth, (i.e. 

Day o f Resurrection). ” [Qur'an 40: 5l]

The Prophet said:

iljhj aW ’j*I

“A group of my Ummah shall remain steadfast on the truth, 
victorious, those who oppose them and do not support them  will not 

harm  them until Allah’s comm and comes.”28

28 Reported by al-Bukhari in his Sahih (no 8681) and Muslim in his Sahih (no 1921) from al- 
Mughirah (4fe) Reported also by al-Bukhari (no 2948) and Muslim (no 1038) from the Hadlth 

of Mu'awiyah (■#>). It is also reported by Muslim (no 1920) from the Hadith of Thawban (^>),
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So the truth and its people will remain even if they are few in some years or 
some times for Allah will never waste this truth. However, it is obligatory upon 

one who is adhering to this truth to be patient upon it and forebear whatever 

he encounters because Allah M  will never waste the truth. Rather, He will 
appoint helpers and followers to it. It may move from one place to another. If 
it is abandoned in a place, Allah will appoint others as stated by the Most 

High:

“...A nd  i f  you turn away (from Islam and the obedience o f Allah), He 
will exchange you fo r some other people, and they will not be your 

likes. ” [Qur'an 47: 38]

Allah the Most High also stated:

“0  you who believe! Whoever from  among you turns back from  his 
religion (Islam), Allah will bring a people whom He will love and they 
will love Him; humble towards the believers, stern towards the 
disbelievers, fighting in the Way o f Allah, and never afraid o f the 
blame o f the blamers. That is the Grace o f Allah which He bestows on 
whom He wills. And Allah is All-Sufficient fo r  His creatures needs, All- 
Knower. ” [Qur'an 5: 54]

(no. 1923) from the Hadlth of Jabir bin ‘Abdullah (jfc), and (no. 1922) from the Hadlth of 
Jabir bin Samrah (4®).
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This is a guarantee from Allah M  that this tru th  will remain and that He will 
appoint for it those who will uphold and protect it. The fear is not that the 

religion will be lost; however, the fear is about us. If we do not adhere to this 
religion and be patient upon it, it will be taken from us and given to others. 

Therefore, it is essential that we fear for ourselves in order for this religion not 
to be taken from us and given to others and we become destroyed.

His saying: “Verily, the people will continue to be in the group of the 

followers of tru th  and the Sunnah ”: The word, ‘Isabah means Jama'ah as 

stated by the Prophet H, “A group of my Ummah.” It is called Ta’ifah, 

Jama 'ah and Isabah.

His saying: “Allah will guide them ” - due to adherence to this truth - “and 
guide others through them ”: They are guided on their own and they guide 

others as well. This is the attribute of the God-fearing scholars. They do not 
restrict (the truth) to themselves, they also invite others to the truth. They 
enlighten them about it and guide them to it. Meaning they direct them to it 

and explain it to them.

His saying: “He will revive the Sunnah through them ”: That is, the Prophetic 

Sunan. They will resuscitate and revive it after it has been lost and buried, this 
is their way. They revive the Sunnah and kill innovations. They will revive this 

religion until it returns to the way it was revealed to M uhammad M-

In every era, Allah raises for this Ummah one who revives its religion, 
negating it from the distortion of the extremists, the fabrication of the lairs and 
misinterpretation of the ignorant. This is a favour from Allah the Mighty and 
the Sublime. Many times the religion encountered enemy onslaughts through 
force, claims and creating doubts but the religion remained fresh just as it was 

revealed to M uhammad |g  in His Book and his Sunnah. None can transgress 
upon it and alter it as stated by Allah the Most High:
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“Verily, We, It is We Who have sent down the Dhikr (i.e. the Q ur’an) 
and surely, We will guard it (from corruption). ” [Qur'an 15: 9]

This is the Quran just as it was revealed to M uhammad M- Not even a single 
letter has been changed from it; and this is part of Allah’s protection for it. The 

previous books used to be preserved by the monks and rabbis, so they used to 
lose them. Changes, alteration and distortion would creep into it as it occurred 

to the Tawrah and Injil but Allah undertook the preservation of this Q ur’an. 
No one can change a single letter from it. And this is the blessings of Allah 
upon this Ummah.

His saying: “They are the ones Allah the Most High described at times of 
differences despite their fewness.” Allah says:

“...A nd  only those to whom (the Scripture) was given differed 

concerning it after clear proofs had come unto them through hatred, 
one to ano ther...” [Qur'an 2: 213]

“They did not differ therein... ”

That is, in this religion or in this Book.
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“Except those to whom (the Scripture) was given after clear proofs 

had come unto them through hatred, one to another. ”

They did not differ as a result of the truth being hidden from them  and their 

search for it. Rather, they differed due to hatred towards one another and 
(following of) desires. This is the cause of their division and differing: desires 

and love of popularity. They did not differ out of ignorance or out of 

concealment of the truth.

Therefore, this contains establishment of proof against them  in the 
sense that the truth came to them  but they did not pay attention to it. They 

rather followed their desires, goals and avarice in this life. So this verse 
contains condemnation of differing and the obligation of uniting upon Allah’s 
Book.

It also contains dispraise for following the desires of the soul and the 
obligation upon a Muslim to be a follower of the truth even if it disagrees with 

his desires. He should follow the truth even if it opposes his desires. This is 

because the previous nations,

<  S M

“...W henever there came to them a Messenger with what they 
themselves desired not, - a group o f them they called liars and others 

among them they killed. ” [Qur'an 5: 70]

They would follow in what conforms to their desires and whatever disagrees 
with their desires, they either killed their messengers or belied him. This was 
the way of the destroyed previous nations. It is therefore obligatory upon us to
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be united upon the Book of Allah, the Sunnah of His Messenger M and what 

the righteous predecessors of the Companions and their students were upon, 

even if such disagrees with our desires, because this is for our benefit. But 
following our desires is to our detriment. Allah the Most High says:

“And i f  the truth had been in accordance with their desires, verily, the 

heavens and the earth, and whosoever is therein would have been 

corrupted!. . . ” [Qur'an 23: 71]

His saying: “So Allah exempted them  by saying: ‘ ...Then Allah by His Leave 
guided those who believed to the truth o f that wherein they differed. And Allah 

guides whom He wills to a Straight Path. Allah the Most High says:

“M ankind were one community and Allah sent Prophets with glad 
tidings and warnings, and with them He sent the Scripture in truth to 
judge between people in matters wherein they differed. And only those 
to whom (the Scripture) was given differed concerning it after clear 
proofs had come unto them through hatred, one to ano ther...” 
[Qur'an 2: 213]

So He explained that the cause of their differing was as a result of hatred and 
transgression upon one another and following of their desires. It was not 
because of the concealment of the truth. They do not want the truth. Then He 
made an exemption, “ Then Allah guided those who believed. ”
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Those are the followers of the Prophets and the Ahl as-Sunnah wa al- 
Jam aah  from this Ummah - they are the people of the truth.

This shows that Imdn  is required. He gives His guidance to those 
deserving of it and they are the people of Imdn  and lovers of the truth. For 
Allah will guide them  through their Im dn  and love for the truth.

This shows that guidance has cause, which is Imdn,  love for the truth 
and seeking after it.

His saying

“A group of (people) from among my Ummah will always be 
victorious upon the truth and will not be harm ed by those who oppose 

them, till the command of Allah comes.”29

The Hadlth is well-known through many wordings and narrations. In a 

version it says,

X\las- Jt)J Si

“An Isabah will continue meaning Jama 'ah. 30 

And in another version it says,

29 Its reference had preceeded.
30 Reported by Muslim in his Sahih (3/1523 no. 1924) from ‘Uqbah bin ‘Amir (4i) who said: 

"I heard the Messenger of Allah fg saying, 'A  group of my Ummah will continue to fight 
according to Allah's order, triumphant against their adversaries. Those who oppose them will 
not harm them until the hour will come to them while they are upon that. "
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“T a’ifah, victorious upon the tru th ...” - That is, victorious over 

others.

“Those who oppose them will not harm  them until the Command of 
Allah the Blessed and Most High comes.”

Towards the end of time, that is, close to the establishment of the Hour when 

the believers’ soul will be taken and no believer will be left on the earth except 
the people of disbelief and Shirk. Then the Hour will be established upon 
them.

The Hour will not be established on the believers. Rather it will be 

established on the disbelievers. The Prophet M said:

“Verily the worst of people are those the Hour will meet while they are 
alive and those who build mosques over graves.” 31

31 Reported by al-Bukhari in his Sahih (no. 7067) in Mu'allaq form, and linked up by: M a'mar 
in his Jami'i (11/406), Imam Ahmad in al-Musnad (1/405, 435), Ibn Abl Shaybah in al- 
M usannaf (3/30), al-Bazar in his Musnad (5/136), At-TabaranI in al-M ujam al-Kabir (no. 
10,413), Ibn Khuzaymah in his Sahih. (2/6), Ibn Hibban in his Sahih (no. 6837) and others. 
Adh-DhahabI said in Siyar A 'lam  an-Nubala (9/410): “A sound Hadith with a strong chain.” 
The first part of the Hadith was reported by al-Bukhari (1/165 no 4 17 ) and Muslim in his 
Sahih (4/2268 no 2949) from Ibn Mas‘ud in Marfu' form: “ The Hour will not be established 
except over the worst of people. ” The second part of the Hadith is reported by al-Bukhaarii 
(1/165 no 417) and Muslim (1/375 no 528) from the Hadith o f ‘A’isha in a Marfu form with 
the wording: “ Verily those (people) if a pious man amongst them dies, the build a place of 
worship over his grave, make drawings on it. They are the worst of creatures before Allah on 
the day of Resurrection”.
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These are the worst of mankind -  and Allah’s refuge is sought. So the Hour 
will not be established on a believer, it will only be established on the 

disbelievers and polytheists.
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[100] KNOWLEDGE IS NOT BY LOTS 
OF NARRATIONS

[lOO] The author ?  said: You should know- may Allah have mercy upon you 

- that knowledge is not by lots of narrations and books. But the scholar is one 
who acts upon knowledge and the Sunan even if he has little knowledge and 

few books. And whoever opposes the Q ur’an and Sunnah is a follower of 
innovation even if he has much knowledge and m any books.

COMMENTARY

His saying: “You should know - may Allah have mercy on you - that 

knowledge is not by lots of narrations and books”: Knowledge is not 

abundance of information, acquaintance and books. Rather, knowledge is only 
through understanding, following and acting; even if the knowledge is little. 

Therefore, little knowledge with righteous deed and understanding in Allah’s 
religion is abundance while ample knowledge without action and following 
(the Sunnah) is of no benefit.

There were scholars and monks among the Jews, in spite of this, their 
knowledge were of no benefit and they became those who earned Allah’s 
anger because they purposely disobeyed. So the goal is not abundance of 
knowledge and researches. The goal is action. This is the meaning of 
knowledge, and this is the way of those on whom Allah has bestowed His 
Grace as stated by Allah the Most High:
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“Guide us to the Straight Way. The Way o f those on whom You have 
bestowed Your Grace... ”

They are the people of knowledge and action.

“...N ot (the way) o f those who earned Your Anger (such as the

“Nor o f those who went astray (such as the Christians). ” [Qur'an 1: 6-

They are the people of action, without knowledge.

So knowledge is non-beneficial without action, and action benefits not 
except with knowledge. It is essential for knowledge and action to co-exist, and 

this is the way of those on whom Allah has bestowed His Grace.

His saying: “But the scholar is one who acts upon knowledge and the Sunan 

even if he has little knowledge and few books”: A scholar is he who follows 
the Book and the Sunan even if he has little knowledge, contrary to one who 
has acquired a lot of knowledge or possesses lots and various kinds of books 
but does not act, there is no benefit in such a person. Knowledge only grows 
and gets purified and nurtured with righteous action. As for knowledge 
without action, it is devoid of blessing and will not be well-established. 

Scholars are of two types:

Firstly: scholars on the tongue alone.

Jews)... ”

They are the people of knowledge without action.

7]
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Secondly: scholars on the tongue and heart; and they are those who 

fear Allah. Allah the Most High says:

“...I t  is only those who have knowledge among His slaves that fear  

Allah. ” [Qur'an 35: 28]

Therefore, knowledge and the fear (of Allah) form the sound knowledge. As 
for the knowledge of the tongue without the fear (of Allah), such is the 

knowledge of the hypocrites. We ask Allah for well-being.

His saying: “And whoever opposes the Q ur’an and Sunnah is a follower of 
innovation”: This is because innovation is what a slave (seeks to) move closer 
to Allah with which is devoid of proof from the Q ur’an or Sunnah. The 

Prophet M said:

■A ^ i - 5 jjA i

“Whoever innovates in this matter of ours that which is not from it, 
will have it rejected.”

Meaning, his deeds will be rejected. In another version, he said:

.lj Cr^ 'S t*  °J*

“W hoever performs a deed which is not in conformity with this 
matter of ours will have it rejected.”32

32 Its reference has preceeded.
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So the one who innovates and the one who acts upon it will have their deeds 

rejected because such is performing a deed which neither Allah nor His 
Messenger approves. So Allah will not accept it. Hence, the scholars have 

stated regarding righteous deed that it will not be accepted except based on 

two conditions:

First condition: It m ust be made purely for Allah the Mighty and 

Sublime away from Shirk.

Second condition: Following the Messenger of Allah M, which is by 

abandoning innovations and newly invented matters.

So every action that is mixed with Shirk is null and void; and every action 
founded upon innovation is null and void. The action is incorrect except when 

sincerely done for the sake of Allah and in line with the Sunnah of Allah’s 

Messenger Ofe.

His saying: “Even if he has much knowledge and many books”: As long as he 
is an innovator, his knowledge will not benefit him even if he is well versed in 

knowledge. If he does not follow the Messenger of Allah |g, but only acts on 
the sayings of so and so, his knowledge is bereft of benefit, and his books 
should not be benefitted from. Allah the Most High says regarding the Jews:

“The likeness o f those who were entrusted with the (obligation o f the) 
Tawrah (Torah) (i.e. to obey its commandments and to practise its 
legal laws), but who subsequently failed in those (obligations), is as the 
likeness o f a donkey who carries huge burdens o f books (but 
understands nothing from  them) . . . ” [Qur'an 62: 5]
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Therefore, the person who possesses a huge library but abandons action, or an 
innovator, such is like a donkey carrying books without benefitting from 
th em !
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[101] THE RELIGION IS NOT TAKEN THROUGH 
OPINIONS AND REASONING

[ 101 ] The author ?  said: Know - may Allah have mercy on you - that 
whoever speaks concerning Allah’s religion based on his opinion, analogy 

and false interpretation w ithout evidence from  the Sunnah  and the Jama 'ah 

has actually spoken about Allah, what he knows not. And whoever speaks 

about Allah what he knows not is of the M utakallifin.

COMMENTARY

He said: “Know - may Allah have mercy on you”: He begins every sentence 

with his saying: “Know” in order to note it because it is important.

His saying: “W hoever speaks concerning Allah’s religion based on his 

opinion, analogy and false interpretation w ithout evidence from the Sunnah 

and the Jama'ah  has actually spoken about Allah what he knows n o t”: The

religion is not based on opinion. The religion is nothing but following. It is not 
based on opinion and analogy. W hat is intended (i.e by Qiyas) is baseless 
analogy and not al-Qiyas as-Sahih, sound analogy. So the religion is neither 

based on opinion nor (baseless) analogies and thoughts. Rather, it is based on 
the revelation, revealed to the sent Prophet. This is the religion.

His saying: “His analogy”: The intended meaning is baseless analogy. As for 
al-Qiyas as-Sahih, sound analogy built upon ‘Illah (cause, reason), such is
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from the fundamentals of proofs. This is because, the proofs are: the Q ur’an, 

Sunnah, consensus and sound analogy built upon reason that is stipulated or 
deduced. This is because al-'lllah is divided into two:

Firstly: Stipulated reason;

Secondly: Deduced reason.

His saying: “His false in terpretation”: The intended meaning of T a’wil (here) 

is changing the wordings from its apparent meaning without proof. This is a 
blameworthy Ta ml.

His saying: “And whoever speaks about Allah of what he knows not is of the 

M utakallifin”: At-Takalluf is uttering a statement about the religion without 
proof.
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[102] THE TRUTH, SUNNAH AND JA M A fAH

<uu ^  A it l y t ( j ^ 3  ‘*■̂ ’3 ~  \ *y
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[102] The author, may Allah have mercy on him , said: The tru th  is what has 

come from  Allah iSti, and the Sunnah  refers to the way of the Messenger of 

Allah while the Jama'ah  is what the companions of the Messenger of 

Allah M agreed upon during the Khilafah of Abu Bakr, 'U m ar and 'U thm an.

COMMENTARY

His saying: “The tru th  is what has come from  Allah the M ighty and the 

Sublime, and the Sunnah is the Sunnah  of the Messenger of AllahU”: W hat 

came from Allah in the Noble Q ur’an and from the Messenger of Allah M in 

the Sunnah are both revelations from Allah H . The Q ur’an is a revelation 
from Allah and the Sunnah is (also) a revelation from Allah as stated by the 

Most High:

“Nor does he speak o f (his own) desire. It is only a Revelation 

revealed. ” [Qur'an 53: 3-4]

The Q ur’an is called the first revelation while the Sunnah is the second 
revelation after the Q ur’an. It interprets, expounds and explains the Q ur’an 

because Allah says:
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“And We have also sent down unto you (O M uham m ad) the reminder 

and the advice (the Q ur’an), that you may explain clearly to men 
what is sent down to th em ...” [Qur'an 16: 44]

The Messenger of Allah r  explains the Q ur’an with his Sunnah; his actions 

and sayings.

Linguistically, the word, Sunnah means a way. But its meaning here is 

what is confirmed from the Prophet M of saying or action or tacit approval. 
This is what is referred to as Sunnah according to the scholars of Hadlth. But 
according to the jurists, Sunnah refers to something recommended for which 

the doer will be rewarded for and will not be punished for abandoning.

His saying: “The Jam a'ah is what the companions of the Messenger of Allah 

M agreed upon during the Khilafah of Abu Bakr, 'Umar and 'Uthman”: Al-

Jama 'ah in the religion is what the people of truth are united upon. The first 

Jama 'ah was the companions of Allah’s Messenger i f  - those who are the best 

of generations. Whatever the companions of Allah’s Messenger H  were united 

upon is the Jama 'ah. Those who came after them, whoever is upon the truth is 

the Jama 'ah. So the person upon the truth is called Jama 'ah even if it is just 

one person, even if the entire people are against him. The meaning of Jama 'ah 
is not large numbers of people; rather it is those upon the truth even if it is just 
a small group.
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[103] THE OBLIGATION OF STICKING TO THE 
PERSON OF THE SUNNAH AND THE JAM A1 AH

[103] The author ?  said: W hoever lim its him self to the Sunnah of the 

Messenger of Allah r  and what his companions and the Jama ’ah were upon 

will trium ph over all followers of innovation, have his body relaxed and his 
religion safe -  by Allah's permission. This is because the Messenger of Allah 

M said: “M y Ummah will be divided, ” and he explained to us the saved one 
from among them  by saying: “ W hat I  and m y companions are upon today. ” 

This is the healing and the explanation; the clear m atter and the bright 

landmark. The Messenger of Allah said “Beware o f excesses and 

unnecessary pruding in the religion. Adhere to your ancient religion.

COMMENTARY

His saying: “And whoever lim its him self to the Sunnah of the Messenger of 

Allah H  and what his companions and the Jama ’ah were upon will trium ph 
over all followers of innovation”: W hoever abides by these great and 

important fundamentals: The Q ur’an, Sunnah and what the Jama 'ah of the 
Muslims are upon, which is consensus upon the truth, such a person will 
certainly prevail over the people of falsehood and the truth will be with him 

and not with them even if they are many.
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His saying: “ (He will) have his body relaxed and his religion safe -  by Allah's 

perm ission”: Whoever is upon the Q ur’an, Sunnah and the Jama 'ah of the 

Muslims, his body and religion will be safe even if he is just one person. He 

will also triump over the people of falsehood with proof and evidence because 
they posses nothing but doubts and forgery.

The Prophet’s r  saying: “My Ummah will be divided”: The Messenger •§£ is 
giving information, implying by it, caution. He is informing about the future 

and what will take place for the benefit of the Muslims, so that they be upon 
insight and take appropriate precaution. They will not be beguiled by the lage 

number of those who oppose and disagree with them nor abstain from the 
truth. This is from his advice to the Ummah.

In the Hadith of al-Trbad bin Sariyah (4&)> he said: “Allah’s 

Messenger H  led us in the Subh prayer one day and delivered us a very 

eloquent admonition on account of which eyes shed tears and hearts were full 
of fears! We said: “O Messenger of Allah, this is as though a parting 
admonition, so advise us. ”He said:

“I admonish you to fear Allah, to listen and obey even if a slave is 
appointed as your leader. Verily, whoever lives after me, will see much 
discord. So hold fast to my Sunnah and the examples of the rightly 
guided caliphs after me. Adhere to them and hold unto it with the 
Molar (teeth). Beware of newly-invented matters (in the religion) 
because every newly-invented matter (in the religion) is innovation 
and every innovation is misguidance.”33

33 Its reference had preceeded.
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So the Prophet |g  informed them  that much disagreement will occur after him. 

He then advised them to stick to the Sunnah of the Messenger M when 

disagreements occur because it is the salvation from Fitan (tribulations) and 
protection from division and misguidance. Then, he said in another Hadlth 

that this Ummah will be divided into seventy-three sects all of which will enter 
the Fire except one. They asked: “O Messenger of Allah who are they?” He 
replied:

3 dip bt u  JL  J p

“Those upon the like of what I and my companions are upon”.

These are the people who will be saved at times of division from misguidance 
and will be saved from the Fire on the Day of Resurrection: those upon what 

the Prophet M and his noble companions were upon. This is the protection 
from tribulations and divisions. So the seventy two sects will all enter the Fire 

except whoever adheres to what the Messenger |g  is upon.

Their entrance into the Fire differs: Some will disbelieve and enter the 

Fire with the disbelievers, abiding therein forever. Some will commit evil and 
enter the fire along with the disobedient ones and be punished therein, 

thereafter, they will enter Paradise. So the fact that all of them  will be in the 
Fire does not indicate that they are disbelievers. It rather indicates the severe 

threat as regards leaving the Sunnah of the Messenger of Allah M- Some of it is 
disbelief, some misguidance, some sin; each depends on its level.

His saying: “This is the healing and the explanation, and the clear m atter”: 

The Messenger M did not leave us without explaining the future to us. He M 
explained the future Allah showed him so that we will be upon clear insight. 
This is from his advice and manifestation of love, that at times of following 
desires and divisions, we should cling to the truth, be patient upon it and abide 

by it. There is no salvation except through it.
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His saying: “And the bright landm ark”: Part of their custom was that they 
used to place an elevated thing and place fire on it in order to guide the 

travellers. This would be placed in the seas in order to guide ships. The 

landm ark of Islam is the Q ur’an and Sunnah. So whoever follows this 
landmark is saved and whoever abandons it is destroyed either in the land or 

sea, because he is in mazes. This is a clear example for adherence to the truth.

The Prophet’s r  saying: “Beware of excesses and unnecessary proding in the 

religion”: At-Ta'am m uq  and at-Tanattu ' mean extremism and unnecessary 

strictness in the religion like the one who says, 'I shall fast and never break it' 
and the one who says, ‘I shall perform Salah at night and not sleep.’ Another 

one says, ‘I shall not m arry and live in celibacy.’ This is extremism and 

excessiveness. The Prophet H  rejected it and became angry with the one who 

said it and explained that he H  had come with the middle course (religion). He 
performs Salah and sleeps, he fasts and breaks his fast, and marries women as 

wives. So whoever turns away from this Sunnah, the Messenger of Allah M has 
disassociated himself from him 34.

The Messenger of Allah |g  had disassociated himself from those who 

go to extremes and commit extremes in worship. He enjoined the middle 

course and drew a similitude for it with his Sunnah and what he is upon H.

34 From Anas bin Malik (4t) who said: “Three persons came to the home of the the wives of 
the Prophet H  enquiring about the Prophet’s acts of worship. When they were informed (of 
these), it was as though they bemeaned and then said, ‘Where are we compared to the Prophet 

It. Allah has surely forgiven him his past and future sins?’ One of them said, ‘As for me, I will 
forever observe the night prayer.’ Another said, ‘I shall forever fast, never breaking it.’ 
Another said, ‘I shall abstain from women and never marry.’ Then the Messenger of Allah H 
came and said: ‘You are the ones who have said such-and-such? However and by Allah, I am 
the most conscious of you of Allah and most pious of you. I fast and break my fast, I pray and 
sleep and I marry women. Whoever therefore desires other than my Sunnah is not from me.’” 
Reported by al-Bukhari in his Sahih (5/1949 no. 4776), and Muslim in his Sahih (2/1020 no. 
1401). The wording (here) is that of al-Bukhari.
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His saying: “Adhere to your ancient religion”: Al-'A tlq  means the ancient. 

Meaning the religion the Messenger of Allah H  was upon. (It entails) 

abandoning newly invented matters in the religion and adhering to what 

Allah’s Messenger H  left us upon, which is the ancient religion he M came 
with. We should abandon newly invented matters in the religion and erring 

juristic deductions that people have invented even if they consider them to be 
additional good and additional deed. As long as they are in opposition to the 

Sunnah of Allah’s M essenger^, there is no good in them.

This is the meaning of al-‘Atiq: that is, what the Messenger of Allah M 

and his companions were upon and what the forerunners among the 
Companions, the students of the companions , their students and the best 
generations were upon, and to abandon newly invented matters and innovated 

reforms that the inventors consider to be good whereas they are not. The 

Prophet i t  said:

“I have left amongst you two things, if you hold fast to them; you will 

never go astray after me: the Book of Allah and my Sunnah .” 35

So do not take to any action or saying until you have referred it to the Q ur’an 

and Sunnah. If it is in conformity with the Q ur’an and Sunnah, hold on to it, 

but if it is in opposition to them, abandon it and pay no attention to it.

35 Its reference had preceeded.
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[104] NO EXCUSE FOR INNOVATION

J j 3jj ?^3 cT? ^*3  ~   ̂ * t

CUjjl̂ cLj JjlJ Sî Jl Jjl iisi 6lSj c4̂ l> 5Ut£ jj J*3 <J) $11

<J <Ua^-j JL?-S! (Jj £*jLJ)j  C-iysJj tiuSl'

jjl 3 ' i ll  4Ŵ ^ ^  ^ 3 ^ 4

S'j iXiS <U (J^ j '  33J3 j^ 3  c^3LJl Jjfc! a1*3 Aj.4^4

,ij **X)I ^  aJLa ^£> *j*pI jA j t^3-Jl ;ApL«jJflj J j ^  (AImJI

[104] The author ?  said: Know that the ancient religion is what was in 

existence from the death of the Messenger of Allah ft till the killing of 

‘U thm an bin Affan (4&). His killing was the beginning of division and 
disagreement. The Ummah waged war amongst itself, became divided and 

followed greed and desires, and inclination towards worldly things. There is 
no excuse for anyone about whatever he introduces of which the companions 

of the Messenger of Allah ft were not upon, or a m an inviting to an 
innovation introduced (into the religion) before him  from the followers of 

innovation. For he is then like the one who had introduced it. So whoever 

claims that or speaks of it has certainly rejected the Sunnah and gone against 

the tru th  and the Jam a'ah and has made innovations permissible. He is more 
harm ful to this Ummah than Iblis, Satan.

COMMENTARY

His saying: “Know that the ancient religion is what was in existence from the 

death of the Messenger of Allah M till the killing o f ‘Uthm an bin Affan (4«) ”: 

That is, the pristine Jama 'ah in which disagreement did not occur was what 

was in existence during the era of the three caliphs: Abu Bakr, 'U m ar and
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‘Uthman. This is because during their era, disagreement and discord did not 

occur, the Muslims were one single Jama 'ah, united upon the truth. But when 

the killing o f ‘Uthm an (4e>) took place, it then opened the door of discord, evils 

and tribulations to the people.

His saying: “His killing was the beginning of division”: The first division took 

place as a result of the assassination of ‘Uthm an (4fc). W hen he was killed, 

there was breakdown of law and order; the Jama 'ah became divided and 

misguided sects emerged, and many things as recorded in (the books of) 
history. However, in spite of all these -  all praise is due to Allah - the religion 

is preserved. Whoever desires the truth and desires good, what he is required 

to do is refer to the Q ur’an and Sunnah  and what the Jama 'ah of the Muslims 
are upon, he will find the truth clear, even if there are so many disagreements, 

tribulations and evils.

The cause of the killing of ‘U thm an (4Q - the rightly guided and just 
caliph, the possessor of two lights, was that a Jew among the Jews of Yemen 

called 'Abdullah bin Saba’, nicknamed Ibn Sawda’- because his m other was an 
Abyssinian woman, outwardly showed Islam by way of deceit. Then he came 

to M adinah and started spreading the abuse and disparagement of ‘Uthman 
among the people with the intention of breaching the Muslims’ security and 

disuniting them. Misguided callers will always find those who will follow them 

and listen to their words.

This is obtainable in every time. Misguided callers will find most 

people among the fools who will listen to them  and follow their information as 

stated by Allah the Most High:

y  y- * ' . I t  >
$  U

“(And this is in order) that the hearts o f those who disbelieve in the 
Hereafter may incline to such (deceit), and that they may remain
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pleased with it, and that they may commit what they are committing 

(all kinds o f sins and evil deeds, etc.). ” [Qur'an 6: 1 1 3 ]

So the ignorant ones and the fools joined Ibn Saba’ and started abusing 

‘Uthman (48>). W hen he was noticed, he (Ibn Saba’) ran away from Madinah 

to Egypt and found a Jama 'ah there. He went to other than Egypt and found 

Jam a’ah. So groups of evil people rallied around him. Then they came to 

M adinah and beseiged ‘Uthm an (4§e>) in his house with the pretence that they 
wanted to debate with him  and consult him  in (some) matters. This was what 
they displayed- that they wanted understanding from him and to debate with 
him.

So the companions (Ad did not fight them  because they wanted to 
consult ‘Uthman alone. But during the night- and Allah’s refuge is sought - 

they attacked ‘Uthm an in his house and killed him at the last part of the night 
while the people were asleep and during the season of Hajj when most of the 

companions were in Makkah. This was what they planned for him; they killed 

him unjustly (4&). Thereafter, fitnah, division, disagreement and fighting 
among the Muslims occured. And the Muslims suffer from this till today!

His saying: “There is no excuse for anyone about whatever he introduces of 

which the companions of Muhammad - the Messenger of Allah M were not 
upon”: This is the principle: At times of disagreement, we should refer to what 

the Messenger of Allah M and his companions were upon as stated by the 

Prophet M when he was asked: “W ho are the saved sect?” He replied:

fjJi 4 *  Gf u  Js-

“Those who are upon what I and my companions are upon today.”36

36 Its reference has preceeded.
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His saying: “Or a man inviting to an innovation introduced (into the 
religion) before him from the followers of innovation. For he is then like the
one who had introduced it”: W hoever acts upon innovation is like the person 

who introduced it just as the saying of the Prophet M indicated:

“W hoever innovates in this m atter of ours, that which is not from it, 

will have it rejected.”

In another narration he said:

.ij Cr^ ilr*

“ He who does a deed which is not from this matter of ours will have it 

rejected.”37

So whoever acts on innovation is an innovator even if it was introduced by 

someone other than him.

His saying: “So whoever claims that or speaks of it has certainly rejected the 

Sunnah and gone against the truth and the Jamd'ah  and has permitted 

innovations. He is more harmful to this Ummah than Iblls, the Satan”: The
person who spreads innovations and warns the people against the Sunnah is 
more harmful to this Ummah than Iblls, the Satan. This is because people 
know that Iblls is an enemy and Allah has cautioned us against him. However, 
most people would not know that this person is an enemy because he deceives

37Its reference had preceeded.
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with Islam, knowledge and feign goodness. Therefore, he is more harmful than 
Iblls who has declared his enmity.

Consequently, the hypocrites are more dangerous to the Muslims than 
the disbelievers because the disbelievers are well-known as being disbelievers. 

As for these hypocrites, they pretend Islam and plot against the Muslims 
secretly within the Muslim community. So they are more dangerous. That is 

why Allah stated regarding them:

"...They are the enemies, so beware o f them. M ay Allah curse them ! 

How are they denying (or deviating from ) the Right Path. ” [Qur'an 63: 

4]
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[105] A PERSON OF THE SUNNAH AND 
THE JA M A’AH

\J>j iijj U :4S)i 4^3 caSĴ J' JlS —  ̂ * o

A*3 1^3jl3

• i i  ^  ^  ^ j '  <o4 3*3 ^ ' i

[105] The author 7* said: W hoever knows what the followers of innovations 
have abandoned of the Sunnah and what they contradict thereof and then 

adheres to it (i.e. the Sunnah), is a person of Sunnah and the Jamd'ah. Such 
person deserves to be emulated, assisted and protected, as he is among those 

whom the Messenger of Allah r  had recommended.

COMMENTARY

His saying: “W hoever knows what the followers of innovations have 

abandoned of the Sunnah and what they contradict thereof - then adheres to 

it (i.e. the Sunnah), is a person of Sunnah and the Jama 'ah. And such person 

deserves to be emulated, assisted and protected, as he is among those whom 

the Messenger of Allah M had recom m ended”: That is, in his saying:

“Those upon what I and my companions are upon today.”38

The Prophet M advised that we should be with them - with this Jama 'ah that is 

upon what Allah’s Messenger M and his companions were upon. However, 

this requires two things:

38 Its reference had Preceeded.
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The First matter: Knowledge: We should learn what the Messenger of 

Allah and his companions were upon. As for an ignorant person, he does 
not know this. He may assume that the deviation he is upon is what the 

Messenger of Allah was upon whereas it is not so.

The Second matter: Patience upon firmness on what the Messenger of 

Allah | f  and his companions were upon, because whoever adheres to the 

Sunnah will encounter hardship, trouble, scorn and intimidation or contempt 
from the people. However, he should be patient and not weaken from the 
truth nor bargain with it nor give up something from it. That is why it is 

reported that the one who holds unto the religion towards the end of time is 
like someone holding fire brand or striking a thorn due to the suffering, 

hardship and trouble he will encounter from the people. So it requires 
patience.
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[106] THE SOURCES OF INNOVATIONS

dJLicu Asujf £dJl t)f (Up Ij  :<d)f c i i j i ! '  Jl5 — ^

£ d Ji ^  O jilO j o u li 4jujSl( ®Aa
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[106] The author ?  said: Know that the foundations of innovations are four. 
From these four, seventy-two desires branch off. Then each of these 

innovations will continue to split until they attain two thousand eight 
hundred sects all of which is misguidance, and all of which will be in the Fire 

except one: It is whoever believes in what is in this book, affirms it without 
distrust or doubt in his heart. Such is a person of the Sunnah and a saved 

person -  by Allah's permission.

COMMENTARY

His saying: “Know that the foundations of innovations are four”: Al-Bida ' is 

the plural of Bid'ah and it means whatever has been introduced into the 

religion without proof from the Q ur’an and Sunnah. This is based on the 

saying of the Prophet if:

$ >< J° o\ S o'* o\ 0 ,.yj La Ijjfc Uja\ 0-C>-'

“W hoever innovates in this m atter of ours that which is not from it, 

shall have it rejected.”

In another narration:
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• Jj 3̂ ® "Ai-f- (J-?-6- (j-*

“He who does a deed which is not in conformity with this matter of 
ours, shall have it be rejected.” 39

And in another Hadith, the Prophet H  said:

“Hold fast to my Sunnah and the examples of the rightly-guided 

caliphs who will come after me. Adhere to it and hold to it with the 
Molar (teeth). Beware of newly invented matters (in the religion) 

because every innovation is an innovation and every innovation is a 
misguidance.”

In another narration,

“Every misguidance is in the Fire.”40

So, Bid 'ah is that which has no proof from the Q ur’an and Sunnah from what 
its innovators think brings one closer to Allah of acts of worship, sayings and 
actions.

The Bid'ah could be Asliyah (foundational): when it basically lacks 
foundation in the religion.

It could be Idafiyah: That is when the origin of the deed is legislated, 
but something unapproved was added to it, such as specifying a time for

39 Its reference had Preceeded.
40 Its reference had Preceeded.
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giving remembrance of Allah without proof for such specification, or 
(performing) a type of Dhikr or num ber that lacks proof, or observing a fast 

that lacks evidence. All innovations, whether Asliyah or Idafiyah contain no 

good because they distance one from Allah, and those who invent them  are 
similar to the Christians who invented monasticism. Allah the Exalted said:

“...B u t the Monasticism which they invented fo r  themselves, We did 

not prescribe fo r  them ... ” [Qur'an 57:27]

Monasticism is an innovation; Allah did not ordain it for them, but they 
innovated it as a means of moving closer to Allah.

^  (S jA a j Sf]... ^

“...B u t (they sought it) only to please Allah therewith... ” [Qur'an 57:

27]

Their intention was to seek the pleasure of Allah but with what Allah has not 

approved of; so it will not be accepted. Consequently, the Prophet % said:

“W hoever innovates in this matter of ours, that which is not from it, 

shall have it rejected.”41

Meaning it will be rejected and not accepted. So it would be fatigue and 
misguidance to its doer; he will not be rewarded for his deed. We ask Allah for 

well-being.

41 Its reference had Preceeded.
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The author’s intention here with his saying: “The roots of innovations 

are four” - and Allah knows best - is that he intends the foundations of the 

sects that the Prophet M informed of their occurrence in his saying:

\j :ljJU S/j jllll (3 p  oTa (3y-AiCt»

. (.jJl d p  lit U J lp  b'&ls* : J t l  ?dil j y - j

“This Ummah will split into seventy-three sects; all of them will enter 

the fire except one.” They asked: “W hat is that sect O Messenger of 

Allah?” He replied: “That which I and my companions are upon 
today.” 42

This is the saved sect that remains upon the Sunnah as stated by the Prophet

“Whosoever among you shall live after me will see much discord. So 

hold fast to my Sunnah and the examples of the caliphs.” 43

The Prophet |g  informed that this Ummah will be divided just as the Jews and 

Christians before them were divided. This information is a form of warning 
and an exhortation to cling to the Sunnah when it (the discord) occurs, and 
that there is no salvation without the Sunnah.Whoever abandons the Sunnah 
becomes part of the (deviant) sects and will enter the Fire. The sects that have 
emerged are very numerous. However, their foundations are four:

The first sect is the Shi'ah sect: The first time it occurred was during 

the killing of ‘Uthm an (4&) when 'Abdullah bin Saba’- the Jew came. He 
introduced the fitnah  among the Muslims and called to aligning to ‘All bin Abl

42 Its reference had Preceeded.
43 Its reference had Preceeded.
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Talib (4fe), that he was the selected one after the Messenger M and that the 
companions wronged him by taking the caliphacy from him. This was the 

time the Shi'ah emerged. The scholars have m entioned that the Shi'ah is of 

various sects:

The first sect of Shi'ah is al-Mufaddilah. They are those who prefer 

‘Ali to the rest of the ompanions including Abu Bakr, 'U m ar and ‘Uthman, 
they are called -al-Mufaddilah. However, they do not challenge the Khilafah of 

Abu Bakr, 'U m ar and ‘Uthman. Rather, they only say ‘All was the best. This is 
an error. ‘All was the fourth of the rightly guided caliphs, he is not better than 

Abu Bakr and 'Um ar. In fact he objected to whoever preferred him to Abu 

Bakr and 'U m ar, and threatened whoever says such with punishment.

The second sect are those who hold the view that: ‘All was the chosen 

one of the Messenger of Allah H  and he was most entitled to the caliphacy, 

and that the caliphacy of Abu Bakr, 'U m ar and ‘Uthm an were injustice and 
usurpation. They say the caliphacy was ‘All’s and that he was the preffered one 

after Allah’s Messenger H  but the companions oppressed him and usurped the 

Khilafah from him, and other numerous misguided (doctrines) !

The third sect is the extreme Shi'ah who say: the divine message was 

meant for ‘All but Jibrll treacherously gave it to M uhammad! Otherwise, it 
was originally meant for ‘All. They say: ’The trustworthy acted treacherously 

and averted it from the lion. The trustworthy refers to Jibrll (SSSI). So he 

averted the message from the lion, ‘All and to M uhammad.

The fourth sect is the worst. They say ‘All is a diety. They are those 

‘All bin Abi Talib (4&) burnt with fire. He dug ditches, light up fire therein and 
threw them inside alive. It was reported from him that he said:

oA J-t IjSOi Ijtf fH \  d jtj  UJ

“When I  saw the matter as one very despicable, I  kindled
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my fire and called Qanbar (Qanbar is his servant). ”44

So he burnt them with the fire when they said to him: ‘You are He, you are 

H e’. Ibn 'Abbas (4®) was of the view that it was obligatory to execute them 

with the sword and not to burn them with fire because the Prophet M had said:

,j&\ L j  Sit j&b 4 4 ^. ^

“No one should chastise with fire except the Lord of the fire.”

He did not prohibit their execution, but said: “I hold that they be executed 

with the sword instead of the fire.”45 From these (four) Shi'ah  sects emerged 

numerous sects.

The second sect is the Qadariyyah sect. They are those who deny 
Qadar (divine preordainment). It emerged towards the tale end of the era of 

the companions. They are divided into two:

The first is the Qadariyyah Jabriyyah: They are those who go to 
extremes in affirming Qadar.

The second is Qadariyyah Nufah -  they negate Qadar. They are the 

M u 'tazilah and those who follow their path. They say the servant creates his 

own action and that Allah did not create the actions of the slaves, rather, the

44 Reported by Ibn al-A‘rabi in his M u'jam  (no. 67, 1508), al-Ajuri in ash-SharVah (5/2520 -  
2522 no. 2012 - 2013), Ibn ‘Abdil-Bari in at-Tamhid  (5/318) and Ibn ‘Asakir in Tarlkh 
Dimashq (42/475) and others.
45Reported by al-Bukhari in his Sahih (3/1098 no. 2854, 6/2537 no. 6524) from ‘Ikrimah who 

said: The heretics were brought to ‘All (4®), so, he burnt them. That (news) got to Ibn ‘Abbas 
who then said, “Had it been I, I would not have burnt them for the prohibition of the 

Messenger of Allah fs, "Do not punish with the punishment of Allah” while I would have 
killed them, based on the saying Allah’s Messenger H, “ Whoever apostates, then kill h im ”. As 
for the Hadith with the wording, “No one should punish with the fire except the Lord of the 
fire”, it has been reported by Imam  Ahmad in al-Musnad (5/494) and Abu Dawud in his 
Sunan (3/54 no. 2673).
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slaves are the ones who created them. On the other hand, their antagonist, the 
Jabriyyah say the action of the slave is the action of Allah and the slaves are 

compelled to say and do what they say and do, they have no free will. The 

M u 'tazilah say they have independent free will.

Consequently, if the term Qadariyyah is generalized, it refers to the 

Mu 'tazilah and whoever holds the view of negating Qadar because they (the 

M u'tazilah) negate Qadar. But the Jabriyyah affirm Qadar and went to 
extremes therein so much so that they say the slave is compelled. So the 

former negate Qadar while the latter go to extremes in affirming it. They are 
all generally referred to as the Qadariyyah. They have split into numerous 

sects.

The third sect is the Khawarij: They are those who revolt against the 
Muslim leader, break the staff of obedience, declare people as disbelievers due 
to major sins less than Shirk and legalize shedding the blood of the Muslims. 

They are the people of excesses and extremism in the religion. They posses 
religion, piety, the fear of Allah, observe fast, perform the late-night prayer and 

recite the Q ur’an but are devoid of understanding and insight! Consequently, 

they went astray -  and Allah’s refuge is sought.

They broke the staff of obedience and revolted against the leader of the 

Believers, ‘All bin Abi Talib and conflict occurred between him  and them. 

They have always revolted against the leaders, legalized shedding the Muslims’ 
blood and declared those who commit major sins less than Shirk as 

disbelievers.

They are called the al-W a’idiyyah (the adherents of threat) because 
they act on the verses of threat (W a ’id) without making a distinction between 

major sins of Shirk and Kufr and (other) major sins. Anyone guilty of any 
major sin is a disbelievers according to them. It is not sufficient that they 
declare them  disbelievers; in fact they legalize shedding their blood and 

fighting the Muslims, not fighting the disbelievers.

Consequently, the Prophet M said regarding their description:
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“They will kill the people of Islam and leave the idol-worshippers.”46

It has never been mentioned that the Khawarij ever fought the disbelievers; 

rather, they only fight the Muslims. They are of various sects, some worse than 

others.

The fourth sect is the opposite of the Khawarij: They are the 

M urji'ah, those who negate Iman  entailing actions. They believe that: A 
person is a believer even if he does not perform a deed, or he abandons all 

(righteous) actions, he is a believer. They were named M urji'ah  from al-Irja 

meaning at-Ta’khir (to hold back) because they hold back action from the 
meaning of Iman. They are of various sects:

The worst of them are the Jahmiyyah who say Iman is only knowledge 

of the heart. So if a person knows with his heart, he is a believer even if he does 
not believe!

The second sect among the Murji'ah  are the A sha’irah who are of the 
view that Iman is only belief of the heart, that both uttering with the tongue 
and action of the limbs are not included; it is sufficient for one to believe with 
his heart alone.

The third sect is the Karramiyyah who view that Iman  is utterance of 

the tongue alone even if one does not believe with his heart.

The fourth sect is the M urji'ah al-Fuqaha who say that: Iman  is belief 
of the heart along with utterance with the tongue even if one does not perform 
a (righteous) deed. They are all unanimous that action is not included in Iman. 
However, they differ in their schools of thought regarding action of the heart 
and the uttering of the tongue.

The Khawarij went to extremes regarding the inclusion of action in 
the essence of Iman and said: "whoever abandons action disbelieves

46 Reported by al-Bukhari in his Sahih (3/1219 no 3166), and Muslim in his Sahih (2/741 no.
1064) from Abu Sa‘id al-Khudri (4̂ ).
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absolutely". But the M urji'ah  is the reverse; they went to the extreme in 
negating action from the reality" As for the Ahl as-Sunnah wa al-Jamaah - all 

praise is due to Allah - Allah guided them  to the truth as stated by the Most 

High:

.. Then Allah by His Leave guided those who believed to the truth o f 
that wherein they differed. A nd Allah guides whom He wills to a 

Straight Path ” [Qur'an 2: 213]

They (i.e., Ahl as-Sunnah) say Iman  is statement of the tongue, belief of the 

heart and action of the limbs; it increases through obedience to Allah and 
decreases with sin. However, it does not vanish with the cessation of action 
absolutely as stated by the Khawarij nor does it remain intact in spite of the 

cessation of all action as stated by the Murji 'ah. Rather, there are some actions 

the abandonment of which causes the person to disbelieve like the 
abandonment of Salah. There are some actions, however, the abandonment of 

which is from the major sins but does not imply disbelief.

This is the elaboration that the Ahl as-Sunnah wa al-Jamaah  are upon 

- and all praise is due to Allah - and it reconciles between the verses of promise 
which the M urjiah  hold on to and the verses of threat which the Khawarij 
hold on to. So the Ahl as-Sunnah combined between the verses of promise and 
those of threat and explained them  with one another, restrict them with one 
another, refer the ambiguous ones to the clear ones and act upon all of them 

saying:

“...W e believe in it; the whole o f it (clear and unclear Verses) are from  

our Lord... ” [Qur'an 3: 7]
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These are the sects from which many other sects have emerged. Whoever 

wishes to learn about it should refer to Books of sects like, al-Milal wan-Nihal 
o f Ash-ShahrastanI, al-Farq bayna Firaq of al-Baghdadi, Maqalat al- 
Islamiyyln wakhtilaf al-Mussalln of Abul-Hasan al-A sh’ari and al-Fisal Fil- 
Milal wal Ahwa ’ wan Nahal. of Ibn Hazm, for they m entioned these sects and 

their divisions.

I do not like that a beginning student of knowledge should delve into 
these differences so that his thoughts do not become confused. However, there 

is no harm  if a learned person who is versed gets to learn about them.

His saying: “And all of them will be in Hell except one;” All of them 
with their divisions are in the Fire because they followed their desires and 

abandoned what the Prophet M and his companions were upon which is the 
salvation. However, the fact that they are in the Fire does not imply that they 

are all disbelievers. A sinful person may enter the Fire temporary even if he is 
not a disbeliever, he will then be removed from it. As for the one whose 

deviation (from the right path) lands in disbelief, such a person will abide in 
the Fire forever!

His saying: “It is whoever believes in what is in this book, affirms it w ithout 

distrust or doubt in his heart”: This book, which is Sharh us-Sunnah of al- 
Barbahari is only an exposition of what is in the Q ur’an and Sunnah and a 
reminder on the fundamentals of the Ahl as-Sunnah wa al-Jamaah. This 
book, just as it has been named, Sharh Usui Ahl as-Sunnah wa al-Jamaah, is 
derived from the Q ur’an, Sunnah and what the righteous predecessors of this 
Ummah were upon.

[W ithout distrust or doubt in his heart] As for one who shows Imdn  in the 

fundamentals but has uncertainty or doubt in his heart, such a person is not 
regarded as a believer; he would be regarded as a doubtful and hesitant person 
- and Allah’s refuge is sought, he would be regarded as one of the people of
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hypocrisy. So it is essential for him  to believe what he says with the tongue of 
the truth with his heart.

The author ?  does not intend to praise his book as assumed by some 
people. Rather, his aim is only to commend the fundamentals of Ahl as- 

Sunnah wal- Jama 'ah which it contains.

His saying: “Such a person is a person of Sunnah and a saved person (from 
misguidance) - by Allah's perm ission”: W hoever follows this book with 

certainty and Iman  in his heart, such a person is certainly among the saved 

sect because the saying of the Messenger of Allah H  when he was asked about 
the saved sect would be applicable to him . He said:

Cl C«

“W hoever is upon what I am and my companions are upon.”

In another narration:

<diCl l_* Ji* p

“W hoever is upon the like of what I and my companions are upon

today.”47

47 Its reference had Preceeded.
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[107] WERE THE PEOPLE TO DESIST FROM 
INNOVATION...
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[107] The author ?  said: Know that were people to have desisted from 

newly- invented m atters and not go beyond them  (i.e not putting them  into 
practice) in anything, nor say anything for which there was no narration 

from the Messenger of Allah r  nor from  his companions, there would not 

have been an innovation.

COMMENTARY

His saying: “Know that were people to have desisted from  newly invented 

m atters and not go beyond them  (i.e not putting them  into practice) in 
anything, nor say anything for which there was no narration from  the 

Messenger of Allah $g nor from  his companions, there would not have been 

an innovation”: W hat this means is that if they had held back without 
entering into them and had restricted themselves to the Sunnah, not leaving it 
for innovations, they would have attained salvation. However, whoever 
exceeds the Sunnah and invents sayings that have no proof neither from the 

Book of Allah nor from the Sunnah of His Messenger U, he becomes part of 
the innovators and misguided sects. There is no salvation except through this 

Sunnah that Allah’s Messenger H  left us upon. He said:
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“I am leaving amongst you what, if you hold fast to them, you will 
never go astray after me: The Book of Allah and my Sunnah.”49

In another Hadlth he said:

dJJU Sfl 1*1* k j.  V i \^ A \ JLp

“I have left you on the clear path; its night is like its day; no one 

deviates from it except that he is destroyed.” 49

This is the way of salvation: the Sunnah of the Messenger of Allah M and what 
he and his companions were upon is the im port of this book that we are 
reading. It is an explanation of this matter.

48 Its reference has preceeded.
49 Its reference has preceeded.
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[108] BEWARE OF EXTREMISM
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[108] The author ?  said: Know that there is nothing between a slave and his 

being a believer that he becomes a disbeliever unless he denies something 
from  what Allah has revealed or adds to His statement, or reduces (from it), 

or rejects something of which Allah M  said or something of which the 

Messenger of Allah M spoke about. So fear Allah -m ay  Allah have mercy 

upon you- and consider yourself. Beware of extremism in the religion, for 
indeed it is not from the way of truth.

COMMENTARY

His saying: “Know that there is nothing between a slave and his being a 
believer that he becomes a disbeliever unless he denies something from  what 

Allah has revealed”: That is, the nullifiers of Islam are numerous; a person 
may be a Muslim, sound in Islam and sincerely believe, but -  and Allah’s 
refuge is sought- he may apostatize from his religion by committing one of the 
nullifiers of Islam, which are numerous. They are summed up in four 
categories: statement, action, belief and doubt.

Firstly: Uttering a statement of disbelief: If he utters an expression of 
disbelief without being compelled, he commits disbelief. Allah the Most High 
says:
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“But really they said the word o f disbelief, and they disbelieved after 

accepting Islam. ” [Qur'an 9: 74]

Such as, invoking other than Allah, appealing for help from other than Him 

(U-) - regarding something none is capable of doing except Allah - from the

other than Allah. Or when he utters a word that contains mocking of the 

religion or the Q ur’an or the Sunnah. Allah the Most High says:

“I f  you ask them (about this), they declare: ‘We were only talking idly 

and joking. ’ Say: ‘Was it a t Allah, and His A ydt (proofs, evidences, 
verses, lessons, signs, revelations, etc.) and His Messenger that you  

were mocking?’” [Qur'an 9: 65]

So the person who jests about the Sunnah or the Q ur’an has committed 

disbelief even if he was joking and as long as he was not compelled. Allah the 

Exalted says:

ft /  i * >  y r s .s  ^  \  • '  A . s  ,  «■-' r  \
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“Whoever disbelieved in Allah after his belief, except him who is 
forced thereto and whose heart is at rest with F a ith ...” [Qur'an 16: 

106 ]

As for the person who says it willingly, he has certainly committed disbelief.

dead and others. He has committed disbelief because of this since he invoked
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Secondly: Action; such as slaughtering for other than Allah or vowing 

to other than Allah or prostrating to other than Allah ; prostrating to a grave. 
This is action.

Thirdly: Belief of the heart: such as believing in the correctness of Kufr 

or the correctness of what the disbelievers are upon like one who believes in 

the correctness of what the Jews and the Christians are upon after the 

Prophethood of M uhammad M-

Fourthly: Doubt: such as doubting the Q ur’an; is it correct or not ? Is 

this verse correct or incorrect ? Such a person has committed disbelief -  and 
Allah’s refuge is sought. Or when he doubts the Ahadith  that have been 

authentically reported from Allah’s Messenger M-

These (four) are the foundations of apostasy: statement, action, belief 

or doubt. Then from these four emerged many types of nullifiers of Islam as 

stated by the scholars. Shaykh ul-Islam M uhammad bin 'Abdul-W ahhab (may 
Allah have mercy on him) outlined ten dangerous and most important 

nullifiers of Islam of these in a treatise. Otherwise nullifiers of Islam are many 
and are mentioned under the chapter on the ruling of an apostate in books of 
Fiqh.

His saying: “Adds to His statement or reduces”: He adds a verse or letter to 
Allah’s word or omits a letter or verse from it; such a person has committed 
disbelief -  and Allah’s refuge is sought - because he has distorted and changed 

the word of Allah tSg. The entire Q ur’an is the truth, and all of them are just as 

it was revealed to M uhammad It has not been changed or altered as it is 

preserved with the protection of Allah No one is capable of changing it. 
However, whoever attempts (to change it) has certainly committed disbelief 
and gone out of the fold of Islam. The Q ur’an can never be changed; ever, 

because it is preserved with the protection of Allah M .
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His saying: “Or rejects something of which Allah the Mighty and Sublime 

said or something of which the Messenger of Allah H  spoke about”: Or

rejects anything from the Q ur’an, saying: ‘This is not suitable to this era’ or by 

saying regarding the Hadith of the Messenger of Allah M, ‘This is suitable for 

the past era and not suitable to the civilization of today, That is, the Q ur’an 

and Sunnah are only suitable for the past eras and not for us today. Such a 
person has committed disbelief -an d  Allah’s refuge is sought. M any are those 

who say: The rulings of the Shari'ah are neither suitable for this era nor 

applicable to it. This is plain disbelief. If a Hadith is authentically reported 

from the Messenger of Allah §|, it is not permissible to deny it or say it is not 

suitable to this time.

His saying: “So fear Allah -  may Allah have mercy on you” - Fear Allah so 

that nothing of these matters fall in your heart and you consequently go out of 
your religion. Fear Allah in your own self and do not hold yourself to be pure 

or feel safe for your religion.

His saying: “And consider yourself”: Look at your ownself and do not look at 

the people and what the people are upon. Look at yourself. Allah the Most 

High says:

“O you who believe! Take care o f your ownselves, [do righteous deeds, 
fear Allah much (abstain from  all kinds o f sins and evil deeds which 
He has forbidden) and love Allah much (perform all kinds o f good 
deeds which He has ordained)]. I f  you follow  the right guidance and 
enjoin what is right (Islamic Monotheism and all that Islam orders 
one to do) and forbid  what is wrong (polytheism, disbelief and all that 
Islam has forbidden) no hurt can come to you from  those who are in 

error...” [Qur'an 5: 105]
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Do not say this is what the entire people are upon. Look for your own self; save 

yourself. Leave the people if they do not accept the truth; you should be firm 

upon it and do not be beguiled by what the people are upon.

His saying: “Beware of extremism in the religion”: This is another perspective 

because a person may go out of the religion through one of two ways:

•  It is either by abandoning it or abandoning something of it from being 

ascetic about it

•  Or through excess and increase in extremism.

So going out of the religion occurs either through laxity or excessiveness. 
Therefore, you are required to maintain a middle course between laxity and 

excessiveness, this was what the Messenger of Allah M and his companions 

were upon. Excessiveness or extremism takes a person out of the religion as it 

took the Khawarij out of the religion. The Prophet % said:

dr? <i'jk dr?

“They will leave the religion as an arrow goes out through the 
target.”50

Therefore, extremism removes a person from the religion. It could be a 
complete removal to disbelief or a partial one depending on what occurred to 
him. Excessiveness in the religion could be in worship; for example, the 
excessiveness of the Christians regarding monastism and those who came to 

the Prophet M asking about his deeds. But when they were informed, it was as 
if they felt belittled by the Messenger’s deeds. However, they said: “The 
Messenger has been forgiven his future and past sins.” Meaning he has no

50 Reported by al-Bukhari in his Sahih (3/1219 no. 3166), and Muslim in his Sahih (2/741 no.
1064) from Abu Sa‘Id al-Khudri (*fe).
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need for engaging in many deeds. W hen the Prophet M learnt about it, he was 
seriously angry with them; he then gave a sermon, saying:

(31} |iS"”UL>-S! 3 I bsi

“By Allah, I am the most fearful of Allah among you, and most 

conscious of Allah among you; but I still perform Salah and sleep.”

This was because one of them  said: “I shall offer Salah (all night long).” The 
second one said: “I shall fast (continuously) and not break it”; He will fast for 

the rest of his life. And the third said: “I shall never m arry”; that is,he will live 

in celibacy and squarely face worship. Then the Prophet M said:

ilrA* dr*" 1/  S-fj

“By Allah, I am the most fearful of Allah among you, and the most 
conscious of Allah among you; but I still perform Salah and sleep, 

observe fast and break it; and take wives. So whoever turns away from 
my Sunnah does not belong to m e.”51

In another version, one of them  said: “I shall not eat m eat.” The Prophet M 

said,

51 Anas bin Malik (4e) said: “Three persons came to the home of the wives of the Prophet M 
enquiring about the prophet’s acts of worship M- W hen they were informed (of these), it was 

as though they belittled it. So, they said, ‘Where are we fom the Prophet it;  Allah has surely 
forgiven him his past and future sins, One of them said, 'As for me, I will forever observe the 
late-night prayer'. Another said, ‘I shall forever fast, never breaking it. Another said, ‘I shall 

abstain from women and never marry. Then the Messenger of Allah H  came and said: “Are 
you the ones who have said such and such? By Allah, I am the most conscious of you 
regarding Allah and the most pious of you, I however fast and break my fast, I pray and sleep 
and I marry women. Whoever turns away from my Sunnah does not belong to m e.” Reported 
by al-Bukhari in his Sahih (5/1949 no. 4776), and Muslim in his Sahih (2/1020 no. 1401). The 
wording here is that of al-Bukhari.
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“I eat meat and whoever turns away from my Sunnah does not belong
. »52to me.

Their intention was good but, it is insufficient. It is essential to follow (the 

Prophet H) along with the sincere intention. It is essential to follow the 
Sunnah along with good and righteous intention. As for righteous intention 

without following (the Sunnah), such will not benefit its doer.

52 Reported by Muslim in his Sahih (2/1020 no. 1401) from Anas, that a group of the prophet’s 

companions asked the wives of the prophet SI regarding his actions in private. Then one of 
them said, I will never marry, another said, I will never consume meat and another said, I will 
never lay on a bed..." He St praised Allah and then said, “W hat is wrong with people saying 
this and that. As for me, I pray and sleep, I fast and break my fast and I marry women whoever 
turns away from my Sunnah does not belong to m e”.



[109] IMAM AL-BARBAHARI DID NOT INTEND TO 
PRAISE HIS BOOK AS IS THOUGHT BY SOME
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[109] The author ?  said: All of what I have described to you in this book is 

from (the sayings of) Allah, the Exalted, the Messenger of Allah r ,  his 
companions, the students of the companions and the th ird  generation of the 

Muslims till the fourth.

COMMENTARY

His saying: “All of what I have described to you in this book is from (the 
sayings of) Allah, the Exalted”: All what has been stated in this book of the 

fundamentals of creed, is derived from the Q ur’an and the Sunnah. The 
author (may Allah have mercy on him) did not m ention anything from 

himself. Rather, it was what the righteous predecessors of this Ummah were 
upon. Nor did he invent sayings from himself. It is only a narration of what is 

in the Q ur’an, Sunnah and what the righteous predecessors of this Ummah 

were upon. He is therefore describing the safe path which he who follows 

would be saved with Allah’s permission.

His saying: “From the Messenger of Allah M; ” because he relied either on the 

Q ur’an or the Prophetic Sunnah. So it is from Allah and His Messenger
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His saying: “His companions and the students of the com panions”: In

addition, what he mentioned in this book is from the best generations that the 

Messenger of Allah i t  praised. He said:

“The best among you are my generation, then those who follow them, 

then those who follow them .”53

The reporter - Imran bin Husain (4e>) said: “I do not know whether he 
mentioned two or three generations after his.” They are called the best 

generations. They are the four or three generations the Prophet i f  ordered us 

to emulate. Allah § |  said:

“A nd  the first to embrace Islam o f the M uhajirun (those who migrated 

from  M akkah to al-Madinah) and the Ansar (the citizens o f al- 
Madinah who helped and gave aid to the M uhajirun) and also those 
who followed them exactly (in Faith) ... ” [Qur'an 9:100]

The best generations - the students of the companions and their students - 
used to precisely follow the foremost to embrace Islam of the Muhajirun and 
the Ansar. That is, perfectly. The intended meaning of Ihsan is Itqan 
(precisely, perfectly) which is devoid of excessiveness and negligence, and 
based on knowledge of what they were upon. This is Ihsan.

How many are those who claim to be on the Manhaj (methodology) of 
the Salaf (righteous predecessors) but do not follow it precisely because they

53 Its reference had Preceeded.
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do not know their Manhaj, and they think that this action or saying (of theirs) 
is from the saying or action of the Salaf. So it (their following) would not be 

precisely. It is therefore essential that you learn the way of the Salaf if you wish 

to follow their Manhaj. And this book is one of the books that will describe 
and explain their way to you.

His saying: “And the th ird  Muslim generation, till the fourth”: The

generations the Prophet M praised are three: the companions, the students of 
the companions and their students and the fourth after the students of the 
companions' students. If you carefully observe the presence of the Imams and 

Hufadh. you will find them in these generations. These generations contain 

the four Imams and the other notable Imams, they were all in these 

generations. This attests to what the Prophet M informed of in his saying:

“The best of you is my generation, then those who follow them, then 

those who follow them .”54

54 Its reference had Preceeded.
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[...] ALL WHAT THIS BOOK CONTAINS IS DEDUCED 
FROM THE BOOK AND THE SUNNAH
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So fear Allah, O servant of Allah. You m ust attest, submit, surrender and be 
pleased with what is in this book. Do not hide this book from anyone among 

the people of the Qiblah. Perhaps Allah would through it, bring back one 
who is confused from  his confusion or a follower of innovation from  his 
innovation, or a misguided person from his misguidance and such becomes 

safe through it.

So Fear Allah and adhere to the first ancient religion (what the prophet and 

his companions were upon) which is what I have explained to you in this 
book. May Allah have mercy on a slave and his parents who reads this book, 
spreads it, acts upon it, invites (others) to it and uses it as proof. For it is 

indeed, the religion of Allah and of the Messenger of Allah r .

COMMENTARY

His saying: “So fear Allah, O servant of Allah. You m ust attest, subm it”: It is
obligatory upon you to attest to and not reject anything from what has been 
m entioned in this book because it is derived from the Q ur’an and Sunnah. So 
you should accept without hesitation, and follow it without laziness.
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His saying: “And surrender”: That is, do not introduce anything from

yourself. This is not at-Tafwid (claiming ignorance of the attributes of Allah) 

upon which the Mufawwidah were.

His saying: “And be pleased with what is in this book”: From the 
fundamentals of the Ahl as-Sunnah wa al-Jamaah. This is not praise and 

commendation for his book as deemed by some commentators. He is only 
encouraging the acceptance of what he stated therein. He is encouraging you 

to take what he m entioned of the correct fundamentals from the Q ur’an and 

Sunnah because he never m entioned anything from himself or innovate 
anything from himself.

His saying: “Do not hide this book from  anyone among the people of the 
Qiblah”: Meaning, spread this book and distribute it to “the people of the 

Qiblah” i.e the Muslims so that they benefit from it. This is because this is part 
of spreading beneficial knowledge and encouraging one another upon the 

truth. It is likewise imperative to spread beneficial and useful books, 
particularly, books on foundational matters. And the older the book, the closer 

it is to the truth because it would be closer to the best generations.

His saying: “Perhaps Allah would through it, bring back one who is confused 

from  his confusion”: This is the benefit of publishing beneficial books. Allah 
may use it to return the confused one from his confusion or a misguided 
person from his misguidance. This is because some people are ignorant and if 
the truth was explained to them, they would have followed it. This is the 
person who will benefit from the publication of books. As for the deviant 
person who is following his desires, books will not be of any benefit to him; in 

fact, his affliction might worsen.

His saying; “Or a follower of innovation from  his innovation, or a misguided 

person from his misguidance and thus becomes safe from  i t”: And you will be
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rewarded for publishing this book and its like. It is not specific to this book. 

Rather, all beneficial books and books on ‘Aqldah especially, it is obligatory to 
spread them and distribute them to the people instead of distributing books of 

misguidance and of misguided Da'wah. Distribute these books to them 
because most people are ignorant; if the truth were explained to them, they 

would have accepted and benefitted from it.

His saying: “Fear Allah and adhere to the first ancient m atter”: That is, 

adhere to the first affair, which was what the Messenger of Allah is, his 

companions and the best generations were upon. The word al-‘Atlq  means the 
ancient. And this contains caution against what emerged of evils and 

tribulations. So if you notice disagreement and many opinions, it is incumbent 
upon you to look at what the righteous predecessors were upon and adhere to 
it because it is the truth.

His saying: “which is what I have explained to you in this book”: That is, what 

he mentioned, explained and discussed extensively of the fundamentals of the 
creed of the Ahl as-Sunnah wa al-Jamaah.

His saying: “May Allah have mercy on a servant and his parents who reads 
this book, spreads it, acts on it, invites (others) to i t”: That is, and its like 
among beneficial books. It is obligatory to spread and distribute beneficial 
books; and the one who spreads and distributes them will have the reward of 
spreading knowledge and bringing people out of darkness into light. Most 
people fall into misguidance because these foundational books did not get to 
them. Only the books of the people of misguidance and of misguided sects 
reached them and they considered them the truth. Were these foundational 
books compiled and distributed to the people, Allah would have guided 
through it whomsoever He wills among His creation.
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Some commentators criticize the author saying: “This is Tazkiyah 
(commendation) of his book.” But we say, 'no'. This is not a commendation of 

his book. It is rather an encouragement to cling to the Manhaj of the righteous 

predecessors m entioned in this and other books.
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[...] WHOEVER LEAVES THE METHODOLOGY OF 
THE PEOPLE OF SUNNAH IS WITH THE PEOPLE 

OF MISGUIDANCE

OL«j

For whoever perm its anything contrary to what is in  this book such is not 

giving servitude to Allah; he has certainly rejected everything. Just as a slave 

who believes in all of what Allah M  says but only doubts a letter, he has 

rejected everything Allah the Exalted says; and is a disbeliever. Just as the 
testim ony that: none deserves to be worshipped except Allah will not be 

accepted from  the one who professes it except with sincerity of intention and 
pure conviction. Likewise, Allah will not accept anything of the Sunnah 
(from anyone) who abandons a part of it. W hoever rejects anything from  the 
Sunnah  has certainly rejected the entire Sunnah. So, you m ust accept (the 
Sunnah) and avoid debate and dispute for it is not a part Allah’s religion; 
more so, when your tim e is one of evil. So fear Allah.

COMMENTARY

His saying: “For whoever perm its anything contrary to what is in this book 
such is not giving servitude to Allah”: That is, whoever deviates from the
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Manhaj of Ahl as-Sunnah wa al-Jamaah - that is explained in this book and 
other books of sound creed - would be from the people of misguidance, the 

innovators, the M u 'tazilah, the Jahmiyyah and other misguided sects. Allah iH 
said:

“So after the truth, what else can there be, save error ? How then are 
you turned away?” [Qur'an 10: 32]

Therefore, one should first of all, know the truth and what the righteous 

predecessors of this Ummah were upon. He should not look at the multiplicity 
of the schools of thoughts and sayings. He should rather consider one thing, 
which is, what the righteous predecessors of this Ummah were upon as stated 

by Imam  M alik ? :  “The last part of this Ummah will not be rectified, except 

by that which rectified its first part.”55 Allah fH says:

“A nd the firs t to embrace Islam o f the M uhajirun (those who migrated 
from  M akkah to al-Madinah) and the Ansar (the citizens o f al- 
M adinah who helped and gave aid to the M uhajirun) and also those 

who followed them exactly (in Faith). Allah is well-pleased with them 

as they are well-pleased with Him. ” [Qur'an 9:100]

55 It is reported from him by many, including ash-Shatibi in al-I‘tisdm, Ibn ‘AbdulHadi in 
Tanqih at-Tahqlq (2/423), and perhaps Imam  Malik took it from his Shaykh, Wahb bin 
Kaysan, for Ibn ‘Abdul-Barr said in at-Tamhld (10/23) from Imam  Malik that he said: “Wahb 
bin Kaysan used to sit with us and would never stand up until he says to us, ‘Know that surely 
the last part of this affair can never be rectified except by what rectified its first part”.
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And the Prophet M said:
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“Verily, whoever among you that lives after me, will see much 
discord. So hold fast to my Sunnah and the examples of the Righty- 

Guided Caliphs who will come after me. Adhere to them and hold 
unto it with the molars. Beware of newly-invented matters because 

every innovation is misguidance and every misguidance is in the 
Fire.”56

W hen matters become confusing to us and claims multiply - all praise is due 
to Allah - the way out is available: following the Q ur’an and Sunnah and what 
the righteous predecessors of this Ummah were upon.

(Nowadays) everyone claims to be upon the Q ur’an and Sunnah-, what 

distinguishes between us and them ? That which distinguishes between us is 

the Manhaj of the righteous predecessors. This is because the righteous 
predecessors were those who understood the Q ur’an and Sunnah and lived by 

them. So we are following the righteous predecessors. This is the distinction 
between us and the people of misguidance and deviated sects, in accordance 

with the saying of the Prophet M:

aTp (jI Li ^s-  01̂ ""U* : J ll ^ A?

“This Ummah will split into seventy three sects, all of which will enter 
the Fire except one sect!” They asked, “W hat is that sect, O Messenger

56 Its reference has preceeded.
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of Allah?” He replied, “W hoever is upon that which I and my 
companions are upon today?”57

The truth is clear and the path is clear for whoever seeks salvation. Allah 
says:

“Then i f  there comes to you guidance from  Me, then whoever follows 

M y Guidance shall neither go astray, nor fa ll into distress and misery. 
"But whosoever turns away from  M y Reminder (i.e. neither believes in 

this Q ur’an nor acts on its orders, etc.) verily, fo r  him  is a life o f 
hardship, and We shall raise him  up blind on the Day o f 

Resurrection. ” [Qur'an 20: 123-124]

His saying: “Contrary to what is in this book”: Meaning, contrary to what is 

in this book of the fundamentals of ‘Aqidah and not from his speech. And 
what is in this book is only from Allah’s word, His M essenger’s statement and 

the saying of the righteous predecessors. This is what is in this book.

His saying: “Such is not giving servitude to Allah”: Because he is upon the 
Manhaj of the people of misguidance. W hoever opposes the Q ur’an and 
Sunnah and the M anhaj of the righteous predecessors, such a person is upon 

the Manhaj of misguidance.

57 Its reference has preceeded.
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His saying: “Just like a slave who believes in all of what Allah the Blessed and 

the Exalted says but only doubts about a letter”: It is a must to believe in the 
entire Q ur’an and Sunnah that the Messenger of Allah and his companions 

were upon. But whoever believes in a part of it and does not believe in the 

other part is a disbeliever in all of it as stated by Allah the Exalted:

“...Then do you believe in a part o f the Scripture and reject the rest? 
Then what is the recompense o f those who do so among you, except 
disgrace in the life o f this world, and on the Day o f Resurrection they 

shall be consigned to the most grievous torment. A nd Allah is not 
unaware o f what you do. ” [Qur'an 2: 85]

Therefore, the person who does not take from the Q ur’an and Sunnah except 

what conforms with his desires, and abandons what does not conform with his 
desires is like the People of the Scripture. Allah the Exalted says:

“...Is it that whenever there came to you a Messenger with what you 
yourselves desired not, you grew arrogant? Some you disbelieved and 
some you killed. ” [Qur'an 2: 87]

This is the way of disbelievers - the People of the Scripture - they only take 
from the Prophets whatever conforms to their desires, while whatever 
disagrees with their desires, they either reject or kill the Prophet who came
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with it. They did kill many Prophets because they disagreed with their desires. 
Allah the Most High stated:

“...W henever there came to them a Messenger with what they 

themselves desired not - a group o f them they called liars and others 
among them they killed. ” [Qur'an 5: 70]

This is their way. So the person who takes only what agrees with his desires 

and supports his Manhaj and way from the Q ur’an and Sunnah but rejects 

what disagrees with his desires and Manhaj, such a person is like these people 
who believe in parts of the Book and reject other parts. It will not benefit him 

because he is a disbeliever in all of the Book.

His saying: “has certainly rejected everything that Allah the Exalted says and 
is a disbeliever”: Whoever rejects a letter from the Q ur’an is a disbeliever. For 
example, if he should say regarding the saying of Allah: “Q af By the Glorious 

Qur’a n ” [Qur'an 50: l]: “The letter ‘Q a f  is not from the Q ur’an. Rather, ‘By 

the Glorious Q ur’an ’ - is sufficient;” or one who says: “He is Allah, (the) 
One,” instead of: “Say (O M uhammad): “He is Allah, (the) One.” [Qur'an 

112:1] If he claims: “Say (O M uham m ad)” is not part of the Q ur’an, then he is 
a disbeliever - and Allah’s refuge is sought- because he has rejected a word or a 

letter from Allah’s Word.

His saying: “Just as the testim ony that: none deserves to be worshipped 

except Allah will not be accepted from  the one who professes it except with 
sincerity of intention and pure conviction”: La ilaha ilia Allah is a statement 
of sincerity, piety, most trustworthy handhold and the key to Paradise.
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However, it will not benefit one who utters it except by fulfilling seven or eight 

conditions which the scholars have composed in the following lines of poetry:

“Knowledge, certainty, sincerity and your truthfulness

along with love, submission and its acceptance. ”

These are seven conditions.

“A nd the eight added to them is your disbelief 

in anything besides the True Deity. ”

W hoever violates one of the above conditions, (the mere utterance of) La ilaha 
ilia Allah will not benefit him.

The First condition: Knowledge of its meaning and its opposite is 
ignorance of its meaning.

The Second condition: Certainty in what it indicates and its opposite 
is doubt.

The Third condition: Sincerity and its opposite is associating partner 
in worship with Allah.

The Fourth condition: Truthfulness and its opposite is falsehood - and 
rejection of what it indicates.

The Fifth condition: Love of what it indicates such as Tawhid and its 
opposite is hatred of what it indicates.

The Sixth condition: Submission to what it indicates and its opposite 
is abandonment of what it indicates.

The Seventh condition: Acceptance of what it indicates and its 
opposite is rejection of what it indicates.

The Eighth condition: Disbelief in what is being worshipped besides 
Allah and its opposite is not disbelieving in it.
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These eight conditions must be actualized in one who says: “La ilaha ilia 
Allah. ” It is not merely a statement of the tongue. La ilaha ilia Allah has pillars 

and conditions.

Its pillars are two: Negation and affirmation. Negation will not be of 

any benefit without affirmation, and affirmation will not be beneficial without 

negation. If you say: “Allah is a God,” This is not sufficient. And if you say, 
“There is no deity,” this is only a negation because you have denied all dieties 

and will be among those who deny God completely. W hat it means is, there is 
no God in the universe.

As for the Sufis who say: Allah, Allah or Huwa (He is), Huwa, this is a 

baseless statement. It will not be of any benefit.

So, one must say, “La ilaha ilia A llah”; with negation and affirmation. 

This is the meaning of the saying of Allah the Most High:

“...W hoever disbelieves in Taghut and believes in A lla h ...” [Qur'an 2:

“Whoever disbelieves in Taghut” is negation; “A nd  believes in A llah ,” is 

affirmation.

His saying: “Allah will not accept anything of the Sunnah (from anyone) who 
abandons a part of it”: Just as Iman is not sound by believing in part of the 
Q ur’an and abandoning a part thereof even if it is a verse or a letter, likewise 

Iman in the Sunnah is incorrect except one believes in all of it. One should not 
deny anything from what has been authentically reported from the Messenger 

of Allah H. This is because part of the requirements of testifying that 

M uhammad is Allah’s Messenger M is that you act upon his Sunnah, obey him 
and abstain from what he has forbidden you. This is part of the requirements 

of testifying that he is the Messenger of Allah.

256]
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But if a person testifies that he is the Messenger of Allah without 

believing in what he came with or what he stated of the Ahadlth  or rejects 
some authentic Ahadlth  because they do not agree with his desires or 

applicable to his Manhaj, such a person is a disbeliever in the Messenger of 

Allah M- He is one of those Allah stated regarding,
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“...W henever there came to them a Messenger with what they 

themselves desired not - a group o f them they called liars and others 
among them they killed. ” [Qur'an 5: 70]

So you must believe in the entire Sunnah; what agrees with your desires and 
what disagrees with it. Likewise, what agrees and what disagrees with your 

Manhaj. You should establish your Manhaj upon the Q ur’an and Sunnah. Do 
not establish it upon your desires or upon the sayings of so and so, or upon the 

Manhaj of a party or the Jama 'ah of so and so. Do not establish it upon such. 

Establish it upon the Q ur’an, the Sunnah and the Manhaj of the righteous 
predecessors.

His saying: “Whoever rejects anything from the Sunnah”: For example, the 

M u'tazilah  and the scholars of theological rhetoric who do not believe in 
Ahad Ahadlth (narrations that are not reported by a large group of reporters 

in every stage of its chain) saying they do not denote knowledge. So they do 
not accept them in the matters of creeds. They come up with principles of 
logic and mere rhetoric. They say this is because logic and rhetoric denote 
certainty since they are intellectual proofs. As for the statement of the 

Messenger of Allah M, if it is Ahad Hadith, it does not denote certainty! 
According to them, the Hadith does not denote certainty even if it is in al- 

Bukhari and Muslim! This is misguidance - and Allah’s refuge is sought.
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Whatever is authentically reported from the Messenger of Allah i f  denotes 
knowledge and certainty because it is a statement from one who does not 

“speak o f  (his own) desires. I t  is only a Revelation revealed. ”

Therefore, these people have disbelieved in part of the revelation in 

the sense that they rejected Ahad Ahadith  on the matters of creed, without 
accepting them. They have also rejected something of the revealed revelation. 
This is a misguided way and Allah’s refuge is sought.

His saying: “Has certainly rejected the entire Sunnah”: W hatever he accepted 

from them  will not benefit him  until he accepts all of them.

His saying: “So, you m ust accept (the Sunnah) and avoid debate and 

dispute”: Al-M umahalah is al-Mujadalah (debate), al-Lajajah is debate 
without any benefit and raising the voice in other to prevail over your 

opponent. This will not be of any benefit to you.

His saying: “For it is of nothing in the religion of Allah”: Baseless debate is 

not part of the religion of Allah. Allah the Exalted says:

“None disputes in the A ya t (proofs, evidences, verses, lessons, signs, 
revelations, etc.) o f Allah but those who disbelieve. ” [Qur'an 40: 4]

They debate whether it is from Allah or not, whether it is the word of Allah or 
not? Is it revealed or created? All of these are from dispute regarding Allah’s 

Book and baseless debate.

His saying: “More so, when your tim e is one of evil, so, fear A llah”: This was 
during the time of the author. How about the periods afterwards? The Fitnah
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is worst. Despite the Fitan (trials and tribulations) in his time, there were 

scholars then. However, whenever time lingers, the scholars become fewer and 
evil increases. The danger will be severer at the end of time.
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[110] WHAT THE MUSLIM SHOULD DO 
DURING TRIBULATIONS
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[n o ]  The author 7* said: W hen Fitnah (tribulation) occurs, rem ain in the 
interior of your house and flee from  the vicinity o f the Fitnah. Beware of 
partisanship, and every kind of fighting among the Muslims for worldly gain 

is Fitnah. So fear Allah alone, He has no partner. Do not go out for it or fight 

in it or desires or support or incline or love anything from their affairs. For it 
is said: ‘He who loves the action of a people whether good or bad is like the 

one who did i t ’. May Allah grant us and you His pleasures and protect you 

and us from  His disobedience.

COMMENTARY

His saying: “W hen Fitnah (tribulation) occurs, stick to the interior of your 

house”: W hen Fitnah occurs, that is, fighting among the Muslims, stick to 
your house, and restrain your hand and tongue in order to be safe. This is 
when there is no benefit in you going out of your house, stick to your house. 
But if there is benefit in your going out with the people and mixing with them, 
inviting them to Allah and to the truth, then you should go out. This is what is 
called, al-Ikhtilat wa al-'Uzlat (Mixing and Isolation). Mixing or isolation; 

which of them is better? We say: this differs. If there is benefit in mixing (with 
people), such as inviting to Allah and explaining the truth, then mixing is 

better. But if mixing with the people and inviting them (to Allah) is of no
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benefit, then isolation is the best. This (ruling) is with regard to a person who 

possesses knowledge. But he who does not have knowledge, he should seclude 
himself in every situation in order not to be afflicted unknowingly. The 

ignorant one should stick to his house. As for the learned person, it is as we 
have just clarified above.

His saying: “Beware of partisanship”: That is, partisanship to falsehood and 
giving support to your opinion and the group that you are affiliated to. Make 

the truth your aim and objective whether it is with you or other, and regardless 

of whether it is with your group or the other. Make the truth your goal. The 
truth is the lost item of a believer, wherever he finds it, he takes it. As for the 

one who is bigotry to his opinion and rejects the truth, this is of the religion of 
the days of Ignorance; it is not part of Islam. A Muslim searches for the truth 
and follows it wherever it may be. Such is a correct Muslim. He makes his 

desire follow what the Messenger of Allah i f  came with as reported from the 

Prophet If  in the Hadlth contained in “Forty A hadith” of an-Nawawi and 

classified Sahih (authentic) by an-Nawawi. The Prophet M said:

1*2j olyj& ^

“None of you truly believes, until his desire is subject to what I came
w ith.”58

And this is affirmed by the saying of Allah the Exalted:

58 Its reference has preceeded.
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“Whenever there came to them a Messenger with what they themselves 
desired not - a group o f them they called liars and others among them  

they killed. ” [Qur'an 5: 70]

His saying: “And every kind of fighting among the Muslims for worldly gain 

is F i t n a h Fighting among the Muslims is not permissible. This is because the 

blood of a Muslim is inviolable. The Prophet H  said:

ouJ Sll lSŷ  Y ^

“The blood of a Muslim is inviolable except in three situations: life for 

life, a married person who commits adultery and one who abandons 

his religion and departs from the Jama ’ah.”59

The blood of a Muslim is inviolable; Likewise the blood of the one under a pact 

between him  and the Muslims’ leader (i.e. al-M u’ahad) or there is a pact 
between him  and one of the Muslims, his blood is indeed inviolable based on 

covenant and immunity. Allah said:

“A nd  do not kill anyone which Allah has forbidden, except fo r  a just 
cause...” [Qur'an 17: 33]

The life that Allah has forbidden to be taken is the life of a believer or that of 
one with treaty or immunity. These are lives Allah has forbidden to be taken. 
So it is unlawful to kill anyone of them  except by legal right.

59 Reported by al-Bukhari in his Sahih (6/2521 no. 6484), and Muslim in his Sahih (3/1302 no.

1676) from ‘Abdullah bn M as'ud (<#)•
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The right is what the Messenger of Allah H  explained as one of these 

three situations: either life for life, a married person guilty of illegal sexual 

intercourse who should be stoned till he dies, or an apostate who is killed for 

his apostasy. This is what legalizes the blood of a Muslim. Other than this, the 
blood of a Muslim is inviolable except where there are transgressors or 

Khawarij who revolt or transgress against the Muslims, then, they should be 
fought to prevent their evil, not due to disbelief.

The Khawarij and transgressors who transgress against the Muslims 

and legalize their sanctity should be fought to prevent their evil. The Prophet 

M has ordered fighting them, and Allah also commanded fighting the 
transgressors. Allah the Exalted says:

“A nd i f  two parties or groups among the believers fa ll to fighting, then 

makepeace between them bot. But i f  one o f them outrages against the 
other, then figh t you (all) against the one that which outrages till it 
complies with the Command o f A lla h ...” [Qur'an 49: 9]

Allah commanded fighting the transgressors while the Prophet M ordered 
fighting the Khawarij. He said:

“Wherever you meet them, fight them ”60 - in order to prevent their 
evil from the Muslims.

60 Reported by al-Bukhari in his Sahih (3/1321 no. 3415), and Muslim in his Sahih (2/746 no.
1066) from Suwayd bn Gafalata fom ‘All (*fc).
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This is the clarification with regards to fighting the Muslims. The basic rule is 

that it is not permissible except during transgression or revolt against the 

Muslims.

Similarly, if a Muslim attacks you wanting to take your property, or 
kill you, or he intends wickedness to your family, you should repel him  with 

the least and easiest means. But if he cannot be repelled except by killing him, 
then you should kill him  and killing him  is of no avail. Therefore, the blood of 

a Muslim is lawful due to transgression, revolt and armed robbery. These are 

the things that legalize the blood of a Muslim, and not due to disbelief.

It is rather by way of preventing the evil from him against life or 

property. Even property, do not leave him  to take your property. Repel him 
even if it is through killing. So also is general transgression against the 

Muslims or securing them  from armed robbery or transgression through 

revolt against the Muslims.

His saying: “For worldly gain is Fitnah”: That is, if fighting among the 

Muslims is for the sake of the world and not defense; for security or protecting 
the sanctity of the Muslims or their property. Such (fighting) is in order to 

steal and claim wealth; and if two Muslims fight for the sake of wealth, the 

killer and the killed will enter Hell. The Prophet % said:
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“W hen two Muslims meet with their swords, the killer and the killed 
will enter the Fire.” They asked: “O Messenger of Allah, the status of 
the killer is known, what about the killed?” (Meaning, why would the
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one killed enter the Fire?) He replied: “He was eager to kill his 

companion.”61

His intention is to kill his companion if it were possible. So he will go to Hell -  
and Allah’s refuge is sought. So based on his intention and legalizing his 

brothers’ blood, so will he entered Hell.

His saying: “Do not go out for it or fight in it”: That is, during the Fitnah.

T here are  som e  w ho  su pp o r t  bo m bers

His saying: “Nor desires or support or incline (to the people of Fitnah)”: Do 

not side with the people of Fitnah, nor support them, aid them  or defend them 

because you will be their associate. If you defend them and consider their 
opinion correct, even if you did not go out with them, you will share the sin, 

aggression and transgression with them. Nowadays, there are those who 

support terrorists and vandalism, calling it Jihad in Allah’s way. They killed 
the Muslims and those under treaty, destroying and terrorizing the Muslims 
saying or the one who supports them will say: "This is Jihad in Allah’s way" by 
way of defending them.

These people are similar to them in ruling - and Allah’s refuge is 
sought - because they support them and consider their view to be correct. 
There is a great danger in this issue. You are partner with them  (in sin) even if 
you did not carry weapon along with them because you strenghten them and 
validate their opinion. In fact, worst than that is that you describe their action 
as Jihad in Allah’s w ay!

61 Reported by al-Bukhari in his Sahih (l/20 no. 31), and Muslim in his Sahih (4/2213 no.
2888) from Abi Bakrah (*fc>).
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His saying: “For it is said: ‘He who loves the action of a people - good or bad - 
is like the one who did it’”: W hoever loves the action of a people is like the 

one who did it. If it is good, he will have the like of their reward and if it is evil, 
he will have the like of their sin -  and the refuge of Allah is sought.

Accordingly, it is reported concerning one who wishes to be like a 

scholar, who teaches people goodness that he will have the like of his reward. 
And the person who desires to be like a rich person, who spends his wealth in 

Allah’s way, will be given the like of his reward according to his intention. So 

also is the opposite. The person who desires to be like a criminal and sinful 

people will be their partner in sin. Or one who supports and validates their 
opinion, such a person is like them even if he does not perform the like of their 

action, but merely because he validates their view and inclines towards them.

Therefore, a person should beware of being destroyed without 

knowing during these tribulations and evils. You should not say except what 

is good, otherwise be silent.
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[ i l l ]  The author ?  said: Minimize looking at the stars (astrology) except 
what assists you in determining the timing of Salah; and do not be engaged 

in anything other than that because it indeed, invites to heresy.

COMMENTARY

Looking at the stars is of two types:

The First type: This involves using it to infer earthly occurrences. It is 

called 7/m a t-Ta’thir, like blowing of the wind, rainfall, occurrence of illness, 
death or birth of a particular person; this form of Tanjlm  (astrology) is 

unlawful. This is like the action of the people of Nam rud who worshipped 
images they made in the image of stars then started worshipping them because 

they believed that stars influence events. They would not attribute this to Allah 

ill).

So they made the images in its shapes (the stars) and worshipped them 
besides Allah. Then Allah sent His Khalil (friend), (Prophet Ibrahim) to them 
and he repudiated them, called them  to Tawhid and said to them:

“...W ha t are these images, to which you are devoted?” [Qur'an 21: 
52]

This is Tanjim  that is considered to be unlawful, disbelief and Shirk. Shaykh 
al-Islam Ibn Taymiyyah said, Tanjim  refers to depending on the conditions of
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the orbits to determine happenings on the earth.62 This is the unlawful form of 
Tanjlm  as is spread nowadays in some journals and newspapers, not steadfast 

(upon the Sunnah), in the page of astrology, good luck, palm and cup reading 

and the like. All these are among the deeds of the devils and sorcery. It is 

disbelief in Allah iSi. We ask Allah for well-being.

The Second type: It is what is called 7/m at-Tasyir which is knowing 

the stages of the moon and movement of the sun in the year with the aim of 
knowing times, such as the times of planting and harvesting, the times of Salah 

- the time of the Dhuhr prayer is such-and-such and the time of ‘Asr is such- 

and-such. There is nothing wrong with this. Allah the Exalted says:

“...A nd  measured out its (their) stages (i.e. the moon), that you might 
know the number o f years and the reckoning...” [Qur'an 10: 5]

Allah the Exalted also says:

“A nd We have appointed the night and the day as two A yat (signs 
etc.). Then, We have obliterated the sign o f the night (with darkness) 
while We have made the sign o f day illuminating, that you may seek 
bounty from  your Lord, and that you may know the number o f the 
years and the reckoning. A nd  We have explained everything (in detail) 
with fu ll explanation. ” [Qur'an 17: 12]

62 M ajm uu  al-Fatawa (35/ 192).
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Allah says:

“They ask you (O M uham m ad) about the new moons. Say: These are 

signs to mark fixed  periods o f time fo r  mankind and fo r  the 

pilgrimage. ” [Qur'an 2 : 189]

Therefore, there is nothing wrong with ‘7/m at-Tasyir because it contains 

benefits and is devoid of deviant belief. As for Tim T a ’thir, which is depending 

on the stars for other than what has been mentioned above, it is unlawful and 
Shirk. Using them to deduce good and bad fortune, good and evil is from 

joining partners with Allah t$f. Consequently, Qatadah said:

. Aj aJ ĴlP- S  f* ĵ-ŝ  dh i 'f? ' 144̂  C-Ui?

“Allah created the stars for three purposes: decoration of the (nearest) 
heaven, missiles against the devils and signs for guidance. Whoever 

seeks other than this from it has indeed gone astray, wasted his effort 
and troubled himself with what is beyond his limited knowledge.”63

So, Allah created stars for three benefits:

First Benefit: Decoration of the (nearest) heaven. Allah the Most High
says:

63 Al-Bukhari reported it in Mu'allaq form in his Sahih (3/ 1 168), Ibn Jurayj reported it in his 
Tafsir (14/91, 29/3), Ibn Abl Hatim in his Tafsir (no. 16536), Abu ash-Shaykh in al-'Adhamah 
(4/1226), al-Khatlb in Kitab an-Nujum  (pg 185- 186), al-Hafidh Ibn Hajar in Tagliq at-Ta‘liq 
(3/489), and ‘Abd bn Humayd, ‘Abdur-Razaq, Ibn al-Mundhir and al-Khatlb in Kitab an- 
Nujum -  as is mentioned in ad-Durr al-Manthur (3/328).
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“A nd We adorned the nearest (lowest) heaven with lamps (stars).” 

[Qur'an 41: 12]

Second Benefit: Missiles to drive away the devils. Allah the Exalted says:

“Except him (devil) that gains hearing by stealing, he is pursued by a 

clear flam ing  fire. ” [Qur'an 15:18]

Third Benefit: Signs for guidance during journeys. Allah the Exalted says:

“It is He Who has set the stars fo r  you, so that you may guide your 
course with their help through the darkness o f the land and the sea. ” 

[Qur'an 6: 97]

These are the benefits derivable from the stars. But the one who believes that it 

influences events, and that the appearance of such-and-such star implies 
happiness, and the appearance of such-and-such star implies misery, such is 

disbelief in Allah M . Allah the Most High says:
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“So I  swear by M aw aqi’ (setting or the mansions, etc.) o f the stars 

(they traverse). And verily, that is indeed a great oath, i f  you but 
know. That (this) is indeed an honourable recital (the Noble Qur’an). 
In a Book well-guarded (with Allah in the heaven i.e. al-Lawh al- 
M ahfudh). Which (that Book with Allah) none can touch but the 

purified (i.e. the angels). A Revelation (this Qur’an) from  the Lord o f 
the A lam in (mankind, jinns and all that exists). Is it such a talk (this 
Q ur’an) that you (disbelievers) deny? A nd instead (o f thanking Allah) 
fo r  the provision He gives you, on the contrary, you deny Him (by 

disbelief)!” [Qur'an 56: 75-82]

Meaning, you attribute provision to the stars; in its rising and setting. The 

Prophet M led his companions in the Subh prayer at al-Hudaybiyah, close to 

Makkah. He led them in the Fajr prayer on a rainy night. Then he finished his 
Salah and said as contained in the Hadlth Qudsl: “Allah the Exalted says:

d  OT?"* db-ij ^  If* d’i}'*

‘Some of My slaves have woken up this m orning as believers and some 

as disbelievers. As for the one who said, ‘We have had a rainfall due to 
the Grace and Mercy of Allah', such believes in Me and disbelieves in 
the stars. But the one who said, ‘We have had rainfall due to the rising 
of such-and-such star', such disbelieves in Me and believes in the 
stars.’”64

So, rainfall is not due to the influence of stars as well as their rising and

setting! Rainfall is only from Allah It is He who sends it down, measures,
directs and restrains it when He pleases. Allah the Exalted says:

64 Reported by al-Bukhari in his Sahih (no. 810) and Muslim in his Sahih (no. 7 1 ) from Zayd
bn Khalid (4®).
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“A nd He it is Who sends down the rain after they have despaired, and 

spreads His M ercy ...” [Qur'an 42: 28]

He also says:

“Verily Allah, with Him (Alone) is the knowledge o f  the Hour, He 

sends down the rain, and knows that which is in the wombs. No person 

knows what he will earn tomorrow, and no person knows in what land 

he will d ie ...” [Qur'an 31: 34]

Five things no one knows except Allah; and from them  is sending down rain. 

None knows it except Allah Jf§; the one who would ascribe it to other than 

Allah is a polytheist.
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[112] CAUTIONING AGAINST SITTING WITH THE 
PEOPLE OF THEOLOGICAL RHETORICS

[112] The author ?  said: Beware of learning Theological rhetorics or sitting 

with the people of Theological rhetorics.

COMMENTARY

His saying: “Beware of learning Theological rhetorics”: It is obligatory to act 
upon the Q ur’an, Sunnah and what the righteous predecessors were upon in 

creed, action and conduct. This is the safe methodology. He who abandons the 
Manhaj (methology) of the righteous predecessors in creed and in other 

aspects, and follows the scholars of theological rhetorics who establish the 
creeds with the principles of logic, debate, M uqaddimat and N ata’ij 
(introductions and conclusions), which they call intellectual proof; this is 
misguidance in creed and in evidencing.

Allah has sufficed us from rhetorics and the like with what He revealed 
to His Messenger of the Q ur’an and Sunnah. So there is no good except in the 
Q ur’an and Sunnah particularly in matters of ‘Aqidah (creed) which forms the 
foundation, it is the basis. We should not build our ‘Aqidah except upon the 
proofs of the Q ur’an and Sunnah. We should not depend upon principles of 
logic and theological rhetorics.

The scholars’ statements regarding rhetoric and rhetoricians are well- 
known. Imam  Shafi’I ?  said: “My ruling regarding the people of theological 
rhetoric is that they be beaten with stick and shoes and be taken around in the
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markets and said, ‘This is the recompense of one who turns away from the 
Q ur’an and Sunnah towards theological rhetoric.' ”65

Theological rhetoric is blameworthy. The Pious predecessors used to 

caution against it extensively, that it should not be taken as a methodology to 
be followed on the matters of creeds, abandoning the Q ur’an and Sunnah, 
such as those who talk about al-Jism (body), al-Jawhar (essence) and so on. 
They say that, affirming the Attributes to Allah implies at-Tajsim  

(anthropomorphism) and bodies are similar. So, they negate Allah’s Names 
and Attributes as a way of fleeing from anthropomorphism. Al-Jism (body) is 

what is made up of al-Jawahir al-Fardiyah (atoms). Al-Jawhar al-Fadr (atom) 
is a part that cannot be divided (in their opinion). Al-'Ard  is what depends on 

others while al-Jism is independent. So they base their ‘Aqidah  upon al-Jism 

and al-‘Ard  and the like of baseless imaginations and they abandoned the 
Q ur’an and Sunnah. This is a plain misguidance -  and Allah’s refuge is 

sought.

No Muslim preoccupies with knowledge of debate and abandons 

preoccupation with the knowledge of the Q ur’an and Sunnah except him 

whom Allah has led astray. The righteous predecessors of the Ummah 
continued upon the Q ur’an and Sunnah till the books of the Romans were 

translated into Arabic during the era of al-M a’mun; then logic and 
argumentation came, and evil occurred in the Ummah from then. 

Subsequently, many of them  would base their creed upon the study of 

argumentation and Logic.

His saying: “And sitting with the people of theological rhetorics”: Beware of 
learning rhetoric and looking into it so as not to be enticed into it and be 
pleased with it. Beware of sitting with scholars of rhetoric. Sit with the people 
of Hadith and people of knowledge. Do no sit with the scholars of rhetoric so 
that they do not influence and withdraw you from the knowledge of Q ur’an 

and Sunnah.

65 Reported by al-HarwI in Dham al-Kalam  (4/246 no. 708).
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Sitting with evil people affects the person sitting with them. That is 

why the Prophet likened a righteous companion to a carrier of musk. He 
said:

“The owner of musk would either offer you some free of charge;” - 

That is, he gives you from his musk.

I < u *  AS, j l  01

“Or you would buy it from him or you smell pleasant fragrance from 
him;” - that is, while you sit with him.

And he likened an evil companion to blower of bellows:

“It is either he would burns your clothes or you would smell a 
repugnant smell from him .”66

This is the similitude of a righteous companion and an evil one. The scholars 
of theological rhetorics are among evil companions. So do not sit with them 
because they will corrupt your ‘Aqidah, and withdraw you from the Book of 
Allah and the Sunnah of His Messenger $f.

“ Reported by al-Bukhari in his Sahih (2/741 no. 1995) and Muslim in his Sahih {A/2026 no.
2628) from Abu Musa al-Ash‘ari (4*).
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[113] STICKING TO THE PEOPLE OF NARRATIONS

[113] The author ?  said: Cling to the A t h d r  (narrations) and the people of 
A t h d r  (narrations). Ask them  alone (about the m atters of your religion), sit 

with them  and from  them  alone should you adopt (your religion).

COMMENTARY

His saying: “Cling to the A t h d r  (narrations)”: That is, the Ahadlth.

“And the people of A t h d r  (narrations)”: ‘A layka’ means to guard as 

contained in the saying of Allah the Exalted:

“O you who believe! Take care o f your ownselves . . . ” [Qur'an 5: 105] -

That is, guard it.

His saying: “ask them  alone (about the m atters of your religion)”: Allah the 

Exalted says:

“So ask o f those who know the Scripture [learned men o f the Tawrah 
(Torah) and the Injeel (Gospel)], i f  you know not. ” [Qur'an 16:43]
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That is, the people of knowledge among the People of the Scripture who are 

upright and the people of knowledge in this Ummah. They are the ones to be 
asked.

His saying: “Sit with them  and from  them  alone, adopt (your religion)”: Allah 

M  said:

“And when you (M uhammad) see those who engage in a false 

conversation about Our Verses (o f the Q ur’an) by mocking at them, 
stay away from  them till they turn to another topic. And i f  Shaytan 

(Satan) causes you to forget, then after the remembrance sit not you in 
the company o f those people who are the Dhalimun (polytheists and 
wrongdoers, etc.). ” [Qur'an 6: 68]

Allah the Blessed also said:

“A nd it has already been revealed to you in the Book (this Q ur’an) 
that when you hear the Verses o f Allah being denied and mocked at, 
then sit not with them, until they engage in a talk other than that; (but 
i f  you stayed with them) certainly in that case you would be like 
them. ” [Qur'an 4: 140]

If you sit with them, then you are like them. So one should beware of sitting 
with evil people and scholars of misguidance. He should stick to the sitting of



the people of knowledge, people of sound ‘Aqidah and correct Manhaj. He 

should sit with them  and benefit from them.

S h n r h  n s - f \u n r tn h
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[114] THE PILLARS OF WORSHIP
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[114] The author ?  said: Know that Allah is not to be worshipped with any 
better than the fear of Allah Blessed is He, and the path of fear, grief, 

compassions and shyness of Allah, the Blessed and the Exalted.

COMMENTARY

His saying: “Know that Allah is not to be worshipped with any better than the 

fear of Allah Blessed is H e”: A l-‘Ibadah (worship) centers on three things: 

Fear, hope and love. The worship of Allah cannot be regarded as such 

unless it includes these matters, Fear of Allah and hope in Allah’s mercy. It 
should not be fear alone to the extent that one despairs of Allah’s mercy nor 

should it be hope alone to the extent that one feels safe from Allah’s plan. 
Likewise it should not be made up of love alone devoid of fear and hope. These 

three things are essential: fear, hope and love of Allah H .

Consequently, the scholars say, “He who worships Allah with fear 
alone is a Kharij ” because this is the way of the Khawarij; they are Ashabul- 
Wa ’Id (adherents of the threat). “W hoever worships Allah with hope alone is a 

M urjl” because this is the way of the Murji'ah; those who do not fear Allah. 

They only rely on hope; but Allah said:

“Did they then feel secure against the Plan o f  Allah ? None feels secure 
from  the Plan o f Allah except the people who are the losers.” [Qur'an 

7: 99]
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“And whoever worships Allah with love alone is a Sufi"67 because the Sufis 
say: ‘We neither worship Allah desiring His Paradise nor for fear of His Fire. 

We only worship Him out of love for Him alone.’68 This is misguidance; one 

must worship Allah with fear, hope and love.

His saying: “And the path of fear, grieve, compassion and shyness of Allah, 
the Blessed and Exalted”: Meaning, you should be shy of Allah; which is that 

He should not see you disobeying Him. You are shy of the creatures seeing 

you upon something not befitting. How come you do not feel shy of Allah that 
He sees you disobeying Him ?! This is amazing, as stated by Allah the Exalted:

s  > / >  T. » > ^ ̂  '> s "St s  *C\' I'lf \

“They may hide (their crimes) from  men, but they cannot hide (them) 

from  Allah, fo r  He is with them (by His Knowledge), when they plot by 
night in words that He does not approve... ” [Qur'an 4: 108]

It is therefore obligatory upon you to be shy of Allah, first of all, and avoid His 

prohibitions because He sees you.

67 See: M ajmuu al-Fatawa ( 15/2 1 ) and Shar al-'Aqidah at-Tahawiyah of Ibn Abl al-‘Iz (pg. 

372).
68 See: Madarijus-Salikin (2/76 and beyond).
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[115] CAUTIONING AGAINST SITTING WITH
THE SUFIS

ai' (*4^^V i®  < 3 ^  -? dr® j

[115] The author ?  said: Beware of sitting with those who invite to desires 
and (lustful) love - those who seclude with women and the Tariq (way) of the 
Madh-hab; for those are all upon misguidance.

COMMENTARY

His saying: “Beware of sitting with those who invite to desires and (lustful) 

love”: They are the Sufis. After he (the author) cautioned you against sitting 
with the scholars of theological rhetorics, he cautioned you against sitting with 
the other misguided sect -  the Sufis, who worship Allah with innovations and 

newly-invented matters for which Allah has not sent down authority and 
abandon the Sunnah. In fact, they pay no attention to the Hadith and seeking 

for knowledge. They rather caution against seeking knowledge, saying: 
“Seeking for knowledge diverts you from the remembrance of Allah and 
worship”.

This is misguidance because both worship and remembrance of Allah 
will not be correct except if they are in agreement with the Q ur’an and 
Sunnah. And this cannot be except through knowledge. That is why they are 
astray - and Allah’s refuge is sought. They withdrew from knowledge and 
learning and say to the people, “preoccupy with the Dhikr ("remembrance of 
Allah) and worship”. This is real misguidance, because worship and Dhikr 
cannot be correct except if they are based upon sound knowledge and the 

emulation of Allah's Messenger M- But if it is not based upon correct
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knowledge and emulation (of the Messenger M), they are misguidance. The 

Prophet M said:

. I'JJA Alii- ^

“He who does a deed for which we have not given approval (religion), 

it shall be rejected.”

How do you know that this is in accord with the affair of Allah's Messenger U  

if not through learning ? The Prophet U  said:

“W hoever innovates in this m atter of ours, that which is not from it, 

shall have it rejected.”69

How will you know that it is an innovation if you do not compare it with his 

Sunnah M?

So it is essential to learn first of all, and not to abstain from knowledge 
and seeking for it. Seeking for knowledge is better than supererogatory acts of 
worship. The person who sits revising an issue of knowledge is better than the 

person who performs prayers throughout the night. W hy? This is because he 
will worship Allah upon knowledge and insight, and because the learned 

person benefits himself and others.

As for a worshipper who prays throughout the night and observes fast 
during the day, he benefits himself alone and not the people. So his benefit is 
restricted to himself. Therefore, if you learn, you benefit yourself and the 

people. Accordingly the Prophet M said:

J[^  jkji.ll

69 Its reference had preceeded.
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“The superiority of the learned over the worshipper is like that of full
moon to the rest of the stars (in brightness).”70

This is because the moon illuminates the universe, travelers depend on it, and 

through it Allah regenerates the fruits. It has immense benefits. As for the star, 
it illuminates itself alone. Its light is restricted to itself. This is with respect to a 

worshipper who worships Allah in truth. How about a worshipper who 
worships Allah in ignorance? Such person’s act of worship is, perhaps, 

misguidance and will be rejected. So knowledge and seeking for it is essential. 

Do not be beguiled by those who encourage people to engage in Dhikr, Khuruj 
(going out), the late-night prayer and fasting; and abstain from seeking for 

knowledge and sitting in the mosques to study with the scholars.

His saying: “And those who seclude with w om en”: This is because some Sufis 

do not abstain from unlawful things. They say: “There is no sin upon us, we 
are among those who know Allah.” And they legalize sin saying: “There is no 

prohibition and obligations upon us because we have reached Allah, we are 
not in need of w orship”. That is why they commit homosexuality, Zina and 

gaze at unlawful things, saying: “There is no sin upon us in this because we are 

contemplating about the signs of Allah.”

They say this is part of contemplating about the signs of Allah. The 
devil beautifies things to them. They seclude with women and evil occurs from 
them claiming to be the allies of Allah and that there is no harm  upon them 
regarding whatever they do.

70Reported by Imam Ahmad in al-Musnad (5/196), ad-Dariml in his Sunan (1/110 no. 342), 
Abu Dawud in his Sunan (3/317 no. 3641), at-Tirmidhi in his Sunan (5/48 no. 2682), Ibn 
Maajah (/8l no. 223), Ibn Hibban in his Sahih (1/189 no. 88), at-Tahawi in Sharh Mishkil al- 
Athar (3/10 no. 982) and others from the Hadith of Abi ad-Darda (4®). Hamzah al-Kananl 
graded the Hadith Sound, while Ibn Hibban and at-Tahawi graded it authentic.
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Look at how a slave has reached this level - and Allah’s refuge is 

sought. So do not sit with these people.

His saying: “And the Tariq (way) of the M adh-hab”: Meaning, the way and 
thoughts of the Sufis. They say, “Take a Shaykh for yourself’. That is, Shaykh 

of the Sufi order in whose hand you will go along. “The one without a Shaykh, 
the devil is his Shaykh”. You must follow a Shaykh and pledge allegiance to 

him  upon the Sufi order that you will not go out of it. They have filthy 

terminologies. So you must beware of them. They invite people to leave 

Allah’s religion to the devil’s - and Allah’s refuge is sought.

His saying: “For those are all upon m isguidance”: Those Sufis, based on what 
is with them; their masses, scholars, followers and Shaykhs are all upon 

misguidance except whoever acts upon the Sunnah. Such is then upon the 

truth.
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[116] ALLAH MADE THE CREATURES TO 
WORSHIP HIM

[116] The author ?  said: Know that Allah the Exalted invited the entire 
creatures to His worship. Thereafter, He conferred favour upon whom He 
wills with Islam as a favour from Him.

COMMENTARY

The author ?  said: “ Know,” O Muslim, O seeker of knowledge, and pay 
attention (to the fact) that Allah created the entire creation for his worship. 
Allah the Exalted says:

“And I  (Allah) created not the jinns and humans except that they 
should worship Me (Alone). ” [Qur'an 51: 56]

This is from the perspective of information and command, Allah the Most 
High says:
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“O m ankind! Worship your Lord (Allah), Who created you and those 

who were before you so that you may become al-Muttaqun. Who has 
made the earth a resting place fo r  you, and the sky as a canopy, and 

sent down water (rain) from  the sky and brought forth  therewith fruits  

as a provision fo r  you. Then do not set up rivals unto Allah (in 
worship) while you know (that He Alone has the right to be 
worshipped). ” [Qur'an 2: 21-22]

Allah the Most High also said:

“O m ankind! Fear your Lord and be dutiful to H im ! Verily, the 
earthquake o f the Hour (o f Judgement) is a terrible thing. ” [Qur'an 22:

“O m ankind! Verily, the Promise o f Allah is true. So let not this 
present life deceives you, and let not the chief deceiver (Satan) deceive 

you about Allah. ” [Qur'an 35: 5]

1]

Allah says:

This is an address to the entire mankind: the believers amongst them, the 
disbelievers, both jinns and hum ans among them that they should single Allah
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for worship and not worship anything besides Him. This is because there is no 

Lord for them  except Allah t$f.

Mostly, the appeals (by Allah) in Makkan Surras are: "O m ankind!" 

And mostly, in M adman Suras are: "O you who believe!" Even though other 
than this can be found in Makkan or M adman Suras. However, attention is 
given to what is preponderant.

This call shows an explicit indication that worship is not proper except 

to Allah the Exalted. Allah M  enjoined it upon the entire mankind, and 
created them for its sake. No one deserves it, neither the angels nor the 

Prophets, nor the Awliya (allies), nor the righteous, nor the Jinn, nor humans, 
nor any other creature. W orship is the right of Allah upon the entire creatures.

Therefore, the invitation to the worship of Allah is general. However, 
those who comply with this invitation are few of the servants. Most of the 
people turned away from the worship of Allah. The few are those who listened 

to this invitation and command and complied with Allah’s command, so Allah 
guided them, and aided them as a result of their acceptance and listening to 

the call of Allah. So the cause is from the slave while success is from Allah. 

Allah's granting the success is based on some means from the slave. So if the 
slave performs the means, Allah will aid him and make it easy for him as Allah 
the Exalted states,

“Certainly, your efforts and deeds are diverse (different in aims and 
purposes). As fo r  him who gives (in charity) and keeps his duty to 
Allah and fears Him. A nd believes in al-Husna. We will make smooth 
fo r  him the path o f ease (goodness). But he who is greedy miser and 
thinks him self self-sufficient. A nd gives the lie to Al-Husna. We will 
make smooth fo r  him the path fo r  evil. ” [Qur'an 92: 4-10]
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Therefore guidance has means and likewise misguidance has means from the 
servant. It is obligatory to take note of this. This is because there are some who 

say, ‘If Allah has decreed guidance for me, I will be guided and if He has 

decreed misguidance for me, I will go astray.’ This is a baseless statement and 
taking excuse in Qadar forgeting that performing the means is from him. He 

will never attain guidance without means. If you want children, you must 

marry and follow the means, which is marriage.

But were you to remain a bachelor without marrying, you will never 

get children, so also is provision. If you sit (at home) without doing anything 

and depend on Qadar, nothing will come to you. But if you get up, work, do 
business and seek for provision, Allah will make it easy for you. Birds and 
animals do not remain in their nests and dwellings; rather, they go forth 

hungry in the m orning and return filled at dusk.71 They go out to seek for 

provision.

It is therefore essential to follow the means. Guidance cannot occur 

without means. And misguidance cannot occur without the means from the 
slave. This is because Allah never wrongs anyone. The person who desires 

goodness, Allah makes good easy for him  and expands his chest to it. And the 

one who desires evil, Allah will make it easy for him  evil and makes it a 
recompense for his inclinations and desires.

So, a slave should pay attention to this matter because it is very 
serious. It is a must to perform the means for all matters; and from that is 

Iman, guidance, entering Paradise and the Fire.

71‘Umar bn Khattab (4i) reported that the Messenger of Allah H  said: “Were you to rightly 
place your trust upon Allah, He would have provided for you as He does for the birds. They 
issue forth hungry in the morning and return with their bellies filled”. Reported by at-Tayalisi 
in his Musnad (no. 51, 139), Ibn Mubarak in az-Zuhd (no. 559), Imam  Ahmad in al-Musnad 
(1/30, 52), ‘Abd bn Humayd in his Musnad (no. 10), At-Tirmidhi in his Sunan (no. 2344), Ibn 
Majah in his Sunan (no. 4161), and others. Al-Hakim graded it authentic (no. 7893), as well as 
Ibn Hibban (no. 730).
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His saying: “Thereafter, He conferred favour upon whom He wills with Islam 

as a favour from Him”: That is, Allah favours whomsoever He pleases with 
Islam as a favour from Him, Glorious is He. However, favour from Allah has 

means and its deprivation has means too from the slave. It is essential to take 
heed of this. A person should not use Qadar as excuse like those who say:

“Those who took partners (in worship) with Allah will say: "If Allah 

had willed, we would not have taken partners (in worship) with Him, 
nor would our fathers, and we would not have forbidden anything  
(againstHis Will) ... ” [Qur'an 6:148]

This is taking excuse in Qadar as done by Iblis. He said:

“Because You have sent me astray. ” [Qur'an 7:16]

He used Qadar as excuse and forgot that he was arrogant against the 

command of Allah Hg. So Allah led him astray as a result of what ? As a result 
of his refusal and arrogance and he was of the disbelievers. He refused to 
prostrate as Allah commanded him. So there is no proof for him  in it. The 
proof is established against him  because what occurred to him  of misery was 
as a consequence of his disobedience.
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[117] THE RIGHT POSITION CONCERNING
THE COMPANIONS

[117] The author ?  said: Refraining from  (commenting) on the conflict 

between ‘All and M u’awiyah, 'A’ishah, Talhah, Zubayr 4k, and those with 
them, and not to dispute concerning them. Leave their affair to Allah, the 

Blessed and the Exalted; for the Messenger of Allah r  said: “Avoid abusing 
my companions, in-laws -those connected to me through m y wives or my  

daughters”. And his saying: “Verily, Allah the Blessed and the Exalted looked 
at the people o f Badr and said: ‘Do whatever you wish, fo r  I  have indeed 

forgiven you.

COMMENTARY

His saying: “Refraining from  (commenting) on the crisis between ‘All and 

M u'awiyah, 'A’ishah, Talhah, Zubayr 4k”: This is an im portant principle; that 
it is obligatory upon the Muslim (to love and respect) the Companions of 

Allah’s Messenger ig; the Muhajirun  and the Ansar - those who supported 
him, sheltered him, fought Jihad along with him, sacrificed their property and 

lives, abandoned their homes and land and followed the Messenger M- They 
have merits none besides them  have, they are the best generation as stated by 

the Prophet $g:
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“The best among you are my generation, then those who follow them, 

then those who follow them .”72

The Companion are the best generation due to what they accomplished of 

companionship of the Prophet ^g, supporting him, disseminating and 
conveying his religion to those who came after them. So they possess this 

merit which others beside them do not equal them in.

Consequently, Allah i!8> praised them, and is pleased with them  as 
m entioned in many verses of the Glorious Q ur’an. Allah the Most High says:

*$(

“Allah has forgiven the Prophet, the M uhajirun (Muslim emigrants 
who left their homes and came to al-Madinah) and the Ansar 
(Muslims o f al-Madinah) who followed him (M uhammad) in the time 
o f distress (Tabuk expedition, etc.), after the hearts o f a party o f  them 
had nearly deviated (from the Right Path), but He accepted their 
repentance. Certainly, He is unto them fu ll o f Kindness, Most

72 Its reference has preceeded.
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Merciful. Then He said: O you who believe! Be afraid o f Allah, and be 

with those who are true (in words and deeds). ” [Qur'an 9:117-119]

Be with those who are true in words and deeds means, be with these 

companions of Allah’s Messenger |g. Allah the Most High says:

“A nd the first to embrace Islam o f the M uhajirun (those who migrated 
from  M akkah to al-Madinah) and the Ansar (the citizens o f al- 
Madinah who helped and gave aid to the M uhajirun) and also those 
who followed them exactly (in Faith). Allah is well-pleased with them  

as they are well-pleased with Him. He has prepared fo r  them Gardens 
under which rivers flow  (Paradise), to dwell therein forever. That is 
the supreme success. ” [Qur'an 9: 100]

Allah says:

“Indeed, Allah was pleased with the believers when they gave their 
B ay’ah (pledge) to you (O M uham m ad) under the tree, He knew what 
was in their hearts, and He sent down as-Sakinah (calmness and 
tranquillity) upon them, and He rewarded them with a near victory. ” 

[Qur'an 48: 18]
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Allah the Exalted also says:

“M uham m ad is the Messenger o f Allah, and those who are with him  

are severe against disbelievers, and merciful among themselves. You 
see them bowing and falling down prostrate (in prayer) . . . ” [Qur'an 

48:29] - till the end of Surah Al-Fath.

This is with respect to the Companions. W hen Allah m entioned booty in 

Surah al-Hashr, He said:

“W hat Allah gave as booty (Fai') to His Messenger (M uhammad) 
from  the people o f the townships, - it is fo r  Allah, His Messenger 
(Muhammad), the kindred (o f Messenger M uhammad), the orphans, 
al-Masakin (the poor), and the wayfarer, in order that it may not 
become a fortune used by the rich among you. And whatsoever the 
Messenger (M uhammad) gives you, take it, and whatsoever he forbids 

you, abstain (from it), and fear Allah. Verily, Allah is Severe in 
punishment. (And there is also a share in this booty) fo r  the poor 
emigrants, who were expelled from  their homes and their property,
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seeking Bounties from  Allah and to please Him. A nd helping Allah 
(i.e. helping His religion) and His Messenger (Muhammad). Such are 

indeed the truthful (to what they say). ” [Qur'an 59: 7-8]

Then He m entioned the Ansar:

'‘A nd those who, before them, had homes (in al-Madinah) and had 

adopted the Faith, love those who emigrate to them, and have no 
jealousy in their breasts fo r  that which they have been given (from the 
booty o f Banian-Nadir), and give them (emigrants) preference over 

themselves, even though they were in need o f that. A nd whosoever is 
saved from  his own covetousness, such are they who will be the 
successful. A nd those who came after them say: ‘Our Lord! Forgive us 

and our brethren who have preceded us in Faith, and p u t not in our 
hearts any hatred against those who have believed. Our Lord! You are 

indeed fu ll o f kindness, M ost Merciful. [Qur'an 59: 9-10]

This is the position of the Muslims regarding the companions of Allah’s

Messenger M, they say:
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“And those who came after them say: ‘Our Lord! Forgive us and our 
brethren who have preceded us in Faith, and p u t not in our hearts any 

hatred against those who have believed. Our Lord! You are indeed fu ll  
o f kindness, M ost M erciful.’” [Qur'an 59:10]

There are many Ahadith  in the Sunnah, such as his saying:

■tf S'> S '  '  -J 3 >  ̂O's- '  0 s t s ' i f .  s s
jd  ^Jlj Li l la i yi-\ 'JL> fA ji j !  oXj \yJLj Si

Slj

“Do not revile my companions. By Him in Whose Hand is my life, if 

one of you would have spent (in charity) a pile of gold as big as 
m ount Uhud, it will not amount to as much as one M udd  of one of 
them  nor even half of M udd  (spent in charity).”73

If one of those who came after the companion, even if he is from the Tabi 'un, 
were to spend in charity, the like or equivalent of m ount Uhud in gold, 
sincerely seeking the Face of Allah, it cannot be equivalent in reward to what a 
companion gave out in charity of a M udd  of barely and dates or half of a 
Mudd. A pile of gold as big as m ount Uhud from other than the Companions 
cannot be equivalent to one M udd  of one of them. W hy? Due to their 
excellence

73 Reported by al-Bukhari in his Sahih (3/1343 no. 3470) and Muslim in his Sahih (4/1967 no.
2541) from Abu Sa‘Id al-Khudri (*&).
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Therefore, the position of a Muslim regarding the Companions of 

Allah’s Messenger |g  is: They must be shown respect, being pleased with them, 

emulating, following and defending their honour. This is the position of the 

Muslim regarding the companions of Allah’s Messenger |g.

Loving them is part of loving the Messenger. So whoever loves Allah’s 

Messenger M m ust love his companions, and whoever hates the Companion 

hates Allah’s Messenger M- The Prophet M said:

o .» £x f * / < o J it f ox
Lr*

“He who loves them loves them does so due to his love of m e.”74

As for the issue which the Shaykh (may Allah have mercy on him) referred to: 

not discussing what occured among the Companions. As individuals, a 
Companion is like other hum ans who make mistakes. However, their 

intention was sincere, their aim was good and their objective was 
praiseworthy. Anyone who possesses an atom weight of Iman will not doubt 

this nor accuse anyone of them.

However when Fitnah occurred - and no one has control over 
tribulations, we ask Allah for well being from Fitan - during their time as a 

result of the filthy Jew called 'Abdullah bin Saba’ who displayed Islam, he 

came and started defaming the Khalifah of Allah’s Messenger ‘Uthman, 
and the riff-raff among the people joined him as well as those who loved evil 
and chaos. And no period is free from the likes of these individuals.

If people find someone who will lead them  towards evil, they will join 
him except one Allah shows mercy. This is because they love the riff-raff,

74It has been narrated from a number of Companions: among who are ‘Abdullah bn al- 

Mughafal (4fc), Reported by Imam  Ahmad in al-Musnad (4/87, 5/84), al-Bukhaarii in at- 
Tarikh al-Kabir (5/131), at-Tirmidhi in his Sunan (5/696 no. 3862) and Ibn Hibban declared it 

authentic (1/244 no. 7256). Among them is Abu Hurayrah (4&) reported by at-Tabaranl in al- 
M u'jam al-Awsat (1/298 no. 999). Al-HaythamI said in Majma az-Zaw aid  (10/39): It chain 
of narrators are those of as-Sahth except Ahmad bn Hatim and he is reliable”.
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turmoil, confusion, reviling the leaders, corruption of affairs and dissent. This 

can be found among people. So if they see one who invites (them) towards it, 
they will join h im !

So those who joined the filthy Jew did so. The Muslims were one 

nation, under one Khallfah, ‘U thm an (fa) - the third rightly guided Khallfah. 

Then this filthy person influenced them  and in the end ‘Uthm an (4®) - the 

Khalifah of Allah’s Messenger It, Leader of the Believers and the third rightly 
guided Khalifah was assasinated.

W hen ‘Uthm an was killed, Fitnah erupted among the Muslims and 
the Muslims became furious due to the killing o f ‘Uthm an amongst them and 

wanted revenge against whoever killed him. From this, the incident of Jamal 
(the camel) arose among the Companion who wanted to retaliate the killing of 
‘Uthman. They came out from Madinah. Meanwhile, the allegiance was to the 

Leader of the Believers, ‘All bin Abl Talib after ‘Uthm an fa. The oath of 
allegiance was to ‘All and he was the fourth rightly guided Khallfah. They 

requested from ‘All to retaliate against these people. And these companions 
who came out from M adinah including the M other of the Believers, A ’ishah 

negotiated with ‘All to hand over the killers. But he was incapable of 
surrendering them because they had crept into his army, causing Fitnah.

Meanwhile, ‘All and his brothers, Talhah and Zubayr and ‘A’ishah 

and those who came from Madinah had slept seeking for reconciliation. But 
when these people sensed reconciliation among the Companions of Allah’s 

Messenger H  and restraint from fighting, they stirred up Fitnah, displayed 
war, skirmish and shouted among the army, and the Companions thought that 

war had started. So the battle in the incident of Jamal (camel) took place 
without the Companions intending to fight. The people who stirred it up were 

those who killed ‘Uthman (fa) and some Companion were killed in this fitnah  
and incident and thus it came to an end.

Then M u’awiyah bin Abi Sufyan (fa) in Syria and the people of Syria 
stood up seeking to revenge the death of ‘Uthman. However, the misguided 
group carried out a plot and trick, stirred up trouble and the battle of Sifjin
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took place between ‘All and M u’awiyah. The causes were these transgressors 
and misguided people who incited the Fitnah among the Muslims. In the end, 

‘All (4*) was matryed by the Khawarij who revolted against ‘Uthman. They 
added ‘All to him  and killed him. Their goal was not justice and equity; rather, 

their aim was hatred and revenge. They wanted to kill M u’awiyah, 'Amr bin 
al-‘As and ‘All bin Abl Talib. However Allah saved M u’awiyah and Amr bin 

al-‘As while the decree of Allah was fulfilled regarding ‘All, so he was 

martyred 4e>-

Therefore, it is obligatory upon a Muslim to refrain from these matters 
and not to delve into them, nor mention them  except from the perspective of 

making excuse and seeking for forgiveness for the companions of Allah’s 

Messenger He should know that they are M ujtahidun  (those who gave 

jurisprudential deductions from the texts of the Qur'an and Sunnah); whoever 
was right among them will get double reward and whoever erred will get one 

reward.

And that they have great merits that would cover the errors that 

occurred from some of them because they are the companions of Allah’s 

Messenger |g  as recorded in the Hadlth that,

“Allah H  looked at the people of Badr and said: ‘Do whatever you 

wish for I have forgiven you of your sin.’”75

In any case, they are forgiven. The forgiveness for them is established for the 
one who was right and wrong among them  because the one who erred among 
them did not intentionally. They erred from jurisprudential deductions. 

Therefore, it is obligatory upon a Muslim not to ever delve into this. He should 

not fault anyone among the companions of Allah’s Messenger M- Rather, he 
should make excuse for them, seek for forgiveness for them, and ask for

75 Its reference has preceded.
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(Allah’s) mercy for them so that he would be among those whom Allah says 
regarding them:

“And those who came after them say: ‘Our Lord! Forgive us and our 

brethren who have preceded us in Faith, and p u t not in our hearts any 
hatred against those who have believed. Our Lord! You are indeed fu ll 
o f kindness, M ost Merciful. ’” [Qur'an 59: 10]

Indeed, cassettes have emerged from some fools who have recorded therein 
these matters and what took place among the Companion. They produced 

them in cassettes that people circulate. This is not devoid of the following:

•  Such is either an ignorant person who has not studied the ‘Aqidah

•  or a biased person who wishes to propagate hatred towards the 

companions of Allah’s Messenger if.

So the Muslims should beware of these cassettes and its like. They should 

beware of the plot of the Shi'ah, their insult of the companions of Allah’s 

Messenger i f  and attribution of faults to them. Thus, the Muslim should 
beware of this and not be among the destroyed people. And Allah’s refuge is
sought.
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[118] HONOURING THE BLOOD AND WEALTH OF
THE MUSLIMS

JA H\ i£f\  j u  5 4  ^ &  jU*'j a> 3  J i l j j '  Jl3 —  ̂ > A 

Sh il* Jb*-tj 0 ! AiJ 1̂3̂  JU
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[118] The author ?  said: Know that the property of a Muslim is not lawful 

(to be taken) except out of his willful volition. Even if a m an has unlawful 
wealth with him, (his being a Muslim) has certainly guaranteed its security. It 

is not lawful for anyone to take anything from  it except with his permission 

because he may perhaps, repent and desire to return  it to its owners while 

you would have taken something unlawful.

COMMENTARY

His saying: “Know that the property of a M uslim is not lawful (to be taken) 
except out of his willful volition”: From the aspects of honouring the Muslims 

is holding their blood, property and honour in sactity. This is because whoever 
accepts Islam, his blood, property and honour becomes protected with Islam. 

It is not permissible to transgress against the Muslim. The Prophet M said:

“Everything belonging to a Muslim is inviolable for a Muslim: his 
blood, his property and his honour.”76

He stated in his farewell sermon.

76Reported by Muslim in his Sahih (4/1986 no. 2564) from Abu Hurayrah («&).
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“Verily your blood, property and honour is inviolable upon you like 
the inviolability of this day of yours. ” - That is, the day of sacrifice

la* <j

1... in this m onth of yours. ” - That is, the m onth of Dhul-Hijjah

lift jJjJu £

“ ...in  this land of yours (Makkah).” 77

So the blood, property and honour of a Muslim are inviolable; it is not 
permissible to transgress against a M uslim’s property or collect it except out of 

his will. If he gives out anything from his property, it is lawful. But to forcefully 
take it from him or without him  granting it willfully, or by usurpation or theft 

or deception, (such is unlawful), because it is sacred like the sacredness of his 
blood and honour. This is as stated by Allah in His saying:

“A nd eat up not one another's property unjustly (in any illegal way 
e.g. stealing, robbing, deceiving, etc.) . . . ” [Qur'an 2: 188]

Allah the Most High also says:

> / V  SjZ  >

77Reported by al-Bukharl in his Sahih (l/30 no. 67) and Muslim in his Sahih (3/1305 no. 1679)
from the Hadith of Abi Bakrah (<is»).
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“O you who believe! Eat not up your property among yourselves
unjustly except it be a trade amongst you, by m utual consent...”

[Qur'an 4: 29]

[Unfortunately], most do not bother about this. He either kills his Muslim 

brother in order to collect his property or takes his property through theft, 
highway robbery, cheating and deception in buying and selling. This does not 
bother him, so he takes his brother’s wealth unjustly without him  granting it 

willfully. All these are unlawful, and are from the major sins.

His saying: “Even if a m an has unlawful wealth with him, (his being a 
Muslim) has certainly guaranteed its security”: If he takes his brother’s 

property unjustly, through any of the (illegal) ways, it is guaranteed upon him 

till he returns it to the owner because right must be returned to its owner 
before death. Otherwise the owners will retaliate against the agressor on the 

Day of Resurrection. They will take revenge from his good deeds till there 
remains, perhaps, no good deed for him, then evil deeds will be taken from the 

oppressed and placed upon him and he will be thrown into the Fire- and 

Allah’s refuge is sought.

Therefore, the M uslim’s property even if you take it through 

usurpation, unlawful transaction, forcibly or by theft, such a property is 
guaranteed. It m ust be returned back to him  either in this world or in the 

Hereafter. So pay attention to this, it is guaranteed upon you and you must 
return it back in this world or in the Hereafter. Returning it back in this world 
is the easier for you than in the Hereafter.

His saying: “Because he may perhaps, repent and desire to return  it to its 
owners while you would have unlawfully taken i t”: So, it is not permissible for 
you to take anything while knowing that it is unlawful, and is from unlawful 
earnings for the following reasons:
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Firstly: You know it is unlawful. So how will you consider it lawful 

when you know that it is unlawful and that this person does not own it.

Secondly: If this wrongdoer repents, and desires to return the property 
which you have taken from him, he will not be able to return it.

Thirdly: You will be a partner to him  in crime and oppression.
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[119] TAKING FROM UNLAWFUL AND 
DOUBTFUL WEALTH

La Sh J j i dJi jLi La J  1 A^ ? " j  j^J\ (Jlij —  ̂  ̂ ^
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[119] The author ?  said: Earnings that are, to you, apparently lawful are not 

restricted except that which is apparently unlawful. If  it is unlawful, he 

should take from the corrrupt wealth only what suffices him. Do not say: ‘I 
will abandon earnings and accept what I am given’. Neither the companions 

did this nor the scholars till this tim e of ours. 'U m ar bin al-Khattab (4®) said: 
“An earning that contains some ignobility is better than begging people.”78

COMMENTARY

His saying: “Earnings that are, to you, apparently lawful”: The Prophet $f 

said:

“Verily, what is lawful is clear and what is unlawful is clear. But 
between them are certain doubtful things which many people do not 
recognize. He who guards against doubtful things keeps his religion 

and honour safe.”79

78Reported by Ibn Abl ad-Dunya in Isldh al-Mal (no. 321).
79Reported by al-Bukhari in his Sahih ( l /28no 58), and Muslim in his Sahih (3/1219no 1599) 

from an-Nu‘man bn Bashir C.
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W hat is lawful and clear should be taken because the basic rule regarding 
dealings is permissibility except what is clearly unlawful. Likewise the unlawful 

is clear. Allah the Most High says:

“Forbidden to you (for food) are: al-Maytah (the dead animals - 
cattle-beast not slaughtered), blood, the flesh o f  swine, and the meat o f  
that which has been slaughtered as a sacrifice fo r  others than A lla h ...” 

[Qur'an 5: 3]

Similarly, gambling and intoxicant are unlawful based on the text of the 
Q ur’an. So also is the prohibition of theft, usurpation and eating peoples’ 

property unjustly. This prohibition is clear. But the ambiguous things are not 
known whether they are lawful or unlawful owing to the apparent 

contradiction of the proofs regarding them; one should hold back until the 

(rulings on them) become clear. This is the principle stipulated by Allah’s 

Messenger ig and it is plain and clear. And this is the meaning of the author’s 
saying: “Except that which is apparently unlawful”.

His saying: “If it is unlawful, he should take from the unlawful wealth only 
what suffices him ”: This is an issue of Necessity. If a person fears destruction 
for himself if he does not eat, he should eat from what is with him  what will 
make him live even if it is from the wealth of someone else, an unlawful 

property, dead animal and so on. He should eat from it for the sake of 
Necessity so that he will not die. Allah the Most High says:

J i j§.
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“He has forbidden you only the M aytah (dead animals), and blood, 
and the flesh o f swine, and that which is slaughtered as a sacrifice fo r  

others than Allah (or has been slaughtered fo r  idols, etc., on which 

Allah's Name has not been mentioned while slaughtering). But i f  one is 
forced by necessity without willful disobedience nor transgressing due 

limits, then there is no sin on him. Truly, Allah is Oft-Forgiving, Most 
Merciful. ” [Qur'an 2: 173]

So take from the unlawful (food) only the am ount that will keep you alive then
refrain from the rest. Allah the M ost High says:

“...W hile He has explained to you in detail what is forbidden to you, 
except under compulsion o f necessity ?” [Qur'an 6: 119]

So there is no prohibition when there is dire Necessity.

His saying: “Do not say: ‘I will abandon earning and take what I am given”: 
Some people would say: "I am putting my trust in Allah, I will sit worshiping 
and seeking for knowledge and people will give me (provision)". This is not 

permissible. Rather, you must seek for provision that will suffice you, your 
wife, your children and your household. You m ust seek for provision and this 

is part of worship. So do not sit hoping for peoples’ charity. You are obliged to 

seek for provision. Allah M  states:

“...A nd  take a provision (with you) fo r  the journey, but the best 
provision is at-Taqwa (piety, righteousness, etc.) . . . ” [Qur'an 2: 197]
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His saying: “Neither the companions did this nor the scholars till this tim e of 

ours”: This practice of sitting without seeking for provision and looking at 
what is with the people was not done by any of the Companions of Allah’s 

Messenger |g  and they are the most pious of people. In fact they are the most 

devoted people to Allah the Mighty and Sublime and they used to work. Some 
of them were farmers while some were traders who engaged in buying and 

selling. Among them were Abu Bakr, Zubayr bin al-‘Awam, 'Abdur-Rahman 

bin ‘ Awf and ‘Uthm an bin Affan. The owners of properties would sell and buy 
and they were the best of companions, and they used to spend in Allah’s way 
and equip the soldiers from their wealth. They did not abandon seeking for 

sustenance.

Abu Bakr used to buy, sell and assist Allah’s Messenger i i  since Allah 

commissioned him with Prophethood in Makkah. He (4&) would assist him 
from his property in his well-known donations. He would feed the needy, buy 
the slaves being punished (their freedom) and emancipate them like Bilal and 
others. He did not abandon earning and say, “I will sit and worship Allah, I am 

one of the companions of Allah’s Messenger !”

His saying: “ 'U m ar bin al-Khattab (4e>) said: ‘An earning that contains some 
ignobility is better than begging the people”: For you to engage in a 
profession that contains ignobility like cupping, earning from it and spending 
it on yourself is better than begging people and being subservient to them.
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[120] WHOSE LEADERSHIP OF THE PRAYERS IS 
LAWFUL AND THE ONE WHOSE IS NOT DESERVING

t : < u i l  JJ4JI  ̂ T *

kUUui j i£ ” j i j  Apil <ui>- c 4 u  0 | 3 ‘4*4^  *̂ i

j a  diiUJ 5 li” d \ j  c4Jb*>4tf ApIj t4jU> jUal^i jjfcj 4*4^" (*Jj

,dX>*>4  ̂ 4*j laL>- c^-U tf oJjPj j i k l i J i

[120] The author ?  said: It is permissible to observe the five daily prayers 

behind whomsoever you pray except a Jahmi for he is indeed a distorter (of 

Allah’s Names and Attributes). If you pray behind him, you should repeat 
your Salah. And if your Im am  for the Friday Prayer is a Jahmi and is your 

leader, then pray behind him  but repeat your Salah. But if your Imam 
appointed by the ruler is a person upon the Sunnah, do not repeat your 

Salah.

COMMENTARY

His saying: “It is permissible to observe the five daily prayers behind 
whomsoever you pray”: This is an issue of Imamship in Salah. W ho is 

qualified to be an Im am ? And whose Imamship is invalid?

Firstly: If the Imam  is the ruler, he should observe the prayers behind 
him as follows, without looking into how perfect he is about some details 
which may include sins or contradictions, as long as it does not take one out of 

the religion. This is because the Prophet ordered the performance of Salah 
behind them for the sake of unity and avoidance of division. No matter how 
much he engages in sins and disobedience, as long as it has not reached the 
level of disbelief, the Salah should be performed behind him for the sake of 
unity, particularly, the Friday prayers, the ‘Id  prayers and the (daily)
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congregational prayers. But if the leader is a Jahmi, observe your Salah behind 
him, but repeat it.

Secondly: If the sinful Imam  is not the ruler, the scholars have two 
views on it:

First opinion: Some scholars include al-Adalah (uprightness, 
trustworthiness, integrity and honesty) as one of the conditions (for the 
validity of an Imam). So Salah -  in their view - is not valid behind a Fasiq who 

commits one of the major sins less than shirk. They say one should not 

perform Salah behind him because he is not upright and should not be taken 
as an Imam.

Second opinion: As long as he is a Muslim, whose Salah on his own is 
valid then Salah behind him is certainly valid. Therefore, one should observe 
the Salah behind every Muslim even if he engages in some sins less than Shirk 

and disbelief. One should perform Salah behind him. This is the apparent 
meaning of the author’s statement.
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[121] THE BENEFIT OF KNOWING WHERE THE 
PROPHET 1  WAS BURIED, ABU BAKAR 

AND 'UMAR C

• «§f 4^ UgUfr

[l2 l]  The author ?  said: And (you should) believe that Abu Bakr and 'Umar 

C are in the apartment of 'A ’ishah with the Messenger of Allah r . They were 
both buried there with him. So if you visit the grave, then greeting them both 

after (you may have greeted) the Prophet r  is obligatory.

COMMENTARY

His saying: “And (you should) believe that Abu Bakr and 'Umar C  are in the 

apartment of 'A ’ishah with the Messenger of Allah i l ”: W hen the Prophet M 

died, people differed on where he should be buried: Should they bury him 

along with his companions in al-BaqV or what should they do ? Then a Hadith 

from the Prophet M was m entioned to them  that:

"A Prophet is buried where he dies.80

S0Reported by at-Tirmidhi in his Sunan (3/338 no. 1018), al-BaghawI in Shar as-Sunnah 

(14/48 no. 3832) from Abi Bakr aS-Sidiq (4t) who said, "I heard something from the 
Messenger of Allah I didn’t forget, he said: ’Allah does not take the soul of a prophet except 
on the spot He loves that he be buried in’ ”.
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Thereupon, the issue was resolved and he was buried beneath the bed on 

which he died r ,  in the apartment o f ' A’ishah Z , the M other of the Believers, 

since he fell ill in 'A ’ishah’s apartment.

The second perspective: Had it been his grave was raised and he was 

buried in al-Baqi', that would have led to extremism and the people would 
crowd over his grave. But for the sake of protecting and safeguarding him, he 

was buried in his house. That was why, when 'A ’ishah Z m entioned the 

Hadith prohibiting extremism related to graves, and that the Jews and 
Christians went to the extremes regarding the grave of their Prophets and took 

them as idols, she said:

“If not for that, his grave would have been made manifest; however it 
was feared that it be taken as a m osque.”81

So she explained the wisdom behind burying him in his house T. His house 

used to be outside the mosque. This is because the apartment of the Prophet H  

surrounds the mosque from the east and the south. So the Prophet M 
remained buried in his house outside the mosque till when al-Walld bin 

'Abdul-Malik wanted to expand the mosque. He then included the apartment 

the way it is without changing anything. It was only included because of 

expansion the Prophet’s mosque. Otherwise he is in his house r .  He will 
always be in the house and not in the mosque.

Later when Abu Bakr (4&) died, he was buried alongside the 

Messenger M behind his back as an honour and respect to him  (4fe). For the 
fact that he was his companion who was always with him during his life time, 

so he was buried alongside him (4s>).

81 Reported by al-Bukhari in his Sahih (1/468 no 1324) and Muslim in his Sahih (1/376 no 
529).
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Meanwhile, 'A ’ishah had desired to be buried in her apartment along 

with her husband, Allah’s Messenger H, and her father; but 'U m ar sought her 

permission due to his love for Allah’s Messenger $£ and Abu Bakr to be buried 

along with them. She Z perm itted him  and gave preference to him  above 

herself. Thus, when he (‘Um ar 4&) died he was buried behind Abu Bakr in the 
apartment. The three graves are: The Prophet’s grave, close to the Qiblah, then 

Abu Bakr’s grave, then 'U m ar’s grave in the apartment of A ’ishah Z . And 

when 'A ’ishah died, she was buried in al-Baqi' along with the companions 4®. 

It is obligatory to have Im an  in that, because knowing the Prophet’s and his 
companions’ graves contain benefit to a Muslim because he would say Salam  

to them, visiting them  and saying Salam  to the Prophet |g  and his two 
companions to obtain reward through it: the reward of visitation and Salam.

His saying: “So if you visit the grave, then greeting them both after (you may 

have greeted) the Prophet M is obligatory”: This is the benefit or wisdom 

behind knowing where Allah’s Messenger M was buried as well as his two 

companions - Abu Bakr and 'U m ar C . The benefit in that is to say Salam  to 
them. W hen you visit the Prophet’s mosque and observe Salah therein you 

should say Salam  upon Allah’s Messenger M and his two companions to 

obtain the reward of visitation therewith.

Visiting the Prophet M and his two companions should be for the sake 
of saying Salam  to them, supplicating for his two companions and asking 
forgiveness for them and not for the sake of seeking of blessings or fulfillment 

of needs from the Messenger |g  as some deviants think - those who hurt 

Allah’s Messenger |g.

It is rather for the Salam  alone. Also, the Salam  is only to be done by 
someone who arrives from a journey regardless of whether he is a resident of 
Madinah or not. The person who arrives from a journey should say Salam  to 
them the first time he enters the mosque after the journey. One should not 
repeat the Salam  upon them whenever he enters the Prophet’s mosque
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because the Companions ^  did not use to do so acting upon the saying of the 

Prophet M:

\jlt- i j j j  Ijlju? S[

“Do not take my grave as a place of celebration.”

That is, by frequenting it. This is because the word, ‘Id  refers to what is

habitual and repeated. So he should not make it a habit whereby whenever he

enters the Prophet’s mosque, he goes and says the Salam upon the Prophet 
and his companions. This is an innovation, a means towards Shirk and from 

the aspects of taking his grave as a place of celebration. Rather, it (the Salam) is 
only for the person who arrives from a journey.

W hen Ibn 'U m ar (4s>) returns from a journey, he used to come and 

face the (direction of the) Prophet M and say,

AjlSjj J dll J  ^  d ^  ddlif-

“May the peace, mercy and blessing of Allah be upon you, O 
Messenger of Allah.”

Then he will move a little towards the east by his right and say:

AjlSjj J dll dAj j  ^4  til lj AflU

“May the peace, mercy and blessing of Allah be upon you, O Abu 
Bakr as-Siddlq. ”

Then he will move towards his right a little and say:

ijlSjj j dll j  i_j|lajl-l t dlllp ^At-Jl

“May the peace, mercy and blessing of Allah be upon you, O 'U m ar 
bin al-Khattab.”
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Then he would leave.82 And if he wished to supplicate, he would step aside, 
face the Qiblah and supplicate Allah. He does not face the grave; he would 
only face the Qiblah.

82Reported by ‘Abdur-Razaq in al-Musanaf (3/576 no. 6724), Ibn Abi Shaybah in al-Musanaf 
(3/28 no. 11793) and al-Bayhaql in as-Sunan al-Kubra (5/245)-
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[122] THE VIRTUE OF ORDERING GOOD 
AND FORBIDDING EVIL

[122] The author ?  said: Enjoining good and forbidding evil is obligatory 
except (regarding the) one whose sword or stick you fear.

COMMENTARY

The Prophet said:

“W hoever sees an evil among you should change it with his hand, if he 

is unable to do so, then with his tongue; and if he is unable to do so, 
then with his heart.”83

This is as recorded in the Q ur’an. Allah the Most High says:

“You [true believers in Islamic Monotheism, and real followers o f  
Prophet M uham m ad and his Sunnah (legal ways, etc.)] are the best o f  

peoples ever raised up fo r  mankind; you enjoin al-M afriif (i.e. Islamic 

Monotheism and all that Islam has ordained) and forbid al-M unkar

83Reported by Muslim in his Sahih (1/69 no. 49) from Abi Sa'Id al-Khudri (4&).
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(polytheism, disbelief and all that Islam has forbidden), and you 

believe in A lla h ...” [Qur'an 3: n o ]

Allah the Most High also said:

“Let there arise out o f you a group o f people inviting to all that is good 

(Islam), enjoining al-M afru f (i.e. Islamic Monotheism and all that 
Islam orders one to do) and forbidding al-M unkar (polytheism and  

disbelief and all that Islam has forbidden). A nd it is they who are the 

successful. ” [Qur'an 3: 104]

Allah stated:

“The believers, men and women, are Auliya' (helpers, supporters, 
friends, protectors) o f one another, they enjoin (on the people) al- 

M a 'ru f (i.e. Islamic Monotheism and all that Islam orders one to do), 
and forbid (people) from  al-M unkar (i.e. polytheism and disbelief o f 
all kinds, and all that Islam has forbidden); they perform as- Salah 

(Iqamah-as-Saldh) and give the Zakah, and obey Allah and His 
Messenger. Allah will have His Mercy on them. Surely Allah is All- 

Mighty, All-Wise. ” [Qur'an 9: 7l]
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This is contrary to the hypocrites, men and women; they are vice-versa. They 

enjoin evil and forbid good! We ask Allah for well being. Allah the Most High 

says:

“The hypocrites, men and women, are from  one another, they enjoin 

(on the people) al-M unkar (i.e. disbelief and polytheism o f all kinds 

and all that Islam has forbidden), and forbid (people) from  al-M a'riif 
(i.e. Islamic Monotheism and all that Islam orders one to do), and  

they close their hands [from giving (spending in Allah's Cause) alms, 
etc .]...” [Qur'an 9: 67]

“And they close their hands” means from giving charity and spending in 
Allah’s way. They do not stretch their hands in spending and offering good 

because they do not believe in Allah and because property is dearer to them  

than everything! As for the believers, men and women, they perform Salah, 
give Zakah; obey Allah and His Messenger along with enjoining good and 

forbidding evil. And this is for the sake of establishing the religion and 
purifying the society from corruption.

It is not sufficient for a person to say, 'I am not responsible for any 
other except my soul.' So, he will be righteous on his own and abandon others. 
It is necessary for him to rectify others as much as he can since that is part of 

Nasihah (giving sincere advice) and desiring good for the people. For you to 
enjoin good on your brother and forbid him from evil is obligatory upon you, 

and it is from his right upon you also to enjoin him  what is good if you notice 
some negligence to obedience in him  and forbid him from evil if you notice 
him falling into sin. Do not leave him to destruction when you have the ability 
to help rectify him.
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The issue is not as the people of hypocrisy and evil are saying that

people or assuming guardianship over them  as they say nowadays in the 

papers and the likes. This is the statement of the people of falsehood and 
hypocrisy. As for the people of Im dn, they see this as part of giving sincere 

advice to their brothers and removing them  from harm  to benefit, and from 
darkness to light. Allah the Most High states:

“...A nd  recommend one another to patience (for the sufferings, 
harms, and injuries which one may encounter in Allah's Cause during 
preaching His religion o f  Islamic Monotheism or Jihad, etc.).” [Qur'an 

103:3]

And Luqman said:

“O my son! Aqimis- Salah (perform as- Salah), enjoin (people) fo r  al- 

Ma 'ru f (Islamic Monotheism and all that is good), and forbid (people) 
from  al-M unkar (i.e. disbelief in the Oneness o f Allah, polytheism o f 
all kinds and all that is evil and bad), and bear with patience 
whatever befall you. Verily! These are some o f the important 
commandments ordered by Allah with no exem ption.” [Qur'an 31:17]

This verse is like Suratul-'Asr, that a person should enjoin good, forbid evil 
and be patient if anything befalls him  in this way because it is in Allah’s way. 

He is rewarded by Allah the Most High for whatever befalls him.

enjoining good and forbidding evil entails intuding into the affairs of the
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It is well-known that those who enjoin good and forbid evil are burden 
to so many people, attacking them with word, backbiting and slandering. They 

insult and abuse them but they are patient with it because they are in Allah’s 

way, in Allah’s obedience and in saving their brothers. It is not part of sincere 
advice to abandon your brothers on negligence in worship and defect in evil 
matter while you have the ability to admonish them and guide them. This is 

part of negligence in fulfilling their rights. You should desire good and 

salvation for them. The Prophet U  said:

“None of you truly believes until he loves for his brother what he loves 

for himself.”84

So if you love good and salvation for yourself, then your brother should be 
like you too in this. You should enjoin him what is good and admonish him. 

However, in the way that the Prophet M has directed in this Hadith:

“W hoever amongst you sees an evil should change it with his 
hands.”85

If he is able to change it with his hands like the leader or one whom the leader 
authorizes to forbid with the hands like the law enforcement agents, such a 
person should change it with his hand and remove the evil with his hand. So 
also is the owner of the house, he has some authority over those in his house 
because he is the guardian over his family members and will be questioned 
about his subject. Allah the Most High says:

84Reported by al-Bukhari in his Sahih (1/14 no. 13) and Muslim in his Sahih (1/67 no. 45)
from Anas (4®).

85Reported by Muslim in his Sahih (1/69 no. 49) from Abi Sa‘id al-Khudri (4b).
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“O you who believe! Ward o ff from  yourselves and your families a 

Fire (Hell) whose fue l is men and stones...” [Qur'an 66: 6]

Therefore, you are in charge of your family members. But if you cannot use 
the hand (to forbid the evil); and you neither possess general nor specific 

authority, you should forbid evil with the tongue by explaining that this is 
unlawful and that this is a sin and not permissible. You will explain through 

admonitions, sermons, lessons and secret counsels between you and your 
brother. You explain to him. Also you talk about him  if the advice and 
discussions with him, bear no fruits, inform the one who has the ability to 

remove the evil with his hand. Inform the law enforcement agency, the corps 

and the ruler. This is part of forbidding evil with the tongue.

If you are unable to forbid evil with the tongue, such as if you are 

prevented from it; you should forbid it with your heart and not accept evil at 
anytime. So forbid it with your heart, withdraw from the gatherings of evil and 

its people; do not sit with them in order to save yourself. These are the levels of 

enjoining good and forbidding evil. This is as in the saying of Allah the Most

“So keep your duty to Allah and fear Him as much as you c a n ...” 

[Qur'an 64: 16]

And His saying the Most High:

High:

‘Allah burdens not a person beyond his scope. . . ” [Qur'an 2: 286]
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Therefore, if you follow these steps, you have indeed forbidden evil and you 

are saved. But if you do not forbid evil with the hand nor the tongue nor the 

heart, this demonstrates absence of Im dn  as contained in the saying of the 

Prophet f |:

.jSjA ja  dXJi 5-133 3

“Afterwards, there is no Imdn  worth a mustard seed.”

The person who does not forbid evil with his heart has no Im dn  basically. So it 
is essential to forbid evil. However, it should be done in the order directed by 

the Prophet M- No one should make excuse with the saying of Allah, the Most 
High:

“O you who believe! Take care o f your ownselves, [do righteous deeds, 
fear Allah much (abstain from  all kinds o f sins and evil deeds which 

He has forbidden) and love Allah much (perform all kinds o f good 

deeds which He has ordained)]. I f  you follow the right guidance and 
enjoin what is right (Islamic Monotheism and all that Islam orders 

one to do) and forbid what is wrong (polytheism, disbelief and all that 
Islam has forbidden) no hurt can come to you from  those who are in 
error.. . ” [Qur'an 5:105].

Some people think that this verse indicates that forbidding evil is not necessary 
and that if a person is righteous on his own, there is nothing upon him 
regarding others. So, he would neither forbid evil nor enjoin good. This is 
contrary to the Q ur’an and Sunnah. This noble verse does not mean such as 

explained by Abu Bakr (4k) when he was asked about it. He said: “I had asked 
the Messenger of Allah H  and he said:
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“By Allah, you must enjoin good and forbid evil and seize the hand of 
the wrongdoer and persuade him to act justly and establish him firmly 

on the rig h t...”86

So the meaning of the verse is that if you enjoin good and forbid evil, and your 

calls were not answered, take care of yourself. Do not say, 'I am like the people' 
or 'this is what the people are upon.' Rather, enjoin good and forbid evil if it is 

not accepted from you, do not give up anything of your religion, flattering the 
people and following them.

His saying: “Except one whose sword or stick you fear”: W hen you are afraid 
that if you forbid evil you may be killed or beaten, you should then move to 

the second level, which is explaining with the tongue. If you are afraid of 
explaining with the tongue, move to the third level. No one can prevent you 
from this. None can prevent a person from hating a thing with the heart 

because no one knows what is in the hearts except Allah §g.

86Reported by Imam Ahmad in al-Musnad (1/391), Abu Dawud in his Sunan (4/121 no. 
4336), at-Tirmidhi in his Sunan (5/252 no. 3047), Ibn Majah in his Sunan (2/1327 no. 4006), 
al-Bayhaqi in as-Sunan al-Kubra (10/93). At-Tirmidhi said: “Sound but Lone”. At-Tahawi 
authenticated it in Shark Mishkilal-Athar (3/205).
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[123] EXTENDING THE GREETINGS OF SALAM

&\ iUf i>3 Jvi — > r r

[123] The author ?  said: And saying Salam to all the slaves of Allah.

COMMENTARY

One of the rights of the Muslims upon one another is spreading the greeting of 

salam. Allah M  said:

“When you are greeted with a greeting, greet in return with what is 
better than it or (at least) return it equally. Certainly, Allah is Ever a 

Careful Account Taker o f all things. ” [Qur'an 4: 86]

Allah the Most High also says:

“...B u t when you enter the houses, greet one ano ther...” [Qur'an 24: 

61]

That is, they should greet one another with the greeting of Salam since the 

believers are like one person and body. The greetings of Salam is the greeting 
of the believers on the Day they will meet Allah H :
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... plU. ,-Aj^iL p i  jr

“Their greeting on the Day they shall meet Him will be ‘Salam: Peace 

(i.e. the angels will say to them: Salamun ’A laykum )!”’ [Qur'an 33: 

44]

Allah the Mighty and Sublime will say Salam to them and they will hear His 
word and Salam and then reply Him with Salam saying:

diL j  c J l  (v̂JLh 

“O Allah, You are Peace and from You (alone) comes Peace.”

Similarly, the dwellers of the Paradise, they will greet one another therein with 
it. Likewise, in this world, they greet one another with Salam. Spreading the 
greeting Salam is one of the means of entering the Paradise in peace as 

recorded in the Hadith that:

1 jl

“He who feeds people, spreads the greeting of Salam, observes Salah 

when others are asleep will enter Paradise in peace.”87

87Reported by Imam  Ahmad in al-Musnad (5/451), at-Tirmidhl in his Sunan (4/652), ad- 
Darimi in his Sunan (1/405 no. 1460), Ibn Majah in his Sunan (1/423 no. 1334), al-Hakim in 
al-Mustadrak 'ala as-Sahihayn (3/13) and ad-Diya’u al-Maqdisi in al-Mukhtarah (9/431 -433) 
and others from ‘Abdullah bn Salam who said: W hen the Messenger of Allah fg arrived 
Madina, the people rushed towards him saying, “The Messenger of Allah 'H arrived, The 
Messenger of Allah ® arrived, the Messenger of Allah §i arrived,” I came with the people to 
see him. When I looked closely at the face of the Messenger of Allah, I knew that it was not 
that of a liar. The first thing he spoke about was that, ‘O people, Spread the Salam, feed, pray 
while people are asleep, you will enter the Paradise in peace.’” At-Tirmidhl said: “An 
authentic and Sound Hadith. Al-Hakim graded it authentic based upon the condition of the 
two Shaykhs (al-Bukhaarii and Muslims) and adh-Dhahabl agreed with him.
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Promoting and spreading the Salam  is recommended among Muslims. Salam  

is asking for safety for the Muslims. It is also said that it is Allah’s Name be 
upon you since it is one of the Names of Allah, which is As-Salam . So if you 

say, ‘As-Salam  'alaykum, i.e. Allah’s Name be upon you, which is As-Salam. 

So this is a great statement spread among the Muslims.

The Prophet M said:

“You will not enter Paradise until you believe, and you will not believe 
until you love one another. Shall I not tell you of something which if 

you do, you will love one another ? Spread the greeting Salam amongst

Spreading and exchanging the greeting of Salam  generates love in the hearts. If 

a Muslim meets you and does not say the Salam  to you, you may have 
something in your heart against him  and say: ‘W hy did he not say Salam  to 

m e?’ But if he said the Salam  to you, what is in your heart would vanish; you 
will become friendly with him  and love him. This confirms the saying of the 

Prophet M:

“Shall I not tell you of something, which if you do, you will love one 
another? Spread the greeting of salam amongst yourselves.”

Therefore, spreading Salam  has immense effect on the Muslims’ souls. It is not 
sufficient for you to say: H ayaka A llah  (May Allah keep you alive), kayfa 

A sb a h ta? (How are you this m orning?) Kayfa am sayta?  (How are you this

yourselves.”88

88Reported by Muslim in his Sahih (1/74 no. 54) from Abu Hurayrah.
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evening?) These wordings are only supplementary to the Salam. If you say, 
As-Salam ‘alaykum, you can say afterwards, 'how are you doing?' 'How are 

you this morning?', and the like. In the sane vein, making gesture with the 

hand is not sufficient because it is the greeting of the Jews.89 Gesturing with 
the hand is only used when the one being greeted is far. In that case, say Salam 

to him  and make gesture with your hand in order to notify him  that you are 
saying the Salam to him  so that he may reply to your greeting.

89Reported by an-Nasa’i in as-Sunan al-Kubra (6/92 no. 10 17 2 ) from Jabir that the 
Messenger of Allah M said, "Do not greet as the Jews and the Christians do. Their greetings is 
gesturing with the palms and heads." Al-Hafidh said in Fath al-Bari (11/14): Reported by an- 

Nasa’I with a good chain”.
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[124] THE CONGREGATIONAL PRAYERS

.dJU jJlP  d iJ i  OUalw j a

[124] The author ?  said: Whoever abandons the Friday and the 
congregational prayers in the mosque without any excuse is an innovator. 
Excuse such as illness which makes him unable to go to the mosque or being 

afraid of an oppressive leader otherwise; there is no excuse for you.

COMMENTARY

His saying: “Whoever abandons the Friday and the congregational prayers in 
the mosque without any excuse is an innovator;” because he is isolating 
himself from the Muslim community; and keeping away from the Muslim 

community and isolating oneself is an innovation. The congregational prayer 

is obligatory upon the Muslim. More emphasized than this is the Friday 
Prayer. It is obligatory upon a Muslim to attend the Friday Prayer and 

congregational prayers along with the rest of the Muslims. He should not 
isolate himself from the Muslim community in congregational and Friday 
prayers because praying in congregation is a must.

The congregational prayers are compulsory for every Muslim and 
whoever abandons it is sinful. In fact, he should be punished because the 
Messenger of Allah |g  said:

j! ;JlS U j  d p-Ls d-dJt

*  •
•e/V
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“W hoever hears the call to prayer without responding to it, his Salah 

will not be accepted except if he has an excuse.” It was asked, “W hat is 
the excuse?” He replied, “Fear or illness.”90

W hen a blind man came to the Prophet M and told him  the difficulty he faces 
in going to the mosque and that he had no guide to take him (to the mosque) 

he requested the Prophet M to permit him  to pray in his house. So the Prophet 

M asked him: “Do you  hear the call to p ra y e r? ” He replied, ‘Yes’. Then the 

Prophet M said: “Then answer it. ”91

The person who hears the call to prayer is not supposed to draw back. 

Consequently, the Prophet M said: “W hoever hears the call to prayer and does 

not respond, his Salah will no t be accepted except he has an excuse. ” Meaning 
his Salah is not valid. It is said that the negation (here) is of the validity of the 

Salah. It is also said that, “H is Salah will no t be accep ted” means he has no 
complete Salah. So the negation is regarding completeness. However, the 

apparent meaning of the H adith  is that his Salah is not valid except he has an 
excuse. This is a proof of the obligation of congregational prayer in the 

mosque whenever the call to it is made. Consequently, 'Abdullah bin M as'ud 

said:

(j p'y c/"*1 Cjt U&lj cA**

llqbj jJLij id* P} PP. <3 Id*

90Reported by Abu Dawud in his Sunan (1/151 no. 551), ad-Daruqutnl in his Sunan (1/420), 
al-Hakim in al-Mustadrak ‘ala as-Sahihayn (1/245), al-Bayhaqi (3/75) from Ibn ‘Abbas (4*). 
Reported also by Ibn Majah (1/260 no. 793), Ibn Hibban in his Sahih (5/451 no. 2064) and ad- 
Diya’ declared it authentic in al-Mukhtarah (10/239 -  241) from him (i.e, the Messenger M) 
with the wording: “Whoever hears the call to prayer and does not come to it, his Salah will not 

be accepted except if he has an excuse.”
91Reported by Muslim in his Sahih (1/452 no. 653) from Abu Hurayrah (4»)-
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.l i ta J l  J  JL>-

“He who likes to meet Allah, the Most High tomorrow as a Muslim 
should safeguard these Salawat whenever the call for them is made, for 

Allah has ordained the way of guidance for your Prophet M and they 
are part of this right guidance. If you were to observe Salah in your 

houses as this man who stayed behind in his house, you would be 

leaving a Sunnah of your Prophet M- If you leave the Sunnah of your 

Prophet M you will go astray. I recall with certainty that no one stayed 
away from them (the congregational prayers) among us except a 
hypocrite who was well known for his hypocrisy. A m an would be 

brought, supported by two persons until he was placed in a row.”92

This was the attitude of the companions towards the congregational prayer. 
Even the sick who was incapable of walking would be brought, supported by 

two persons until he is helped to stand on the row due to their knowledge that 

congregational prayer is an obligation. The Prophet M described those who 
stayed behind from congregational prayer as having hypocrisy:

cjtioJl I'jCp :l̂ uiilllJl Jlp oljitgll ĵljl

“The most burdensome prayers for the hypocrites are the Isha’ and 
the Fajr prayers.”93

Allah affirms Imdn for those who maintain the mosques with Salah. Allah the 
Most High says:

92 Reported by Muslim in his Sahih (1/453 no. 654) from Abu Hurayrah (4*).
93 Reported by al-Bukhari in his Sahih( 1/234 no. 626), and Muslim in his Sahih (1/451 no. 
6 5 1) from Abu Hurayrah (4s.).
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“The M osques o f  A llah  shall be m a in ta in ed  on ly by those who believe 

in A llah  an d  the L ast Day; perform  as- Salah (Iqam ah-as-Saldh), and  

g ive Zakah an d  fe a r  none b u t A llah. ” [Qur'an 9: 18]

The congregational prayer is of great importance. Therefore, one should not 
be lazy about it or pay attention to whoever discourages one from it. 
Otherwise why then are mosques built? If congregational prayer is not 

obligatory, why are mosques established, money spent on them, built with 
money and Im am s and callers to prayer are appointed for them ? Is it just 
because it is Sunnah  ? N o ! This shows that congregational prayer is obligatory. 

Mosques are not built for the sake of its merely being Sunnah. Rather, they are 

built for obligations.

So, it is essential to take note of these and not to pay attention to the 

views of those who hold contrary opinions to the proof, compile them saying: 
these are the sayings of the scholars. We reply that the sayings of the scholars 

could be right or wrong. Therefore, what is obligatory is to follow the proof 

and not the sayings of people.

His saying: “Whoever abandons the Jumu 'ah (Friday) prayer”: The Prophet 

M said:

*

“W hoever misses three Jumu 'ah prayers out of non-challance, Allah 

will put a seal over his heart.”94

94Reported by Ahmad in al-Musnad (3/424), ad-Dariml in his Sunan (1/444), Abu Dawud 
( 1/2 77), at-Tirmidhl (2/373 no. 500) who graded it Hasan, Ibn Majah declared it Sound (1/357
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The Prophet I t  also said:

“The people must cease from abandoning the Jumu ’ah prayer or Allah 
will put a seal over their hearts and they will then become of the 

heedless.”95

His saying: “And excuses such as illness”; As is at the end of the Hadith that:

* . OS of 0<

“Illness or fear.”

That is, the illness that prevents a person from going to the mosque or from 
which he fears that the illness will worsen or that he may be exposed to 

something that will increase his illness or fear of an enemy or beast of prey. It 
should be a certain fear and not cowardice. Real fear on the road in which an 

enemy may intercept him  or beast of prey may attack him. Such a person has 
an excuse to pray in his house, but the one who is safe and healthy has no 
excuse.

no. 1125), an-N isai (3/88 no. 1369), Ibn aj-Jarud in al-Muntaqa (1/18 no. 288), Ibn 
Khuzaymah in his Sahih (3/176 no. 1857), Ibn Hibban in his Sahih (7/26 no. 2786), al-Hakim 
in al-Mustadrak (1/415) and others from Abl Ja‘d ad-Damri. At-Tirmidhi said: "A sound 
Hadith", an-Nawawi said in Khulasatul-Ahkam: "A sound chain." Al-Hakim said: “Authentic 
based upon the condition of Muslim”, and Adh-Dhahabi agreed with him.
95Reported by Muslim in his Sahih (2/591 no. 865) from ‘Abdullah bn ‘Umar and Abu
Hurayrah (4a).
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[125-126] THOSE WHO WRONGLY DECLARE 
OTHERS DISBELIEVERS DO NOT OBSERVE 

PRAYERS WITH THE (REST OF THE) MUSLIMS

.aJ 0*>Ctf Aj JUAj ^U) caL* j * 3 ^ 3   ̂ t  o

k-iaJi j  juJji j  oJu j  -> t n

[125] The author ?  said: He who observes the Salah behind an Imam  
without following him has no Salah.

[126] Enjoining good and forbidding evil is with the hand, tongue and heart 
without the sword.

COMMENTARY

His saying: “Whoever observes Salah behind an Imam without following him 

has no Salah”; because such is contradicting the saying of the Messenger of 

Allah 3§:

.<! &

“The Imam  has been appointed to be followed.”96

Nowadays, the people of misguidance and those who are fond of declaring 
Muslims disbelievers do not perform Salah with the Muslims, and if they do, 
they would intend praying alone. This is a newly-invented m atter (in the 
religion of those). So you should perform Salah along with the Muslims, have 
good opinions of them and do not think evil of the Imams of the mosques.

96Reported by al-Bukhari in his Sahih (1/139 no. 371), and Muslim in his Sahih (1/308 no.

411) from Anas (4fe).
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His saying: “Enjoining what is good and forbidding what is evil is with the 
hand, tongue and heart without sword”: the explanation on the obligation of 

enjoining good and forbidding evil has preceded, and that it depends on one’s 

ability.97

However, the author’s saying: “Without sword” means that it is not 

permissible to take up arms against the (Muslim) rulers by saying: this is part 
of enjoining good and forbidding evil! This is the view of the K haw arij and the 

M u 'tazilah. They revolt against the ruler saying: "the ruler is a Fasiq (evil doer) 

and this (taking up of arm against him) is from the aspects of forbidding evil."

However, this action is evil itself because revolting against the ruler is 

essentially evil it is disobedience to the Messenger of Allah % and due to the 
great harms, which result from it such as blood sheding, break down of law 

and order, division; great evils that are worse than being patient with his sin 
and error. His sin and error is upon him alone. But taking up arms against him 

brings harm upon the Muslims. Rising against constituted authority is from 

the ways of the M u ta z illa h  and the K hawarij. The M u'tazillah  has five 
fundamental principles:

Firstly: Enjoining good and forbidding evil: by this they mean 
revolting against the leaders and saying that this is part of enjoining good and 
forbidding evil.

Secondly: Tawhid: meaning; the negation of Allah’s Names and 
Attributes because according to them, affirming Names and Attributes to 
Allah is S h irk!

Thirdly: Justice: what this means to them is rejection of Q adarl They 
say: were Allah to punish them (the sinners) while He decreed the sin upon 
them, He would be unjust to them.

97 See what preceeded.
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Fourthly: The state between two states: that is; whoever commits a 
major sin should not be called a disbeliever or a Muslim. Rather, he is in a state 

between two states!

Fifthly: Execution of threat: that is, declaring those who commit major 

sins less than Shirk as disbelievers.
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[127] THE BASIC RULING IS THAT HE 
IS TRUSTWORTHY

[127] The author ?  said: The person whose secrets are covered among the 
Muslims is the one from whom no [act of] doubtfulness has been seen.

COMMENTARY

His saying: “The person whose secrets are covered among the Muslims is the 

one from whom no (act of) doubtfulness has been seen”: The Asl 
(foundation) regarding a Muslim is al-Adalah (uprightness, trustworthiness). 
Do not think evil about your Muslim brother. Allah the Most High states:

“0  you who believe! Avoid much suspicion; indeed some suspicions 
are sins. A nd spy not, neither backbite one another . . . ” [Qur'an 49:

E

12]

The Prophet #g said:

AjjS' 1 îaJl iliti

Avoid suspicion for suspicion is the most untrue of speech.”98

98Reported by al-Bukhari in his Sahih (5/1976 no. 6849), and Muslim in his Sahih (4/1985 no.
2563) from Abu Hurayrah (4̂ ).
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That is, the suggestion of the mind. Seek refuge with Allah and have good 

thoughts about your Muslim brothers. But if it becomes established to you that 

this Muslim has a fault, you should secretly advice him  and conceal his fault. 

The Prophet i t  said:

“W hoever conceals the faults of a Muslim, Allah will conceal his faults 

in this world and in the hereafter.”99

Do not expose him and defame him in gatherings; you should rather secretly 

advise him while covering him.

"Reported by al-Bukhari in his Sahih (2/862 no. 2310), and Muslim in his Sahih (4/1996 no.

2580) from Abuu Hurayrah (4a).
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[128] THE HIDDEN KNOWLEDGE AMONG 
ITS CLAIMANTS

J ^  j ,  aUi «IpSi <Jp :’M 4>j uiljiil Jla -  > Y A

[128] The author ?  said: Every knowledge that the slaves claim from the 

hidden knowledge not found in the Book and theSunnah is innovation and 

misguidance. It is not allowed for anyone to act upon it or invite to it.

COMMENTARY

Hidden knowledge is the doctrine of the Batin iyyah  among the Ism a ’iliyyah  

and others who say that the texts (of the Q ur’an and Sunnah) have apparent 

and hidden meanings. None knows the hidden meanings except their leaders 
while the masses only know the apparent. They say that Salah only means 

supplication and whoever supplicates has performed Salah. According to 
them it does not mean the five daily prayers or supererogatory prayers.

Similarly, they say the meaning of Zakah  is purification and cleansing 
of the soul and not Zakah  on property. They also say that the meaning of 
Siyam  (fasting) is concealing their secrets and school of thought. 
Consequently, they are called the secret organization. They also say that H ajj 

(pilgrimage) is going to their Shaykhs, and not going to the House of Allah to 
perform H ajj and ‘Umrah.

His saying: “Is innovation and misguidance;” meaning, this doctrine of 
hidden knowledge is an innovation in the religion and misguidance from the 
truth. Knowledge cannot be acquired except through learning from God
fearing scholars. Consequently, Ibn Qayyim ?  said:
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“Ignorance is a deadly disease. A n d  its cure is in two things set in 

agreement: a tex t fro m  the Q u r’an or Sunnah and a doctor, who is a 

God fearin g  scholar. ”1CC

This is knowledge. Knowledge is not taste and inspiration, nor hidden 
knowledge according to the B atiniyyah. Knowledge is only what has come 

from Allah, His Messenger and what the companions of Allah’s Messenger |£  
said. This is knowledge, and whatever is out of it is ignorance and misguidance 

and not knowledge nor guidance.

His saying: “It is not allowed for anyone to act upon it or invite to it”: It is 
rather obligatory to be wary to keep away from it because it is part of the 
dispositions and offshoots of Sufis who hold the view that knowledge is not in 

the Q ur’an and the Sunnah; they both contain what only the masses and those 

who are ignorant call knowledge of the Shari'ah. As for those who know 

Allah, they are the people of knowledge of reality!

100'Al-Kafiyah f i  al-Intisar lilfirqatil-Najiyah (2/383 -  with the Shark of Ibn Tsa)
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[129] THE CONDITIONS FOR MARRIAGE

?|3^ J l3  —  ̂ ^
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[129] The author ?  said: Any woman that gives herself to a man (in 
marriage), she is indeed not lawful for him. They both should be punished if 

he had anything (of sexual intercourse) with her except with a guardian, two 
just witnesses and a dowry.

COMMENTARY

Marriage is only valid with conditions: such as, (the presence of) a Wall who 

will give her in marriage. A Wall is her close relative. The Prophet M said:

. J-lP \̂,jj 3/) J-lSsJ S

“A marriage (contract) is not valid without a Wall and two 
trustworthy witnesses! ”101

Therefore, it is not permissible for a woman to give herself in marriage. 
Rather, her Wall should give her in marriage. But if she gives herself in 
marriage, the marriage contract is invalid and this is the view of the majority 
of the people of knowledge.

According to the Hanafis, it is permissible for a woman to give herself 
in marriage and the presence of the Wall for the execution of the marriage 
contract is not a condition. However, this view contradicts the proofs and

‘“‘Reported by Imam  Ahmad in al-Musnad (4/394, 413), Abu Dawud (no. 2085), at-Tirmidhi 
(1/203 - 204), ad-Dariml (1/137) at-Tahawi in Sharh Ma'ani al-Athar (2/ 5) from Abl Musa al- 
Ash‘ari (4̂ ).
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what the majority of the people of knowledge are upon. And for the fact that a 
woman may be deficient and stick to a man that is not suitable for her and her 

family because she is a person of emotion and hasty decisions. Thus, the 

matter is reffered to the Wall. Allah the Mighty and Sublime addressed men to 

marry; He says:

“A nd  marry those among you who are single. ” [Qur'an 24: 32]

This address is to the men. He instructed m en to m arry those who do not have 

husbands. The Hadith also stated:

“A marriage (contract) is not valid without a Wall and two 

trustworthy witnesses. ” 102

It is stated in another Hadith that:

“Any woman who marries without her W ali’s permission, her

The Wali will serve as a protector and preventer to her from fraud. The 

Prophet M said addressing the Walis:

“If one whose religion and integrity pleases you comes to you, you 

should m arry to him. ” 104

marriage is void, void, void.” 103

102 Its reference has preceded.
103 Reported by Imam  Ahmad in al-Musnad (6/47), Abu Dawud (no. 2083), at-Tirmidhi 
(1/204), ad-Dariml (2/ 137), at-Tahawi in Shark Ma'anl al-Athar (2/4) from 'A'ishah Z .
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Allah forbade that the Wall should prevent his ward from a suitable person she 

is pleased with. It is not sufficient that she be pleased with him, he should also 
be compatible. These two matters are essential, He should be suitable and she 

should be pleased with him. Compatibility or suitability is not known except 

to men, people of deep understanding. W omen may not know it for they are 
people of emotions and weak minds.

His saying: “Any woman who gives herself to a man (in marriage).” A

woman giving herself (in marriage) to a man is exclusive for the Messenger of 

Allah |j .  Allah the Most High says:

“A nd a believing woman i f  she offers herself to the Prophet and the 
Prophet wishes to marry her - a privilege fo r  you only, not fo r  the (rest 
of) the believers. ” [Qur'an 33: 50] - This is because the Messenger of 
Allah is the Wall to the Ummah.

His saying: “They both should be punished if he had anything (of sexual 
intercourse).” If she marries him without her W all’s permission, they should 
be separated and punished for it because such is an invalid marriage contract.

104 Reported by Ibn Ma'in in his Tarikh (3/40), al-Bukhari in al-Kuna (1/26 no. 206), Ibn Abi 
Asim in al-Ahad wal M uthanl (2/351), at-Tirmidhi in his Sunan (3/395 no. 1085), ad- 
Dawlabi in al-Kuna (1/701 no. 159). At-Tirmidhi said: A  sound but Lone Hadlth."
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[130] FROM THE SIGNS OF THE PEOPLE OF 
MISGUIDANCE IS DEFAMATION OF THE 

COMPANIONS OF THE PROPHET 1

JL̂ -f ^ s -  j t h j  *>3  ̂V «
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[130] The author ?  said: If you find a m an defaming anyone among the 

companions of the Messenger of Allah fg, know that he is a follower of 

desires and of evil speech based on the saying of the Messenger of Allah H: 

“I f  m y companions are mentioned, withhold.”105

The Prophet H  indeed knew the faults that will occur from  them  after his 
death, yet he did not say concerning them  except what is good. And based on 

his saying: “Leave my companions, do not say anything about them except 
what is good106”.

Do not discuss anything of their faults, or crisis or that of which you have no 

knowledge. Do not listen to anyone talking about it, for if you do, your heart

105 Reported by at-Tabarani in al-M ujam  al-Kabir (10/198), Abu N uaym  in Hilyah al-Awliya 

(4/108) from 'Abdullah bn Mas‘ud fife). Hafidh al-‘lraql said in Takhrij al-Ihya (1/50): 
"Collected by at-Tabarani from the narrations of Ibn M as'ud with a sound chain."
106 I did not find who collected it like this with this completing. But Ahmad reported in the 
Musnad (3/266), an-Nasai in al-Kubra (6/271 no 10943), al-Bazzar in his Musnad (no 2779 -  
Kash al-Astar) from Anas (4fc) that the Prophet M said, “ Leave my companions for me. ” Al- 
Haythami said in Majma' az-Zawaid  (10/15): “ Collected by Ahmad and its reporters are 
those of the Sahih.”
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will not remain safe.

COMMENTARY

Among the signs of the people of misguidance and hypocrisy is that they 

defame the companions of M uhammad M > because they hate them, and 
whoever hates them is a hypocrite displaying Iman  and concealing Kufr. This 
is because loving them is Iman  and hating them is Nifaq (hypocrisy) 107 as 

recorded in the Hadith; because they are companions of Allah’s Messenger 

The Prophet enjoined good regarding them and forbade abusing them. 

They are those who aided the Messenger of Allah |g, migrated along with him, 

supported him and sheltered him. Those who migrated are the Muhajirun 

while those who sheltered and supported them were the Ansar. It is a must to 
love, praise and emulate them all.

Whoever defames and disparages them shows by that, that does not 

love the Messenger $i, because where he to love the Messenger of Allah, he 
would love the companions. So none hates them  except one who hates the 

Messenger M and whoever hates the Messenger of Allah M is a disbeliever.

His saying: “Know that he is a follower of desires and evil statement”;
meaning whoever abuses the companions is a person of desires following his 
desires. Allah the Most High says,

107 Al-Bukhari reported in his Sahih (3/1379 no. 3573), Muslim in his Sahih (l/85 no. 74) from 

Anas (4®) from the Prophet (M) that he said: "Loving the Ansar is a sign of Iman and hating 
them is a sign of Nifaq". Al-Bukhari reported in his Sahih (3/1379 no. 3572), Muslim in his 

Sahih (1/85 no. 75) from al-Bara'i (4*) who said that he heard the Prophet (H) saying: "No one 
loves the Ansar except a believer, and none hates them except an hypocrite. Whoever loves 
them, is loved by Allah and whoever hates them is hated by Allah".
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“And who is more astray than one who follows his own lusts, without 
guidance from  Allah ?” [Qur'an 28: 50]

He is a follower of innovation and a person of hypocrisy; every evil is in him. 

The Prophet M said:

ff's Ijl

“If my companions are mentioned, withhold (from abusing them ).”

It is obligatory to be silent about the companions of the Messenger of Allah H  

and not talk about them except what is good, as well to praise them  and not 
delve into their affairs.

His saying: “The Prophet indeed knew the faults that will occur from them 

after his death, yet he did not say concerning them except what is good.”
Infallibility with regard to the companions is in their consensus, so if they are 
agreed (upon an issue), their consensus is infallible and is an explicit proof. 

But if they differ, then one should look at one who has the (preponderance of) 

proof among them.

Individually, they are not free from error; some errors may occur from 

them. However, Allah has forgiven them  and distinguished them  with 

companionship. So they have merit that would cover whatever error that 

occurred from some of them. And that is from some reasons:

Firstly: Such is a M ujtahid  who did not intend error. He only 
exercised jurisprudential deductions but did not attain the truth. They will be 

rewarded and their sins forgiven.

Secondly: They have merits that would cover whatever error that 

occurred from some of them  because Allah is pleased with them, and He 

looked at those who participated in the battle of Badr and said:
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‘Do whatever you wish for I have forgiven you. 108 »

Allah the Glorious and Most High says:

“Indeed, Allah was pleased with the believers when they gave their 

B ay’ah (pledge) to you (O M uham m ad) under the tree.” [Qur'an 48: 

18]

He Most High also said:

-G il |*

“Allah has forgiven the Prophet, the M uhajirun (Muslim emigrants 
who left their homes and came to Al-M adinah) and the Ansar 

(Muslims o f A l-M adinah).” [Qur'an 9: 117]

This is general; Allah has forgiven them. Allah Glorious is He and Most High 
says:

“Those o f you who turned back on the day the two hosts met (i.e. the 
battle o f Uhud), it was Shaytan (Satan) who caused them to backslide

108 Reported by al-Bukhari (3/1095 no. 2845), and Muslim (4/1942 no. 2494) from the Hadlth
of'All fife).
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(run away from  the battlefield) because o f some (sins) they had 
earned. But Allah, indeed, has forgiven them .” [Qur'an 3: 155]

They are forgiven so there should never be any grievance against them.

His saying: “The Prophet M indeed knew the faults that will occur from them 

after his death.” The Prophet M does not know the unseen except what Allah 
informed him of. So, the author's saying: “Indeed he knows”, means based on 

what Allah informed him of. Thus, he |g  said:

Jju

i t

“Verily, whosoever amongst you who shall live after me, will see much 
discord. So hold fast to my Sunnah and the examples of the Rightly- 

Guided caliphs after m e.” 109

Allah informed him that discord will occur. So, he advised them on what to do 

at times of discord and they abided by it. W hen the companions differ in 
anything, they would refer to the Q ur’an and Sunnah. So they would end their 

discord and return to the truth.

“But he did not say anything about them except what is good”: the Prophet M 

praised them in spite of the fact that he was informed of what will occur from 

them after him.

The saying of the Prophet H: “Leave my companions. Do not say except what
is good about them;”110 meaning, avoid criticizing my companions; do not say

109 Its reference had preceeded.
110I didn't find it reported like this in this complete form, Imam  Ahmad however reported in 
al-Musnad (3/266), an-Nasai in al-Kubra (6/271 no. 10943), al-Bazari in his Musnad (no. 
2779 -  Kashful-Astar) from Anas (4s>) that the Prophet M said: "Leave my companions to me".
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except what is good about them. And more explicit and sound than that is the 

Hadlth:

J *ij

“Do not revile my companions. By Him in whose Hand is my life, if 

one of you would have spent (in charity) a pile of gold as big as mount 

Uhud, it would not amount to as much as one mudd  (about 2/3 of a 
kilo) of one of them nor even half of m udd.”111

Therefore a little action from one of them is better than a great action from 
those who came after them  due to their precedence in Islam.

His saying: “Do not discuss anything of their faults or crisis.” Do not discuss 

what took place among them except from the angle of making excuse for 
them.

His saying: “Do not listen to anyone talking about it, for if you do, your heart 

will not remain safe”: Do not listen to those who criticize the companions in 

gatherings or in lessons or any avenue where the companions of Allah’s 

Messenger are criticized. Do not attend such gatherings or continue to listen 
to them. Rather, discontinue and distance yourself from them so that nothing 

enters your heart, and you spite the companions of Allah’s Messenger M and 
hate them and become destroyed.

Al-Haythami said in Majma' az-Zawa'id (10/15): "Ahmad reported it and its narrators are 
those of as-Sahih"
111 Reported by al-Bukhari in his Sahih (3/1343 no. 3470), and Muslim in his Sahih (4/1967
no. 2541) from Abi Sa‘id al-Khudri ( ^ ) .
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[131] The author ?  said: If you hear a m an defaming, rejecting or desiring 
other than the narrations, fault his Islam. Do not doubt that he is a follower 

of desires and an innovator.

[132] And know that the oppression of a leader does not reduce anything 

made obligatory by Allah through the tongue of His Prophet M- His 
oppression is upon himself. Your good deeds and obedience to him  is 
complete, if Allah wills; that is, the congregational prayer, Friday prayer and 

Jihad with them. Cooperate with them  upon every good deed; you will be 

rewarded for your intention.

COMMENTARY

The explanation and commentary of these have preceded, so there is no need 

to repeat it.
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[133] SUPPLICATING FOR THE RULER
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[133] The author ?  said: If you see a man supplicating against the leader, 

know that he is a follower of desires. And if you see a m an supplicating for 
the leader to be upright, know that he is a follower of the Sunnah, if Allah 
wills, based on the saying of Fudayl bin ‘Iyad: “ If I should have a 

supplication that is granted, I will only give it for the leader.”  It was said to 

him: “O Abu ‘All, explain this to us?” He said: “ If I supplicate for myself it 
will not exceed me. But if I supplicate it for the leader, he becomes upright 

and through his uprightness the people and the land become rectified.”

We have been ordered to supplicate for them  to be upright and have not been 
ordered to supplicate against them  even if they are unjust and oppressive. 
This is because their injustice and oppression is (only) against them  while 
their righteousness is for them  and for the (entire) Muslims.

COMMENTARY

This expression is reported from the righteous predecessors: “If you see a man 
supplicating against the leader, know that he is a follower of desires.” This is 

the Khariji and M u 'tazill disposition because the Khawarij and M u 'tazilah are
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those who supplicate against the Muslim leaders. The opposite is what is 
obligatory; to supplicate righteousness and success for them, because in their 

rectification lies the well-being of Islam and the Muslims. So if you supplicate 

for them, you are supplicating for the Muslims because in the leaders 
righteousness is the subject’s well being. This is the M anhaj (methodology) of 

the righteous predecessors: Praying for the righteousness of the leaders.

His saying: “And if you see a man supplicating for the leader for 

righteousness, know that he is a follower of the Sunnah, if Allah wills.” W hen 
you see him supplicating for their rectification, know that he is a follower of 

the Sunnah because this is the guidance of the righteous predecessors with 

regard to the leaders.

His saying: “based on the saying of Fudayl bin ‘Iyad.” Fudayl bin 'Iyad (may 

Allah have mercy on him) is among the great scholars, worshippers and 
ascetics. He made this expression, “If I should have a supplication that would 

be answered, I will give it for the leader.” This is part of sincerity (to the 

Muslim leaders) acting on the saying of the Prophet %.

“The religion is an-Nasihah (sincere advice).

We said: “To whom O Messenger of Allah ?”

He said:

“To Allah, His Books, His Messengers, the Muslim leaders and their
r ii » 112common folk.

112 Reported by Muslim in his Sahih (1/74 no. 55) from the Hadith of Tamim ad-Dari (-*>)
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And from sincerity to the Muslim leaders is supplicating for their rectification, 
and from being insincere to them is supplicating against th em !

T hose  w ho  su pplic ate  for th e  R ulers are  now  condem ned  by

THE FANATICS AND FOLLOWERS OF THE KHAWARIJ

His saying: “we have been ordered to supplicate for them to be upright and 

have not been ordered to supplicate against them even if they are unjust and 

oppressive”: This is because supplication against them is supplication against 

the Muslims, because if the matter deteriorates and the leadership falls, there 
will certainly be bloodshed, chaos, wide spread of evil and suspension of 

prescribed punishments. So there are many evils in his falling. In our 

contemporary time, those who supplicate for the leader are being accused of 
sycophancy by the people of desires among the biased-partisans and followers 

of the Khawarij. So the saying of the author will be applicable to them that 
they are in opposition to the Sunnah and are people of desires. Attention 
should be paid to th is !
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[134] THE MOTHERS OF THE BELIEVERS

[134] The author ?  said: Do not mention anyone among the Mothers of the 
Believers (may Allah be pleased with them) except with good.

COMMENTARY

His saying: “Do not mention anyone among the Mothers of the Believers 
except with good”. The mothers of the Believers are the wives of the Prophet 

H. It was Allah who named them the Mothers of the Believers in His saying - 

Glorious is He:

“The Prophet is closer to the believers than their ownselves, and his 

wives are their (believers') m others...” [Qur'an 33: 6]

The meaning is: their mothers from the angle of esteem, respect and 

prohibition of marrying them after the (death of the) Messenger M- They are 
not their mothers in lineage. It is rather in terms of respect and honour. They 
have the rights of mothers over the Muslims because they are the Prophet’s 
wives. It is therefore obligatory to love them and respect them and not to 

disparage anyone of them.

It is rather from the doctrine of the Rafidah to disparage some of the 

wives of the Prophet and this entails accussing Allah that He selected for 

His Prophet M those who are not suitable for him. It also contains accussing
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the Prophet % that he chose a m other who is not suitable for the believers. 
This is disbelief in Allah 3 k !
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[135] BEING REGULAR WITH THE DAILY 
OBLIGATORY PRAYERS

[135] The author ?  said: If you see a man being regular in the obligatory 
prayers with the ruler and others, know that he is a follower of the Sunnah, if 

Allah the Exalted wills. But if you see a man being negligent of the obligatory 
prayers in congregation even if he is with the leader, know that he is a 

follower of desires.

COMMENTARY

His saying: “If you see a man being regular in the obligatory prayers with the 

ruler and others, know that he is a follower of the Sunnah, if Allah the 

Exalted wills”; meaning if you see a m an being regular with the congregational 
Salah along with the ruler and others, it is a proof that he is among the People 

of Sunnah and Iman. Allah the Most High says:

in Allah and the Last Day; perform as-Salah (Iqamah-as-Saldh), and 

give Zakah... ” [Qur'an 9: 18]

The Mosques o f Allah shall be maintained only by those who believe

The Prophet H  stated regarding a person whose heart is attached to the 
mosques that he is one of the seven Allah will place under His shade (on the 

Day of Resurrection):
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“And a man whose heart is attached to mosques.”113

So frequenting the mosque for the congregational Salah is a sign of Imdn and 

hallmark of the People of Sunnah. But the person who stays away from the 
Salah with the Muslims and holds that the Muslims are not upon the truth, 

and that Salah is not valid with them is undoubtedly bifurcating the Muslim 

community and opposing Allah, His Messenger and the Muslims.

Consequently, you will find that the people of deviant ideologies do 

not come to the mosques nor perform Salah with the Muslims. In fact, some of 
them  consider the Salah of the Muslims invalid. This is a sign of evil, 

deviation, corruption of ‘Aqidah and division. Allah the Most High says:

4  J  j  £

“And whoever contradicts and opposes the Messenger (Muhammad) 
after the right path has been shown clearly to him and follows other 
than the believers' way. We shall keep him in the path he has chosen, 
and burn him in Hell - what an evil destination. ” [Qur'an 4:115]

Hence, it is obligatory upon the Muslims to be with the Muslims. Allah the 
Most High says:

“O you who believe! Be afraid o f Allah, and be with those who are true 
(in words and deeds). ” [Qur'an 9:119]

113 Reported by Al-Bukhari in his Sahih (1/234 no 629), and Muslim in his Sahih (2/715 no.
1031) from Abu Hurayrah (4®).
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A Muslim should be with the Muslims, he should not keep away and isolate 
himself. He should not be with the group that keeps away and is isolated from 

the Muslims. This is a sign of desires, evil, corrupt ideology and deviation.

His saying: “But if you see a man being negligent with the obligatory prayers 
in congregation even if it is with the leader, know that he is a follower of 

desires.” If you see a m an abandoning congregational Salah: if he abandons it 

along with the leader, he is a follower of desires and one of the M u 'tazilah or 

Khawarij who declare the leaders disbelievers because of sin (less than Shirk). 
But if he isolates himself from the congregation prayer along with other than 

the leader, he is a hypocrite because the Prophet s|f said:

. tjULnJl :ij \AsliiJl JlC- . ~ iljlf/dl JjLjI

“The most burdensome prayers for the hypocrites are ‘Isha and Fajr
,,114prayers.

So he considered staying away from Salah as hypocrisy. In fact Abdullah bin 

Mas‘ud (4») said: “ I recall with certainty that no one stayed away from them 
among us except a hypocrite well known for his hypocrisy.” Therefore, this is 

evidence that the person who stays away from the congregational prayers 
without valid excuse is a hypocrite because the hypocrite would stay away 

from Salah especially in the night because then no one will see them. But 

during the day, they would attend because people will see them  and they 

show-off their deeds while concealing disbelief.

114 Its refrence had preceeded.
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[136] THE LAWFUL, THE UNLAWFUL AND THE 
AMBIGUOUS MATTERS
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[136] The author ?  said: The lawful is what you attest to and swear to its 

lawfulness. So also is the unlawful. And whatever disturbs you in your heart 
is an ambiguity.

COMMENTARY

His saying: “The lawful is what you attest to and swear to its lawfulness.” The

Prophet U  said:

“W hat is lawful is clear and what is unlawful is clear, but between 

them are some doubtful things.”115

There are lawful things, in which there is no doubt about, and there are 
unlawful things in which there is no doubt about; and there is the third type, 
which is doubtful not known to be lawful or unlawful. No one knows these 
except the scholars; most people do not know it. W hat is expected (of a 
Muslim) regarding this type is to hold back until the category it belongs 

becomes known. So, you accept what is lawful and avoid the unlawful. The 

Prophet M said:

flj ol ilU- Li

115 Its refrence has preceeded.
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“Sin is that which disturbs your heart and you dislike the people to 

know of it.”116

You will notice that your heart will not feel at ease with it, and your heart not 
feeling ease with it is proof that it is doubtful, so you are required to abandon 

it.

“The lawful is what you attest to and swear to its lawfulness;” meaning, you 

are at ease with it without any doubt regarding it so much so that you can 

swear that it is lawful because it is clear as stated by the Prophet M:

&

“W hat is lawful is clear.”

His saying: “So also is the unlawful.” W hat is unlawful is also clear from 
among what the text indicates its prohibition like the animal that falls dead, 
alcohol and flesh of swine. These are clearly prohibited because Allah has 

forbidden it.

116 Reported by Muslim in his Sahih (4/1980 no. 2553) from an-Nawwas bn Sim 'an (4&).
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[137] PROTECTING THE MUSLIMS

[137] The author ?  said: The concealed is the one whose concealment is 

manifest. And the exposed is the one whose exposure is manifest.

COMMENTARY

His saying: “The concealed is the one whose concealment is manifest. And 
the exposed is the one whose exposure is manifest.” The Muslim is basically 

upright and trustworthy. So do not think evil about him. That is why Allah H  
said:

“O you who believe! Avoid much suspicion; indeed some suspicions 
are sins. ” [Qur'an 49: 12]

The Prophet M said:

“Avoid suspicion for suspicion is the most untrue of speeches.”117

Hence, do not think of a Muslim except good, as long as he does not display 
something contrary. And when you come across his error, you are required to 
conceal it.

117 Its refrence had preceeded.
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“W hoever conceals the fault of a Muslim, Allah will conceal his faults 

in this world and the Hereafter.”118

However, along with advising him, conceal his fault and do not disgrace him. 

Allah the Exalted says:

“Verily, those who like that (the crime of) illegal sexual intercourse 

should be propagated among those who believe, they will have a 
painful torment in this world and in the Hereafter. And Allah knows 

and you know not. ” [Qur'an 24:19]

118 Its refrence has preceeded.
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[138] THE NAWASIB AND THE RAWAFID
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[138] The author ?  said: If you hear a m an saying so and so is Nasibi, then 

know that he is a Rafidi (Shi'a). If you hear a m an saying: So-and-so is 

Mushabbih, or so-and-so speaks with Tashbih then suspect him, and know 

that he is a Jahmi. And if you hear a m an saying: “ Speak about Tawhid, 

explain Tawhid to m e”, know that he is a Khariji, a M u rtazilah. Or he says 

so-and-so is a Mujabbir or he speaks about Ijbdr or about 'Adi, know then 
that he is a Qadari. This is because these names are newly-invented 

introduced by the followers of desires.

COMMENTARY

His saying: “If you hear a m an saying so-and-so is Nasibi.” The N aw asib  are 
those who hate A hlul-B ayt (household of the Prophet) and the R aw afid  accuse 
the A hl as-Sunnah  of hating Ahlul-Bayt, but those who hate A hlul-B ayt are the 
N awasib.

“Know that he is a Rafidi;” because this is the doctrine of the R aw afid  so 
much so that they called the companions N aw asib  because according to their 
claim, they (i.e., the companions of the Prophet) hate A hlul-B ayt and stole the 
Khilafah from th em ! This is what they say - may Allah disfigure them.
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The person who says the Companion or the A h l as-Sunnah  are 
N awasib, this is a proof that he is among the Rawafid. The A hl as-Sunnah  do 

not hate Ahlul-Bayt. They rather love and respect them, and preserve the 

advice of Allah’s Messenger H  regarding them, but they do not go overboard 
like the R aw afid  regarding them, taking them as lords besides Allah, believing 

that they are infallible just as the Shi'ah  believe that their Im am s are infallible 

calling them the ‘Infallible Im am s’ !

The A h l as-Sunnah  neither believe that they are infallible nor go to 

extremes regarding them. They rather place them in their rightful ranks, love 

them due to their relationship to Allah’s Messenger % and also because of 
their Im an. So they love them  for two reasons: Im an  and relationship (to 

Allah’s Messenger H). But if they find relationship without Iman, they will 

not love them. Abu Lahab was the uncle of the Messenger of Allah i t  and he 

will enter the Hellfire because mere relationship does not suffice without 

Iman.

His saying: “If you hear a man saying: So-and-so is Mushabbih, or so-and-so 
speaks with Tashbih then suspect him and know that he is a Jahmi.” This is 

because the Jahm iyyah, M u 'tazilah , A sh a ira h  and M aturid iyyah  hold that 
affirming the Attributes (for Allah) is Tashbih, so they name the A h l as- 

Sunnah who affirm Names and Attributes for Allah al-M ushabbihah  (those 
who compare Allah to the creatures) because they affirm the Attributes (of 

Allah) or call them  M ujassim ah  (those who attribute physical form to Allah) 

because affirming attributes - in their opinion - implies al-Jismiyah (ascribing 
a physical form) to Allah and physical forms resemble. This is their doctrine.

If you see someone saying that, and says: So-and-so is a M ushabbih, so 
and so is M ujassim , know that he is a Jahmi, M u ’ta z ili or one who studies 
under them  among the other sects because they believe that affirmation of the 
established Attributes of Allah is Tashbih  (likening Allah to His creatures) and 

Tajsim  (attributing physical form to Allah).
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His saying: “And if you hear a man saying: ‘Speak about Tawhid, explain 

Tawhid  to me', know that he is a Khariji M u 'tazili.” This is because Taw hid  is 

one of the fundamentals of the M u 'tazilah  and to them, it means negation of 

the Attributes (of Allah).

According to them, affirmation of the Attributes is Shirk and negating 

of the Attributes is Tawhid. So do not think that he intends the Taw hid  that is 
singling Allah for worship. He rather means negation of the Attributes, 
because affirmation of the Attributes according to them denotes Shirk. 

Consequently, they say, the Q ur’an came with Shirk because it affirms Names 
and Attributes to Allah the Mighty and Sublime!

So, this is the Shaykh’s aim -M ay Allah shower blessings on him; he 

intended the Taw hid  that is based upon the creed o f the M u 'tazilah.

As for the Taw hid  that is based upon the creed of the A hl as-Sunnah, it 
is singling Allah for worship. So if you ask for an explanation of this Taw hid  - 
singling Allah for worship and negation of Shirk - there is nothing wrong with 

it. In fact it is encouraged and noble.

His saying: “Or he says so-and-so is M ujabbir or talks about Ijbar -  
predestination or 'Adi, know then that he is a Qadari.” Furthermore, among 

the fundamentals of the M u 'tazilah  is a l-‘A d l (justice), which is negation of 
Q adar because they say, ‘were we to affirm Q adar, we would ascribe injustice 
to Allah, in the sense that He would be punishing them (the sinners) for what 
He has decreed for them.

We say to them: ‘Allah does not punish them based on Qadar. Rather, 
He only punishes them based on their deeds, disbelief and Shirk. He does not 
punish them because He decreed it on them. He punishes them as a result of 
their deeds, Shirk and sins. Therefore, the recompense is based on the deeds 
and not Qadar.

So Allah does not reward anyone because He decreed that He would 
be a believer till he actually believes and acts upon Imdn. Similarly, He does
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not punish anyone merely because He decreed him to commit sin till he 
actually commits the sin and the reason for the punishment.

Therefore, reward and torm ent are tied to the slaves’ deeds and are 

never to Qadar. So if you see a person saying: So-and-so is Jabari, then know 

that he is a M u ‘ta z ili because the M u 'tazilah  say a person is free, he creates his 

own deeds and nothing is decreed on h im ! They say he did this on his own 

without Allah decreeing it for him. And they describe as Jabari whoever says 
that the slaves’ actions are based on Allah’s Qadar.

His saying: “This is because these names are newly-invented introduced by 

the people of innovations. ” They were introduced by the people of innovation 

such as the Shi'ah, Jahm iyyah  and M u 'tazilah. As for the People of Sunnah , 

they do not enter into these matters except as necessitated by the Book and 
Sunnah. They affirm Names and Attributes for Allah, affirm Q adar  and 

believe in it. They do not say that a slave is compelled or injustice is imposed 
upon him from Allah the Mighty and Sublime. And they do not say that 
affirming Allah's attributes is Shirk and Tashbih. None says this except the 

people of innovation.
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[139] SOME COMMENTS ON THE STATEMENTS 
OF IBN MUBARAK
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[139] The author ?  said: ‘Abdullah bin Mubarak ?  said: “ Do not take 

anything concerning the Shi'ah from the people of Kufah or anything 

regarding uprising from the people o f Sham or anything about Qadar 
(predestination) from the people of Basra or anything on Irjd from the 

people of Khurasan or anything concerning currency exchange from the 
people of Makkah or anything about music from the people of Madinah. Do 
not take any of these from them.”

COMMENTARY

The saying of Abdullah bin al-Mubarak, “Do not take anything concerning 

the Shi'ah from the people of Kufah.” This is because most of the Shi'ah came 
from Kufah. So do not take anything of their creed from them such as 
defaming the companions and going overboard regarding Ahlul-Bayt.

Then he said: “Or anything regarding uprisings from the people of Sham.”
The apparent meaning of the author’s statement is that the Khawarij are 
largely from the people of Syria. So his saying, “regarding uprisings” means 
revolting against the leader and fighting the Muslims. However, this is
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questionable because the Khawarij are in Iraq and not in Syria, or perhaps he 

intended their (i.e the people of Sham) war with ‘All (4&).

Then he said: “or anything about Qadar from the people of Basrah.” Because 

the doctrine of Vtizal (upon which are the M u ‘tazilah), emerged from Basrah, 
and Sufism emerged from the people of Basrah.

He stated further: “or anything on Irja from the people of Khurasan. ” This is 
because Irja emerged from the region of Khurasan which is one of the regions 

of Persia. It was a wide region with scholars, abundant good and good 
customs. However, the creed of Irja sprang from there. A l-Irja’ means 

excluding action from the reality of I m d n .  They say action is not included in 

I m d n .  So a person is a believer even if he does not perform any deed as long as 
he believes with his heart. Some of them say, as long as he believes with his 

heart and utters it with his tongue. Yet others say even if he does not believe 
with his heart as long as he merely knows, he is a believer!

Action is not included in I m d n  according to all the M urjiah  sects! A 
person is a believer even if he does not perform a deed. This is the creed of the 

MurjVah and is a false creed because I m d n  is statement of the tongue, belief of 

the heart and action of the limbs. I m d n  is made up of these three matters 
because whoever believes with his heart without professing it with his tongue, 
such is the status of the disbelievers, for they know the truthfulness of the 

Messenger If; the Jews and Christians knew the truthfulness of the Messenger 

fg but they are not believers merely because of their knowledge or their belief 
with the heart without professing it with the tongue.

Some of them (i.e., the M urji'ah ) say uttering with the tongue is 
sufficient even if one does not believe. This would imply that the hypocrites 

are believers. But Allah M  negated I m d n  from them. The Most High says:
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“They say with their tongues what is not in their hearts. ” [Qur'an Al- 
Fath: 11]

His saying: “or anything on currency exchange from the people of Makkah.”
As-Sarf refers to transacting/exchange of cash for cash because they were 
lenient about it.

His saying: “or anything about music from the people of Madinah.” This is 

because among them  are those who permit music not seeing anything wrong 
with it. So nothing should be taken from them regarding from them.
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[140] LOVING THE COMPANIONS

[140] The author ?  said: If you find a man loving Abu Hurayrah, Anas bin 

Malik, Usayd bin al-Hudayr,119 know that he is a person of the Sunnah -  By 
Allah's leave. And if you see a man who loves Ayyub120, Ibn ‘Awn121, Yunus 

bin ‘Ubayd122, 'Abdullah bin Idris al-Awdi123, ash-Sha‘bI124, Malik bin

119 See their biographies in the order (listed) in al-Isabah f i  Tamyiz A sm au as-Sahabah (1/7, 

126/425, 1/83)
120 Ayub bin Abi Tamimah Kaysan as-Sakhtayani, Abu Bakr al-Basri, Thiqah, Thabt, Hujjah 
from the Senior Jurists and an ardent worshipper. He died in 131 A.H at age 65. See: Taqrib 

at-Tahdhlb (pg. 117 ).
121 ‘Abdullah bin ‘Awn bin Artaban Abu ‘Awn al-Basri, Thiqah, Thabt, Fadil from the 
contemporaries of Ayub in knowledge, deed and age. He died 150 A.H. See: Taqrib at- 

Tahdhib (pg 317).
122 Yunus bin ‘Ubayd bin Dinar al-‘Abdi Abu Ubayd al-Basri, Thiqah, Thabt, Fadil, God

fearing, died 139A.H. See: Taqrib at-Tahdhib (pg 613).
123 ‘Abdullah bin Idris bin Yazid bin ‘Abdurahman al-Awdi, Abu Muhammad al-Kufi, 

Thiqah, Faqih, ‘Abid, died 192 A.H, aged 70+. See: Taqrib at-Tahdhib (pg 295).
124 ‘Amir bin Sharahil ash-Sha‘bI, Abu ‘Amr, Thiqah well-known, Faqi, Fadil. Makhul said: “I 
never saw anyone more reliable than him ”. He died after 100 A.H. He was about 80 years old. 

Taqrib at-Tahdhib (pg 287).
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Mighwal125, Yazid bin Zuray‘126, Mu'adh bin Mu'adh127, Wahb bin Jarir128, 
Hammad bin Salamah129, Hammad bin Zayd130, Malik bin Anas, al- 

Awza'i131, Za’idah bin Qudamah132, know that he is a follower of the Sunnah. 
If you see a man who loves Ahmad bin Hanbal, al-Hajjaj bin al-Minhal133, 
Ahmad bin Nasr134 - speaks well about them and says what they said, know 

that he is a follower of the Sunnah.

COMMENTARY

His saying: “If you find a man loving Abu Hurayrah. . .” It is obligatory to love 

the entire companions as it has been m entioned earlier, as it is part of Imdn.

125 Malik bin Migwal al-Kufi, Abu ‘Abdullah: Thiqah, Thabt, died 159 A.H. Taqnb at-Tahdhib
(pg 518).

1-6 Yazid Zuray1 al-Basri Abu M u‘awiyah: Thiqah, Thabt, died 182 A.H. Taqrib at-Tahdhib 

(pg 601).
127 M u'adh bin M u'adh bin Nasr bin Hisaan al-‘Anbari Abu Muthanna al-Basri al-Qadi: 
Thiqah Mutqin, died 196H. Taqrib at-Tahdhib (pg 536).

128Wahb bin Jarir bin Hazim bin Zayd, Abu‘Abdullah al-Azdi al-Basri, Thiqah, died ... 200 
A.H. Taqrib at-Tahdhib (pg 585).
129Hammad bin Salamah bin Dinar al-Basri Abu Salamah, Thiqah, ‘Abid, most reliable 
regarding (narrations from) Thabit, died 167 A.H , Taqrib at-Tahdhib (pg 178).
13°Hammad bin Zayd bin Dirham al-Azdi al-Jahdami, Abu Isma'il, al-Basri, Thiqah, Sabt, 
Faqih. He was said to be blind, perhaps he was suddenly afflicted as it was autthentially 
reported that he used to write. He died 179 A.H and was 81 years old. Taqrib at-Tahdhib (pg 
178).
131 ‘Abdur-Rahman bin ‘Amr al-Awza‘I, Abu ‘Amr al-Faqih: Thiqah, Jalil, died 157 A.H, 
Taqrib at-Tahdhib (pg 347).
132 Za’idah bin Qudamah ath-Thaqafi, Abu as-Sult, al-Kufi, Thiqah, Thabit, Sahibu Sunnah, 
died 160 A.H or afterwards. Taqrib at-Tahdhib (pg 213).
133 Al-Hajaj bin Minhal al-Anmati, Abu Muhammad as-Sulami, their Mawla, al-Basri, Thiqah, 
Fadil, died 116 or 117 A. H. Taqrib at-Tahdhib (pg 153).
134Adh-DhahabI said in Siyyar A 'lam  an-Nubala’i (1 1 / 166): The great Imam, ash-Shahid, Abu 
‘Abdullah Ahmad bin Nasr bin Malik bin al-Haythamn al-Khaza‘i, al-MarwazI, thereafter al- 
Bagdadi. He was a commander to goodness, outspoken (in support of the) truth. He was 
unjustly killed in 131 A.H. See Taqrib at-Tahdhib (pg 85).
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However, there are some among the companions whom the people of desires, 

such as defame Abu Hurayrah (4fe>) - the reporter of Hadith who reported so 

m any Ahadlth  from the Prophet U. As for them, the preservation of the 

Sunnah enrages them. So, they hate Abu Hurayrah due to his concern for 

reporting Hadith and preserving m any Ahadlth  of Allah’s Messenger f j  for the 

Ummah. They hate him  because of this.

“And Anas bin Malik” - The Prophet’s servant.

“And Usayd bin al-Hudayr” al- Ansari. They hate these people because they 

possess some virtues that they are distinguished by, excluding others among 

the companions of Allah’s Messenger |g.

His saying: “And if you see a man who loves Ayyub, Ibn ‘Awn, Yunus bin 

‘Ubayd, 'Abdullah bin Idris al-Awdi, ash-Sha‘bI, Malik bin Mighwal, Yazid 

bin Zuray‘, Mu'adh bin Mu'adh, Wahb bin Jarir, Hammad bin Salamah, 

Hammad bin Zayd, Malik bin Anas, al-Awza'i, Za’idah bin Qudamah, know 

that he is a follower of the Sunnah.” This is because these people are among 
the reporters of the Sunnah, preservers of Hadith and scholars of al-Jarh and 

at-T a’deel (i.e., the science criticizing and commending individuals, groups 
etc.). So the person who hates them  hates their good deeds, which is 
preservation of the Sunnah and their concern for it; its chain of narrators, 

reporters and warding off lies and fabrication about it. They do not hate them 
except because of their preserving the Sunnah; A  noble action through which 

Allah preserved this Sunnah of His Messenger M-

His saying: “If you see a man who loves Ahmad bin Hanbal, al-Hajjaj bin al- 
Minhal, Ahmad bin Nasr - speaks well about them and says what they said, 
know that he is a follower of the Sunnah.” They are the Imams who were tried 
regarding the saying that "the Q ur’an is created" and they refused to say so.
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During the time of al-Ma’mun, al-M u’tasim and al-Wathiq, they were put to 

trial because of the M u'tazilah  who became close to the leaders and 

consultants to them. So they influenced them and introduced the creed of 
Vtizal to them. They gave them  the verdict to compel people to say that the 

Q ur’an is created leading to great trials. Imam  Ahmad took a position of 
firmness and lofty m ountain and they could not achieve their aim through 
him.

He resisted, stood firm and was patient over the humiliation and 
imprisonment till Allah gave victory to this religion through him  and subdued 

these hypocrites.

Some scholars they killed like Ahmad bin Nasr, Ibn N uh135 and 
others, they killed those who refused to say the Q ur’an was created. Imam  

Ahmad was torm ented and the Mu 'tazilah requested he be killed, but Allah 

saved him from being killed and prevented the Khallfah from killing him. 
However, they agonised and harm ed him but he was patient till Allah 

supported him with al-Mutawwakil Ibn Al-M u’tasim. He stopped the 
hardship being afflicted upon him, honoured him and manifested the Sunnah 

? .  This is the Sunnah of Allah that ease comes after hardship:

“So verily, with the hardship, there is relief. Verily, with the hardship, 
there is relief. ” [Qur'an 94: 5-6]

135 Muhammah bin Nuh bin Maymuun bin ‘Abdulhamld bin Abi Rijal al-Tjli. His father was 
popularly called al-Madrub. He was one of those known with the Sunnah and those known in 
the days of Mihnah (The Trial of saying that the Q ur’an was created). Al-Ma’mun requested 
that he be brought to him alongside Imam  Ahmad and a host of others but he died on the way 
in the year, 218 A.H. Tariikh Bagdad (3/322).
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[141] IF YOU SEE A MAN SITTING WITH THE 
FOLLOWERS OF DESIRES

[1 4 1 ] The author ?  said: If you see a man sitting with the followers of 
desires, warn him and educate him. But if he sits with him after having 

known, stay away from him because he is (equally) a follower of desires.

do not follow the Q ur’an and Sunnah, they only follow their heart desire. If the 

Q ur’an and Sunnah contradict their desires, they abandon the Q ur’an and 
Sunnah, and accept whatever agrees with their desires, not out of Imdn  in it 

but because it agrees with their desires.

This is the way of the Jews because they would only obey the 
messengers in what agrees with their desires and whatever disagrees with their 
desires, they disagree with the messenger concerning it. They either killed or 

rejected them as stated by Allah, the Most High:

“Whenever there came to them a Messenger with what they themselves 
desired not - a group o f them they called liars and others among them  

they killed. ” [Qur'an 5: 70]

He stated regarding the hypocrite in this Ummah:

COMMENTARY

The people of desires are those who follow their desires and inclinations. They
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“And when they are called to Allah (i.e. His Words, the Q ur’an) and 
His Messenger, to judge between them lo ! a party o f them refuse (to 

come) and turn away. But i f  the right is with them, they come to him  

willingly with submission. ” [Qur'an 24: 48-49]

This is the way of the people of desires in the past and present. According to 

them, the yardstick for the truth is what agrees with their desires and whatever 
disagrees with their desires is falsehood even if it was Jibrll who brought it to 
Muhammad: for them, it is falsehood!

This is their way and this is what the misguided sects in this Ummah 
are upon; they do not accept what has been reported from the Messenger of 

Allah M- In fact, they do not accept what has been reported in the Q ur’an and 
Sunnah that disagrees with their way and desires. They either misinterpret, 
distort or reject it. This is their way.

The author ?  is saying; you should beware of sitting with those 
people because they will influence you, and you may become pleased with 

their way, becoming one of them. So distance yourself from them, do not sit 
with the people of innovations regardless of whether it is creed-based like the 

Jahmiyyah, M u 'tazilah and others among the people of innovations, or an 
innovation in worship like those who worship Allah based on ignorance and 
misguidance. They practice piety and asceticism but without proof and 
guidance.

This is applicable to the Sufis and those who agree with them among 

those who are innovators in worship. Some innovations may even be lesser.

Innovations differ but are all evil, they should not be tolerated. One 
should not say this is a little innovation. Do not be lenient with innovations
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because they are like sparks of fire, if it is left it will burn what is around it, but 
if extinguished, people will be saved from its evil. Innovations are like that as 

well. Therefore, Muslims m ust beware of innovators (in the religion) and 

they should not think well of them or be deluded with physical appearances, 
saying that these people are people of worship, people of Tawbah. These 

people soften the hearts; these people are people of Dhikr; these people make 
the sinners repent as it is being said regarding the Tabllgh group. As long as 

they are Sufis, innovators, do not be beguiled by them.

His saying: “If you see a man sitting with the followers of desires, warn him.”
If you see a man sitting with innovators, be cautious of him because his sitting 
with them is a proof that he loves them and is friendly with them  and they 
have, perhaps, influenced him. An individual is a product of the company he 

keeps. The person who sits with good people, such is a proof that he loves 
good and its people, but the one who sits with evil people, it is proof, as well, 

that he loves evil and its people. Allah the Most High says:

“A nd when you (M uhammad) see those who engage in a false 
conversation about Our Verses (o f the Q ur’an) by mocking at them, 
stay away from  them till they turn to another topic. A nd i f  Shaytan 
(Satan) causes you to forget, then after the remembrance sit not you in 
the company o f those people who are the Zdlimiin (polytheists and  

wrongdoers, etc.). ” [Qur'an 6: 68]

Allah the Most High also said:
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“A nd it has already been revealed to you in the Book (this Qur’an) 
that when you hear the Verses o f Allah being denied and mocked at, 
then sit not with them, until they engage in a talk other than that; (but 
i f  you stayed with them) certainly in that case you would be like 

them. ” [Qur'an 4: 140]

He commanded His Prophet H  to sit with good people. The Most High says:

“A nd keep yourself (O M uhammad) patiently with those who call on 
their Lord (i.e. your companions who remember their Lord with 
glorification, praising in prayers, etc., and other righteous deeds, etc.) 
morning and afternoon, seeking His Face, and let not your eyes 
overlook them, desiring the pom p and glitter o f the life o f the world.” 
[Qur'an 18: 28]

So Allah instructed him to sit with Bilal, Ammar, and Salman - the poor 
companions -  and not to sit with the chiefs of Quraysh and others. The 

Prophet §$ used to sit with them longing and yearning for their Imdn and love; 
but Allah forbade him from such because they said: Drive away these people 
from us so that we will sit and listen to you. Due to the eagerness of the
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Prophet |g  for good, he thought of creating another gathering for these weak 

(companions) in response to the request of the chiefs among the Quraysh 
desiring their Islam. So Allah forbade him  that before he did it. He said:

“A nd obey not him  whose heart We have made heedless o f Our 
Remembrance, one who follows his own lusts and whose affair (deeds) 

has been lost. ” [Qur'an 18: 28]

This is because Allah knows that these people will neither accept (Islam) nor 

believe (in Allah). So Allah says to him:

“A nd turn not away those who invoke their Lord, morning and  
afternoon seeking His Face. You are accountable fo r  them in nothing, 
and they are accountable fo r  you in nothing, that you may turn them  

away, and thus become o f the Zalim un (unjust). ” [Qur'an 6: 52]

His saying: “educate him. But if he sits with him after having known, stay 
away from him because he is (equally) a follower of desires.” The meaning is 
that you should advise him  against sitting with evil people; if he does not 
accept the advice, avoid him because he is knowingly sitting with a follower of 

innovation not out of ignorance.
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[142] THE QUR'ANIYYAH
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[142] The author ?  said: If you hear a man to whom the Sunnah is brought 
but rejects it; rather he wants the Qur’an [alone]. Do not doubt that he is a 
man that hypocrisy is embodied in. Get up and leave him.

COMMENTARY

There is a group called al-Q ur’aniyyah who claim to used only the Q ur’an as 

proof and reject the Sunnah. This people are hypocrites because acting upon 
the Sunnah is the same as acting upon the Q ur’an. Allah the Most High says:

“A nd whatsoever the Messenger (M uhammad) gives you, take it; and 
whatsoever he forbids you, abstain (from it). ” [Qur'an 59: 7]

This is because the Sunnah interprets and explains the Q ur’an. Allah the Most 
High stated:

“And We have also sent down unto you (O M uham m ad) the reminder 
and the advice (the Q ur’an), that you may explain clearly to men 
what is sent down to them. ” [Qur'an 16: 44]
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The Prophet H  had indeed informed about these al-Qur’aniyyah sect. He 
stated:
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“A time will come when a bellyful (proud person) will be sitting on his 

cushion saying: The Q ur’an is sufficient for us; whatever is permitted 

therein, we would consider it permisible; and whatever is unlawful 
therein, we would consider it unlawful. ”

The Prophet M said:

.aju> Olyii1 j ' 0)5 ^

it.

Undoubtedly, I have been given the Q ur’an and its like along with
.>136

Allah M  said:

“Nor does he speak o f (his own) desire. It is only a Revelation 

revealed. ” [Qur'an 53: 3-4]

Therefore Ahadlth  are (also) revelation from Allah M  even though the 

wordings are from the Messenger of Allah Ufa. However, their meanings are 
from Allah the Mighty and Sublime. So the person who uses the Q ur’an, as a

136 Reported by Imam  Ahmad in al-Musnad (4/132), ad-Darimi in his Sunan (1/153 no. 
586), Abu Dawud in his Sunan (4/200 no. 4604), at-Tirmidhi in his Sunan (5/35 no. 
2664), Ibn Majah in his Sunan (1/6 no. 12), Ibn Hibban in his Sahih ( 1/189 no. 12), al- 
Hakim in al-Mustadrak ‘ala as-Sahihayn (1/191), and others from al-Miqdam bin Ma'dI 
Kariba. At-Tirmidhi said: Sound and Lone, Al-Hakim said, “Its chain is authentic”.
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proof - as he claims - without using the Sunnah is a Zindiq, meaning a 

Munafiq (hypocrite). This is the meaning of the author’s saying: “Hypocrisy is 
embodied in him. ”

His saying: “Get up and leave him ”: Do not sit with him  because some people 

say this person uses the Q ur’an as proof and will be deceived by him, while he 

does not use the Q ur’an as proof because the Q ur’an ordered that the Sunnah 
be taken. So he does not use the Q ur’an as proof. He only intends concealment 
and to deceive the people.
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[143] WARNING AGAINST THE PEOPLE OF DESIRE

[143] The author ?  said: Know that all desires are evil as they all invite 
toward uprisings. The worst and the most disbelieving of them are the 

Shi'ah, the M u ftazilah and the Jahmiyyah. For they indeed intend distortion 

(of Allah’s Names and Attributes) as well as heresy for the people.

COMMENTARY

His saying: “Know that all desires are evil.” A l-A hw a’ (desires) is whatever 
disagrees with the Q ur’an and Sunnah of creeds, opinions and thoughts. So 

everything that disagrees with the Q ur’an and Sunnah of opinions, creeds, 
thoughts, partisanship and the like is part of desires. Allah the Most High says:

“But i f  they answer you not (i.e. do not believe in your doctrine o f  
Islamic Monotheism, nor follow  you), then know that they only follow  
their own lusts. A nd who is more astray than one who follows his own 

lusts, w ithout guidance from  Allah  ?” [Qur'an 28: 50]

W hat is obligatory upon a Muslim is to follow what has been reported from 

Allah and His Messenger, he should not follow his heart desires or what so and 
so said. It is obligatory to refer people’s saying to the Q ur’an and Sunnah. 
Whatever agrees with them should be taken and whatever disagrees with them
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should be abandoned. Such a person is a follower of the truth. As for the one 
who moves along with the people wherever they go and becomes a blind 

follower without thinking about what they are upon nor examining what they 

are upon is a person of desires following his desires.

T he P eople of D esires In v it e  to U pr isin g s

His saying: “As they all invite towards the use of the sword;” That is, desires 
invite towards Fitnah. The wars and division that took place among the 

Muslims came from the followers of desires such as the M u 'tazilah, Khawarij 
and others. They were the ones who caused the Fitnah. Fitan (tribulations) 

only came from them and were as a result of them.

W ho killed ‘Uthm an (4s>)? W ho killed 'All (4®)? W ho ignited the 
Fitnah among the Muslims afterwards other than the followers of desires? 

W ho incited al-M a’m un and those who came after to test the people of 
Sunnah so much so that their Imam  Ahmad bin Hanbal (may Allah have 

mercy on him) was pulled, beaten and imprisoned other than the people of 

desires? W ho imprisoned Shaykh-ul-Islam Ibn Taymiyyah (may Allah have 
mercy on him) till he died in prison other than the people of desires?

We must therefore beware of these individuals because their evil, at 

the end, will lead to disuniting the Muslims’ and revolting against the 
Muslims’ leader, as well as division of the Muslims’ community, so that they 
would be divided into sects and parties instead of being one Ummah.

His saying: “The worst and most disbelieving of them are the Rawafid, the 

M u'tazilah  and the Jahmiyyah. ” These are the worst of the people of desires. 

At its top are the Rafidah among the Shi'ah. They were named Rafidah 
because they rejected Zayd bin ‘All bin al-Husain when they invited him to 

agree with them in abusing Abu Bakr and 'Um ar. But he said: ‘No, Abu Bakr 

and 'U m ar were the ministers of Allah’s Messenger M ’. So when he disagreed
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with them, they said, ‘In that case we reject you”. So they were named Rafidah 

(rejecters).

The Jahmiyyah are the followers of Jahm bin Safwan, who has been 

repeatedly mentioned. The M u 'tazilah are followers of ‘Amr bin Ubayd and 

Wasil bin Ata’- those who isolated themselves in the gathering of al-Hasan al- 

Basri and do not acquire knowledge from the scholars of Sunnah. So they were 

named M u 'tazilah.

His saying: “For they indeed intend distortion (of Allah’s Names and 

Attributes) as well as heresy for the people.” A t-T a ’til means negation of the 
Names and Attributes (of Allah) and Zandaqah means rejecting the Q ur’an 

and Sunnah and holding on to desires and wishes instead.
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[144-145] THE ONE WHO DEFAMES THE 
COMPANIONS ACTUALLY DEFAMES 

THE PROPHET M

. p  J  Si'iT i t  l i U  S p  U l  4J? p i *  -  4 j

[144] The author ?  said: Know that whoever insults one of the companions 

of Muhammad only intended (to hurt) Muhammad M and he has certainly 
hurt him in his grave.

dJLlp b ti  t0jJL?-l3 j a  iU  p o  i i l j  t o ]

[145] If anything of innovation appears to you from a person, then be 
cautious of him, because that which he hides from you is more than what is 
manifest.

COMMENTARY

His saying: “Know that whoever insults one of the companions of 

Muhammad Meaning whoever reviles the companions of Allah’s 

Messenger H  and disparages them is abusing the Messenger of Allah M 
because they are his companions, supporters and helpers. So defaming them is 

defaming the Messenger of Allah H  because it was the Messenger of Allah M 
who assembled them, walked with them  and managed their affairs. So it is a 

defamation of the Messenger of Allah M that he accompanied evil people. This 
is defamation of the Messenger M-
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They (i.e., the people of desires) say al-Jibt and Taghut refer to Abu 

Bakr and 'Um ar. This is defamation of the Messenger of Allah How

could his two companions and ministers be Jibt and Taghut? Therefore, the 

Messenger neither understands nor knows. We ask Allah for well being. 

Furthermore, the Messenger commended and praised the Companion , so he 

does not know their reality. The Prophet C said:

“Do not revile my companions. By Him in W hose Hand is my life, if 

one of you had spent (in charity) a pile of gold as big as m ount Uhud, 

it would not am ount to as much as one m udd of one of them nor even 

half of m udd (spent in charity).” 137

He praised them. Therefore, it means that the Messenger erred in 

commending and praising them  while they are evil people, Jibt, Taghut and 
disbelievers. This is defamation of the Messenger of Allah. In fact, it is a 

defamation of the Q ur’an. Allah the Most High says:

“Indeed, Allah was pleased with the believers when they gave their 

B ay‘ah (pledge) to you (O M uham m ad) under the tree.” [Qur'an 48: 

18]

The Most High also said:

137Reported by al-Bukhari in his Sahih (3/1343 no. 3470), and Muslim in his Sahih (4/1967 no.

2541) from AbiSa'id al-Khudri (4b).
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“Allah has forgiven the Prophet, the M uhajirun (Muslim emigrants 

who left their homes and came to Al-M adinah) and the Ansar 

(Muslims o f Al-M adinah) who followed him (M uhammad) in the time 

o f distress (Tabuk expedition, etc.). ” [Qur'an 9:117]

The Most High says:

... K£- alii

A nd the first to embrace Islam o f the M uhajirun (those who migrated 

from  M akkah to Al-M adinah) and the Ansar (the citizens o f Al- 

Madinah who helped and gave aid to the M uhajirun) and also those 
who followed them exactly (in Faith); Allah is well-pleased with them 

as they are well-pleased with Him. ” [Qur'an 9: 100]

Therefore, this is defamation of the Qur’an that praised and commended 
them. Whoever possesses an atom weight of Iman  will not revile the 
Companion.

His saying: “Know that he only intended (to hurt) Muhammad M and he has 
certainly hurt him in his grave.” Whoever reviles the Companions has indeed 

harmed the Prophet M in his grave, because he (the Prophet) is not pleased 
that his companions be reviled. Allah the Most High says:
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“Verily, those who annoy Allah and His Messenger, Allah has cursed 

them in this world, and in the Hereafter, and has prepared fo r  them a 

humiliating torment. ” [Qur'an 33: 57]

So the person who reviles the Companion has indeed harm ed Allah and His 
Messenger. And this is not restricted to the lifetime of the Messenger of Allah 

It. Rather, it hurts him  while he is in his grave after his death - ' alayhis-salatu 

was-salam. And whoever does this is cursed:

“Allah has cursed them in this world, and in the Hereafter, and has 

prepared fo r  them a humiliating torment. ” [Qur'an 33: 57]

We ask Allah for well-being.
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[146] SITTING WITH THE SINFUL AND THE 
INNOVATOR

UL«il3 jjjjlaJl *^3  J l3  ~■  ̂ t  T
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[146] If you see a man from among the followers of Sunnah with evil manner 

and words, defiantly disobedient, wicked, sinful and straying; but is upon the 
Sunnah, accompany him and sit with him for his sin will not harm you.

COMMENTARY

His saying: “If you see a man from among the followers of Sunnah with evil 
manner and words, defiantly disobedient, wicked, sinful and straying; but is 

upon the Sunnah, accompany him .” Your accompanying a sinful follower of 
the Sunnah and sitting with him is better than sitting with an innovator, 

because a sinner knows he is sinner and hopes to repent, contrary to the 
innovator; for he believes he is upon the truth and will not repent. Mostly, 

innovators do not repent because they consider themselves upon the truth.

This does not mean that you should be sitting with sinners. It simply 
means sitting with a sinner from the people of the Sunnah is better than sitting 
with innovators, even if they apparently display devoutness and righteousness. 

This is the author’s aim ? .  There is no doubt that innovation is evil and 
dearer to Shaytan than sin because an innovator does not repent from it, 
contrary to a sinful person; he hopes to repent from it because he believes it is 
a sin and he is shy of it and does expose it, unlike an innovator.
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His saying: “But he is upon the Sunnah, accompany him;” That is, (a sin) that 
does not remove one from Islam. He is only guilty of major sins other than 

Shirk but with no innovation. Your sitting with him  is less evil than sitting 

with an innovator, even if the innovator displays righteousness and piety. Just 
as I have mentioned, this does not mean that the Shaykh is saying that you 

should sit with sinful people. He is only making a comparison between the evil 
of sitting with a sinner and that of sitting with an innovator. The evil of sitting 

with an innovator is worse than sitting with a sinner. How about a follower 

and adherent of the Sunnah ? If sitting with a sinful follower of the Sunnah is 
better than sitting with an innovator, how about sitting with a righteous 

follower and adherent of the Sunnah ? Such a person is a righteous companion.

His saying: “For his sin will not harm you;” This is because his sin is upon 

him . This is from the angle of comparison. However, the innovation of an 

innovator will harm  you. As for the sinner, his sin will not harm  you.
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[...] NOT BEING DECEIVED WITH THE WORSHIP OF 
THE INNOVATOR

^  ‘lSjA o^UaJIj Ui^A^a siU*)t (J
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But if you see a m an who strives hard  in worship, abstentious, being 
continual in worship who is a follower of desires, do not sit with him  nor 

listen to his speech nor walk with him  on a road, for I do not guarantee that 
you will not eventually become accustomed to his way and be destroyed 
together with him

COMMENTARY

His saying: “But if you see a man who strives hard  in worship,abstentious, 
being continual in worship who is a follower of desires, do not sit with him, 
nor listen to his speech.” Do not be beguiled by an innovator because he 

displays devotedness, piety, asceticism, abstemiousness and observes Salah in 

the night as long as he is a man of desires and innovation; do not be lenient 
with him. Stay away from him. As some of the righteous predecessors have 
said:

.jjpi; J  jL^-I j * ili, j  iUajil

“Iqtisad regarding the Sunnah is better than striving upon 
innovation.”138

138Reported by at-Tabarani in al-Mu'jam al-Kablr (No. 10337), Muhammad bin Nasr in Kitdb 

as-Sunnah (No. 75), Ibn Battah in al-Ibanah (No 256) from ‘Abdullah bin M as'ud (.#>) in 
M awquf form.
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His saying: “Nor walk with him on a road.” This is related to caution against 

accompanying and sitting with the innovators as m entioned previously. The 

Messenger M also warned against such. He said:

jyh\ fit I

“Beware of newly-invented m atters.”139

The word Iyyakum, beware is a caution. He said:

“The worst o f affairs are the newly-invented ones.”140

Therefore, innovation is worst than sin and an innovator is worst than a 

sinner. Thus, it is obligatory to pay attention to this matter.

“Nor walk with him on a road;” This is because he will influence and involve 
you in innovation especially since you think well of him  due to what he 
displays of piety, devoutness and asceticism. So his innovation will affect you. 

He is therefore very dangerous. Just as the similitude given by the Prophet I t  
of a righteous companion with a seller of musk, he either gives you from his 
musk, you buy from him or you geta pleasant scent from him as long as you 

are with him. If you do not get anything from him,either through gift or 

purchase, you will certainly get the musk scent while sitting with h im .141

139 Its reference has preceeded.
140 Its reference has preceeded.
141 Reported by al-Bukhari in his Sahih (2/741 no. 1995) and Muslim in his Sahih {A/2026 no. 

2628) from Abu Musa al-Ash‘ari (4») who said: “The Prophet (H) said, ‘The similitude of the 
righteous companion and an evil companion is like a seller of musk and a blower of bellows. 
You will not miss with the seller of musk; you either purchase it or get the fragrance from him. 
But the blower of bellows either burns you, your cloth or you obtain an offensive odour from 

him.’”
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As for an evil companion he is like a blower of bellows; he either burns your 
cloth or you get offensive odour from him.

T he T abligh  J a m a ‘ah

This is applicable to theTabligh group about whom many are deluded today 

because of what is seen of them  such as devoutness and making the sinners 
repent - as they say - and the strong influence on whoever accompanies them. 

However, they bring the sinner from sin into innovation and innovation is 
worst than sin! A sinner among the people of Sunnah is better than a 

worshipper from the people of innovation. So take note of this; I have not said 
this in dislike of the good that is with them  - if there is even good in them -  I 

have said this out of dislike for innovation because innovation takes away 
good deeds.

The innovations that are with the Jama 'ah Tabligh have been 

m entioned by those who accompanied them and then repented from such, 
and have authored so many books to warn against them, explaining their 

innovations. The fact that Shaykh M uhammad bin Ibrahim gave permission to 

some of them to do Da 'wah in the Kingdom at the beginning was because 

their affairs were not clear to him. But when what they are upon became clear 

to him, he gave them a serious and profound refutation as contained in his 

M ajm u' Fatawa142. He gave them the condition of inviting (others) towards 
Tawhld but they did not fulfil the condition.

S h a yk h  ‘A b d u l-A z iz  b in  B a z  c h a n g e d  h is  v ie w  a b o u t  t h e  
TablighJa m a ‘a h

Similarly, the fact that Shaykh bin Bdz praised them at first was because their 
condition was not clear to him. But when their affair became clear to him, he 
retracted this and said: “They should not be followed in their outings except

142 See: Majmu Fatawa of Shaykh Muhammad bin Ibrahim (1/227).
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by the one who intends to invite them to the truth and Tawhid and repudiate 
the conditions upon which they are.”143

This was what he stated (may Allah have mercy on him) in spite of the 

fact that a person of innovation does not accept Da 'wah. So also is a follower 

of a (false) methodology; he will not retract from his methodology that he took 
oath of allegiance from his Shaykh (to follow).

His saying: “For I do not guarantee that you will eventually become 

accustomed to his way and be destroyed together with him .” This is the end
result if you walk with him, sit with him  and become delighted with his 

condition; he will afflict you with his innovation and you will become pleased 

with it and be destroyed with him, becoming an innovator. The danger from 
the innovators is severe and they are so many these days. However, it is 
obligatory to know what innovation is because according to some people, 

everything is an innovation. Innovation has guidelines. So if it is verified that 

what he is upon is innovation, do not sit with him  nor accompany him.

143See: Majmu Fatawaand various articles of Shaykh' Abdul' Aziz bin Baz (8/ 296)
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[...] WARNING AGAINST SITTING W ITH THE 
PEOPLE OF INNOVATIONS
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Yunus bin ‘Ubayd saw his son coming out from (the house of) a follower of 
desires and said to him: ‘O my son! Where are you coming from?’ He said: 
‘From ‘Amr bin ‘Ubayd, thereupon he said: ‘O my son, that I see you come 
out of the house of a shameless person, is dearer to me than to see you come 

out from the house of so-and-so. O my son! For you to meet Allah as a 

fornicator, sinner, a thief, defiantly disobedient and a treacherous person is 
dearer to me than you meet Allah with the sayings of the people of desires’.

Do you not see that Yunus bin ‘Ubayd knew that the shameless person 
cannot misguide his son from his religion while a follower of innovation can 
mislead him till he makes him commit [an act of] disbelief ?

COMMENTARY

His saying: “Yunus Bin ‘Ubayd saw his son coming out from (the house of) a 
follower of desires and said to him: ‘O my son! Where are you coming 
from?’ He said: ‘From ‘Amr bin ‘Ubayd.’ Thereupon he said: ‘O my son, that 
I see you come out of the house o f a shameless person, is dearer to me than to 

see you come out from the house of so - and- so.” For you to come out from a
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sinful follower of Sunnah is of less evil than sitting with an innovator. This was 

what Yunus cautioned his son against because he sat with ‘Amr bin Ubayd - 

the leader of the M u 'tazilah. That he sits with a Muslim who is a follower of 

the Sunnah even if he has some weaknesses in his religion is indeed less 

harmful than sitting with an innovator. And to learn from him is worse: do not 
acquire knowledge from the people of desires and innovations. Learn from the 

people of Sunnah, the scholars of A h l as-Sunnah  and scholars of sound 

‘A qidah  as stated by M uhammad bin Sirin ? :

IT* 01

“Indeed, this knowledge is religion, so look properly from whom you 

take your religion.”144

If merely sitting (with an innovator) contains this danger, how about learning 

from the innovators ?!

His saying: “For you to meet Allah as a fornicator, sinner, a thief, defiantly 
disobedient and a treacherous person is dearer to me than that you meet 
Allah with the saying of the people of desires.” He said to his son: for you to
die as a sinner who is guilty of a major sin other than Shirk; you will hope for 

mercy. Allah the Most High says:

“Verily, A llah  forg ives n o t th a t partn ers should  be set up w ith  him  in 

worship, bu t He forg ives except th a t (an yth in g  else) to w hom  He 

pleases. ” [Qur'an 4: 48]

144 Reported by Muslim in the introduction to his Sahih (1/14).
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Even if Allah punishes the one who committed major sin in the Fire, his final 

abode is Paradise; he will not abide in the Fire. As for the follower of 
innovation, his innovation could lead him to Kufr thereby becoming one of 

those who will abide in the Fire because he introduced into the religion of 
Allah what is not part of it. As for the sinner, he does not claim that his sin is 
religion. So for you to die upon a sin even if it is a major sin other than Shirk is 

less harmful than for you to die upon innovation. This statement is very lucid.

His saying: “Do you not see that Yunus bin ‘Ubayd knew that the shameless 
person cannot misguide his son from his religion while a follower of 

innovation can mislead him till he makes him commit an act of disbelief’?!”
This is the wisdom behind his not sitting with an innovator. As for sitting with 

a follower of the Sunnah even if he is deficient in his religion and Im an, the 
harm  that will occur as a result of sitting with an innovator is worst than the 

harm  that will occur as a result of sitting with a sinful follower of the Sunnah  

because a follower of innovation invites you to innovation and opposition of 
the Q ur’an and Sunnah.

As for the sinner, he neither cautions you against the Q ur’an and 
Sunnah  nor warns you from following the Sunnah; never. So this is a 

distinction between this direction and that. The worst that can happen is that 
he will beautify sinful deeds to you alone; but for him  to caution you against 
the Sunnah, never. He will not warn you from the Sunnah; he rather respects 
and values the Sunnah, contrary to an innovator for he does not value the 
Sunnah.
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[147]
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[147] The author ?  said: Beware and then be cautious of the people of your 
time in particular. Consider the person who you sit with, listen to and 

accompany; because the entire creatures are as if they are in apostasy except 
the one whom Allah protects among them.

COMMENTARY

His saying: “Beware, and be cautious of the people of your time in 
particular;” This is because during the time of the author, al-Barbahari (may 
Allah have mercy on him, the Fitnah became very great. So he is cautioning 

everyone living in an era in which evils, desires and innovations have emerged. 

This is not limited to his period alone but, every period in which evils, desires 

and false Da 'wat have emerged. He emphasized his caution to the Muslim, so 

he should take warning.

His saying: “Because the entire creatures are as if they are apostastatizing 
except the one whom Allah protects among them”: this was during his time 
? ,  and it re-occurs. Our time and after it -  and Allah knows best - is worse. 

This is because the later the period, the more the Fitan and evil, and the more 
the Sunnah becomes strange and those who adhere to it lessen. So, the danger 

is worse.
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[148] NO ONE PRAISES THE PEOPLE OF 
INNOVATIONS EXCEPT THEIR LIKE

[148] The author ?  said: If you hear a man mentioning Ibn Abi Dawud, 
Bishr al-Marisi, Thumamah or Abu Hudhayl or Hisham al-Futi or one of 

their likes and followers; be cautious of him because he is a follower of 
innovation because those were upon apostasy- Leave the man who has 
mentioned them with good and whomever he mentioned among them.

COMMENTARY

His saying: “If you hear a man mentioning Ibn Abi Dawud, Bishr al-Marisi, 
Thumamah or Abul Hudhayl or Hisham al-Futi. ”If you see a man who

praises evil people and misguided scholars like the followers of the Jahmiyyah, 
know that he is an evil, corrupt and astray person because he does not praise 
them except due to his love for them and being pleased with their way. But 
when you see a man who praises the people of Sunnah like Imam  Ahmad and 

Ibn Mubarak as well as scholars of the Tabi'un  and those who came after 
them; know that he is a good person because he does not praise the people of 
Sunnah except that he loves the Sunnah and adheres to it.

This demonstates that some brothers or students of knowledge may 
praise some innovators or followers of desires and deviant ideologies without 
considering their ideas and direction but defame and disparage good people 
because they hear those (innovators) disparaging them and they believe them.
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This is a great danger. If a person disparages good people, people of knowledge 
and people of Sunnah and praises the people of deviant thoughts and 

approaches, such is a great danger even if one does not sit with them. This is 

among what he is cautioning us against from the things that many people have 
fallen victim to today.

“Ibn Abi D u’ad145 and Bishir al-Marisi146”: They were the ones who 
suggested to al-M a’m un to punish Imam  Ahmad and other Imams ordering 

them to say the Q ur’an is created.

“Thumamah” Ibn al-Ashras147 is among the leaders of the people of 

misguidance.

“And Abu al-Hudhayl” al-‘Allaf148 is among the elders of the M u 'tazilah. 

“Hishdm al-Futi149” is among the innovators.

145 Adh-DhahabI said in Mizdn al-'Itidalfi Naqd ar-Rijal (1/ 233): “Ahmad bin Abi Du‘ad al- 
Qadi, Jahmi, detestable. He died in the year 240 A.H.”
146 Adh-DhahabI said in Mizanal-'Itidal(2l 35): “Bishir bin Giyath al-Marisi, innovator, 
misguided. It is not appropriate to report from him. He studied Fiqh with Abu Yusuf and 
attained proficiency in Ilm al-Kaldm. Afterwards, he advocated the belief that the Q u’ran was 
created and defended it. He did not meet Jahm bin Safwan; he only took his creed and invited 
to it. His apostacy had been reported from large number of Scholars.”
147 Adh-DhahabI said in al-Mizan(2l94): “Thumamah bin Ashrath Abu Ma‘n an-Namri, al- 
Basri, a senior M u'tazilah  and from the leaders of M isguidance! ”
148 Al-Bagdadi said in al-Farq bayna al-Firaq (Pg 102): “Abu Hudhayl Muhammad bin 
Hudhayl, popularly known as al-‘Allaf. He was a Mawla to ‘Abdul Qays. He followed the ways 
of the children of as-Sadaya since many of the innovations spread from them. His errors are so 
many for which other sects of the Ummah from among his M u ’tazilite companions and others 
declared him an apostate.”
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His saying: “Or one of their likes and followers;” If you see him praising evil 
and deviant people beware of him.

His saying: “Because those people were in apostasy.” That is, some of them 

are apostates and they are the Imams of Jahmiyyah and M u'tazilah  who 
deliberately oppose the Q ur’an and Sunnah. There is no doubt with regard to 
their disbelief. As for the blind-follower among them, he should be ruled to be 

upon misguidance and not that such is a disbeliever until the m atter is 

explained to him. As for their Imams and callers, they know what they are 

upon of misguidance; consequently, they are ruled to be apostates.

His saying: “Leave this m an that has m entioned them  with good.” Do not be

deluded by the praise of this man who is praising and commending them. 
There might be good trait in the people of misguidance; however, look at what 

they possess of misguidance. So do not be beguiled by one good trait and be 
heedless about so many evil traits. This is also great wisdom because some of 

the people say so- and- so has a good trait. If he is a deviant, there is no good 

in him just like a follower of the Sunnah, even if he has little evil, stick to him 
because he is a follower of the Sunnah.

149A1-Hafidh Ibn Hajar said in Lisan al-Mizan(6l 195): "Hisham bin ‘Amr al-Futl was from the 
companions of Abu al-Hudhayl and was a caller to al-I'tizal. See: al-Farq bayna al-Firaq (pg. 
145).
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[149] TESTING PEOPLE
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[149] The author ?  said: Testing (people in order to know their belief) in 

Islam is an innovation. As for today, people should be tested with the Sunnah 
based on his saying: “Verily, this knowledge is religion. So consider whom 

you take your knowledge from .”  And based on his saying: “Do not accept 
Hadith  except from  the one whom you accept his testim ony.”  So you should 

consider, if he is a follower of the Sunnah, has knowledge and is truthful, 

write from him, otherwise stay away from  him. ”

COMMENTARY

His saying: “Testing (people in order to know their belief) in Islam is an 

innovation. As for today, people should be tested with the Sunnah.” The

basic ruling regarding the Muslim is goodness and having good thought about 
him as long as the contrary is not known of him. This is the principle. The 

author is saying as long as nothing except good is known of the Muslim, we 
should accept the good from him  including the hypocrite. The Messenger of 

Allah M accepted open attitude of the hypocrites and left their secrets to Allah 
the Mighty and Sublime.

So, as long as nothing (bad) manifests from him, you should think 
well of him. However, if hatred of the Sunnah and the people of Sunnah 
manifests from him, then beware of him. This is the meaning of the author’s 

saying: “Testing (people in order to know their belief) in Islam is an
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innovation.” Meaning if evil does not manifest from a Muslim, do not test 

him.

“As for today,” - that is, during his time, the tests were with the Sunnah 

because there were many misguided sects who were inviting (others) to Islam. 

So it is essential to know who is upon the truth and not to be deceived by their 
claiming Islam. Hence, the person who loves the people of Sunnah, it is the 

proof that he is among the good people and the person who loves the people of 

innovation, it is a proof that he is among the evil people.

His saying: “Verily, this knowledge is religion. So consider whom you take 

your knowledge from .” Learning should be acquired from the scholars of 
Sunnah and not from the scholars of innovation.

His saying: “Do not accept Hadith except from  the one whose testim ony was 

acceptable.” That is, do not accept from the reporters of Hadlth except one 

whom you accept his testimony before a judge because there may be many 
weak people and lies in the narration. This is with respect to one who 

possesses knowledge of Hadith. But whoever is not like that should refer to 
authentic books of Sunnah.

His saying: “So you should consider, if he is a follower of the Sunnah who has 
knowledge and is truthful, write from him; otherwise stay away from  h im .”
This is an explanation to his saying: “Indeed, this knowledge is religion.” Look 
at one who you learn from and report Hadith from. If you see him to be a 
follower of the Sunnah and steadfast, write and report Hadith from him. But if 
contrary to this, do not take Hadith from him because there are some people 

who narrate from Allah’s Messenger H  but are liars. And fabricators of 
H adith ! This is from the perspective of reporting Hadith with its Isnad (chain



of narrators); but from the perspective of quoting Hadith, then refer to the 

authentic books of Sunnah.

S k n r h  n s -S u n n n h
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[150] IF YOU INTEND STEADFASTNESS...
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[150] The author ?  said: If you intend steadfastness upon the tru th  and the 
way of the followers of Sunnah  before you, avoid theological rhetoric and the 

people of rhetoric, arguments, disputes, analogy and debate in the religion. 

For your hearing from  them  even if you did not accept (a word) from  them, 
creates doubt in the heart; and it suffices as acceptance and you become 

destroyed. And heresy, innovation, desires, or misguidance has never 
occured except as a result of rhetoric, argum entation, dispute and analogy. 
They are the gates of innovation, doubts and heresy.

COMMENTARY

His saying: “If you intend steadfastness upon the tru th  and the way of the 
followers of Sunnah  before you, avoid theological rhetoric and the people of 
rhetoric.” Among the Fitan of the people of misguidance is that they 
introduced rhetoric, debate and logic. They made them  proofs and evidence 

upon which they depend in their ‘Aqidah and abandoned the Q ur’an and 
Sunnah because according to them, they do not denote certainty. Logical and 
rhetorical proofs are-in their opinion- definite proofs and explicit evidence. 
Consequently, evil came upon the Muslims through the scholars of theological 
rhetoric, debate and logic who depend on principles of logic and rhetoric and 
made them proofs and evidences.
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They do not rely on the Q ur’an and Sunnah because based on their 
claims, the Q ur’an and Sunnah do not denote certainty. As for these 

principles, they denote certainly according to them and they called them al- 
Barahin -  the proofs.

His saying: “Argument, dispute, (baseless) analogy and debate in the 

religion.” It is not permissible to make matters of the religion topics for debate 

and arguments and freedom of opinion as they say.Likewise; it is not allowed 
to present them  as topics in the newspapers and journals that just anyone may 

say anything. This is not permissible because the matters of the religion must 

be respected and restricted to what the Q ur’an and Sunnah indicate. Debates 
never come in them. This is the principle and safe methodology and is the 

import of Im dn  in Allah and His Messenger. Thus, Allah M  said:

“None disputes in the A ya t (proofs, evidences, verses, lessons, signs, 
revelations, etc.) o f  Allah but those who disbelieve. So let not their 
ability o f going about here and there through the land (for their 

purposes) deceive you [O M uhammad, their ultimate end will be the 

Fire o f Hell]!” [Qur'an 40: 4]

Those who dispute regarding the Q ur’an; whether it is Allah’s word or word of 
hum an being; does it denote certainty or not and so on fall under disputing 

the A y a t of Allah M- Meaning it is as if they do not believe in Allah’s A yat, so 

they are debating concerning it or the Ahadith  of Allah’s Messenger H, the 
infallible, who does not speak of his own desires as if it is doubted and argued. 
The matters of the religion do not contain arguments; they are established 
matters which should be (accepted). There is no doubt therein such that it 

would be presented for analysis- as they say.
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His saying: “For your hearing from them  even if you do not accept [a word] 

from  them, creates doubt in the heart;” That is, your listening to debate in 
religious matters from those people will affect your heart and make you 

become negligent about it in the future even if you do not believe them 

because frequent touch reduces feelings -  as they say. Before the advent of 
these satellite television channels and the debate in the religion and ‘Aqidah, 
that are spread through them, the Muslims in this land were upon a sound 
‘Aqidah. They did not have doubts or delusions. No one would be so bold to 

speak about religious issues; they would rather refer them to their scholars. As 

for today, religious matters have become a thing of debate and arguments and 
freedom of opinion as they say as a result of these repulsive satellite television 
channels! The matter is very dangerous.

Some of them say: there is differences of opinion among the scholars 
in this issue but the scholars are hiding this from u s ! Such will create aspersion 

in the peoples’ heart. The scholars know the differences of opinion but they do 
not spread it amongst the people. They would rather explain it among 

themselves because they are qualified for that. But for them  to mention it to 
the people on the M inbar (pulpit) and media saying: “ There is difference of 

opinion and views on this issue” This involves causing doubts in the religion, 
such is not permissible.

Qiy a s  is  o f  t h r e e  F o rm s

His saying: “And hypocrisy, innovation, desires, or misguidance has never 
occured except as a result of rhetoric, argum entation, dispute and (baseless) 
analogy.” This is because it will open room for debate in religious matters. 
(And Qiyas): That is, baseless Qiyas. As for sound Qiyas, such is one of the 
foundations of proofs. Therefore, Qiyas is of three types:

Firstly: Qiyas al-Awla (Preferencial deductive reasoning) such as 
saying: Allah is more deserving of every perfection devoid of imperfection as 
stated by the Most High:
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“His is the highest description (i.e. none has the right to be worshipped 

but He, and there is nothing comparable unto Him) in the heavens 

and in the earth. ” [Qur'an 30: 27]

Secondly: Qiyas At-Tam thil (comparative deductive resoning) such as saying; 

the Attributes of the Creator are like the attributes of the creature as opined by 

the Mumaththilah  (those who compare Allah to His creature); but this is 

baseless.

Thirdly: Qiyas al-‘Illah (Causative [cause-based] deductive
reasoning). This is among the proofs of Usui al-Fiqh. It is used in issues of 

Fiqh; and this is accepted by the majority of the people of knowledge.
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[151] TAQLiD IS OF TWO FORMS
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[151] The author ?  said: Fear Allah within yourself and stick to the 

narrations and the people of narrations and Taqlid. For the religion is all 

about Taqlid -  i.e., following the Prophet M and his companions (may Allah 
be pleased with all of them). And those before us did not leave us in darkness; 

so, emulate them  and relax. Do not exceed the narrations and the followers of 
narrations.

COMMENTARY

His saying: “Fear Allah within yourself and stick to the narrations and the 

people of narrations and Taqlid.” W hat is meant by Taqlid (here) is al-Ittiba’ 
(following) and not the Taqlid according to the usage of later scholars. The 

intended meaning is following and emulating the People of Knowledge and 
peity as is in Allah’s saying- the Most High:

“A nd also those who followed them exactly (in Faith).” [Qur'an 9: 
100 ]

And the saying of Allah:
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“A nd I  have followed the religion o f  m y fathers, - Ibrahim (Abraham), 
Ishaq (Isac) and Y a ’qub (Jacob). ” [Qur'an 12: 38]

This refers to following. The Taqlid  that means al-Ittiba  ’ based on the truth is 
praiseworthy. As for T aqlid al-A ’m a  (blind following) blind following that is 

devoid of proof, it is rejected. Therefore Taqlid  is divided into two:

•  Firstly, Taqlid  that means following based on the truth; this is 
praiseworthy.

•  Secondly, Taqlid  without proof and knowledge of the proof of the one 
being followed-whether it is right or wrong; this is blameworthy.

“Stick to the narrations;” That is, adhere to the Sunnah and A hadith .

His saying: “For the religion is all about Taqlid -  i.e., following the Prophet

I t  and his companions 4®;” This is al-Ittiba  ’ (following).

His saying: “And those before us did not leave us in darkness;” Those before 

us of the best generations and the Im am s  did not leave us in darkness in our 
religion. They explained this religion to us, established it and compiled it. So 

what is upon us is to follow them  in it and follow their methodology because 
they did not default in explaining and establishing this religion and negating 

the innovations and invented matters that were attached to it.They restored 
the religion and explained it (may Allah have mercy on them.)

His saying: “Emulate them and relax.” Do not overburden yourself, you have 

been sufficed; You are upon the truth if you follow them.
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S t ic k  w i t h  t h e  P e o p le  o f  Ha d ith , t h e y  a r e  t h e  S a v e d  S e c t

His saying: “Do not overstep the narrations and the people of narrations.”
Do not go past the Hadith and the people of Hadith for they are upon the 

truth, they are the Saved Sect. W hen Imam  Ahmad (4*0 was asked: “W ho are 

the saved sect?” He said: “If they are not the people of Hadith, I do not know 

who they are.”150

150Reported by al-Hakim in ‘Ulum al-Hadith (no. l)  and al-Khatib in SharafAshab al -Hadith 

(Pg- 25).
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[152] THE AMBIGOUS VERSES OF THE QUR’AN

[152] The author ?  said: Hold back at the Mutashabih (ambiguous verses) in 
the Qur’an and Hadith and do not analyze anything, nor engage in analogy 

regarding anything.

COMMENTARY

His saying: “Hold back at the Mutashabih (ambiguous verses and Hadith) in 

the Qur’an and the Hadith and do not analyze anything.” Allah fH said:

“It is He Who has sent down to you (M uhammad) the Book (this 
Q ur’an). In it are Verses that are entirely clear, they are the 

foundations o f the Book [and those are the Verses o f Al-Ahkam  
(commandments, etc.), Al-Fara’id (obligatory duties) and Al-Hudood  
(legal laws fo r  the punishm ent o f thieves, adulterers, etc.)]; and others 

not entirely clear. So as fo r those in whose hearts there is a deviation 
(from the truth) they follow  that which is not entirely clear thereof, 
seeking Al-Fitnah (polytheism and trials, etc.), and seeking fo r  its
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hidden meanings, but none knows its hidden meanings save Allah. 
A nd those who are firm ly  grounded in knowledge say: ‘We believe in 
it; the whole o f it (clear and unclear Verses) are from  our Lord. ’ And  

none receive admonition except men o f understanding. (They say): 
‘Our Lord! Let not our hearts deviate (from the truth) after You have 
guided us, and grant us mercy from  You. Truly, You are the Bestower. 
Our Lord! Verily, it is You Who will gather m ankind together on the 
Day about which there is no doubt. Verily, Allah never breaks His 

Promise. [Qur'an 3: 7-9]

So Allah -  free from all imperfections -  informed that He revealed the Q ur’an 
and therein are clear and lucid verses in meaning whose explanation do not 

need other verses, and unclear verses requiring other verses from Allah’s Book 

or the Sunnah of His Messenger M- These are such as the M utlaq  (general), 
M u qayyad  (qualified), M u jm al(various), M ubayyan  (explained), Nasikh  

(abrogating) and M ansukh  (the abrogated). All these are present in Allah’s 
W ord and His Messenger’s statement.

The people of deviation take the unclear verses and abandon the clear 

ones because they intend Fitnah and they say: “We are citing the words of 

Allah and His Messenger.” They would take one part that is unclear and 
abandon the other part that expounds, clarifies, restricts and explains it.

As for those firmly grounded and established in knowledge, they say: 
“The whole o f it (clear and unclear Verses) are from  our Lord.” So they refer 
the unclear verses to the clear ones and it expounds it, clarifies it and explains 
it to them  and so, they act upon the entire Q ur’an and the Sunnah. They say: 
“The whole o f it (clear and unclear Verses) are from  our Lord. ”

As for the people of deviation, they take one aspect and leave the other 
saying: “This is from the Q ur’an”. Yes it is from the Q ur’an but it is unclear on 
its own; it needs explanation and Allah has explained it in other verses and the 

Messenger M explained in the authentic A hadith . So the words of Allah and 
that of His Messenger’s words should be taken together because they explain,
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confirm and clarify one another. This is the way of those well grounded in 
knowledge.

However, the people of deviation only take aspects of the Q ur’an and 

abandon the other. This occurs in every time and place. Some of them do this 

deliberately, intending misguidance, while some do so out of ignorance. He 

only feigns knowledge, he really knows not; he has not even learned the Usui 

(fundam entals),'U lum ul Q u r’an  (science of the Q ur’an), ‘Ulum al-H adith  

(science of H adith ) and Usui al-Fiqh (principles of Islamic jurisprudence). He 
has not learnt these sciences.

The best would be that he reads and memorizes a lot and then he 

thinks that he is a scholar. If he memorizes a great deal and reads widely he 
lacks the fundamentals and principles of knowledge because he did not study 

under the people of knowledge. Such a person is upon ignorance and is astray 

as well because the path he is treading is. Religious matters, issues of the 

rulings of the Shari'ah rulings require diligence, study and taking from the 

people of knowledge.

So they are in between two things: either a deviant who knows that he 
is mistaken but intends to mislead, saying: “ This is a verse and this is a 

H adith. I am deducing from Allah’s word and that of His M essenger” and he 
misleads the people. Or he is an ignorant person who neither knows the path 

of deduction nor the way of understanding the texts. He does not know these 

matters because he did not study from the people of knowledge, he had only 

learnt from books.

Therefore the matter is very dangerous. Consequently, it is incumbent 
upon the students of knowledge to pay attention to this matter and to properly 
study from the people of knowledge and insight if they desire guidance and 

goodness. Otherwise the issue is very dangerous. The m atter is not limited to 
them, that they will be destroyed alone; they will destroy others who follow 

and emulate them.

So, the proofs of the Shari'ah  are related to one another; and the 

Shari'ah  rulings are connected. The one who disconnects them has severed
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what Allah ordered that it should be connected and such would be of those 
regarding whom Allah stated:

“A nd sever that which Allah has commanded to be joined (i.e. they 

sever the bond o f kinship and are not good to their relatives), and 
work mischief in the land, on them is the curse (i.e. they will be fa r  
away from  Allah's Mercy); and fo r them is the unhappy (evil) home 

(i.e. Hell). ” [Qur'an 13: 25]

And refuge is with A llah!

His saying: “And do not analyse anything.” W hat is intended is baseless 

analogy. For example Allah M  said:

“A nd those o f you who die and leave wives behind them, they (the 
wives) shall wait (as regards their marriage) fo r  fo u r  months and ten 
days. ” [Qur'an 2: 234]

And in the verse after it, He said:
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“A nd those o f you who die and leave behind wives should bequeath fo r  

their wives a year's maintenance and residence. ” [Qur'an 2: 240]

He made the Iddah (waiting period) for the widowed a full year; So, which of 
the two verses would you take? The scholars reconciled between the two 

verses that the last verse was in the beginning (of Islam). Then, a woman 

whose husband passes away would stay in her house for a full year in ‘Iddah. 

Later on, Allah H  lightened it and revealed His statement:

“A nd those o f you who die and leave wives behind them, they (the 
wives) shall wait (as regards their marriage) fo r  four  months and ten 

days, then when they have fulfilled their term, there is no sin on you i f  
they (the wives) dispose o f themselves in a ju st and honourable 

manner. ” [Qur'an 2: 234]

There is no blame on her to go out of the ‘Iddah, marry, beautify herself and 

use scent because her waiting period had ended. Allah M  ordered the cutting 

of the hand of the thief.

{ . . .  c z j  ijS L ce  >

“Cut o ff the hand o f the thief, male or female. ” [Qur'an 5: 38]

W hich of the two hands should be cut- off? From where should it be cut- off? 
For how much should the hand be cut-off? All of these are not in the Q ur’an. 

They are in the Sunnah of the Messenger M whom Allah entrusted with the
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explanation of the Q ur’an. So, he explained that it is the right hand that should 

be cut off; and the cutting should be from the wrist and that it is not 
permissible to cut off except if what was stolen is up to three D irham  or one 

fourth of Dinar. Thus, the Sunnah  explains the Q ur’an.

Also, Allah ordered the performance of Salah; how many are the 
Salaw at (prayers)? W hat are their times? How many units have they? Who 

explained all these? It is the Messenger U  in the Sunnah, the Sunnah explains 

and expounds the Q ur’an. Therefore, the issue requires knowledge, insight 

and understanding Allah’s religion. Similarly, the Prophet M said:

dplij I j D S * " S

“Do not become disbelievers after my death; that some of you would 
strike the neck of others (by killing one another).”151

This shows that the person who kills a believer is a disbeliever who has gone 
outside the fold of Islam. However, Allah the Exalted says:

“O you who believe! Al-Qisas (the Law o f Equality in punishment) is 
prescribed fo r  you in case o f murder: the free fo r  the free, the slave fo r  
the slave, and the fem ale fo r  the female. But i f  the killer is forgiven by 
the brother. ” [Qur'an 2: 178]

He called the killed a brother to the killer in His saying: “By his brother” i.e, 
the killed. This shows that the killer is not out of the fold of Islam and that the

151 Reported by al-Bukhari in his Sahih (1/56 no 121) and Muslim in his Sahih (1/81 no 65)
from Jarir.
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brotherhood of faith still remains. So the intended meaning of disbelief in the 

saying of the Prophet M:

“Do not become disbelievers after my death” - would mean m inor 
disbelief that does not make one leave the fold of the religion.

So also is His saying:

“A nd i f  two parties or groups among the believers fa ll to fighting . . . ” 

[Qur'an 49: 9]

[The phrase], “Among the believers” shows that Imdn  does not vanish due to 
fighting among the believers. Rather, it is only one of the major sins and a 

m inor disbelief. Then He said:

“The believers are nothing else than brothers (in Islamic religion). ” 

[Qur'an 49: 10]

He regarded the two fighting parties as brothers. So it is essential to study 
these matters, have understanding of Allah’s religion and acquire knowledge 

from its source and transmitters.

Just as there are unclear verses in the Q ur’an, there are (also) unclear 
A hadith . They should (also) be referred to one another; so, an aspect would 

explain and expound the other.
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[153] REFUTIONG THE FOLLOWERS 
OF INNOVATIONS
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[153] The author ?  said: Do not seek a way from yourself to refute the 

followers of innovation as you have been ordered to keep silent concerning 
them. Do not put them at advantage against yourself. Don’t you know that 
despite the excellence of Muhammad bin Sirin (may Allah have mercy on 
him), he did not respond to a man from among the followers of innovation 

on a single issue or hear a verse from him from the Book of Allah H  ? He was 

asked (about it), and he said: ‘I fear that he distorts it and then, something 
happens to my heart”.152

COMMENTARY

His saying: “Do not seek a way from yourself to refute through it the 
followers of innovation. ” If you wish to reply to the people of innovation, do 

not reply to them with ignorance for this would worsen the calamity. 
Therefore, do not reply them except with knowledge. If you posses knowledge 
and readiness to reply, then respond. Otherwise, do not enter into this arena

' “ Reported by ad-Darimi in his Sunan (1/120 No. 397). al-Faryabi in al-Qadar (pg. 249 No. 
373), Ibn W adai in al-Bida'i wa an-Nahyu 'ana (No. 137). Ibn Battah in al-Ibanah (No. 449 
no 403) and others.
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and then the harm  you cause becomes more than the benefit you bring. Do not 
reply them  with your desires or your own personal perceptions. Do not reply 

except based on knowledge, otherwise hold back.

His saying: “As you have been ordered to keep silent concerning them.” If

you do not have knowledge, keep silent. Rightly, you should hate what they are 
upon with all your heart but do not engage in refutation with them without 

knowledge so that the harm  you bring about is not more than the benefit.

His saying: “Do not put them at an advantage over yourself.” This is because 

if you refute with ignorance, you will put them  in a position to refute and 
oppress you. They will mention the mistakes you have fallen into and you 

would be thought to be the one upon error. However, if you refute based on 
knowledge and proofs they will not be able reply you.

His saying: “D on’t you know that despite the excellence of Muhammad bin 
Sirin, he did not respond to a man from among the followers of innovation in 

a single issue.” M uhammad bin Sirin was one of the great scholars of the 

Tabi'un  and among the well-known people of knowledge153. In spite of this, 
he did not reply this man because he saw that doing so was not beneficial since 
his question was not knowledge based. It was rather a question of obstinacy. 

And this is part of wisdom because the goal of evil people is to spread evil. So 
when he perceived this from them; that they were neither seeking guidance 
nor the truth, and that they only intended confusion, he was silent and he 

ignored them. A poet said:

“W hen a fo o l speaks, do not respond to him

I53Muhammad bin Sirin al-Ansarl, Abu Bakr bin Abu ‘Imrah from Basrah: Reliable, well- 
ground, ardent in worship and widely-known. He died 110A.H. Taqrib at-Tahdhib (pg. 483).
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For the best response to him is silence.”154

His saying: “Or hear a verse from him from the Book of Allah H ;” Therefore 

whoever says, “I will read a verse to you or we want to study its m eaning”, 
while one knows his aim and that his aim is not to seek for guidance; he 
should not respond to him  nor explain the verse to him.

“He was asked (about it), and he said: ‘I fear that he distorts it and then, 
something happens to my heart.’” If he gives him  an opportunity for a debate 
with him, something of his doubt may fall in Ibn Slrln’s heart, so he intended 
to foreclose that.

I54Reported by Ibn Abld-Dunya in as-Samt wa Adab al-Lisan (pg. 302) from al-Mu'ammal, 
the Poet.
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[154] REJECTING THE HADITH
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[154] The author ?  said: If you hear a man saying: “We glorify Allah” when 

he hears the narrations of the Messenger of Allah H; know that he is a Jahmi. 

He intends to reject the Hadith of the Messenger of Allah H and to discard 

through this statement, the narrations of the Messenger of Allah H; while 
claiming to exalt Allah and glorify Him when he hears the Hadith of Ru ’yah 

(seeing Allah), the Hadith of Nuziil (Allah’s descending to the nearest 
heaven) and others. Is he not rejecting the Hadith of the Messenger of Allah 

U if he says: “We Exalt Allah that He should move from one place to 
another”? He claims to be more knowledgeable about Allah than others. Be 

cautious of these people for the majority of the people among the rank and 

file and others are in this condition. So caution the people against them.

COMMENTARY

His saying: “If you hear a man saying: “ We glorify Allah” when he hears the 

narrations of the Messenger of Allah fg; know that he is a Jahmi.” This is 
because if a Jahm i hears the A hadith  on the Attributes of Allah like the H adith  

of Allah’s descending (to the lowest heaven) and the H adith  of the believers 
seeing Allah (on the Day of Resurrection), he will say: “We glorify Allah the 
Mighty and Sublime”. Meaning we glorify Him from these A hadith  because
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according to him these Ahadith  implies likening Allah to His creatures; and 

this is ascribing defect to Allah.

Hence, according to him the Ahadith  of the Messenger contain 
ascription of defect to Allah and likening (Allah to His creatures). So he does 

not actually desire to glorify Allah; he rather has a motive for using this 
statem ent! He does not want to act upon these Ahadith.

His saying: “He intends to reject the Hadith of the Messenger of Allah M and 
discard through this statement, the narrations of the Messenger of Allah;”
That is, through the statement: “We glorify Allah”. It is a true statement but 

with which evil is intended. He wants to use it to reject the authentic Ahadith  

about Allah’s Attributes that are established from the Messenger of Allahig. 

This is because he claims that they ascribe defects to Allah U$.

His saying: “He claims to be more knowledgeable about Allah than others.”

Meaning that, he is more knowledgeable about Allah than the Messenger M- Is 
there any worseKufr (disbelief) ? And the refuge is with Allah.

His saying: “For the majority of the people among the rank and file and 

others in this condition.” The meaning of as-Suqah is the masses. If they hear 
a statement glorifying Allah, they would accept the statement of thejahm i in 
its apparent meaning because they do not understand its intent.
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[155] BE CAUTIOUS OF DEBATING
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[155] The author ?  said: If anyone asks you about an issue on this subject, 
while seeking for guidance; speak to him  and guide him. But if he comes to 

you debating, be cautious of him. This is because in debating, there is 
disputation, argum entation, exaggeration, quarrel and anger. And you have 

been seriously warned against all these because it deviates from  the right 
path. It has not reached us from  anyone among our jurists and scholars that 

he debated, or argued or quarreled.

COMMENTARY

His saying: “If anyone asks you about an issue on this subject, while seeking 

for guidance; speak to him  and guide h im .” A questioner is of two types:

The first type: a questioner seeking for guidance. Such a person has a 

right that you should respond, explain to him  and encourage him.

The second type: is an obstinate and contentious questioner causing 

doubt to the people. Beware of such a person and do not engage him because if 
you leave him the matter will come to an end. But if you engage him the 

matter will worsen; he wishes to stir up Fitnah.
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His saying: “On this subject.” That is, on the issue of Allah’s Names and 

Attributes.

His saying: “But if he comes to you debating with you, be cautious of him .” If
his aim is debate and argument, leave him;do not argue with him because he 

only desires misguidance and deception.

His saying: “This is because in debating, there is disputation, argumentation, 

exaggeration, quarrel and anger. ” Thus, when a man came to Imam  Malik ?  
while he was in the study circle and said: “Verily Allah says in the Q ur’an.

“The M ost Gracious (Allah) Istawa (rose over) the (Mighty) Throne. ” 
[Qur'an 20: 5]

How did He rise over ? Imam  Malik ?  bowed his head till he perspired due to 

his veneration of Allah M. Then he raised his head and said: “Al-Istawa 

(rising) is known, the m anner is unknown but to have Imdn  in it is obligatory 
and asking about it is innovation. I do not think that you are other than a man 

of Fitnah.”155 So he ordered that he should be taken away because his aim was 
not to seek for guidance. He only wanted to confuse the people and negate Al- 
Istawa and give an explanation other than the correct one.

155 Reported by‘Uthman ad-Darimi in ar-Radd ‘aid al-Jahmiyyah (No. 104), Abu N uaym  in 
al-Hilyah (6/326), al-Lalka‘I in Sharh Usui al-I 'tiqad (No. 664), as-Sabunl in ‘Aqidah as-Salaf 
(No. 25, 26), Al-Bayhaqi in al-Asmd'u was-Sifat (2/305 -306 no. 866, 867), and in al-I'tiqad 
(pg. 116), Ibn Qudamahin 'Ithbat Sifah al-'Uluww (No. 88). Al-Hafidh Ibn Hajar said in hath 
al-Bdr: (13/406 -  407): "Al-Bayhaqi reported it with a good chain".
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His saying: “It has not reached us from anyone among our jurists and 
scholars that he debated or argued or quarreled”: meaning they do not 

engage in this type of quarrel that is intended to stir up Fitnah, make people 

doubt ( their religion) and spread confusion. No one among the Imams, 
scholars and pious predecessors of this Ummah entered this arena. Rather, 

they would only guide a questioner seeking for guidance and not an obstinate 
questioner who does not desire benefit but only desires to stir up Fitnah, 

argument and debate.

All praise is due to Allah, the religion is lucid. Allah the Most High

says:

“None disputes in the A ya t (proofs, evidences, verses, lessons, signs, 
revelations, etc.) o f  Allah but those who disbelieve. ” [Qur'an 40:4]

The Q ur’an is clear and lucid; there is no controversy in it. We believe in it and 

affirm what it has stated.We believe in its wordings and meanings and we act 
upon it as it has come from Allah and His Messenger; this is what is obligatory 

upon us.
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Hasan al-Basri ?  said: “The wise does not argue or debate. He disseminates 

his wisdom; if it is accepted, he praises Allah and if is rejected, he praises 
Allah”.

A man came to Hasan (al-Basri) and said, “I want to debate with you 

concerning the religion”. So he said, “I know my religion. So if your religion 
is lost, then go and look for it.”

COMMENTARY

His saying: “Hasan al-Basri (may Allah have mercy on him) said: ‘The wise 

does not argue or debate.” Al-Hasan al-Basri is al-Hasan bin Abi al-Hasan al- 
Basri, the famous Imam  among the successors of the companions. He said, Al- 
Hakim  i.e., the person who possesses wisdom; and Hikmah (wisdom) is to put 
a thing in its proper place. Likewise al-Hakim  means al-Faqih (one who 
possesses understanding).

The word al-Hakim  has two meanings. The first is the person who 
puts matters in their proper place. The second is al-Faqih because Hikmah 
(wisdom) is Fiqh (understanding) and knowing the intent of Allah and His 
Messenger.
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“L a y u m a r i (he does not argue)”: meaning, he does not engage in empty non- 

pro fitable arguments (or debate).

“W a la y u d a r i .” That is, he does not debate with the people of falsehood and 

succumb to them.

His saying: “His wisdom,” that is, his knowledge, “he disseminates it; if it is 

accepted, he praises Allah”. This is what is desired. If it is not accepted, he 

would have indeed discharged his obligation and conveyed the evidence.

His saying: “He praises Allah”. This is because he has established and 

conveyed the proof and has discharged the obligation upon him. And 

guidance of the hearts is in the Hands of Allah § |.

The saying of Al-Hasan: “I’ve known my religion. If your religion is lost; then 
go and look for it.” This is a wise statement. W hen he said,“I want to debate 

with you concerning the religion”. So al-Hasan said: “I have known my 

religion.” That is, I am not in confusion for me to debate with you. As for you, 

if your religion is not with you, go and search for it.
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The author, may Allah have mercy on him, said: Know that the religion is 

only but emulation; emulating the companions of M uhamm ad Sf.

COMMENTARY

The commentary on this has preceded.156

156See what had preceeded.
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The Messenger of Allah ft heard a people at the door of his apartment while 

one of them said: “Did Allah not say such-and-such?” And the other said: 
“Did Allah not say such-and-such ?” So he came out angrily and said: “Is this 

what I  have commanded you ? Or is this what I  have been sent with to you ?! 
Should you set aspects o f the Book o f Allah against the other?”157 So he 

forbade them from debate.

COMMENTARY

Debate should only occur in matters unclear, in which one knows not who is 

upon the truth.Sothere would be debate in order to clarify the truth and clarify 
which of the two groups or persons is upon the truth. But if the truth is clear 

and plain we will not accept debate because the debater would then desire to 

influence the truth and divert people away from it.

The Prophet’s r  statement: “Is this w h a t you  have been

com m anded.. ?” is very significant.When he heard some people debating about 
the Q ur’an, taking the unclear verses and citing them as proofs. Each of them 
was taking a verse to contradict another, saying: “Did Allah not say such-and- 
such?” Then the other will say: “Did Allah not say such-and-such?” This is 

the m ethod of the people of deviation. Allah the Exalted says:

157Reported by Imam  Ahmad in al-Musnad (2/178, 195), Ibn Majah in his Sunan (1/33 No. 

85) from ‘Abdullah bin ‘Amr (Iô JlC <UJl Al-Busayri declared it authentic in Misbah

az-Zujajah ( 1/ 14).
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“It is He Who has sent down to you (M uhammad) the Book (this 

Q ur’an). In it are Verses that are entirely clear, they are the 

foundations o f the Book [and those are the Verses o f al-Ahkam  
(commandments, etc.), al-Fara'id (obligatory duties) and Al-H udud  

(legal laws fo r  the punishm ent o f thieves, adulterers, etc.)]; and others 
not entirely clear. So as fo r  those in whose hearts there is a deviation 

(from the truth) they follow that which is not entirely clear thereof.” 

[Qur'an 3:7]

Consequently, the Prophet H  said: “Is this w h at you  have been com m anded.. ?” 

The Messenger forbade this. He said:

* ' ' '

“Do not coin the Book of Allah against one another.”

Allah’s Book can never contradict or disagree with aspects of it if a scholar is 
aided to understanding it. It can only be in contradiction and disagreement to 
an ignorant person who does not possess the correct fundamentals of correct 
knowledge.
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Ibn 'U m ar (4®) used to dislike debate and Malik bin Anas and those before 

and after him  till this tim e of ours. The statem ent of Allah is greater than 

the statem ent of the creatures. Allah ife says: “No one disputes concerning the 

verses o f  Allah except those who disbelieved” [Qur'an Ghafir: 4]■

A m an asked 'U m ar bin al-Khattab (4®) the meaning of, “By those (angels) 

who remove (the souls o f  the believers) with ease” [Qur'an 79: 2]. ‘Um ar said, 
“H ad it been you were shaved, I  would have struck your neck ”.158 The Prophet 

H  said: “A  believer does not engage in debate. A nd I  will not intercede fo r  the 

one who engages in debate (about religious matters) on the Day o f  
Resurrection. So avoid debating because o f its little benefit”.159

COMMENTARY

His saying: “ Ibn 'U m ar (4®) used to dislike debate.” The intended meaning of 
debate here is that whose aim is to cause confusion to the people where each

158 Reported by ad-Dariml in his Sunan (1/66 No. 144), and the man was Sabig bin ‘Isli at- 
Tamimi.
159 Reported by at-Tabarani in al-M ujam  al-Kabir, Ibn Hiban in al-Majruhin (2/ 226), al- 
Ajurri in ash-Shari'ah (1/431 No. I l l ) ,  Ibn Battah in al-Ibanah (No. 531). Al-Haythami said 
in M ujma'az-Zawaid  ( 1/ 156): "the chain has Kathlr bin Marwan who is very weak”.
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individual will be supporting his view, wanting to prevail without actually 

desiring the truth. He would only want his view to prevail and to defeat his 
opponent. This is a blameworthy debate. But if the goal is attainm ent of the 

truth and to know the truth no matter the person it is with; such that everyone 

would then return to the truth, this is something desirable.

His saying: “And Malik bin Anas and those before and after him  till this time 
of ours.” That is, they disliked debate in spite of the fact that debate could be 

incumbent sometimes. However, a person in sound state does not engage in 

debate except under necessity and when he is fully prepared for it and such is 
free from desires. His concern would not be that he should win, but that the 

truth should prevail regardless of whether it is with him  or his opponent. This 
is a correct debate.

Thus, it is reported that Imam  Ash-Shafi’I said that: “I do not debate 

with anyone except that I wish that the truth be made manifest through him  so 
that he benefits.” This is because his aim is not to follow desires or that he 

should win; he rather wants the truth to emerge regardless of whether it is with 
him  or others. Allah the Exalted says:

“None disputes in the A yat (proofs, evidences, verses, lessons, signs, 
revelations, etc.) o f Allah but those who disbelieve. ” [Qur'an 40:4]

Al-Mujadalah (dispute) in the verses of Allah could be to reject them, coin 
aspects of the Q ur’an against the others and bringing parts of it to contradict 
the others. This is the action of the disbelievers. Consequently, when they 

heard the Prophet H  supplicating in his Salah saying: “O Rahman, O Rahim.” 
They said:“Look at this man who claims that he has one God but he is saying, 
‘O Rahman, O Rahim’. They were deceiving the people that ar-Rahman is a 

separate God and ar-Rahlm another different G od! Then Allah 'M revealed:
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“Say (O M uhammad): ‘Invoke Allah or invoke the M ost Beneficent 
(Allah), by whatever name you invoke Him (it is the same), fo r  to Him  

belong the Best Names. [Qur'an 17:110]

His saying: “A m an asked 'U m ar bin al-Khattab”. He is Sabayg bin ‘Islin who 

was well known for arguments and irrelevances during the era of 'U m ar (4®). 

He asked 'U m ar about the verse:

“By those angels who gently take out (the souls o f the believers).” 

[Qur'an 79:2]

However, he did not need it; the obligatory thing was for him  to ask about the 
matters of his religion and ‘Aqidah. As for the question concerning, “By those 

angels who gently take out (the souls o f  the believers),” such is obtainable in 
books of Tafsir and does not need coming before him. Therefore, it was 

obligatory for him  to ask what was greater than this and what he is more in 
need of. It is not proper for a student of knowledge to preoccupy himself and 

his teacher with irrelevant questions. He should only ask about major and 

im portant issues.

'U m ar said: “Had it been you were s h a v e d meaning had it been your head 
was shaved since that is the feature of the Khawarij. They are those who ask 
questions. If you had their signs, I would have struck your neck. This question 

is typical of the Khawarij because they ask questions about things that they are 

not in need of.
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His saying: “I would have struck your neck;” that is, I will kill you. This is 

because the Prophet i t  had instructed that the K haw arij should be killed. He 
said:

,s\s- jjyA jd j  Uilli

“Wherever you meet them, kill them. If I were to meet them I will kill 

them the way the ‘A d .”160

This address is to the Muslim rulers and not an address to every one. So do not 
take up a weapon and kill every person you would consider to be among the 

Khaw arij. This is chaos. The person that (has the authority to) execute is the 

ruler and 'U m ar (4&) was the leader.

His saying: “A believer does not engage in debate (about religious matters). 
A nd I  will not intercede on behalf o f the one who engages in debate (about 
religious matters) on the Day o f Resurrection. So avoid debates because o f  its 

little benefit”. A l-M ira ’ refers to a debate without benefit which stimulates 
doubt and preoccupies one’s time without any advantage. A l-M um drah, A l- 

M ujadalah  and A l-M unadharah  all mean the same thing. “A  believer does not 

d eb a te” that is, among the signs of a believer is that he avoids debate that is 
devoid of benefit.

“A n d  I  will no t intercede on behalf o f  the one who engages in debate on 

the D ay o f  Resurrection. ” This is a severe threat to the debater and warning 
against debate.

“So avoid  debates because o f  its little benefit. ” Some scholars stated in 
poetized books of creeds that:

JiU- J  Uj i VjA 'A)

1S0Its Reference had preceeded.
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“There is no debate and no argum entation in the religion. 

Does anyone debate except one who has disbelieved  ?”161

161 Nazmu Muqaddimah ar-Risalah of Ibn Abl Zayd al-Qarawani by Shaykh Ahmad bin 
Musharraf al-Ahasa'I al-Maliki as contained in his Diwan (pg. 38).
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[156] A PERSON SHOULD PRAISED EXCEPT SOUND
IN KNOWLEDGE
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[156] The author ?  said: It is not permissible for a Muslim to say so-and-so 

is a follower of Sunnah  until he knows from him that the traits of the Sunnah  

are embedded in him. He should not be called a follower of Sunnah  until all 
of the Sunnah is found in him.

COMMENTARY

Do not commend or praise a person except with knowledge so that people will 
not be deluded by your praise of him  while his case is not as such. W hen you 
have ascertained about him, his way, knowledge and steadfastness, you can 

commend him. But for you to go ahead in his praise and commendation 
without knowing anything about him, such is a dangerous commendation that 

will deceive the people about this person.

Those who commend people should stop at that; they do not 
commend except one who fulfils the conditions of commendation. This is 
because commendation is testimony and the commendation that is incorrect 
becomes a false testimony.

His saying: “Until all of the Sunnah  is found in him .” Traits of the Sunnah 

can be seen in ‘Aqidah, knowledge, action and in emulation of the righteous 
predecessors. But if he possesses just one trait, he should not be as from the



People of the Sunnah because of a single trait or thing. How about a person 

that does not possess any of i t? !

S h n r h  n s - S u n n n h
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[157] MATTERS OF IMAN AND IRJA

[157] The author 7* said: 'Abdullah bin Mubarak ?  said: “The foundation 

of seventy two desires are four; and from these four desires, seventy-two 

desires emanated: Qadariyyah, M urji’ah, ShVah and Khawarij”.

COMMENTARY

four; and from these four desires, seventy-two desires emanated: 

Qadariyyah, M urji'ah, Shi'ah  and K h a w a r i jThe author m entioned this 

statement at the beginning of this treatise and we have explained it there

His saying: “Desires” is because what led them to division is 

(following of) desires; each of them followed his desires. Had they followed the 

truth, they would not have split into seventy three sects. The one who follows 
the truth, desires will not cause him to split. So each of them was following his 
desires. Allah the Exalted says:

“Each group rejoicing in what is with it (as its beliefs).” [Qur'an 23:

'Abdullah bin M ubarak said: “ The foundation of seventy two desires are

53]

Each of them was following his own vain desires, and desires never end. But 
the truth is one, it cannot be divided. Allah the Exalted says:
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“A nd verily, this is M y Straight P a th”, one path; “So follow  it, and  
follow  not (other) paths, fo r  they will separate you away from  His 

Path. ” [Qur'an 6:153]

Therefore the one who deviates from the straight path will fall into these 
various endless paths.

His saying: “Al-Qadariyyah;” they are those who speak (wrongly) regarding 

the Qadar (Preordainment). This is because belief in Qadar is one of the six 

pillars o f Iman:

J jdaJb J 3 3 3 3 ^

“It is for you to believe in Allah, His angels, His Books, His 
Messengers and the Last Day, and to believe in Qadar-its good and

• i »162

That Allah has decreed it, written it in the Preserved Tablet, willed it, desired it 

and created it. This is the creed of Ahl as-Sunnah wa al-Jamaah. To have 
Iman in Qada ’ and Qadar is based on these four levels. Two sects oppose them 

regarding it.

The First sect: The Qadariyyah who negate Qadar. They say; each 

person creates his own action and Allah did not decree them for him. Rather, 

he is the one who does them independently. This is the view of the Mu 'tazilah 

and those who agree with them.

162Reported by Muslim in his Sahth (no 8) from 'Umar bin al-Khattab (<^).
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The Second sect: Al-Qadariyyah al-Mujabirah: They are those who 

exceed the limits in affirming Qadar. They say: the slave has no choice nor will 
nor action; they are all Allah’s actions on him . He (the slave) is just like the 

feather moved around by the wind and like the dead in the hand of the bather 

controlled without having any choice. This people are called al-Mujabirah; 
they overstep bounds in the affirmation of Qadar - and the refuge is with Allah 

- so much so that they stripped the slave of his choice and actions and made 
him someone compelled upon his actions.

He does not choose to pray, he does not commit Zina based on his 

choice; he does not give Zakah by his choice, he does not take Riba with his 
choice. He is rather compelled; everyone - in their opinion- is compelled. This 

is the saying of the Jabariyyah.

His saying: “A l-M urjirah;” This is regarding the issue of Im dn. Im dn  is -  

according to the People of the Sunnah - the statement of the tongue, belief in 
the heart and action of the limbs.lt increases through obedience (to Allah) and 
decreases due to sins.

The M u rji‘ah hold that actions are not included in Imdn. So if a 
person believes with his heart even if he abandons all (righteous) actions - 

even if he does not pray, nor fast nor do anything (of righteous deeds), he will 
enter Paradise! And that Im dn  neither increases nor decreases because 
according to them it is in the heart. In their doctrine, the Im dn  of Abu Bakr 
and the m ost evil of m ankind is equal because it is in the h ea rt!

His saying: “A s h - S h V a h They are those claiming to love ahl al-Bayt. They 

side with 'All and his offspring and believe that they were unjustly deprived of 

their rights, and that the Khalifah was supposed to be for 'All after the death of 

the Messenger; that'Al! was the person Allah’s Messenger M recommended 
but the companions stole and usurped it from him. So they (the companions) 
are tyrants and idols! This is their ‘Aqidah -and the refuge is with Allah.
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His saying: “And the Khawarij;” They are those who take up arms in revolt 

against the (Muslim) leader when he commits a sin that does not reach the 

level of disbelief. They break the staff of obedience and declare the Muslims 
disbelievers because of major sins that are less than Shirk. So their creed 

comprises of two things:

Firstly, revolting against the Muslim rulers and breaking the staff of 

obedience.

Secondly, declaring those who commit major sins less than Shirk as 
disbelievers. They rule that one who commits Zina or steals or consumes Riba 

is a disbeliever! This is the creed of the Khawarij and is one of extremism -  the 
refuge is with Allah. They would also take up arms against the Muslims. The 

Prophet i t  said regarding them:

“They will fight the people of Iman (Muslims) and leave the idol

worshippers.” 163

It is not known in history that the Khawarij ever fought the disbelievers; rather 

they only and always fight the believers.

l63Reported by al-Bukhari in his Sahih (3/1219 no. 3166) and Muslim in his Sahih (no 2/741

no. 1064) from AbuSa ‘id al-Khudri (4i).
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The author, may Allah have mercy on him, said: Whoever gives precedence 

(of excellence) to Abu Bakr, 'Umar, ‘Uthman and 'All above all the 

companions of the Messenger of Allah M without saying anything about the 
remaining except good, and supplicates for them, has exited from Shi‘ism -  
its first and last.

COMMENTARY

His saying: “Whoever gives precedence (of excellence) to Abu Bakr, 'Umar, 

‘Uthman and 'All above all the companions of the Messenger of Allah M 

without speaking anything about them except good, and supplicates for 

them.” This is the creed of Ahl as-Sunnah wa al-Jamaah contrary to the 

Shi'ah. The people of the Sunnah give precedence to Abu Bakr, then 'U m ar 

then ‘Uthman then 'All (4®)- But the Shl'ah say ‘All is the Khallfah after the 

Messenger and that the rule of Abu Bakr, 'U m ar and ‘Uthman is baseless; so, 

they declare Abu Bakr and 'U m ar disbelievers!

His saying: “Without speaking anything about the rest,” among the 

companions of Allah’s Messenger M “except good” and to praise them (4®). 

“And supplicates for them” instead of cursing them as the Shl'ah do or 

condemning them as some people do, condemning some companions or 
speaking against the companions in spite of the fact that the opposite is what is 
obligatory.
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It is obligatory to praise and commend them  and not stepping into 
their rights and faulting any of them because Allah is pleased with them  all and 

He praised them in many verses (of the Q ur’an) and the Messenger | f  also 

praised them (i&). So the one who speaks against the companions or some of 
them, is among the people of misguidance and in opposition to Allah and His 

Messenger in respect of the companions.

Thus, it is not permissible to contravene the right of the companions 
ever, whether individually or collectively. One should only say what is good 

due to their excellence in the Ummah. They are the best generation and the 

most preferred generation as affirmed by Allah’s Messenger M:

“The best of you is my generation.” 164

Meaning; the generation in which the Messenger M was is the best generation, 
“without speaking anything about the rest” either individually or collectively 

“except what is good.”

His saying: “Has exited from Shi‘ism -  its first and last”: W hoever gives 

preference to the four caliphs based on their order of succession, and praises 
the remaining companions, this is the creed of the people of the Sunnah and it 

contains disassociation and renunciation

I64Reported by al-Bukhari in his Sahih (no 3450) and Muslim in his Sahih (no 2535) from the

Hadith of'Im ran bin al-Husayn (4»).
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Whoever says /man is speech and action, it increases and decreases has exited 

from Irja' -  its first and last. Whoever says that it is permissible to observe 
Salah behind every Muslim whether righteous or sinful and that Jihad is 

allowed along with every Khallfah, and does not consider it permissible to 
revolt against the Muslim leader taking uparms against him and supplicates 

for them for righteousness has exited from the saying of the Khawarij -  its 
first and last. Whoever says all the decrees are from Allah the Mighty and 

Sublime: its good and evil. He misguides whomsoever He wills and guides 

whomsoever He wills has exited from the statement of Qadariyyah -  its first 
and last; and he is a follower of the Sunnah.

COMMENTARY

His saying: “Whoever says Iman  is statement and action, it increases and 
decreases has exited from Irja' -  its first and last.” W hen he (the author) 
mentioned that the M urji'ah  is among the founding misguided sects, he 

explained that the creed of the Ahl as-Sunnah wa al-Jamaah is the opposite of 
their creed. This is because the Ahl as-Sunnah are of the view that Iman  is 

statement, action and belief; and that it increases and decreases as indicated by 

proofs from Allah’s Book and the Sunnah of the Messenger M contrary the
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creed of the M urji'ah  who hold that action is not included in the essence of 
Imdn.

His saying: “Whoever says that it is permissible to observe the Salah behind 
every Muslim whether righteous or sinful and that Jihad is allowed along 

with every Khalifah and does not consider it permissible to revolt against the 
Muslim leader, taking up arms against them and supplicates for them for 

righteousness;” This is renunciation from the K haw arij sect because he 

mentioned four sects. W hoever adheres to listening and obedience to the ruler 
of the Muslims without revolting against him  because of a mistake he 

committed that is less than Kufr or sin he committed that is less than Kufr, this 

is the creed of the A hl as-Sunnah w a al-Jama'ah. He should observes Salah 

behind the leaders among the Muslims, fights Jihad along with them in Allah’s 

path and supplicates for their well being and success.This is the creed of the 
People of the Sunnah and Jam a'ah  regarding the leaders. W hoever opposes 

anyone of it has one of the tendencies of the people of misguidance and the 

K h a w a rij!

“And Jihad along with every leader.” If he orders for Jihad, it is obligatory to 

fight along with him. This is what is obligatory (regarding the Muslim rulers): 
listening and giving obedience to them, performing Salah behind them, Jihad 

along with them  and not revolting against them  as the K haw arij do. This is the 
creed of the A h l as-Sunnah wa al-Jam a‘ah regarding the (Muslim) rulers. The 

opposite is the view of the K haw arij and the M u 'tazilah.

His saying: “Whoever says all the decrees are from Allah the Mighty and 
Sublime: its good and bad consequences. He misguides whomsoever He wills 
and guides whomsoever He wills has exited from the statement of 
Qadariyyah -  its first and last.” Everything that occurs is part of Allah’s 
Q adar  (pre-ordainment): Kufr, Im dn, sin, obedience, poverty, wealth, 
sickness, good health and the like. Everything that takes place in the universe
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is with Allah’s Qada and Qadar. Nothing is excluded from Allah’s Qada and 

Qadar. This is the creed of Ahl as-Sunnah wa al-Jamaah contrary to the 
Qadariyyah: those who negate Qadar and those who went to extreme in 

affirming it.

“He misguides whomsoever He wills.” He does not lead anyone stray except 

one who follows the path of misguidance. So Allah will mislead him. Allah the 
Most High says:

“So when they turned away (from the Path o f  Allah), Allah turned 
their hearts away (from the Right Path). ” [Qur'an 61: 5]

Destruction or misguidance or torm ent has not been reported in the Q ur’an 
except that He (Allah) will mention the cause from the slave and that Allah 

decreed it upon him owing to a cause from the slave. Consequently, we say: He 

misguides whomsoever He wills with His Justice; He establishes Justice upon 
the people of misguidance without making them  like the people of guidance. 
Allah the Most High says:

“Shall We then treat the (submitting) M uslims like the Mujrimoon 
(criminals, polytheists and disbelievers, etc.) ? W hat is the matter with 
you ? How judge you ?” [Qur'an 68: 35-36]

And He guides whomsoever He wishes out of His favour, Glorious is He and 
Exalted.
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[158] The author ?  said: [There is] an apparent innovation, which is 
disbelief in Allah the Great and whoever utters it, is a disbeliever in Allah 

w ithout doubt. Whoever believes in ar-Raj’ah that'A ll bin Abi Talib is alive 

and will return  before the Day of Resurrection and M uhamm ad bin 'All, 

Ja‘far bin M uhammad, Musa bin Ja‘far; and speaks about (Shl'ah) Imamate 

and that they (i.e., the Shl'ah  Imams) know the unseen; be cautious of them  

for they are indeed, disbelievers in Allah the Great, and whoever holds this 

view.
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COMMENTARY

His saying: “W hoever believes in ar-Raj’ah;” This is the ideology of the 

Shl'ah. They hold the view that the dead among the Imams from Ahl al-Bayt 

will return towards the end of time, establish justice and remove 'Um ar, Abu 
Bakr and the companions from their graves and burn th em !

His saying: “And whoever utters it, is a disbeliever in Allah w ithout any 
doubt;” W hoever believes in R aj’ah (returning of the Imams) in this way is -  

without doubt -  a disbeliever in Allah M.
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His saying: “By saying 'All bin Abi Talib is alive;” The extremist among them 

say 'All is not dead, he is in the cloud and they worship h im !

His saying: “Muhammad bin 'All” bin al-Husain al-Baqir, “Ja’far bin 

Muhammad” bin 'All bin al-Husain -  he is Ja‘far as-Sadiq, “Musa bin Ja’far” 

al-Kadhim Ibn Ja‘far as-Sadiq. Consequently, the Rafidah name themselves al- 
Musawiyyah, and al-Musawi in ascription to Musa al- Kadhim.

His saying: “And they speak about the Imamate and that they [i.e., the ShVah 
Imams] know the Unseen.” They believe that their Imams know the Unseen 

and that they legislate and abrogate whatever law they wish because Allah has 
entrusted this to th em !

“And that they” That is, the Imams “know the Unseen”. Does anyone know 
the unseen except Allah! ?

His saying: “Be cautious of them for they are indeed, disbelievers in Allah the 

Great.” W hoever claims knowledge of the Unseen or that anyone knows the 
Unseen except those whom Allah informed of His Messengers, is a disbeliever. 
Allah the Most High says:

“(He Alone) the All-Knower o f  the Ghayb (unseen) and He reveals to 
none His Ghayb (unseen). Except to a Messenger (from mankind) 
whom He has chosen (He informs him o f  unseen as much as He 
likes). ” [Qur'an 62: 26-27]
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This is specific to the messengers for the benefit of the Ummah, inviting to 
Allah and to serve as a miracle for them. As for other than the messengers, 

Allah has not made anyone to know anything of the Unseen.
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[159] REFRAINING FROM TALKING ABOUT THE 
ISSUE OF ‘UTHM AN AND 'ALI
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[159] The author ?  said: Tu‘m ah bin ‘Am r and Sufyan bin ‘Uyaynah ?  

said: “W hoever holds back with regard to ‘Uthm an and ‘All is a ShVi. He 
should not be considered just, nor be spoken to nor be sat with. Whoever 

gives preference (of Khilafah) to 'A ll over ‘Uthm an (4s) is a Rafidr, for he has 
rejected the m atter agreed upon by the companions of the Messenger of 

Allah %. Whoever gives precedence (of excellence) to the four Caliphs over 
the rest of them, asks for (Allah’s) mercy for the rem aining ones (among the 

companions) and restrains from their faults, is upon the right way and 
guidance in this issue.

COMMENTARY

Whoever holds back concerning the issue o f ‘Uthman and 'All and says: “The 

Khilafah is indeed for 'All and not for ‘U thm an”; such a person is a ShVi. How 

about the one who says the Khilafah is not for Abu Bakr and 'U m ar but for 

'All, the recommended one ?!

His saying: “He should not be considered trustworthy, nor be spoken to nor 
be sat w ith.” Such a person is a ShVi who should be disassociated from. La
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y u ’addal means he should not to be regarded as trustworthy. “Nor be spoken 

to with” honourable, cheerful and suitable speech. “Nor be sat with” because 

his harm  will spread to whoever sits with him. This is because misguided 

callers will influence those who sit with them  and accompanies them.

His saying: “Whoever gives preference (of Khilafah) to 'All over ‘Uthman 

(4®) is a Rafidi.” That is, regarding the Khilafah. As for the issue of excellence; 
which of them  is the best ? It is an issue in which there is divergent of opinion 

among the scholars. Some of them prefer 'All while others gave preference 

to‘Uthman. As regards the issue of Khilafah, whoever gives precedence to 'All 

above ‘Uthman, such a person is certainly among the people of misguidance 

because the companions, among who was 'All himself agreed on giving 

precedence to ‘Uthman (*^).

His saying: “As he has rejected the matter agreed upon by the companions of 

the Messenger of Allah They were called Rafidah because they said to 

Zayd bin ‘All: “W hat do you say concerning Abu Bakr and 'U m ar?” He 

(Zayd) said: “I love them because they were the ministers of my grand father, 

Allah’s Messenger |f .  They said, “If that is the case, we reject you”. So they 

rejected him  and were named Rafidah (rejecters) because they rejected Zayd 

bin ‘All.

His saying: “Whoever gives precedence (of excellence) to the four Caliphs 
over the rest of them” That is, the entire companions. “And asks for (Allah’s) 
mercy for the remaining ones” among the companions as stated at the 

beginning of the discussion.

His saying: “And restrains from their faults.” Restrain from the errors that 
emanated from some of them  because they are not infallible individually. 
Some errors could occur from some of them, but they have merits and Iman
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that will cover their errors. And they possess from the companionship of 

Allah’s Messenger S§ what will cover what ever m inor error that they may fall 
into.

His saying: “He is upon the right course and guidance in this issue.” 

Whoever has this creed concerning the companions is among the people of 
guidance. If he gives precedence to those of them Allah has given precedence 

to and is pleased with the rest of them without probing their errors; he is 

certainly among Ahl-us-Sunnah wa al-Jamaah  because this is the creed of the 

Ahl-us- Sunnah wa al-Jamaah regarding the companions of Allah’s 

Messenger St.
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[160] THE TEN AMONGST THE COMPANIONS 
(GIVEN GLAD-TIDINGS OF) ENTRANCE TO THE

PARADISE

[160] The author ?  said: The Sunnah is to witness that the ten people whom 

the Messenger of Allah M testified Paradise for will indeed be in Paradise. 
There is no doubt it.

COMMENTARY

His saying: “The Sunnah is to testify that the ten people whom the Messenger 

of Allah H testified Paradise for will indeed be in Paradise.” The Sunnah is to 

testify for those who the Messenger M has testified for them of entering 
Paradise; and they are ten: the four Khulafa’, Talhah, Zubayr, Sa‘d bin Abi 

Waqqds, SaTd bin Zayd, Abu Ubaydah bin al-Jarah and 'Abdur-Rahmdn bin 

‘Awf (4®). Those are the people who the Prophet M testified for of entering 
Paradise. So we testify Paradise for them based on the testimony of Allah’s 

Messenger M-

His saying: “There is no doubt in it.” W hoever doubts that one of these 
companions is not among the inhabitants of Paradise is certainly a disbeliever. 

W hat do you think about the person who curses Abu Bakr and 'U m ar and 

describes them that they are idols ?
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[161] SUPPLICATING FOR AS-SALAT FOR OTHER 
THAN THE MESSENGER OF ALLAH M  AND 

HIS FAMILY
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[l6 l]  The author ?  said: Do not specifically supplicate for as-Salat upon 

anyone except for the Messenger of Allah M and his family alone.

COMMENTARY

His saying: “Do not specifically supplicate for as-Salat upon anyone except 

for the Messenger of Allah M and his family alone.” Literary as-Salat means 
A d -D u ’a (supplication). But juristically, A s- Salat refers to an act of worship 

that begins with Takblr (i.e., saying Allahu A kbar) and ends with the Tasllm  

(i.e., saying as-salam u alaykum  w arahm atullah  w abarakatuh ). Since it 
comprises of standing, bowing, prostration, sitting, recitation of the Q ur’an, 

Takblr and Tasblh (glorification); it (As- Salah) therefore comprises of actions 
and sayings that begin with the Takblr and ends with Tasllm. This is the 
technical meaning of as- Salah.

If the Al (family) and companions are m entioned together (in the 

same context), family would mean the relatives of the Messenger of Allah |g. 
And al-As-hab  (companions) is the plural of Sahabl (a companion) who may 

not be among the relatives of the Messenger of Allah He may also be 
among his relatives.

But if the word family is used alone (in a context); the companions are 
included because the word family has two usages:
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A usage that refers to the relatives -  those for whom charity is 
unlawful. And a usage referring to his followers because followers are (also) 

called A l  (family) like A l  Fir'awn, i.e. followers of Pharaoh, and A l  

M u h am m ad  are the followers of M uhammad.

As for specially sending Salah on other than the Prophet M such as a 

companion alone or a particular Muslim, such is permissible as long as it is not 

taking as a symbol. It is permissible to say: “O Allah, bless so-and-so” as long 

as one does not take it as a symbol like the Rafidah  do. As for sending Salah on 

other than the Messenger of Allah H  some times, there is nothing wrong with 

it. The Prophet M had said:

d f  $  J k  jtiii

“O Allah, bless the family of Abu Awfa.”165 

Allah H  ordered him to do this. Allah the Exalted says:

“Take Sadaqah (alms) from  their wealth in order to purify them and 

sanctify them with it, and invoke Allah fo r  them. Verily! Your 

invocations are a source o f security fo r  them. ” [Qur'an 9:103]

His saying: “And his family only.” The intended meaning of his family is his 

followers.

165 Reported by al-Bukhari in his Sahih (2/544 no. 1426), and Muslim in his Sahih (2/756 no

1078) from ‘Abdullah bin Abi Awfa (<&).
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[162-163] CLEARING A SERIOUS MISCONCEPTION 
IN THIS BOOK
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[162] The author ?  said: Know that ‘U thm an bin Affan (4«) was unjustly 
killed and whoever killed him  was unjust.

[163] W hoever accepts what is in this book and believes in it and takes it as a 
guide w ithout doubting any letter from  it or rejecting even one alphabet is a 

follower of the Sunnah and the Jama 'ah. (He is of) complete (faith) as the 

Sunnah is certainly in him. But whoever rejects an alphabet contained in this 

book or doubts a letter in it or doubts and holds back is a follower of desires.

COMMENTARY

His saying: “Know that ‘U thm an bin Affan (*ife>) was killed unjustly.” The
explanation of this (issue) has preceded.

His saying: “W hoever accepts what is in this book and believes in it and takes 
it as a guide without doubting any letter from  it or rejecting even one 

alphabet is a follower of the Sunnah and the Jama 'ah.” W hat is m entioned in 
this book is the creed of Ahlus Sunnah wa a l-Jam aah . He did not say whoever
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does not believe in what I said. Rather, he said whoever does not believe in 

what is in this book which are the fundamental principles of the creed of the 

Ahlus Sunnah w al Jama 'ah. Thus, there is no fault upon him regarding this 

statement as opined by some readers because he compiled in it the 
fundamental principles of A hl as-Sunnah w a a l-Jam aah  in this book. So 

whoever rejects anything out of it or rejects it (as a whole) is undoubtedly 
astray.

His saying: “Is a follower of the Sunnah  and the Jam a 'ah. (He is of) complete 
(faith) as the Sunnah  is certainly in him .” This is because he believes in what 
the A h l as-Sunnah wa a l-Jam aah  are upon (in creed) from among what is 

m entioned in this book. And if he has the creed of A h l as-Sunnah wa al- 

Ja m a a h  he becomes one of them. But whoever rejects anything among the 
creed of the A h l as-Sunnah wa a l-Jam aah  becomes one of the innovators.
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[164] WHOEVER DOUBTS ANYTHING IN THE 
QUR'AN IS A DISBELIEVER
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[164] The author ?  said: And whoever rejects or doubts a letter from the 

Qur’an or in anything reported from the Messenger of Allah M will meet 
Allah -  the Exalted as a denier. So fear Allah, beware, and maintain your 

Iman.

COMMENTARY

His saying: “And whoever rejects or doubts a letter from the Qur’an or of 

anything reported from the Messenger of Allah I t ;” W hoever doubts 
anything from the Q ur’an even if it is just one letter from the Q ur’an is a 

disbeliever because he denies Allah the Mighty and Sublime. Or if he doubts 

anything from the statement of Allah’s Messenger M  that is confirmed from 
him by the saying, “Even if this H adith  is authentically confirmed from the 

Messenger |g, I do not believe in what is therein” or he says, “I am in doubt or 

I will hold back”; such a person is a denier of the Messenger M because it is 
obligatory to have firm believe in Allah’s word and His Messenger’s word. 
One should not doubt or hold back regarding anything from it.

The individual should believe in the entire Q ur’an and all what has 

been authentically confirmed from the Messenger H. He should not doubt or 

hold back at all regarding what has come from Allah and His Messenger M- 

This is the way of the people of Iman: to believe in what is in Allah’s Book and 
the Sunnah of Allah’s Messenger |g.
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His saying: “So fear Allah, beware (of evil) and m aintain your Im an;” That is, 
fear Allah lest doubt should occur in your heart regarding Allah’s word or the 

word of the Messenger of Allah H  or in the ‘A qidah  of the A h l as-Sunnah wa  

al-Jam aah . M aintain your Im an  so that nothing of that comes into it.
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[165] THE CREATURE SHOULD NOT BE OBEYED IN 
DISOBEDIENCE TO THE CREATOR
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[165] The author ?  said: From the Sunnah is that you do not obey anyone in 

disobedience to Allah; neither the parents nor the entire creatures. There 
should be no obedience to any creature in disobedience to Allah. Do not love 

anyone upon it (i.e., disobedience to Allah); you should hate all that for the 

sake of Allah f t .

COMMENTARY

His saying: “ From the Sunnah is that you do not obey in disobedience to 

Allah;” This is one of the fundamental principles of the A h l as-Sunnah wa al- 

Ja m a a h  derived from the saying of the Prophet H:

.JjJliH >W2jL» (J ii-li S

“There is no obedience to the creature in disobedience to the
/—> , »166 Creator.

The Prophet M also said:

166 Reported by Imam  Ahmad in the Musnad (4/432, 5/66), at-Tabarani in M u jam  al-Kabir 
( 18/ 185), al-Qada‘i in Musnad ash-Shihab (2/ 55) and others. The wording is of at-Tabarani 
and al-Qadda‘1. Ahmad's version is: "Obedience should not be given to a creature in 
disobedience to the Creator." Its core is in the two Sahihs from the reports o f ‘All (4fc). It is in 
the next Hadith.
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“Obedience is only required in what is good.”167
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Whoever orders disobedience to Allah should not to be obeyed in that 

disobedience even if it is your father or m other or the closest person to you or 

even the ruler; do not obey him in the disobedience (to Allah). Allah the 
Exalted said regarding the Jews and Christians:

“They (Jews and Christians) took their rabbis and their monks to be 

their lords besides Allah (by obeying them in things which they made 
lawful or unlawful according to their own desires without being 

ordered by A llah).” [Qur'an 9: 31] - since they obeyed them in 

disobedience (to Allah).

His saying: “Neither the parents nor the entire creatures.” Allah the Exalted 

says regarding the parents:

167 Reported by al-Bukhari in his Sahih (4/1577 no. 4085) and Muslim in his Sahiih (3/1469 

no. 1840) from the narrations of ‘All (4fe>), and the wording of Muslim (reads): There is no 
obedience in disobedience to Allah; obedience is only required in what is good."
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“A nd We have enjoined on man (to be dutiful and good) to his 
parents. His mother bore him in weakness and hardship upon 

weakness and hardship, and his weaning is in two years - give thanks 

to Me and to your parents. Unto Me is the fina l destination. But i f  they 
(both) strive with you to make you jo in  in worship with Me others that 
o f which you have no knowledge, then obey them not; but behave with 

them in the world kindly, and follow the path o f him who turns to Me 
in repentance and in obedience. ” [Qur'an 31: 14-15]

Allah also said:

“A nd We have enjoined on man to be good and dutiful to his parents; 
but i f  they strive to make you join with Me (in worship) anything (as a 

partner) o f which you have no knowledge, then obey them not. Unto 
Me is your return, and I  shall tell you what you used to do. ” [Qur'an 
29: 8]

Therefore, there is no obedience to a creature when it involves disobedience to 
the Creator no matter who this creature is even the closest of mankind to you 
like your parents; how about others besides them ?

His saying: “Do not love anyone upon it; you should hate all that for the sake 

Allah f ! ; ” That is, do not love disobedience or whoever orders it; you should
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rather dislike it. Dislike disobedience and its people; dislike sins and its 
perpetrators and whoever commands it. This is based on the saying of the 

Prophet §|:

“W hoever amongst you sees an evil, he must change it with his hand; 

if he is unable to do so, then with his tongue; and if he is unable to do 
so, then with his heart; and that is the weakest form of Im an.”l6&

So dislike of sin and its people; this is part of Iman.

168 Reported by Muslim in his Sahih (1/69 no. 49) from Abu Sa‘Id al-Kudri (4»).
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[166] BELIEVING THAT REPENTANCE 
IS OBLIGATORY

j i  ijijs j of i o 4 y  k>pi\ 5b  o u h h j  J 1*

j i f  °j* 3*

[166] The author ?  said: To believe that repentance is an obligation on the 

servants. That they must repent to Allah - the Mighty and Sublime - from 
major and minor sins.

COMMENTARY

His saying: “To believe that repentance is an obligation upon the servants;” It 
is obligatory to have Imdn  that repentance is a compulsory act; repentance 

from sins is mandatory. Allah Ht said:

“...A nd  all o f you beg Allah to forgive you all, O believers, that you 

may be successful. ” [Qur'an 24: 31 ]

Allah also said:

“O you who believe! Turn to Allah with sincere repentance! It may be 
that your Lord will remit from  you your s in s ...” [Qur'an 66: 8]
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Allah the Exalted says,

“...A nd  whosoever does not repent, then such are indeed Dhdlimun 

(wrong-doers, etc.). ” [Qur'an 49:11 ]

It is therefore obligatory upon the Muslim to repent from his sins and evil 

deeds and not persist in them  or be negligent about them by saying that it is 

easy. He should not be negligent about them because that is sin as well. He 
should rather hasten towards repentance. Allah the Exalted says:

“A nd those who, when they have committed Fahishah (illegal sexual 
intercourse etc.) or wronged themselves with evil, remember Allah and 
ask forgiveness fo r  their sins; - and none can forgive sins but Allah - 
A nd do not persist in what (wrong) they have done, while they know. 
For such, the reward is Forgiveness from  their Lord, and Gardens. ” 

[Qur'an 3: 135-136]

So Allah praised them and promised them. He the Mighty and the Sublime 

said:
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“Allah accepts only the repentance o f those who do evil in ignorance 

and foolishness and repent soon afterwards; it is they to whom Allah 

will forgive and Allah is Ever All-Knower, All-Wise. A nd o f  no effect is 
the repentance o f those who continue to do evil deeds until death faces 

one o f them and he says: ‘Now I  repent...”’ [Q u r'an4 : 17-18]

Repentance will not be accepted at the point of death. Even though such is 
alive, his repentance at the face of death will not be accepted. So, it is essential 
for one to hasten and turn in repentance to Allah the Mighty and Sublime. 

Man is not infallible, he makes errors, has shortcomings, he sins, but Allah M  

out of His mercy opened the door of repentance. He has opened the door of 
repentance for you and invited you to it and promised to forgive you if you are 

truthful in your repentance. Even a disbeliever, if he repents, Allah will accept 
his repentance. Allah the Exalted says:

“Say to those who have disbelieved, i f  they cease (from disbelief), their 
past will be forgiven.” [Qur'an 8: 38] - of Kufr, Shirk, m urder and 
others; if they repent, Allah will accept their repentance.

It is reported in the Hadith that the Prophet H  said:
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“Repentance wipes away what is before it (of evil deeds).”169

So a Muslim really needs repentance. The Prophet H  used to seek for 
forgiveness and turn to Allah in repentance more than hundred times in a day. 

He M said:

.ip j  Jl Qp ;iil j l  p j  \ $

“O people! Turn to Allah in repentance for I turn to Allah in 

repentance more than seventy times in a day.”170

And his companions counted him in saying: “Astagafirullah, Astagafirullah ” 

more than hundred tim es171 'alayhis-salatu was-salam. And he is Allah’s 

Messenger H, how about others ? Therefore, we are in need of turning to Allah 
in repentance. One is not infallible; he sins, has shortcomings and he makes 

mistakes. So he is in need of repentance. All praise is due to Allah who opened

169169 1 did not find it with this wording. However, in its stead is what is reported by Muslim in 

his Sahih from ‘Amr bin al-As from the Prophet H  that: “ Aren't you aware that Islam destroys 
what had occurred before it, and that Hajj destroys what came before it." Likewise the Hadith: 
"The one who repents of sin is like one without sin." Reported by Ibn Majah (2/1419 no. 4250) 

from ‘Abdullah bin M as'ud (4t).
170170 Reported by al-Bukhari in his Sahih (5/2324 no. 5948) from Abu Hurayrah who said, "I 

heard the messenger of Allah ££ saying, 'By Allah, I ask Allah forgiveness and repent unto Him 
more than 70 times in a day.’"Muslim also reported it in his Sahih (4/2075 no 2702) from al- 
Agar al-Muzamii who said, "The messenger of Allah fg said, 'O people! Repent unto Allah, for 
I turn in repentance to Him one hundred times in a day!'"
171 Reported by Abu Dawud (2/85 no. 2526), at-Tirmidhi in his Sunan (5/494 no. 3434), Ibn 
Majah (2/1253 no 3814), an-Nasai in al-Kubra (6/119 no 10292), Ibn Hibban in his Sahih 
(3/206 no 927) and others from 'Abdullah bin 'Umar who said, "It used to be counted for the 

Messenger of Allah a hundred times before he stood up from a gathering: Rabb igfirli wa 
tub 'alayy innaka at-Tawwab al-Gafur (O Lord! Forgive me, accept my repentance, You are 
the Pardoning and Forgiving." The wording is of at-Tirmidhi and he said, "It is a Sound, 
Authentic and Lone Hadith."



the door of repentance for us and promised to accept it from us and remit our 
sins.
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[167] AFFIRMING PARADISE FOR THOSE WHOM 
THE MESSENGER M AFFIRMED PARADISE FOR

[16 7] The author ?  said: Whoever does not affirm Paradise for those whom 

the Messenger of Allah M has affirmed Paradise for is a follower of 

innovation and misguidance, and doubtful about what the Messenger of 

Allah H said.

COMMENTARY

His saying: “Whoever does not affirm Paradise for those whom the 

Messenger of Allah M has affirmed Paradise for, is a follower of innovation 
and misguidance.” Affirming the Paradise or Hellfire has some elaborations 
according to the people of the Sunnah and the Jama'ah: W hoever the

Messenger of Allah H  affirms Paradise or Hell for, we will affirm same for him  

because the Messenger of Allah M does not speak of his own desires; it is only 
a revelation revealed.

But when there is no proof that a person will enter the Paradise or 
Hell, we do not affirm Paradise or Hell for anyone. We would rather hope for 

the good doer and fear for the sinner. This is with regard to individuals.

However, in general, we believe that the believers will go to Paradise 
and all the disbelievers will go to Hell -  generally speaking. But on individual 
basis, it is essential to give this elaboration. We should not conclude that 
anyone will go to Paradise or Hell except based on proof from the Book of 

Allah and the Sunnah.

The Prophet M had specifically and individually affirmed regarding 
some people among his companions that they will enter the Paradise. So we
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too should be certain that they will specifically enter the Paradise. They are the 

ten affirmed to enter the Paradise: The four Caliphs: Abu Bakr, 'Um ar, 

‘Uthm an and ‘All; as well as Talhah, Zubayr, Sa’d bin Abl Waqqds, Sa'ld bin 

Zayd bin ‘Amr bin Nufayl, Abu Ubaydah bin Jarrah and 'Abdur-Rahman bin 

‘Awf Allah’s Messenger H  affirmed that these people enter the Paradise, so 

we should believe in it and be certain that they will particularly enter the 
Paradise. We should also believe that all the companions will go to Paradise - 

those that died as companions without apostatizing because Allah 3! said:

“Indeed, Allah was pleased with the believers when they gave their 
B ay’ah (pledge) to you (0  M uham m ad) under the tree.” [Qur'an 48: 
18]

Allah also said:

“A nd the first to embrace Islam o f the M uhajirun (those who migrated 
from  M akkah to al-Madinah) and the Ansar (the citizens o f al- 
M adinah who helped and gave aid to the M uhajirun) and also those 
who followed them exactly (in Faith). Allah is well-pleased with them  
as they are well-pleased with Him. He has prepared fo r  them Gardens 
under which rivers flow  (Paradise). ” [Qur'an 9: 100]
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So all the companions of Allah’s Messenger |g  will enter the Paradise based on 

the affirmation of Allah fH. He specified among them the ten who were given 

the glad tidings of Paradise, those who took the Bay 'ah ar-Ridwan and those 
who witnessed the battle of Badr, specific merit has been reported concerning 

them. Those who believed and spent before the conquest of Makkah are higher 

in degree than those who spent and fought afterwards. Those who embraced 
Islam before the conquest of Makkah are better than those who embrace Islam 

after the conquest of Makkah.

Undoubted the Companions differ in rank None defames any of 

the companions of Allah’s Messenger M except the people of desires and the 
people innovations such as the Khawarij, Rafidah and others.

Therefore, the person who defames the rightly guided Caliphs: Abu 

Bakr, 'U m ar and ‘Uthm an 4?, and attributes injustice to them, and describes 

Abu Bakr and 'U m ar that they are two idols of Quraysh, that they are Jibt and 

Taghut, such a person is worse in misguidance than the Jews and Christians. 
The Jews and Christians would not say this regarding the companions of 

Allah’s Messenger M, despite being Jews and Christians.

But these people claim Islam and utter these repulsive statements. If 

the Jews were to be asked, “W ho are the best amongst you?” They would say: 
“The companions of Musa.” And if the Christians were to be asked, “W ho are 

the best amongst you?” They would say: “The companions of ‘Isa.” But if 
these people were to be asked, ‘W ho are the worst amongst you? They would 

say: “The companions of Allah’s Messenger We ask Allah for well being 

for this is a very serious issue.
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[168] ISLAM IS THE SUNNAH AND THE SUNNAH 
IS ISLAM
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[168] The author 7* said: Malik bin Anas ?  said: “W hoever adheres to the 

Sunnah, and the companions of the Messenger of Allah H  are safe from  him, 
and then dies, he will be in the company of the Prophets, the steadfast 
affirmers of tru th , the m artyrs and the righteous even if he has shortcomings 
in deed”.

Bishr bin al-Harith 7* said: “ Islam is the Sunnah and the Sunnah is Islam ”.

Fudayl bin ‘Iydd 7> said: “W hen I see a m an from  the followers of 
theSunnah, it is as if I have seen a man among the companions of the 

Messenger of Allah $g. And when I see a m an among the followers of 
innovation, it is as if I have seen a m an among the hypocrites.”

Yoonus bin ‘Ubayd 7* said: “Strange is one who invites (others) to Sunnah 
today. And stranger than him  is one who responds to the Sunnah. ”
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COMMENTARY

1. The saying of Imam  Malik bin Anas ? :  “Whoever adheres to the Sunnah, 

and the companions of the Messenger of Allah are safe from him and then 
dies, he will be in the company of the Prophets, the steadfast affirmers of 

truth, the martyrs and the righteous.” W hoever adheres to the Sunnah; that 

is, the Sunnah of the Messenger H  in knowledge, action and creed and dies 

upon that, and the companions of Allah’s Messenger H  are safe from him: he 

never defames them or any one of them, he will be in the company of the 

Prophets, Siddiqun, martyrs and the righteous because he is obedient to Allah 

and His Messenger |g. Allah the Exalted says:

“A nd whosoever obeys Allah and the Messenger (M uhammad), then 

they will be in the company o f those on whom Allah has bestowed His 
Grace, o f  the Prophets, the Siddiqun (those followers o f the Prophets 

who were first and forem ost to believe in them, like Abu Bakr As- 
Siddiq), the martyrs, and the righteous. A nd how excellent these 

companions are!” [Qur'an 4: 69]

His saying: “And the companions of the Messenger of Allah M are safe from 

him;” That is, he does not disparage and defame them. Allah M  said:

“A nd those who came after them... ”

That is, the Companions; the M uhajirun and the Ansar
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“And those who came after them say: "Our Lord! Forgive us and our 

brethren who have preceded us in Faith, and p u t not in our hearts any 

hatred against those who have believed. Our Lord! You are indeed fu ll 
o f kindness, Most Merciful. ” [Qur'an 59:10]

Consequently, Shaykh al-Islam Ibn Taymiyah ?  stated in al-‘Aqidah al- 
Wasitiyah: “Among the fundamentals of Ahl as-Sunnah wal-Jamaah is safety 

of their hearts and tongues towards the companions of Allah’s Messenger |g, ” 
and he mentioned this verse:

“And those who came after them say: "Our Lord! Forgive us.” - This 
is safety of the tongues.

“And our brethren who have preceded us in Faith, and p u t not in our 
hearts any hatred” - this is safety of the heart towards the companions 

of Allah’s Messenger M-

His saying: “Even if he has shortcomings in his deed.” Even if he has 
deficiency in action, Allah will indeed forgive whatever He wills. Allah the 
Exalted says:
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“Verily, Allah forgives not that partners should be set up with hint (in 

worship), but He forgives except that (anything else) to whom He 
wills. ” [Qur'an 4: 48]

2. The saying of Bishr bin al-Harith ? :  “The Sunnah is Islam and Islam is 
Sunnah  ”. This expression has preceded at the beginning of this book172.

3. The saying of Fudayl bin ‘Iydd ? :  “If I see a man among Ahlus 

Sunnah, it is as if I have seen a man among the companions of Allah’s 

Messenger H ” because he is their follower. This is because whoever follows 
them becomes one of them. It is as stated by Imam  Malik (may Allah have 

mercy on him): “Those are in the company of those on whom Allah has 
bestowed His Grace.” So whoever follows them  becomes one of them.

He (Fudayl) said: “And if I see a man among the people of 
innovations, it is as if I have seen a man among the people of innovations and 

desires who oppose the Sunnah, it is as if I have seen a man among the 

hypocrites.” If I see a man among the people of innovations and desires, those 
who oppose the People of Sunnah, it is as if I have seen a man among the 

hypocrites -  those who would show Islam outwardly but are disbelievers 
inwardly, wishing to deceive (the sincere Muslims). The people of desires and 

innovations resemble the hypocrite because they both show Islam but they 
invent heresies and do not follow the Sunnah. This is the attribute of the 

hypocrites.

4. The saying of Yunus bin Ubayd (may Allah have mercy on him): 
“Strange is one who invites (others) to the Sunnah  today. And stranger than 

him is one who responds to the Sunnah and accepts ( it)!

172 See what had preceeded.
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The Sunnah and those who invite others to it have become strange; and more 

strange are those who act upon it. There is no doubt that some time will come 
in which the Sunnah  will become strange to its adherents. The later the times, 

the more the Sunnah becomes strange. The People of the Sunnah  become 

strangers. Thus, the Prophet M said:

“ Islam began as something strange and it will return to being strange 

as it began, so glad tidings of a place in the Paradise is for the 
strangers. ”

They asked, “W ho are they, O Messenger of Allah ?” He replied:

uxj ill 55JJI

“Those who make rectification when the people become corrupt.”173

In another version he said:

JLCJ! U

“Those who rectify what the people have corrupted.”174

These people are the strangers towards the end of time when people become 
corrupt. They will cling to the Sunnah and be patient upon whatever hurt they 

suffer. They will (also) be patient with being strange among the people because 
so many people will oppose them; so they will live in strangeness among 
people.

173 Its reference has preceeded.
174 Its reference has preceeded.
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Ibn ‘Awn ?  was saying at the tim e of his death: “ The Sunnah! The Sunnah! 

Beware of innovations’, till he died.

Ahmad bin Hanbal ?  said: “ A m an among my companions died and he was 

seen in the dream  saying: You should say to Abu'Abdillah: “Stick to the 
Sunnah, because the first thing my Lord asked me was about the Sunnah. ”

Abu al-Aliyah ?  said: “W hoever dies upon the Sunnah  is a steadfast affirmer 

of the tru th . Holding on to the Sunnah is salvation.”

COMMENTARY

1. The saying of Ibn 'Awn: “The S u n n ah ! The S u n n ah !” Meaning, stick to the 
Sunnah (with the Sunnah -  in Arabic) occurring in the accusative due to 

appeal. Meaning: Adhere to the Sunnah and hold firmly to it.

His saying: “Iyyakum ” is cautioning, and innovation is what opposes 
the Sunnah. He gave this advice when he was dying as a form of counsel to the 

Ummah.
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2. The saying of Imam Ahmad ? :  “A man among my companions 

died and he was seen in the dream saying: “You should say to Abu 'Abdullah: 
‘Stick to the Sunnah, because the first thing my Lord asked me was about the 
Sunnah This man was one of the companions of Imam Ahmad - the Imam 

of Ahl-us-Sunnah, the one who was patient over the Trial ? .  He died and was 

seen in a dream, he told the one who saw him to inform Imam Ahmad ?  that 

he should cling to the Sunnah. He said: “The first thing my Lord asked me 
was about the Sunnah.” This contains exhortation towards clinging to the 
Sunnah and being patient upon it.

3. The saying of Abu Al-‘Aliyah ? :  “Whoever dies upon the Sunnah 

he is a steadfast affirmer of truth’

As Siddiq means much truthfulness and it is the level that follows the 
Prophets. So the status of as-Siddiqiyah (being a Siddiq) is a very lofty one. 

This implies (ones) sticking to the truth in his sayings and actions. The 

Prophet M had explained who a Siddiq is when he said:

.jjuaji Jj)j si

“A m an would continue to speak the truth and note the tru th .”175

That is, he would speak the truth on his own and note the truth in what people 

say to him. He does not popularize just whatever he hears or whatever is said. 
Rather, he verifies and notes the truth because he is truthful on his own and 
does not convey or say except what is true. This is the Siddiq.

His saying: “He dies upon the Sunnah;” that is, clinging to Islam. W hat is 
meant by Sunnah (here) is Islam and Islam is Sunnah. Whoever dies upon that

175 Reported by al-Bukhari in his Sahih (5/2261 no. 5743), and Muslim in his Sahih (4/2013
no. 2607) from ‘Abdullah bin M as'ud (4&).
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without the opposite of that emerging from him dies as a steadfast affirmer of 
truth.

His saying: “Holding on to the Sunnah is salvation,” meaning adhering to the 

Sunnah is salvation from fitnah  and torm ent. Thus, the Prophet M said:

“ Indeed whoever lives long amongst you will see many 

disagreements; so adhere to my Sunnah and the Sunnah of my rightly 
guided caliphs.”176

Allah M  said:

“A nd ho ld fast, all o f you together, to the Rope o f Allah (i.e. this 

Qur'an), and be not divided among yourselves. ” [Qur'an 3:103]

Allah M  also said:

“A nd verily, this (i.e. Allah's Commandments them had mentioned in 

the above two Verses 151 and 152) is my Straight Path, so follow it, 
and follow  not (other) paths, fo r  they will separate you away from  His 

Path. ” [Qur'an 6: 153]

176 A part of the Hadith of al- ‘Irbad bin Sariyyah (4fe). Its reference has preceeded.
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This is comm andment of Allah and that of His Messenger: holding on to the 
Sunnah and clinging to it.
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Sufyan ath-Thawri ?  said: “W hoever listens with his ears to a follower of 

innovation exits Allah's Protection and is abandoned to i t177 - i.e. to the 

innovation”.

Dawud bin Abi Hind ?  said: “Allah the Blessed and the Exalted revealed to 
Musa bin Im ran -Peace be upon him - ‘Do not sit with the followers of 
innovation for if you sit with them  and something affects your heart for what

177 Reported by Abu Nu‘aym in Hilyah al-Awliya (7/26, 34) and Ibn Battah in al-Ibanah (no. 

444).
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they say I will throw you upside down into the Hell.’” 178

Fudayl bin Iyad also said ? :  “W hoever sits with a follower of innovation has 
not be given wisdom ” 179

Fudayl bin Iyad: “Do not sit with a follower of innovation because I fear that 
curse may descend upon you.”180

Fudayl bin ‘Iyad said: “He who loves a follower of innovation, Allah will 

invalidate his deed and remove the light of Islam from  his heart.” 181

Fudayl bin Iyad: “whoever sits with a person of innovation upon a path, you 

should follow another pa th .” 182

COMMENTARY

The saying of Sufyan Ath-Thawrl ? :  “W hoever listens with his ears to a 

follower of innovation exits Allah's Protection;” we have previously discussed 

the people of innovations and not sitting with them  and accompanying 
them 183. So whoever accompanies them and listens to their sayings without 

rejecting them will be destroyed along with them. Therefore, it is not

178 Reported by al-Ajurri in ash-Shari'ah (1/442 no. 122), Ibn Battah in al-Ibanah (2/434 no. 
556), Ibn al-Bukhari in his Mashlkhah (1/175 no. 2 l) from Khusayf bin ‘Abdir-Rahman al- 

Jazari who said, "Allah revealed to Musa bin ‘Imran 3S9 that: Do not sit with the people of 
innovations and desires so that nothing enters your mind and demeans you and make you 
enter the Fire." Ibn Battah (no. 363), al-Bayhaqi in Shu'ab al-Iman (7/60) also reported from 
‘ Ata who said, "Allah said to Musa: 'Do not sit with the people of desires because they will put 
into your heart what was not in it."

179 Reported aby al-Lalkal in Sharh Usui I'tiqad Ahl as-Sunnah (no. 263, 1149) and Ibn Battah 
in al-Ibanah (no. 439), and al-Bayhaqi in Shu'ab al-Iman (1/64).
180 Reported by al-Lalkai (no. 262), Ibn Battah in al-Ibanah (no. 441, 451), and al-HarwI in 
Dhamm al-Kalam (no. 4/231 no. 1050)
181 Reported by Abu N uaym  in al-Hilyah (8/103) al-Lalkal ( no. 263), Ibn Battah in al-Ibanah 
(no. 440), al-Harwi in Dhamm al-Kalam (4/167 no. 947), Ibn Jawzi in Talbts Iblis (pg. 16)
1 Reported by Abu N uaym  in al-Hilyah (8/103), Ibn Battah in al-Ibanah (no. 493) and Ibn 
Jawzi in Talbts Iblis (pg. 6)
183 See what had preceeded.
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permissible for you to listen to the people of innovations and say, “ I am a 
believer strong in Im an  and I know the (correct) ‘Aqidah; they will not 
influence me." This is deception; a person could be tempted. So avoiding them 

and not listening to their false sayings is protection. But if you listen to them, 

you are likely to be lured and put into Fitnah along with them.

His saying: “And will be abandoned to it”; This is because whoever seeks 
protection with Allah, Allah will protect him. But he who listens to innovation 

may be lured by it, and will be left to it and would exit Allah’s protection.

2. The saying of Dawud bin Abi Hind ? :  “Allah the Blessed and the 

Exalted revealed to Musa bin Imran (820): ‘Do not sit with the followers of 
innovation for if you sit with them and something affects your heart from 
what they say I will throw you face down into Hell.”’ This was reported 

concerning Musa (859) that Allah revealed to him: “Do not sit with the people 
of innovations - although he is one to whom Allah spoke to; Allah still forbade 

him from sitting with the people of innovation and those acting contrary (to 
the Q ur’an and Sunnah) because he may be influenced by them  if he sits with 

them. How about others ?

His saying: “And something from what they say affects your heart.” This is 

the danger; that if you sit with them and hear their words, it will certainly 
affect you in your heart or something of that may affect you negatively. So do 

not rely on the strength of your Im an  or your knowledge because they have 

falsity, forgery, mellifluous speech and (evil) techniques. So you should beware 
of them. Allah the Most High stated:

“A n d  when you  look a t them , their bodies p lease you; an d  when they  

speak, you  listen to their w o rd s... ” - So beware of them  -
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“...They are the enemies, so beware o f them. M ay Allah curse them!
How are they denying (or deviating from ) the Right Path. ” [Qur'an 63:

4]

Do not be lenient with the people of innovations, listening to them or sitting 
with them.

3. The saying of Fudayl bin Tyad 7* :“Whoever sits with a follower of 
innovation has not been given wisdom;” - that is, he is deprived of wisdom. 

Al-Hikmah (wisdom) means understanding in Allah’s religion. So the person 

who sits with the people of innovation would be deprived of understanding in 
Allah’s religion as a punishm ent for him.

4. The saying of Fudayl bin ‘Iyad: “Do not sit with a follower of 
innovation because I fear that curse may descend upon you.” This is because 

torment, anger and deviation descends upon the follower of innovation; so it is 

feared that something of what afflicted him should afflict you. Thus, Allah M  
said:

“A nd when you (M uhammad) see those who engage in a false 
conversation about Our Verses (o f the Qur’an) by mocking at them, 
stay away from  them till they turn to another topic. A n d  ifS h a  v t f l  Si 
(Satan) causes you to forget, then after the remembrance sit not you in 

the company o f those people who are the Dhalimun (polytheists and 
wrongdoers, etc.). ” [Qur'an 6: 68]
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Allah the Most High says to the believers:

“A nd it has already been revealed to you in the Book (this Q ur’an) 

that when you hear the Verses o f  Allah being denied and mocked at, 
then sit not with them, until they engage in a talk other than that; (but 
i f  you stayed with them) certainly in that case you would be like 

them. Surely, Allah will collect the hypocrites and disbelievers all 
together in Hell. ” [Qur'an 4: 140]

This contains caution against sitting with the people of misguidance and the 
people of desires, accompanying them  and listening to their words or reading 

their books. It is essential for you to distance yourself from these matters; and 
Allah is the source of assistance. The person who does this nowadays, it will be 

said about him, that he is solitary, a fanatic and having doubt about people and 

so on.

5. The saying of Fudayl bin ‘Iyad: “He who loves a follower of 

innovation.” It is likely that Allah will render his deeds void. This is a severe 
threat particularly if the innovation is Mukaffirah (one that leads to Kufr), 
because he may approve their speech, Shirk and disbelief and his deeds would 
become null and void. This is a form of cautioning. So one should not be 
proud of himself or think that he cannot be influenced; no, a person is human.

6. The saying of Fudayl bin ‘Iyad ? :  “W hoever sits with a person of 
innovation on a path, you should follow another pa th .” Even on the road; if 

you see him on the road do not walk with him  nor accompany him on the
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road and on journey. They will influence you. W here are those who walk with 

the innovators and accompany them with the pretence o f doing da 'wah ?!
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[...] IF YOU ENCOURAGE AN INNOVATOR, YOU 
HAVE HELPED HIM TO DESTROY ISLAM
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Fudayl bin 'Iyad said: “W hoever honours a follower of innovation has 
certainly helped in destroying Islam. And whoever smiles in the face of an 

innovator has belittled what Allah M  revealed to  M uhamm ad |g. Whoever 
m arries his daughter to an innovator has severed her kinship. And whoever 
follows the funeral procession of an innovator will be under the anger of
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Allah till he re tu rns” 184

Fudayl bin ‘Iyad also said: “W hoever sits with a follower of innovation will 

become blind.” 185

Fudayl bin ‘Iyad said: “ I eat with a Jew and a Christian but I do not eat with 

an innovator. I love that there should be between me and a follower of 
innovation a barrier made of iron .” 186

Fudayl bin ‘Iyad said: “If Allah knows that a m an hates a follower of 
innovation, He will forgive him even if his (good) deed is little.A follower of 

Sunnah will not support a follower of innovation except out of hypocrisy and 

whoever turns his face against a follower of innovation Allah will fill his 
heart with Iman. And whoever rebukes a follower of innovation, Allah will 

make him safe on the Day of Greatest Terror. And whoever humiliates a 
follower of innovation Allah will raise him  hundred ranks in Paradise. So 

never be a follower of innovation for the sake o f Allah forever.”187

184 Reported likewise by; Abu N uaym  in al-Hilyah al-Awliya (8/ 130), Abu al-Futuh at-Tai in 
Arba'in (pg. 86-87) and Ibn JawzI in Talbis Iblls.
185 Reported by ad-Danuri in his Mujalasah (1/413 -  414 no. 113 ), al-Lalkal (1/139 no. 273), 
Abu al-Futuh at-Tai in Al-Arba'ln (pg 86-87).
186 Reported by Abu Nu‘aym in al-Hilyah (8/ 103), al-Lalkal (4/638 no. 1 149), Ibn Battah in al- 
Ibdnah (no. 470) with some part of it, and al-HarwI in Dhamm al-Kaldm (4/230-231 no. 
1048).
187 Reported by Ibn Battah in al-Ibanah (no. 443) with the wording: "The souls are a 
conscripted army. Those that are similar among them agree and those that dislike themselves 
disagree. It is not possible that a person of Sunnah supports a person of innovation except out 
of hypocrisy." Also reported by Abu Nu'aym in al-Hilyah (8/103) with the wording: "That I 
eat with the Jew or Christian is more loving to me than that I eat with a person of innovation. 
For if I eat with the two of them, I will not be emulated but if I eat with a person of innovation, 
I will be emulated by the people. I desire that there should be an Iron barrier between me and 
the person of innovation. A simple deed upon the Sunnah is better than the deeds of the 
person of innovation. The one who sits with a person of innovation is not bestowed wisdom. 
Whoever sits with a person of innovation, avoid him. Do not trust a person of innovation with 
your religion, do not seek his advice in your affairs, do not sit with him. Whoever sits with 

him gets blindness from Allah $§. If Allah knows a man to have dislike for a person of
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COMMENTARY

1. The saying of Fudayl bin ‘Iyad: “Whoever honours a follower of 

innovation has certainly helped in destroying Islam.” This is because 
innovation is contrary to Islam. So if you encourage an innovator, you have 

assisted in the destruction of Islam because Islam is the Sunnah and the 
Sunnah is Islam as it had preceded. Therefore, it is obligatory upon a person 

not to honour the people of innovation nor praise them nor eulogise them, 

just as you hear nowadays, the extolment of the disbelievers, Jews and 
Christians and commendation that they are the people of advancement, 

development and civilization; but we (Muslims) are backward and lagging 
behind and so on. This is of the worst forms of hypocrisy; and Allah’s refuge is 

sought.

His saying: “And whoever smiles in the face of an innovator has 

belittled what Allah -  the Exalted and Sublime - revealed to Muhammad M ”
This is because an innovator opposes what Allah has revealed to Muhammad. 

So if he smiles at him  feeling happy with him, he would have acted contrary to 
what is recorded in the Book of Allah and the Sunnah such as boycotting 
them, hating them, distancing oneself from them  and not being pleased with 

them since smiling (at them) indicates pleasure and being delighted with 

them.

His saying: “Whoever marries his daughter to an innovator has severed her 

kinship.” It is obligatory upon one who has a female in his charge: a daughter 
or sister or anyone whose marriage is in his charge to select a suitable and 

righteous person for her. The Prophet M said:

innovation, we hope that Allah will forgive him  even if his deeds are few. I anticipate good for 
him because the person of Sunnah presents goodness but the person of innovation, no deed of 
his will ascend to Allah even if they are many."
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“If a person whose religion and character pleases you comes to you, 

you should marry to him. If you do not, there will be tribulation in the 
land and great evil.” 188

So if you do not select one whose religion and character is pleasing for the 

female under your care, great evil will occur in the sense that a person among 

the people of hypocrisy or innovation may m arry her; and she will go astray 
along with him and you would have caused that.

He said: “And whoever follows the funeral procession of an innovator will be 

under the anger of Allah till he returns.” If they die, do not accompany their 

funeral procession because anger and torm ent descends on them and what 
afflicted them may afflict you.

2. The saying of Fudayl bin ‘Iydd: “Whoever sits with a follower of innovation 
will get blindness;” that is, blindness in insight and that of the heart.

3. The saying o f Fudayl bin ‘Iyad: “ I could eat with a Jew and a Christian but I 
do not eat with an innovator.” This is because a Jew or Christian is well- 

known to be following a path and religion that opposes ours, and he is of the 
people of the Book. As for an innovator, he claims Islam while the Jew or 
Christian does not; you already know that he is a Jew or Christian. But the 
problem is in regard to one who professes Islam, whom you trust and sit with 
and he pulls you towards evil. His danger is worst than the danger of the 
enemy whose enmity is clear.

188 Reported by Ibn Ma'In in his Tarlkh (3/40), al-Bukhari in al-Kuna (1/26 no. 206), Ibn Abl 
Aslm in Ahad wal-Muthanna (2/351), at-Tirmidhi in his Sunan (3/395 no. 1085), ad-Dulabl 
in al-Kuna (1/70 no. 159). At-Tirmidhi said, “A Sound and Strange Hadith.”
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His saying: “I love that there should be between me and a follower of 
innovation a barrier made of iron;” that is, which will prevent relating with 
him.

4. The saying of Fudayl: “If Allah knows that a man hates a follower of 

innovation, He will forgive him even if his (good) deeds are few.” This is 
because this is part of al-Wala and al-Bara’. Al-wala (Alliance) should be to 

the people of Imdn  while there should be al-Bara’ (Disassociation) from 

Allah’s enemies. This is one o f the fundamental principles of Aqidah.

His saying: “A follower of Sunnah will not support a follower of innovation 
except out of some hypocrisy.” W hen a follower of Sunnah supports a 

follower of innovation, it is a form of hypocrisy.

His saying: “And whoever turns his face against a follower of innovation 
Allah will fill his heart with Imdn. ” This is because this is part of al-Bara ’

His saying: “And whoever rebukes a follower of innovation, Allah will make 
him safe on the Day of Greatest Terror.” W hoever condemns him  with 

speech and repudiates him, Allah M  will reward him on the Day of 
Resurrection, the Day of great fright - with a good reward because he 

denounced evil. But if he extols and praises him, it is indeed part of hypocrisy 

and showing love to Allah’s enemies.

His saying: “And whoever humiliates a follower of innovation Allah will raise 
him hundred ranks in Paradise;” It is obligatory not to honour the people of 
innovations with sitting or praise or other forms of honour. It is obligatory to 

humiliate them because Allah humiliates them. This is also part of al-W ala’ 
and al-Bara ’.
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His saying: “So never you become a follower of innovation for the sake of 

Allah forever;” It is essential for you to avoid innovations, do not be lenient 

about it any bit, in order for you to safeguard your religion and the Sunnah of 

your Prophet
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CONCLUSION 

 t *

We have benefitted from this book and what it contains of the fundamentals of 

Ahl as-Sunnah wal-Jamaah, and beneficial advice. May Allah reward the 
author with good recompense and grant benefit to us by what we have read 

and heard. May Allah's peace and blessings be upon our prophet, his 

household and companions.

The one who is in charge of these annotations:

We ask Allah I f  to reward our Shaykh, Salih bin Fawzan al-Fawzan -  

Hafidhahullah -  with good recompense and make him a leader to guidance 

and the right. May He strengthen His religion by him, rectify whoever listens 

to him, forgive him and his parents, his offspring and his household. This 
blessed annotation was completed on Sunday, 14th Safar, 1428 A.H




